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Thursday, 18 June 2020
The PRESIDENT (Hon. SL Leane) took the chair at 9.36 am and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT (09:37): On behalf of the Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this land which has served as a significant meeting
place of the First People of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay respect to the elders of the Aboriginal
nations in Victoria past, present and emerging and welcome any elders and members of the Aboriginal
communities who may visit or participate in the events or proceedings of the Parliament.
Rulings by the Chair
GESTURES
The PRESIDENT (09:37): I have a ruling. Yesterday afternoon, in response to a point of order by
Ms Shing, the Acting President requested that I view broadcast footage of an allegedly inappropriate
hand gesture by Mr Finn. Having viewed the footage, I am concerned there was indeed a rude hand
gesture made by Mr Finn, which is unparliamentary. However, I am satisfied the gesture and the
accompanying comments by Mr Finn were not directed at an individual member but were rather
directed at the government collectively. I do ask members to assist acting presidents in that if they are
asked to withdraw something they should do so immediately. And I remind the house that gestures are
entirely inappropriate and unparliamentary at any point in time, and particularly these days when
proceedings are broadcast to the public. I also ask members to reflect on debates this week concerning
the need to maintain parliamentary standards and MPs behaviour.
Petitions
Following petitions presented to house:
PUBLIC LAND MANAGEMENT
To the Legislative Council of Victoria
The Petition of certain citizens of the State of Victoria draws to the attention of the Legislative Council the
need to establish a Parliamentary inquiry into public land management.
The inquiry should investigate:
1.

why the policy of changing public land into parks and reserves has failed to deliver the promised
environmental improvement, economic benefits and social outcomes; and

2.

why several recommendations of the Bushfires Royal Commission and the Environment and
Natural Resources Committees Inquiry into Public Land Management Practices on Bushfires in
Victoria have not been implemented, especially those that relate to the lack of adequate fuel
reduction burning; and

3.

the effects of current public land management policies on the extent and severity of bushfires, on
the environment and adjoining private property.

The committee should make recommendations to the Government, which should include the:
1.

establishment of a new public land advisory body to replace the narrow focus of the Victorian
Environment Assessment Council. The new advisory body would include representation of
recreational and commercial users of public land and the Country Fire Authority; and

2.

the creation of a modern management system that allows for recreational and resource use of public
land whilst maintaining environmental safeguards.
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The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council establish an inquiry into public land
management and provide recommendations to the Government in a final report

By Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (217 signatures).
Laid on table.
LIVE MUSIC VENUES
Legislative Council Electronic Petition
The Petition of certain citizens of the State of Victoria draws to the attention of the Legislative Council that
Victoria’s famous music scene is on the brink of collapse and there is no relief in sight. We are calling on the
Government to step in and save our proud music culture by preserving the venues where artists play.
Live music means mass gatherings and it will be many months before our state’s music venues can safely
reopen doors at viable capacities. In the meantime, our venues are being crippled by mounting debt including
rent, mortgage payments, bills and insurance and without Government intervention, many of these venues
will be forced to close their doors permanently.
This will have a devastating effect on Victoria’s creative economy and cultural heritage.
Music is a cornerstone of Victoria’s identity as the ‘creative state’. This is something we are known for around
the world and it is a huge economic driver.
Melbourne has more music venues per capita than any other city in the world. The 700 music venues across
Victoria host approximately 100,000 gigs a year, with an estimated economic impact of $1.42 billion
generated from live music, clubs and festivals. Melbourne’s music venues have an audience of 112,000 every
Saturday night, more than an AFL Grand Final.
Music venues are the critical infrastructure of the live music industry and they cannot survive without
intervention from the Victorian Government. At exactly the time when more local stages are needed to
support Australian artists, we will lose them. If we lose these venues, we will lose opportunities for artists and
Melbourne’s iconic music scene.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council call on the Government to work with Music
Victoria to develop a package of needs-based financial assistance to protect small to mid-size enterprise music
venues until they are able to trade sustainably, put in place a clear and balanced roadmap to reopen at full
capacity and provide a fund to support the relaunching of the industry when COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.

By Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (15 690 signatures).
Laid on table.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (09:40): I move:
That the petition be taken into account on the next day of meeting.

Motion agreed to.
NILLUMBIK PLANNING SCHEME
To the Legislative Council of Victoria
This petition concerns materially impacted owners/stakeholders of 201–219 (5 acres), 175–199 (40 acres)
Ironbark Road, Diamond Creek and adjoining 40–60 (14½ acres) Pioneer Road, Yarrambat, Victoria.
Justice does not date.
We remind the Government that in 1975 under Section 310A of The Water Act 1958 Ironbark Rd properties
in Diamond Creek were made compulsorily liable for the largest contribution of total costs of the urban
reticulated infrastructure scheme in that urban extension (head-works and distribution). This was based on the
highest urban residential valuation of the land and thus its capacity and capability. In 1989 40–60 Pioneer Rd
was purchased to enable dual supply of urban infrastructure options and dual road frontages for unique
combined residential development choices.
Under Section 144A of the Water Act 1989 these urban lands were (and still should be) taken as serviced
properties under the Management District of Melbourne Water Corporations powers, functions and duties.
This includes providing the properties with water, sewerage and drainage. These responsibilities were
transferred from the Plenty Yarrambat Waterworks Trust to Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works
(MMBW) and then to Melbourne Water.
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Hard evidence indisputably proving lands correct urban status include Urban Residential Rate notices
co-ordinated with infrastructure charges dating back to 1974, map showing lands inclusion in the legislated
Plenty Growth Corridor and not as Green Wedge (prior to 2000), Gazettal by Governor in Council (ie.
Cabinet) in 1975 of both the extension of the Plenty Yarrambat Waterworks Trust and Urban District, urban
district special rate receipts proving lands inclusion in this Gazettal, terms of reference showing consumers
liable for total costs, notices of largest compulsory charge for infrastructure under Section 310A of Water
Act 1958, maps proving urban reticulation, receipts showing approx. 11.5% interest for loan scheme repayments for infrastructure only permissible for residential areas, sewerage and drainage easements on Titles
as part of township or suburban planning. All of which are in the Governments possession.
These urban residential lands were incorrectly translated to Environmental Rural in the year 2000 against
provisions in applicable legislation. Their promised ‘closest fit’ zone translation should have been Residential
One. These lands remain urban under the Water Act 1989, they have accrued urban reticulated
infrastructure and associated rights/entitlements to subdivide the land into residential lots or entitled
compensation for removal of same.
The petitioner brings to the urgent attention of the House that we had our concerns voiced in Parliament and
the Government, via the Honourable Jaala Pulford MP on the 15th August 2019 stressed on the floor of
Parliament that ‘no accrued rights of any landowner will be affected by the new Water and Catchment
Amendment Bill 2019’.
Despite this reassurance the lands to which this petition concerns, the owners of said lands have been
unable to exercise their accrued rights, as their lands outstanding Rural zoning/mapping mistake has
not been equitably rectified to align with their correct urban status under the Water Act 1989.
Prayer: The Petitioner requests that the Legislative Council urge the Premier Hon Daniel Andrews, Planning
Minister Hon Richard Wynne, Water Minister Hon Lisa Neville, Attorney General Hon Jill Hennessy and
the Victorian State Government.
1.

Ensure amendments to the Nillumbik Planning Scheme to equitably and correctly zone the lands to
general residential (irrespective of any final site-specific land use) and rightfully in Melbourne’s New
Metropolitan Urban Boundary, aligning their urban status in all legislation,

2.

Ensure the lands continued inclusion in all altered or new declared urban serviced districts for water,
sewerage and drainage,

3.

Ensure reinstatement of the lands planning and infrastructure provisions prior to year 2000,

4.

Ensure above lands are not discriminatorily gerrymandered from using their known urban infrastructure
to the highest and best use,

5.

Ensure their precious urban reticulated infrastructure assets are not eroded or re-directed to others instead
at their expense,

6.

Or if the government is unable or chooses not to, undertake the above actions meet with the petitioners
to facilitate amicable mediation for entitled compensation for losses and damages or other agreeable
mediated equitable remedies. We reserve all our rights.

By Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (1 signature).
Laid on table.
Papers
INSPECTOR-GENERAL FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry: Implementation of Recommendations and Affirmations—Annual
Report 2019
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (09:41): I move, by leave:
That there be laid before the house a copy of the Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry: Implementation of
Recommendations and Affirmations, report 2019.

Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be published.
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Tabled by Clerk:
Auditor General’s Report on Safety on Victoria’s Roads—Regional Road Barriers, June 2020 (Ordered to
be published).
Confiscation Act 1997—Report, 2018–19 pursuant to section 139A by Victoria Police.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule No. 51.
Surveillance Devices Act 1999—Report, 2018–19 pursuant to section 30L by the Game Management
Authority.
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council Act 2001—Assessment of Victoria’s Coastal Reserves Final
Report, March 2020.

Business of the house
PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE
Right of reply: Ian Cook
The PRESIDENT (09:43): I have received a right of reply from Mr Ian Cook. Pursuant to standing
order 21.03 I present a right of reply from Mr Ian Cook, director of I Cook Foods, relating to comments
made by the Honourable Jenny Mikakos, MLC, during questions without notice on 3 March 2020.
During my consideration of the application for a right of reply, I gave notice of the submission in
writing to Minister Mikakos and also consulted her prior to the right of reply being presented to the
Council. Having considered the application and determined that the right of reply should be
incorporated in the Parliament’s records, I remind the house that the standing orders require me, in
considering a submission under the order, not to consider or judge the truth of any statements made in
the Council or the submission.
In accordance with the standing orders, the right of reply is hereby ordered to be published and
incorporated in Hansard.
Reply as follows:
I write to you as Ian Cook, Sole Director of I Cook Foods.
Yesterday the 3rd of March in Question Time, Minister Mikakos, was asked about the I Cook Foods closure
by her department. In her answer she states ‘This is a very serious matter. We did have an elderly woman, an
86-year-old woman, who died from listeriosis and what was found was that the source of the Listeria was
linked to a food manufacturer, I Cook Foods. So, this is why we have made no apology for the department
taking the action that it took.’
I would like to state the following;
1.

There was no evidence of what food products the patient ate at the hospital in question, if any. It is
also unclear at what location the patient may have consumed any food products which contain
Listeria.

2.

The sandwiches that I Cook Foods provided to the hospital were tested by the City of Greater
Dandenong’s Environmental Health Officers under instructions from the Department of Health
and Human Services; the scientific reports from Melbourne Universities testing laboratory show
that our sandwiches were 10 times under the legislated safe limits prescribed by Food Standards
Australia New Zealand (FSANZ).

The scientific evidence that the minister appears to be relying on is DNA matching of the bacteria completed
by the Doherty Institute. The Doherty Institute report identifies two other direct matches for Listeria with the
same DNA and they occur in Queensland in the same incubation period. I Cook Foods do not supply any
food to Queensland. The source of the Listeria had to be from an external supplier, perhaps our small goods
supplier who does produce and distribute food nationally.
Minister Mikakos’ statement in the House linking I Cook Foods to a woman’s death is effectively defaming
myself and my company. I have in fact previously written to the minister and offered to show her our evidence
of the actions of people in her Department and the City of Greater Dandenong.
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This misinformation from the 3rd of March 2020 and also previously on the 15th of October 2019 adds to the
damage that has been done to my family name which also is my company name, to the point where I have no
customers or contracts remaining and the business and our reputation has been destroyed. I would like to also
point out that this has had a massive financial and emotional impact on my family, myself, 41 workers and
their families who lost their jobs due to the actions of the department. Therefore, respectfully I request that
the house is informed of these untruths and that the record is corrected immediately in whatever manner is
appropriate.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices given.
NOTICES OF INTENTION TO MAKE STATEMENTS
Notice given.
ADJOURNMENT
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (09:53): I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 4 August 2020.

Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (09:53): I move an amendment to
that, if that is possible:
Omit the words ‘Tuesday, 4 August 2020’ and insert in their place ‘Tuesday, 30 June 2020’.

The reason I move this amendment is that the chamber at this time should be sitting frequently, and
this will be another large hiatus in time. It is our view that the chamber ought to be sitting regularly
through this crisis—both the health crisis aspects and, further, the economic crisis that we are suffering
at the moment. We will have unemployment figures come down today which will show a very
significant increase in unemployment in our state. These matters need to be followed week by week,
day by day, and we need the chamber sitting frequently. It is my view that two weeks is a sufficient
period of time for the chamber to adjourn, and in that sense we do not support a sitting date on
4 August; we support a sitting date earlier than that. If others had an alternative date, we would
certainly be prepared to look at that, but we think two weeks is about the right period.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (09:54): In speaking to the amendment, the
government will not be supporting the amendment put by Mr Davis. It would have been nice to have
had a conversation about this at the business meeting on Monday. I would point out that we have the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) process that is committed to looking at the
pandemic response and has been operating very well, and that will continue throughout the break. I
would remind the house that it is possible for the Council to return at a date prior to 4 August if the
President is asked to reconvene, and we are certainly alive to the fact that there may be a need to return
during the break. I would point out on personal grounds for myself, and I probably would speak for
any other parents, that 30 June is school holidays. It is very difficult to accommodate this lifestyle at
the best of times, but trying to call back members during—
Ms Lovell: Other people work through the school holidays. They only get four weeks break.
Ms SYMES: It would mean that my nanny does not get a break, actually. I would like to give her
a break. I was just pointing out that springing on the chamber that you would like us back in two weeks
without any notice when you have probably been thinking about it for some time is probably
irresponsible. I am pointing out a number of reasons that it is probably impractical.
I do not refute that they are unprecedented times and there may be a reason for the chamber to return,
but putting an arbitrary date in two weeks time when we do not have urgent legislation at this point in
time and when we have a PAEC process, we have the questions on notice process, we have a Premier
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and a health minister that are out in front of the media answering every question in relation to the
pandemic almost on a daily basis, nobody—
Members interjecting.
Ms SYMES: The media and the community are being briefed basically on a daily basis, so I think
the transparency has been very good. Bringing back this chamber for self-interest is not something
that the government will be supporting.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (09:57): While I do have some sympathy to Mr Davis’s
amendment, a bit of notice would have helped. Really even just a discussion this morning may have
been of assistance. However, we have been actually trying to catch up with our very important
homelessness inquiry, along with a number of very important inquiries that have actually been delayed
due to COVID, so we are booking ourselves. Our committee is working very hard, and I do not want
to have to delay further public hearings with our community about these issues, such as homelessness,
at this time. As I said, I am sympathetic to the idea that we should be very responsive to the
circumstances of today, but to bring it to the house now without any conversation makes it really
difficult.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (09:58): I am also rising obviously to speak to Mr Davis’s
amendment to this motion, because surely the needs of Victorians should be coming first, and that is
exactly what we are in this place to do. The Parliament should come first before other things in relation
to what we are facing in this state, as Mr Davis has highlighted. With the economic issues that are
plaguing this state, the health crisis—we have got 81 active cases—there are questions that we need
to have in this place the whole time. We need to be seeing and speaking to the ministers and
government. And in relation to—
Ms Shing interjected.
Ms CROZIER: Well, Ms Shing, I know you want to be in the health minister’s seat and down on
the front bench, but you are on the back bench. And, quite frankly, if the minister would answer
questions, then maybe we would not need to come back. But it is an important issue, because we do
represent our communities and we have through the COVID crisis not been in this house. There are
many issues that need prosecuting in this place, and one or two days at the end of June is not a big ask.
Surely the government should be considering this as a matter of priority.
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (09:59): Again, I am quite sympathetic to the intent of this, but
sending it at 9.28 am with no discussion is not a winning move. I mean, we have got no time to even
think about it. So I cannot support it.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (09:59): I rise to speak to Mr Davis’s amendment and
support it, because if we as the alternative supported the government’s motion, that would mean that
for 2020 in seven months this Parliament would have sat for 16 days. Colloquially there is a test out
there—we cannot even use that test at the moment because we cannot get into the pubs—but that
would not pass the pub test by any measure, 16 days in seven months for the Parliament of Victoria.
The reason the government want to do this is because they are trying to avoid accountability and
scrutiny. They are trying to avoid people asking them direct questions—not that we get answers to
questions in this place. But quite frankly if you went out and talked to your constituents today and
said, ‘How would you feel about your Parliament meeting for just 16 days in seven months?’, I am
pretty sure I know what the answer would be. Let us get back to work and stop avoiding the scrutiny
and the accountability this government deserves.
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (10:00): I rise to speak to Mr Davis’s amendment. As other
crossbenchers have mentioned this morning, this has come at a very inconvenient time with us not
having been able to make alternative plans. Given that we have had some of the COVID restrictions
lifted, I know that my diary, as I assume many others, has booked in face-to-face meetings throughout
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my electorate so that I can go and do that important work with my constituents, which involves lengthy
travelling across my enormous electorate. Whilst I appreciate the fact that, yes, our role is to be in this
place and to hold the government accountable, I do believe that more time for us to make this decision
would have been far more convenient. However, we still have the rest of the year and perhaps we can
schedule in extra days throughout the rest of the six months that we have, so I would like that to be
considered.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (10:01): Listening to Neil Mitchell on the radio this morning
reminded me of just how much the community holds us in contempt in this place and indeed in the
other place. The fact that the government has put this motion forward after just a two-week sitting
period, what they are doing is, at a time of an integrity crisis in the government—the government is in
an integrity crisis—attempting to run away from this Parliament. They are attempting to run away
from scrutiny. They are attempting to run away from responsibility for the appalling crisis that the
government find themselves in. What in fact we will have, if the Parliament does not sit, is this state
being run by eight people—eight people. That is it. That just flies in the face—
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr FINN: No, she is not. That is true. I am glad Ms Crozier pointed that out. The Leader of the
Government is not even included in the gang of eight, which must rankle her a bit. We know that
Ms Shing will never be included in the gang of eight. That is a ridiculous suggestion.
The very real situation is that democracy in this state is being stomped upon by a government that has
total contempt for the electorate. That is what is happening. We should be here, as members of
Parliament, having our say, representing our constituents—and I will give you an example. When the
Parliament is not sitting here, when the Parliament has not been sitting here for these months, the
government has been preparing to dump toxic soil throughout the western suburbs, and I have not had
a chance to come in here and speak for my constituents. I want that chance. That is my job, and this
government is denying us, as members of Parliament, the opportunity to represent our constituents.
Now, that to me stinks. That stinks every bit as much as the crisis that the government currently finds
itself in, the scandal it currently finds itself in.
I can understand why members of the government do not want to come into the Parliament. I can
understand why they do not want to come in here and answer questions in the Parliament. Indeed I
can understand why members of the government just want to get away from everybody as much as
possible. If I was in their situation at the moment, I would pretty much want to do the same thing. But
the fact of the matter is that we have a responsibility as members of Parliament at a time of crisis to be
here in the Parliament. We have got a health crisis, we have got an economic crisis and the government
has an integrity crisis.
So if we are not here in this Parliament representing our constituents, we are not doing our job. And
for the government to be running away from the Parliament at a time like this is something that is
intolerable and will continue the level of contempt that the electorate has for their elected members of
Parliament and in particular for the Andrews government.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (10:05): No-one is running away from anything. No-one is running
away from any scrutiny. This is a childish stunt. The resumption of the Parliament after the tighter
levels of restrictions and the change to the sitting schedule, as every member in this house knows, was
something that was discussed in a spirit of great cooperation and collaboration not just with the
opposition but with members from all of the parties and the Independents so that everybody knew
what the deal was. Everybody knew how we were going to keep ourselves safe, and everybody knew
for many, many weeks—more than three weeks now—that we would be returning to the normal sitting
schedule. And at no point up until now has this been something that the opposition has expressed any
problem with or any concern with.
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Over many, many years in this place there have been some courtesies that have been extended to make
the place function properly, and those include reasonable notice of changes to arrangements and
intention to bring on debate. Now, the opposition would be the first to carry on like a bunch of pork
chops if we were to, say, inadvertently not give notice of a document that is to be tabled. Oh, my
goodness, we would never hear the end of it. This is proposing to bring the Parliament back two weeks
earlier than scheduled—two weeks earlier than notice was given weeks earlier, right?
The other thing is you know that this motion has little prospect of success, because you have been here
for ages, Mr Davis, and you know that when you roll in here with 3 minutes notice and say to everyone,
‘Oh, hey, we’re just going to change the sitting dates’, people will never vote for that because it is
ridiculous. People need time to consider things like that. And we have a great breadth of experiences
and parties with different perspectives on different issues—it is one of the things that is so wonderful
about the chamber in this Parliament. But we have a dozen different political parties represented in
this place, and the idea that you can just spring something like this on people at 3 minutes notice and
expect everyone to go, ‘Oh, yeah, that’s a great idea. Yeah, sure, we’ll do that without even giving it
2 seconds thought’, you know you are setting yourself up for failure. If you had really wanted to do
this, you would have mentioned it on Monday. In fact your leader of opposition business in the other
place in their discussions with Minister Allan and you in your own discussions with Minister Symes
over the resumption and the safe resumption of the sitting of the Parliament could have raised it if you
really wanted to do this, and this is some silly time-wasting exercise.
On Mr Finn’s point about how members of Parliament do their jobs, yes, being here is important and
for the opposition to use question time to be able to hold the government to account is very important,
and I would encourage you to reflect on how maybe you could do a better job of that. But there are
lots of different ways that members of Parliament can effectively do their job.
Members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD: Well, you never ask me any questions. You guys never ask me any questions.
Ms Crozier: You don’t even answer. I’ve been asking and writing—
Ms PULFORD: I do not know that you have ever asked me a question, or if you have it has not
been for many years. So the government is happy to be held to account, as Minister Symes indicated.
On the pandemic crisis that the government is managing in partnership with the federal government
as well, there is incredible transparency and accountability from the Premier and the chief health
officer. The Prime Minister leaves the national cabinet after each meeting and addresses the media
almost immediately.
People have all of the information that can be made available, and this is a silly, silly stunt. Mr Davis
knows how this place works. Mr Davis ought to be more respectful about the impact of his silly stunt
on all of the people in this chamber, and so we will be opposing this amendment because it is
ridiculous.
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (10:10): The Liberal Democrats are inclined to support this
motion because we always support more scrutiny. However, I have got to say we are completely fed
up with things being sprung on us at the last moment. It is just not good enough. When the government
does it to us it is because they hold us in contempt. With the opposition, I am not sure whether it is
contempt or incompetence, but either way we are sick of it.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (10:11): One of the things that has not been addressed yet in the
course of debate on this particular motion is the impact that the proposal by Mr Davis and the
opposition will have on staff—on Hansard operators, on security and on the business of the Parliament.
One of the great problems that we have with this last-minute idea that has occurred to Mr Davis relates
to the coordination and the effort that is required to go into convening Parliament and making sure that
resources are available at scheduled times in accordance with the sitting dates that are established at
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the beginning of the year. This Parliament already has to contend with late sitting hours and prompt
changes to the way in which hours are extended, and it beggars belief that despite constant protests
from those opposite about not wanting to sit on a Friday, for example, when Fridays are available, all
of a sudden it warrants an extra day. If Mr Davis and those opposite want to start sitting on Fridays,
then they should just stand up and say that that is what they want for the rest of the year without treating
the crossbench and the government with absolute contempt.
I listened to Mr Davis yesterday take the greatest of moral high grounds in relation to a planning
proposal and amendments as they related to Whittlesea and to the Yarra Ranges, and one of the things
that he talked about was the difficulties associated with not being given enough time and notice in
order to be able to properly contemplate and have discussions around these issues. I think that was
only 18 hours ago, with notice having been provided. And now what we see is the next day it is a
situation of ‘How many fingers am I holding up, Mr Smith?’. We are back in 1984, and Mr Davis has
imagined an entirely new reality whereby he can suddenly call the shots without expecting any level
of discontent in relation to the crossbenchers, in relation to the fact that people live hours away from
here or in relation to the fact that the Parliament does not magically happen and that significant
planning is required in order to be able to have this particular process come together in the way in
which it does with scheduled dates that are set out well in advance.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (10:13): I rise to put my support to this amendment, Mr Davis’s
amendment, this morning. In doing so I would like to pick up an interjection from the government
benches during the course of this debate. Indeed someone on the government benches—I cannot say
who it was—yelled out, ‘There is no important legislation’ or ‘There’s no legislation that needs to be
rushed through’.
Members interjecting.
Ms BATH: It was the Leader of the Government, apparently, that said that there is no urgency for
new legislation. Now, I would raise this point, and it is a very important point. Last sitting week the
Leader of the Government, the Minister for Agriculture, came out with support for recommendation 5
in the animal activists inquiry report, which seeks to impose on-the-spot fines so that farmers have
some support for the pushback of activists on their farms. Now, this is very important legislation, and
Minister Symes—apparently it was Minister Symes—is saying, ‘No, this is not important’. Well, I say
my family, my farmers and my electorate find it very, very important.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (10:14): If anyone should be complaining about
lack of notice this week it should be me. When I came into the chamber I found out that I was going
to be kicked out, so I am glad that Mr Bourman has changed his mind on notice. I agree with my
colleague Mr Quilty that I would appreciate more notice on these things; however, we can be agile
and we can deal with these things. As Mr Quilty has pointed out, if there is an opportunity for more
transparency, we will take it up, so we will support it.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (10:15): I have been sitting here listening to this debate, and I
have never heard more people argue for entrenching the negative opinion that the public have of
politicians not wanting to work. This is a government that has hardly sat this year. As Mr Ondarchie
said, it is 16 days this Parliament has sat this year. To now go on a seven-week break is excessive. Our
state is in turmoil. There are people who are losing their businesses, there are people who have lost
their jobs and there are people who expect leadership from this government, but all they get is branch
stacking and text messages with foul language. It is all about Labor looking at Labor, and now Labor
needs to have this seven-week break so they can sort out their internal mess—look at themselves
further rather than looking at what needs to be done to help the people of Victoria. It is a disgrace that
this government is going to go on a seven-week break. I find it amazing that the crossbenchers, who
have such limited opportunities to raise issues for their communities, to raise the issues that they stood
for Parliament to represent, are arguing with the government that the Parliament should now break for
seven weeks. There are so many important issues that need to be debated—
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Ms Shing: So do you want to sit tomorrow?
Ms LOVELL: I am very happy to come back and sit tomorrow. That gives us another question
time. We are always happy to sit on Fridays. It gives us more opportunities in the adjournment debate.
It gives us more opportunities in question time. It is the government that does not want to sit on Fridays,
not the opposition. So, Ms Shing, we are very happy to come back and sit tomorrow. In fact we keep
our diaries free each week so that we can come back and sit on Fridays. I have many, many, many
issues that I need to raise for my constituency, and this government is denying us the opportunity to
come into Parliament and raise those issues this year.
The government must—with all of the closure of Parliament—be desperate to get their legislation
through, yet they have failed to actually call Parliament back to sit. What is the government in fear of?
Why do you not want to sit, Ms Shing? What is it you are trying to hide further from the people of
Victoria? There are so many things. Obviously the government is trying to get away from their own
stench. We know that everything in the Labor Party is rotten and stinks to high hell. But do you know
what, Ms Shing? That stench is going to follow you whether you are in the Parliament or not. The
stench will follow you because the stench is the Labor Party.
So I fully support Mr Davis’s motion to come back on 30 June, to sit on 30 June and to continue to sit
through the winter break so that we can represent our communities and we can do things that will
assist people to get through this very difficult period that many people are facing. And, Ms Shing, if
you are not aware of the hurt in your community—the people who have lost their jobs, the people who
are losing businesses that they have worked for a lifetime to establish—and you do not want to come
into this Parliament and represent them and do good things for the Victorian Parliament, that says a
lot about you.
The Victorian Liberal Party and The Nationals want to be here, we want to represent our communities,
we want to do things that actually help people in Victoria, but the government wants to close down
Parliament. You argue that you want to take holidays: ‘Oh, let’s all take the school holidays off’. Well,
I tell you what: the people who have lost their jobs would love the opportunity to work through those
school holidays, because they have no livelihood coming into their home. They are reliant on
governments for support now, and they expect those governments to do the work to support them.
They do not expect the government to take time off and go on holidays while they are hurting. It is
important that this Parliament sits, it is important that we represent our communities, it is important
that we are here to show people that we support—
Ms Shing: Every Friday? For the rest of the year?
Ms LOVELL: I am very happy, Ms Shing, to sit every Friday. I keep the Fridays of sitting weeks
in my diary free for sitting. I am very happy to come back. It gives us an extra question time, it gives
us extra adjournments—we are very happy to be here on Friday. It is actually the government who has
not called a sitting on a Friday this year. (Time expired)
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (10:20): The opposition has obviously laid this on us at
9.25 am, yes?
A member: 9.28 am.
Dr CUMMING: At 9.28 am, yes. I more than happy just to sit through July, and Ms Lovell’s
contribution I totally agree with. I enjoy coming here on Fridays for extra work; I do not mind hard
work. There are so many in the community who are suffering at the moment. I have no problem with
working when we actually need to, but I do understand that there are a lot of inquiries that are going
to occur over this June period that have missed out, and there are a lot of people who wish to contribute
to those inquiries. So there is still important business that this government and all of us want to do
during this time. This is not a holiday. We all know that when we are not in this place we are out in
our community, we are in our electoral offices, we are sitting in committees. It is a 24-hours-a-day,
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seven-days-a-week job, apart from getting a bit of sleep—a couple of hours, I feel like I have got
today. Respectfully, I am more than happy for us to have additional time to work, but I do not want
our inquiries that are just as important as part of our work—and for myself, my air inquiry that is meant
to be reporting back to us on 28 October has been pushed down the list. The air that we breathe and
the quality of it—
The PRESIDENT: Sorry, Dr Cumming, the time has expired for this debate.
House divided on amendment:

Ayes, 15
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr

Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
McArthur, Mrs

Meddick, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 23
Barton, Mr
Bourman, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Hayes, Mr

Kieu, Dr
Leane, Mr
Maxwell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Members statements
CR HELEN BALLENTINE
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (10:30): I would like to pay tribute to a wonderful woman, Cr Helen
Ballentine. I met Helen at the Hindmarsh shire office in Nhill more than a decade ago. At the time,
Helen was on a mission to put the north-west of Victoria on the global tourism map. Some 13 years
ago Helen was a founding member of what has grown to become Wimmera Mallee Tourism. The
region is now well and truly on the map, boasting the spectacular Silo Art Trail and the internationally
renowned Lake Tyrrell among its many delights.
In addition to tourism, Helen has been a passionate and effective local community leader and has
championed economic development and emergency management. She was instrumental in the return
of recreational water to Brim, Beulah and a number of other communities. Helen has had many
occasions on which she could combine her professional skills and strengths as a social worker with
her passion for her community, and she has been part of drought committees whenever they have
needed to be stood up.
It was my great delight to appoint Helen to the Victorian Rural Women’s Network when we reestablished it in 2017, and I know Helen’s sisters there value her experience and insights greatly. This
month Helen will attend her last meeting at Yarriambiack shire after 15 years of true service to her
community, including a time as mayor in 2009. Throughout, Helen has been supported by her husband
Leigh, who is mostly known as Hoss, and her children, Dustin, Zoe and her dear beloved Sam, who
tragically lost his life in April last year.
Members interjecting.
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The PRESIDENT: Order! Minister Pulford, you can start again if you want. I know you are
speaking on something personal to you and very important.
Ms PULFORD: Thanks, President. I will. I would like to pay tribute to a wonderful woman,
Cr Helen Ballentine. I met Helen at the Hindmarsh shire office in Nhill over a decade ago. She was
on a mission to put north-west of Victoria on the global tourism map. Some 13 years ago Helen was
a founding member of what has grown to become Wimmera Mallee Tourism. The region is now well
and truly on the map, boasting the spectacular Silo Art Trail and the internationally renowned Lake
Tyrrell among its many delights.
In addition to tourism, Helen has been a passionate and effective local community leader and has
championed economic development and emergency management. She was instrumental in the return
of recreational water to Brim, Beulah and a number of other communities. Helen has had many
occasions on which she could combine her professional skills and strengths as a social worker with
her passion for her community, and she has been part of drought committees whenever they have
needed to be stood up.
It was my great delight to appoint Helen to the Victorian Rural Women’s Network when we reestablished it in 2017, and I know Helen’s sisters there value her experience and insights greatly. This
month Helen will attend her last meeting at Yarriambiack shire after 15 years of true service to her
community, including a time as mayor in 2009. Throughout, Helen has been supported by her husband
Leigh, who is mostly known as Hoss, and her children, Dustin, Zoe and her dear beloved Sam, who
tragically lost his life in April last year.
Helen, you are amazing, and I do hope you can find some time for you now to reflect on all you have
achieved and the difference you have made for so many of your people.
The PRESIDENT: Before I call Mr Ondarchie, we need to give people doing members statements
a go, especially when they are talking about really personal, important things. So how about we have
another crack at that?
MEMBER CONDUCT
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (10:34): The 60 Minutes and Age stories show the
Daniel Andrews Labor government is corrupt to the core—
Members interjecting.
Mr ONDARCHIE: this is deeply personal—working to keep themselves in power rather than
working for Victoria. Political corruption under Daniel Andrews must end. The revelations show that
there is a shocking failure of corruption and judgement by Daniel Andrews and this government.
Andrews has twice appointed Adem Somyurek as a minister, even restoring him back to cabinet after
sacking him for alleged bullying.
In backing Somyurek, Daniel Andrews put his own political interests ahead of the interests of
Victorians. And Daniel Andrews bears full responsibility for the actions of his own ministers Adem
Somyurek, Robin Scott and Marlene Kairouz. But this is not new. We had the red shirts campaign,
where they used taxpayers money to fund their own political interests; we had MPs refusing to
cooperate with the Ombudsman; we had dogs in ministerial limousines; we had living away from
home allowances wrongly claimed; we had electorate officers spending taxpayers money whilst
campaigning and branch stacking for the Labor Party.
There is no transparency. Here in question time we do not get answers. Here there are secret deals
being committed by the Labor Party. In committee of the whole we do not get answers to questions.
When it comes to adjournment matters, it took 309 days to get an answer that should have been
furnished within 40 days here, 107 days for another one, 90 days for another one, and I have one that
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is now 93 days overdue. All this mess by Labor and yet my electorate of Northern Metropolitan
Region continues to be ignored and neglected by the Andrews Labor government.
MEN’S HEALTH WEEK
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (10:36): It is Men’s Health Week at the moment, and it is
probably a good time to reflect upon the role that men’s sheds play in men’s health. As we are coming
out of the coronavirus issues, I think there is going to be a lot of business going on in those men’s
sheds as people are trying to dig themselves out of their isolation. I hope I can work with the
government to get some increased funding to help men’s sheds. There are some places that could use
some extreme amounts of money—some of them a little bit, some of them a lot—but they all do the
same thing. I have noticed they are not all men’s sheds are now; it is becoming very co-ed in some
places, but they all do the same thing: they give people a place to go when they just need to get out.
REFUGEE WEEK
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (10:37): Our multicultural state is home to people from all
walks of life, and this week we recognise Refugee Week and celebrate the harrowing backstories and
the valued contributions of refugees to Victorian and Australian society. Indeed our multicultural state
is currently home to around 10 000 asylum seekers and welcomes 4000 refugees each year. This week
is also of particular significance to me. Some time ago I found myself on a boat which carried
108 people for five days and five nights and was attacked twice by pirates. I was lucky enough to have
survived the journey. However, others were not so lucky. This week we also acknowledge those who
sacrificed so much on their journey to Australia. We pay our respects to all who have overcome such
unfathomable loss, trauma and destitution. Your resilience in the face of adversity is truly inspiring.
I would also like to take this opportunity to extend my appreciation to organisations helping refugees
and asylum seekers. In the south-east in particular I am proud to acknowledge the indispensable work
of Dandenong’s Asylum Seeker Resource Centre. We commend the tireless efforts of these
organisations in fostering an understanding between different communities and encouraging the
successful integration of refugees so that they may live in safety and continue to make a valuable
contribution to our state and country.
RITA BENTLEY, OAM
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (10:38): It gives me great pleasure this morning to recognise the
outstanding achievements of the Prospectors and Miners Association of Victoria’s (PMAV) Rita
Bentley. Awarded the Order of Australia in this year’s Queen’s Birthday honours, Rita has been
recognised for her dedication to the environment and hobby prospecting and small-scale mining over
her lifetime. Having worked to protect and improve opportunities for prospectors and small-scale
miners for over 30 years, Rita has spent the majority of her time fighting for the rights of others while
raising her family with her husband, David. During their time in the PMAV, Rita and David have
certainly been a force in the PMAV, and Rita has held many roles, including 21 years as president.
More recently, she has been recognised for the Jim Stewart Memorial Award for excellence and
dedication to the organisation. In 2006 she ran, with her passion for people, as a candidate for the
Legislative Council, again fighting for the rights of others. In recent times Rita has taken on an
administrative role in Bush User Groups United, BUGU. I just congratulate Rita as an outstanding
person, an outstanding human being and a passionate volunteer for her community.
LIVE MUSIC VENUES
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (10:40): Live music venues are on life support, and
Victorians would like the government to step in to support them. The e-petition ‘Support music
venues’ is the largest e-petition in the history of this Parliament, with nearly 16 000 signatures, and
that is because thousands of Victorians love live music. Over 100 000 people would gather at these
venues each Saturday night—a grand final every weekend. Yesterday the Premier said, ‘The best
experiences are right here in Victoria’, and that is because we are the music capital of Australia. Six
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years ago the government committed to save live music, and we need them to save it again. Thousands
of musicians, crew and bar staff have been without work for months. Millions of Victorians cannot
wait to go to a gig again.
We need to ensure that there is a place for live music to happen. It is vital for our cultural and economic
health. The government has committed to helping the live music economy, but its policy only really
helped a handful while hundreds of small grassroots venues are still teetering on dying. I do not know
about the government, but my idea of the night-time economy is not the local pokie den. It is a place
like the Tote, Revs or the Old Bar. We need the government to save these venues. We need to Save
Our Scene.
SEARCH AND RESCUE DOGS AUSTRALIA
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (10:41): I rise today to congratulate and thank everyone who was
involved in the collective effort to find Will Callaghan, who was lost in and around Mount
Disappointment for a number of days, and in particular to give a shout-out to a couple of the lesser
known organisations and individuals who helped, specifically Search and Rescue Dogs Australia.
SARDA is an absolutely incredible operation that does so much to be able to deploy canines into the
field for search and rescue efforts, and we saw five members of SARDA and four canines deployed,
including Andrew and Obi, being instrumental in the discovery of William and working alongside
organisations such as the SES. It was a truly wonderful effort, and my congratulations to everybody
involved in the pinnacle of search and rescue achievement.
MERINDA HARRISON-DRAKE, OAM
Ms SHING: On another matter, I want to extend my warmest congratulations to Ms Merinda
Harrison-Drake, Ramahyuck District Aboriginal Corporation’s Morwell practice coordinator, who has
been a recipient in the Queen’s Birthday honours list of the Order of Australia Medal for her
extraordinary and passionate services to Aboriginal health throughout Gippsland. Ms Harrison-Drake
is a Yorta Yorta Gunnai/Kurnai woman, and she has worked so hard for so many years to provide
access to the very best possible healthcare and wellbeing services, treatment and assistance to everyone
across the community. My warmest congratulations to her for this honour.
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (10:43): I entered this place 18 months ago to prosecute
ideas and call out bad policy in the interests of my constituents and better governance for the entire
state. No amount of threats and intimidation from any individual or group to my person, my office and
particularly my staff will stop me from pursuing these objectives. On Tuesday night I questioned the
conflict in the Wage Theft Bill 2020 between privacy and unions. It was no surprise that a threat was
received by my office yesterday. Today in this place I will raise more serious questions about the close
links between law firms and contentious justice legislation. Can I look forward to more threats, or am
I entitled to raise issues without fear or favour in this forum of free speech and democracy? I will not
tolerate any vested interests threatening my office in their endeavours to silence me. Let me say this:
it only strengthens my resolve to stand up, as is my right in this place, and call out injustice to
individuals along with dangerous legislation.
The PRESIDENT: Mrs McArthur, I might get the head of security to come and have a chat to you
today about that members statement.
SURF COAST ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (10:45): I rise today to clarify some comments I made previously
regarding Joe Sweeney and the development of a hotel near Bells Beach on the Surf Coast. I have
been contacted by relatives of Joe, who are incensed by my characterisation of him as a guerrilla
capitalist and who apparently want to topple the bronze statue that we were going to erect of him. Joe
Sweeney, who was a much-loved community member and, I am assured, did many things for the
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environment, may have simply sought to recover his costs from his road. We do know that he charged
a toll for its use, but we also know that his development is what put Bells Beach on the map.
It is past time for the Surf Coast to experience the benefits of economic development, and that is why
Liberal Democrats like me and like my colleagues Paul Barker and David Limbrick are fighting to
unlock all of Victoria, including the Surf Coast. I have also said that I would love to see a seven-storey
hotel built near Bells Beach with Joe’s statue in front. This apparently waded me right into the middle
of a current controversy over high-rises in Torquay and may well be the actual cause of angst. Seven
storeys might have been hyperbole, and a three-storey hotel might be a better fit for the market. But I
stand by the idea that development is good for the Surf Coast and good for Victoria. This may be hard
for some who wake up every morning to a view of the ocean to understand, but for some of us, like
me and my Northern Victoria constituents, the only way we can go to the beach is by staying at a hotel
on a holiday. To economic developments that support local jobs and everyone being able to visit the
beach, I say yes. To nimbys, I say no. All of Victoria should be available to all Victorians.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (10:46): With the slow reopening of the
Australian and Victorian economies it is time to get the international education and training sector
moving. This is of course the largest service export for Victoria. It is worth around $12 billion to our
economy and supports around 79 000 jobs. The commonwealth government has listed the reopening
of national education and training as part of the stage 3 lifting of restrictions, and it is important to be
aware that this is not just university education; there are many training providers outside the university
sector. One example of that is international pilot training, which is a major export earner for Victoria.
Students who participate in this sector do so under training visas, which are subclass 407 visas,
alongside student visas, and it is important that when the international education and training sector
reopens it is for both student visa holders and training visa holders. So I would call on the Victorian
government to work closely with the commonwealth to ensure that when international education and
training does reopen it includes both student and training visa holders so that the entire sector can get
back to work.
SUE MILLS
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (10:47): I would like to congratulate Sue Mills from Bendigo
East, who has been named 2020’s Exceptional Woman in Victorian Resources. As someone who has
worked in the mines, I have an insight into the industry and the challenges that it presents. Sue began
her career as a furnace melter in 1993. She then became a metallurgist before becoming the first
permanent female shopfloor manager at the steelworks. Sue is now the processing manager at Kirkland
Lake Gold’s Fosterville mine, which is north-east of Bendigo in my electorate of Northern Victoria.
She is responsible for overseeing all operations and maintenance on the mine’s surface. As the mining
workforce becomes more diverse, women are making their mark across the spectrum of mining jobs.
Sue says that uniting teams and being authentic is key to leadership. This award is a reflection of how
well she meets these challenges. This award will now progress to a national event later this year.
Congratulations, Sue, and thank you for all your hard work and leadership in this very important
industry.
REGIONAL MEDIA
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (10:48): I rise to speak briefly about regional media. Local
newspapers and regional radio are often at the heart of country towns. This is why it has been
particularly sad to see the closure of so many rural and regional newspapers during the current
COVID-19 pandemic. Despite a strong relationship, advertising value is often not enough to keep
brands on board, and we are all the worse off for it. In many cases regional papers break a story well
in advance of the likes of the Age or the Herald Sun, who then report on the story a day or two later.
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Despite the state of regional media, it was great to hear that Wimmera Mallee News, the publisher of
the Warracknabeal Herald and the Dimboola Banner, has started a new weekly paper called the
Horsham Times. The Horsham Times was the name of the original Horsham paper up until 1959. In
that year the Horsham Times merged with the West Wimmera Mail to form the Wimmera Mail-Times,
which has been printed until last month.
I would also like to place on record a special congratulations to David Ward, the owner and director
of this venture. He has a special relationship with the paper, which his family used to own, and I wish
him every success. The re-establishment of the Horsham Times paper will no doubt be welcomed by
many locals. It is not only a great outcome for localised reporting; it is also a great outcome for local
jobs. I look forward to getting down to Horsham during the winter recess and supporting the brilliant
new newspaper.
WAGE THEFT
Mr ERDOGAN (Southern Metropolitan) (10:50): I would like to reiterate how proud I am that
wage theft is now a crime in this state following the passage of the Wage Theft Bill 2020 earlier this
week. Let us be frank: wage theft is a scourge on our society. Working Australians are the backbone
of our nation, and bosses who rip off honest people are undermining the strength of our economy.
Following the litany of high-profile incidents involving wage theft, the Premier made the commitment
that a re-elected Andrews Labor government would create a new criminal offence of wage theft. Since
then even more examples of wage theft have been revealed. The need for comprehensive legislation
to tackle wage theft has never been clearer. Not only do hardworking Victorians deserve to be paid
what they are entitled to, but all those businesses that are already doing the right thing should not
experience unfair competition from businesses that are breaking the law. The landmark reform
underpins the notion of fair and equitable industrial relations in our state. Yet again the government
has delivered upon its promise to make Victoria stronger, fairer and better for everyone.
GREATER SHEPPARTON SECONDARY COLLEGE
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (10:51): I rise to speak about the disaster that is the Greater
Shepparton Secondary College, which of course was established through the minister closing four
schools to establish one enormous school. The minister has created a monster, not only in size but also
in problems. The school has been plagued with problems from the start, many of which I have already
documented in this house. In fact the coronavirus shutdown of schools was a welcome relief to
students, parents and teachers at the Greater Shepparton Secondary College. In the past couple of
weeks, since the return of school, the problems have also resurfaced. Yesterday there was a massive
fight at the Mooroopna campus. I was sent a video of this last night, and it was horrific to see the
teacher trying to break up this fight. Unfortunately fights are not rare; they are occurring on a daily
basis. It has become a significant problem, with parents not wanting to send their children to the school.
Also this week, Ken Murray, a very popular former principal at Wanganui Park Secondary College,
resigned by video. That video, I have been informed by other staff members, has been edited, by the
executive principal probably. I do not know who edited it, but it has been edited. Following that there
were many teachers in tears, and many of them have now lodged their applications to work at the
Catholic Notre Dame College or at the grammar school. All problems lead to the lack of leadership
by the executive principal. She is the wrong person for the job, and the minister should sack her and
beg Ken Murray to take her job.
VICTORIAN HISTORY
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (10:53): Many in the community
feel that our way of life and our institutions are under threat, with the attempt now to deface statues of
people who have contributed to our history. I for one admire Captain Cook and think he did a
remarkable job in his voyages. I have read many of the books that seek to lay out his life. He was the
first European to sight the Australian eastern coast. That was, of course, on 19 April, 250 years ago
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this year. I think we should recognise the contribution of the great explorers, of those in our past who
have contributed to the settlement of our state. I in no way diminish the contribution made by our
Indigenous community. I recognise that they did, and continue to, play a very significant role. It does
not mean in any way that we diminish the fact that there was a loss of land by Indigenous people. In
no way should that be diminished, but at the same time we should not diminish our history and our
achievements. History is good and bad. There are two sides to it of course. But the proposal that has
come forward in recent days that we rename Victoria—what a wacky idea. I say: that is the name of
our state, we should be proud of it and we should maintain it forever.
Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (10:55): I move:
That the consideration of notices of motion, government business, 268 to 276, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
Rulings by the Chair
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The PRESIDENT (10:55): Before I call Mrs McArthur, who will be the first speaker on this bill,
I need to alert the house that I have been asked to consider whether Mr Barton’s class action against
Uber is a potential conflict of interest in respect to the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments
Bill 2019. I wish to advise the house that there is no conflict of interest for a member to participate in
a debate and vote on a motion or a bill that may directly affect them unless it may infringe upon
standing order 16.07 relating to pecuniary interests. This standing order is applied to cases where a
member may have a direct financial interest in a matter being debated. Further, previous rulings by
Presidents advise that it is unnecessary for a member to declare a conflict of interest when debating
general motions.
The question of a direct financial interest must be seen in terms of whether a member has a unique,
individual interest as opposed to a collective interest together with many other people. For instance, a
member’s having shares in a company along with thousands of other people would not be considered
a direct financial interest. Likewise, as I understand that the class action against Uber involves more
than 7000 people, regardless of whether Mr Barton initiated the case he does not have a unique,
individual, direct interest. The bill and the debate are concerned with general state policy, not
individual circumstances of a member. Accordingly there are no restrictions on Mr Barton debating
and voting on the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill.
Bills
JUSTICE LEGISLATION MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr JENNINGS:
That the bill be now read a second time.

and Mr O’Donohue’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this bill be withdrawn and redrafted
to:
(1) take into account further consultation about the benefits of removing the group cost orders and
contingency fees provisions proposed for the Supreme Court Act 1986; and
(2) retain the remaining provisions of the bill.’.
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Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (10:57): I rise today to speak in strong opposition to the
Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. This bill is a shameful disgrace and shows
exactly who pulls the strings of the Andrews government. It is a kowtow to some of the largest donors
to the Labor Party. It is a bill to line the pockets of ambulance-chasing lawyers. This bill is anti-victim,
anti-plaintiff, anti-justice and anti-business, and at a time when all governments are calling on business
to create jobs, this government is intent on making that task even harder.
The legislation, if passed, removes the more than 200-year-old prohibition that lawyers are only able
to charge a fair and reasonable fee for their services. Instead Victoria will become the mecca of
litigators, where they will charge massive commissions on the damages awarded to the very victims
they are meant to represent. This practice is currently banned in all Australian jurisdictions. But more
so, in their intent to grow the pool and therefore the commission that these lawyers can charge, this
bill allows a lawyer to take a share of the proceeds of class members who have never been told that it
might happen, have never agreed to such an arrangement, have never had the opportunity to negotiate
a better or different deal and in many cases will not even know it is happening. The intent of this would
be laughable if it was not so serious.
Under this new regime this bill creates conflicts of interest never seen before, at the expense of the
victims who have been most wronged in our community. This bill makes it clear that class actions can
be run in the name of Victorians on an opt-out basis rather than an opt-in basis. A class action can be
run in your name without your knowledge.
Let me clarify: class actions have a noble aim, which I support wholeheartedly. They are a vehicle that
allows plaintiffs to join together collectively with a shared view of being wronged. Members of the
action share the risks and costs, and this allows for an efficient and effective way to seek justice. When
run in their purest form they have delivered many great outcomes, and what comes to mind most
vividly are the victims of the Black Saturday bushfires.
But unfortunately class actions in this country have been hijacked. They are no longer a vehicle of
justice but instead a vehicle for profits. Their noble intention has been completely corrupted by
predatory practices at the expense of victims and justice. This bill flies in the face of the fundamental
obligation of a lawyer to place the interests of their client above their own and belittles their judiciary
obligations. Do not just take my word for it; the Victorian Law Reform Commission noted that
introducing:
… contingency fees would intensify the risk that the lawyer’s financial interest in the outcome of litigation
will prevail over their duty to their client.

And financial interest is what this legislation is about. Last year Maurice Blackburn donated $554 805
to the Australian Labor Party and affiliated entities. In the last financial year Maurice Blackburn made
39 separate contributions to the Victorian ALP totalling $122 887. This made them the largest nonunion donor to the Labor Party. And then—surprise, surprise—this bill turns up. Maurice Blackburn
are the largest filers of class actions in the country and file over two and a half times the amount of
class action lawsuits as their closest competitors. I have heard, and believe it to be true, that the most
concerted lobbying of the crossbench on this bill was done by none other than representatives of
Maurice Blackburn. The ambulance chasers—whose spin is about fighting for fair but in reality are
fighting for fees—have been out and about in this place to lobby for support for this legislation and to
make their lives better.
I have with me here their briefing note that is trying to hoodwink crossbenchers into believing that in
actual fact this bill is all about access to justice and increasing the returns for class members. This is
complete nonsense, and if any of my crossbench colleagues in this house believe them, I ask them this:
what stakeholder comes into this place and lobbies you, saying, ‘Please pass this bill so that we can
make less money’? That is right—actually no-one. Buried deep in the fine print of the document that
they provided is a detail claiming that the victims would have been better off under a 25 per cent
contingency fee arrangement on class actions run by Maurice Blackburn. It is puzzling because
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point 27.4 of submission 13 to the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s review of litigation funding
and group proceedings, the report of which was published in 2018, reads:
… we would support:
(a) consideration to capping the percentage for the contingency fee. As the empirical evidence above
demonstrates a cap of 30% or 35% would produce better outcomes on average …

Who was it that made this submission pushing for a 30 per cent to 35 per cent commission on damages
awarded to successful plaintiffs of class actions? None other than Maurice Blackburn: the very people
who present to the crossbench this bald-faced lie that they are the only seeking 25 per cent. That in
itself is alarming. For the information of my colleagues, I have had experts make calculations, based
on Maurice Blackburn’s own numbers that they presented to crossbenchers, which showed that under
a 25 per cent contingency fee arrangement they would have made $78 million more in profits. If
allowed, with a 35 per cent contingency fee as proposed in this submission to the Victorian Law
Reform Commission, their profits would have increased by an additional $224.8 million—remember:
$224.8 million extra profit. Time and time again the wealthy legal professionals on La Trobe Street
prove themselves to be fighting not for increased access to justice but for increased fees. This startling
information should serve to remind this chamber of the vested interests with close financial links to
the government, who are seeking more profits at the expense of victims and justice.
For me, the appalling nature of this bill is best demonstrated by examining the class action I mentioned
earlier: the action run by Maurice Blackburn on behalf of the Black Saturday bushfire victims who
had lost everything—tragically in some cases even the lives of their family members.
In that class action, by the way, Maurice Blackburn charged administrative costs of $1 million every
month and withheld the settlement money from victims for over two years. Of the $794 million
settlement, it is reported that Maurice Blackburn charged $100 million in legal fees. If this bill had
been passed at the time of settlement and Maurice Blackburn had been allowed to charge what they
submitted to the Victorian Law Reform Commission, this figure would have been $270 million—an
extra $170 million if this legislation was in place when they got their $100 million. This bill would
have given them access to that extra $170 million out of the pockets of the people who had lost
everything. It is not just not fair for this legislation to pass; anyone who votes for this bill is seriously
misguided, not by the facts but by the fiction of the government and one of their largest donors.
You only need to look at the explosion of offshore litigation funders to know where this bill is taking
us. Data shows that in 2016 successful class members took home on average 59 per cent of the
proceeds awarded to them in class actions backed by a funder. By 2019 this percentage had reduced
to just 39 per cent. The Australian Law Reform Commission found that without a funder involved
class members received on average 85 per cent of the damages awarded to them. The intent of this bill
solidifies those low returns for the people who have been wronged by injustices. It is unfair and allows
for massive profits at their expense. The returns of litigation funders backing Australian class actions
are 17 times the average returns of investing in the Australian stock exchange and 212 times the
benchmark returns earned by US hedge funds. As Chris Merritt recently wrote in the Australian:
Increased access to justice? Give me a break. This is all about increased access to the latest BMW.
Everything else is marketing.

In an investor presentation Omni Bridgeway, the largest litigation funder in Australia, revealed that
they made 3.7 times more on Australian cases compared to those backed in the United States and that
their deployed investments have increased from around $100 million in financial year 2015 to around
$650 million in half-financial year 2020. The standout of the presentation, though, is the revelation
that if this bill passes, Omni is considering going head to head with the likes of Maurice Blackburn
and Slater and Gordon for contingency fees by, quote, establishing ‘its own law firm and seeking
contingency fee returns’.
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There also remain very real questions about what discussions have gone on behind closed doors
regarding this bill. Three months ago I sought information through freedom-of-information requests
detailing any meetings between the Attorney-General, the Premier and the Department of Justice and
Community Safety and Maurice Blackburn on this bill. This is extremely important information
considering the significant financial contributions they make to the Labor Party and the increased
profits they will make if this bill passes. Still to this day, and notably well outside reporting time
frames, I am yet to receive that information. On this matter I can confirm to the house that, given the
serious questions that need to be answered on the genesis of this legislation and having not received
the information, I have referred the unwillingness of the government to provide me with the
information to the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission and the Office of the
Victorian Information Commissioner for investigation. It is a disgrace that this information has not
been provided prior to the debate on this legislation. Victorians rightly deserve the answers to these
questions, especially under the current clouds of corruption and branch stacking in the Labor Party.
In my first 17 months in this Parliament I have seen this government propose some appalling
legislation, but this one takes the cake. This bill ignores the unconscionable returns on investments
that are already earned through funding litigation in this way. It will reduce the damages going to
victims most wronged in our community. It will not improve access to justice; it will improve access
to fees. It will create more serious conflicts of interest between plaintiff lawyers and the people they
are representing. It will mean a class action can be run in your name without your prior consent, and
it will throw out more than 200 years of practice that a lawyer can only charge you a fair and reasonable
fee. Class members will receive less money. The Labor law firms will receive more. Nothing is clearer
to me than that this bill must be rejected by this house, and anyone who seeks to enable its practice
does not have the interests of justice in mind.
I implore all members of the crossbench to vote against this bill, especially those on the crossbench
who have been targeted by vested interests in the most spectacular way. If the past week’s events have
shown us anything, it is that this Labor government is entirely beholden to faceless men and backroom
deals. It has shown us that they are corrupt, have a complete disregard for the laws of our state and are
willing to use taxpayer-employed staffers to do whatever bidding they please. Members of the
crossbench, do not be complicit in enabling more dodgy backroom deals to the benefit of more faceless
men, by voting down this legislation. The Victorian Parliament has an opportunity here to demonstrate
that, unlike ministers of this government, we are beholden to the people of the state—the people of
Victoria, those silent people out there who think that we are doing what is right and in their best
interests—and beholden to justice and transparency. We should not be beholden to big donors, vested
interests and secrecy. I implore the crossbench and all members to vote against this unjust bill.
Ms TERPSTRA (Eastern Metropolitan) (11:12): I rise to make a contribution in support of this
bill but also in opposition to the reasoned amendment that has been proposed. While I was listening
to Mrs McArthur’s contribution I took my time to really consider strongly what she was saying in
regard to this matter, because I find it quite interesting just looking at what the Liberal Party actually
stands for. I actually googled this as I was sitting in the chamber and think that some of the
contributions that Mrs McArthur has just made are quite contradictory to what the Liberal Party stands
for. I might just quickly take a moment to talk about this because it seems to be contrary to what the
purpose of this bill actually is about—improving access to justice. This is what the Liberal Party
believes:
In equal opportunity for all Australians; and the encouragement and facilitation of wealth so that all may enjoy
the highest possible standards of living, health, education and social justice.
… wherever possible, government should not compete with an efficient private sector; and that businesses
and individuals—not government—are the true creators of wealth and employment.
…
In short, we simply believe in individual freedom and free enterprise; and if you share this belief, then ours is
the Party for you.
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Well, let me say that it is curious to me that law firms such as the ones that Mrs McArthur has
mentioned are obviously very, very successful and, in relation to free enterprise, have made many
gains in terms of their own creations of their own businesses and wealth. Might I add that in doing so
they have actually been helping ordinary Victorians get access to justice—Victorians who would not
ordinarily have had the wealth or the means to fund or support litigation where perhaps their human
rights have been abused or any other rights have been abused.
On Tuesday we passed in this chamber some very important legislation that will give people access to
justice in regard to wage theft. I find it very curious that it is only when it suits those who are the elites
and those that are the few rather than the many that we see contributions from those opposite that do
not support people getting access to wealth and that do not support people getting access to justice. As
I said, this bill is about delivering access to justice for ordinary Victorians. It will make it easier for
them to bring class actions for things like silicosis—you know, people who work in sectors where they
are exposed to occupational health and safety risks who would ordinarily never be able to afford to
bring expensive litigation against corporate giants who expose them to serious occupational health and
safety risks while on the job—and things like wage theft, as I have just mentioned, and we talked about
this in the chamber this week, which is a systemic and difficult problem. We see across a range of
industries—like in the hospitality sector, the retail sector and other sectors—systemic wage theft, a
business model that involves ripping people off, consumer harm and all other forms of corporate
wrongdoing.
There are some really significant overseas examples, and I will give you one that just comes to mind.
It was a long time ago, it is from the memory banks, but some people in this chamber may remember
this. Union Carbide in India, for example, had a devastating impact on local communities when there
was a toxic chemical release that actually killed people and damaged waterways. There are many,
many, many other examples where class actions are very important to ensure that local people and
communities, some of whom might be very poor, have access to justice. This bill will pave the way
for class actions to proceed where they would otherwise not be viable because of financial risk to
plaintiffs—contrary to what Mrs McArthur said in regard to legal costs. So again, in relation to
silicosis, the government has acted decisively by banning the dry cutting of engineered stone to protect
workers from deadly silica dust. The new regulations will dramatically cut workers’ exposure to this
and reduce their likelihood of developing silicosis.
I will come back to some of my comments in a moment, but as I said, the purpose of this bill has a
number of functions: not only will it make access to class actions easier, there are also a number of
other minor and technical amendments to other pieces of legislation. It will amend the Supreme Court
Act 1986 to give effect to recommendation 8 of the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s report
Access to Justice: Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings, March 2018. It will also amend the
Local Government Act 2020 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to validate the improperly
established Municipal Electoral Tribunal and provide for reserve magistrates who continue sitting after
their appointments have expired and provide the affected persons with individual immunity for any
decisions that they have made. The other pieces of legislation that will be amended by this bill include
the Crimes Act 1958, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009, the Evidence Act 2008, the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958, the Professional Standards Act 2003, the Oaths and
Affirmations Act 2018 and the Sentencing Act 1991. So there are a range of important technical
amendments that need to be made there.
Just in terms of the reasoned amendment, I might touch on that very quickly to say that, as I said
earlier, we do oppose the opposition amendment, the reasoned amendment, on this bill because we
oppose the removal of the group costs orders part of the bill. Now, the heart of this bill, as I said, is
about access to justice. The opposition’s amendment to remove the group costs order will not assist
litigants at all. What we can always count on is the opposition to do the bidding of big tobacco and big
coal over the interests of ordinary people and injured workers. So the amendments proposed in this
bill will ensure that people will have increased access to justice and enhanced access to justice.
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We do not support the referral of this bill to a committee. I understand the reasoned amendment seeks
to refer this bill to the Legal and Social Issues Committee. We do not want to delay a bill that will
deliver important access to justice outcomes for Victorians. This legislation needs to be enacted so that
people can have access to justice. Referring it to a committee is not going to do anything other than
delay access to justice. We also do not support placing a cap on legal costs, because it will simply hurt
ordinary class action members, and the simple reason for this is that the percentage amount that
lawyers can receive under this bill may be much less than 35 per cent. It is appropriate that we follow
the recommendations of the Victorian Law Reform Commission in this regard, and what they said is:
The Commission considers that, as the court would determine the amount of the fee, a statutory cap is not
necessary. It is preferable for the fee to be based on the features of the particular class action.

Again that is an appropriate way for the court to deal with this matter. They look at the facts and
circumstances of a particular to case and make a decision accordingly. That is the job of the courts,
and we should not seek to fetter the discretion of the courts in this regard.
Just turning back to the substance of the bill, as I said, these are very important reforms and they seek
to affect everyday Victorians. What the government wants to use is all the tools at its disposal to
support workers and consumers in our class action laws, and this bill will go a very long way towards
that.
Just to touch on the class action amendments, as I said, they are an important tool but we believe that
the class action laws are underutilised. The Victorian Law Reform Commission found in its 2018
report Access to Justice: Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings, in an average year only five class
actions are filed in the Supreme Court. And contrary to what has been put in this chamber today, we
will not see a flood of litigation opened up by people seeking to access justice. The bottom line is: if
you do not do anything wrong, you have nothing to fear. But what is important is that large
corporations, such as some of the ones I have mentioned—things like tobacco and coal—be held
accountable for their actions if they harm people.
In group litigation it can be hard to find a person to act as a lead or representative plaintiff on behalf
of a group of claimants. And often plaintiffs fear that they will face the burden of legal costs
individually if the matter is unsuccessful, because they might be made personally liable for meeting
the costs of the other side. This acts as a major deterrent to ordinary people bringing cases against big
corporations. So our laws can be improved so that Victorians can have access to justice. This is very
significant and important. In some cases the risk can be addressed by a law practice acting on a nowin, no-fee basis or through the involvement of a litigation funder. However, where this is not the case
the risk of personal liability may act as a major barrier to bringing that class action.
So again, this bill will allow lawyers to receive a fee that is calculated as a percentage of the settlement
of damages, and this will be achieved by enabling the Supreme Court to make what is called a group
costs order. This will shift the burden of cost risk from the lead plaintiff to the plaintiff lawyers in
return for the lawyers receiving a percentage of any amount recovered as a payment of their costs. So
it is a mechanism that shifts the risks and ensures that people gain access to justice. Under these new
group costs orders, and consistent with the Law Reform Commission’s recommendations, lawyers
would be required to indemnify the lead plaintiff for any adverse costs orders and provide security for
costs if ordered.
Many in the legal profession support this bill as an access to justice initiative. Just to touch on a number
of bodies that have indicated their support, the Consumer Action Law Centre, for one, backs this bill
and has stated that it:
… will reduce barriers to class actions by allowing lawyers to receive a ‘contingency fee’, a fee that is
calculated as a percentage of the settlement of damages.
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The Consumer Action Law Centre’s chief executive officer, Gerard Brody, noted that:
Too often class actions do not proceed because the economics don’t stack up for litigation funders. And
regulators and other dispute forums, while important aspects of an effective justice system, can’t respond to
all misconduct.
The changes in this bill should mean that more class actions are able to proceed. We see so much misconduct
affecting vulnerable people by businesses such as payday lenders, debt management firms and even energy
companies and telcos. Too often, significant harm goes unremedied.

So this is a really important mechanism. You know, when you let the free market rip and big
business—as I touched on before, talking about letting the market rip—there are always winners and
there are always losers unfortunately, and the consumers and ordinary Victorians should not be those
ones that are always on the losing end. And when that corporate behaviour becomes so egregious,
there needs to be an important mechanism, something that ordinary people can access without risking
significant financial imposts.
I can say, as a former solicitor and someone who has been involved in some litigation, it never ceases
to amaze me that some of the tactics that are engaged in litigation are deliberately designed to delay,
to inflate costs and to drag out matters so that costs are simply inflated. So again, this is important. It
indemnifies individual plaintiffs. It indemnifies individuals from having to contemplate potentially
footing the bill for significant costs. So this arrangement will be a relatively simple one for class
members to understand and is subject to strict supervision by the Supreme Court. The bill will allow
the court to vary an order, including the percentage for the amount of legal costs, at any time during
the proceedings. It is important that the court has full discretion in making the assessment about the
percentage of legal costs involved. The bill will improve transparency for clients and provide
safeguards for class actions for members.
So again, as I touched on earlier in my contribution, it is really critically important that ordinary
Victorians be protected from free market largesse or poor free market or corporate behaviour. And this
bill provides an access to justice and an avenue for that to occur.
I will briefly touch on contingency fees for a moment. I mentioned it slightly a little bit there earlier in
my contribution. For the first time in Australia this type of reform has been introduced. This is historic.
This government is serious about delivering access to justice and does not shy away from these
reforms. Contingency or percentage-based fees have historically been prohibited in Australia under
the Legal Profession Uniform Law. This bill is not inconsistent with the uniform law prohibition on
contingency fees, because it does not prohibit the Supreme Court from making a group costs order,
nor does it prohibit lawyers from receiving their legal costs in the form of fees calculated on the
percentage of settlement as ordered by the court. So out of an abundance of caution the bill provides
that the new group costs order provision applies despite anything to the contrary in the uniform law,
which would apply in the unlikely event of any inconsistency.
And as I touched on earlier, despite the cries from the opposition benches that the floodgates will open
and that Victoria will be besieged with class actions, nothing could be further from the truth. It will
not lead to a spate of unmeritorious class actions or US-style litigation. In Australia, unlike the US, the
losing party in litigation generally has to pay the other’s costs, so this is a major factor in people
bringing only cases that have a shot at winning. Again, if corporations do the right thing by people,
corporations have absolutely nothing to fear, so nobody should fear these bills. If you have nothing to
hide, you have nothing to fear. I conclude my contribution there in commending this bill to the house
but encourage the crossbenchers to oppose the reasoned amendment as proposed by the opposition.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (11:27): I am very pleased to be able to rise this morning
and speak to the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. I know that it is now June
2020, and this is a bill that the government has wanted to push through the Parliament. They want to
get it through into law so that their supporters and those big firms will be the beneficiaries of what this
entails. But I know that my colleagues who have spoken on this bill previously—Mr O’Donohue, I
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think it was in March, spoke on this bill, and Mrs McArthur has just spoken very succinctly in relation
to the issues that the opposition has with this bill—have laid out the argument of why this legislation,
this bill, should not be supported. I know that the government is putting forward house amendments,
and they have come into the Parliament this week.
This bill, as I said, has been around since last year, and what it does is:
•

amend the Supreme Court Act 1986 to provide the Supreme Court of Victoria with the power to make a
group costs order, which—

the stated claim is—
would improve access to justice for plaintiffs bringing class actions in the Supreme Court;
•

amend the Local Government Act 1989 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to ensure the validity and
enforceability of actions and decisions by improperly established Municipal Electoral Tribunals (METs)
and affected reserve magistrates; and

•

make a number of minor and technical amendments to justice Acts to correct errors …

So that is okay, but the crux of this bill goes to the very heart of what the government is trying to
achieve here, and that is the group costs orders. There has been, I know, as other speakers have said,
a great deal of discussion and a great deal of debate in relation to this, but we know that the government
have a very strong view of group costs, and what they want to do is feather the pockets of those bigger
law firms that are very supportive of the government.
But group costs in reality are the vehicle to introduce percentage legal contingency fees recovered
from successful damages settlements from a group of plaintiffs, which would be sanctioned in
Victoria. And the point here is that this is for the first time in Australia. Contingency fees are currently
banned in all Australian jurisdictions, and this is, I think, the crux of the very real issue that the
opposition has with this bill. Lawyers in Australia can currently only charge a fair and proper fee based
on the work they complete.
As has been pointed out by my colleagues in relation to the justice element of this, as Mrs McArthur
said, what are we talking about here? We are talking about justice and fairness and how it will
disadvantage many people. Certainly it has been pointed out by the Law Council of Australia, the
national body of lawyers, who have very succinctly pointed out their issues in not supporting such a
move in relation to contingency fees. In fact the Australian Financial Review in an article sometime
ago states:
Law Council of Australia president Stuart Clark said the decision against the change … followed an intensive
debate.

I make that note because it has. There is a wide variety of views on this issue, which is absolutely fine,
and we need to have those views aired and we need that debate. But what the law council, this national
body—and I am quoting from this article that has reported on this proposal that we are debating on
this legislation—says is that:
Everyone agrees with the premise of increasing access to justice but contingency fees could create conflicts
of interest for lawyers, including in relation to their fiduciary duties to clients, as well [as] lead to more
unmeritorious litigation.

He went on to say:
We need to get the rules right.

So I think that is absolutely essential. We need to get it right, but we do not want to be disadvantaging
and we do not want to be creating conflicts for lawyers, the very people who are trying to in many
instances represent those who are in very stressful circumstances and require the need for legal
representation. What this legislation does is it does not allow that to occur. In fact it is just going to be,
as I said, giving more power to those larger firms, like those ones that support the Labor Party—the
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Slater and Gordons, the Maurice Blackburns and all of those lawyers that have a fair bit to say in
relation to supporting this government. There are very many issues that have come before—
Mrs McArthur: They put their money where their mouth is—behind the government.
Ms CROZIER: Yes, they do, Mrs McArthur. Mrs McArthur makes a very good point. They put
their money where their mouth is, and that is behind the government. They support them in so many
ways and in terms of financial and other means. That is exactly right, and we are seeing that play out—
talking of putting their money where their mouth is—with what is happening in relation to the
government’s own internal woes about money and branch stacking and all sorts of other unsavoury
behaviour that has been going on. It is disappointing that the government is in such shambolic disarray
in relation to where the state is at the moment. We are battling economic issues and we are battling
health-related issues while we remain in a state of emergency and under extensive restrictions and we
have got this carry-on going on behind the scenes. You wonder where those lawyers are. Those people
are going to have a field day, I suspect, with some of these people—
Mrs McArthur: They’re lining up.
Ms CROZIER: They are lining up to have a go with—
Mr O’Donohue: They have already started some in anticipation.
Ms CROZIER: They have started some in anticipation, Mr O’Donohue. I am sure they going to
have a field day with all of these issues that have been highlighted so extraordinarily over our airwaves
and in our papers and by the exposé of 60 Minutes on Sunday night. What an extraordinary exposé
that was, and it goes to the heart, the very culture, of the Labor Party. You would think that they would
have learned from the red shirts saga all of those issues, but clearly not. Did they get advice from these
very lawyers to not cooperate with the investigating authorities back at that time? Who gave them that
advice? Was it these lawyers that are going to benefit from this legislation today? It is going to line
their pockets, and they are going to be very happy to see this legislation passed, I am sure, but there
are many other good lawyers out there that represent so many businesses, and those businesses that
are going to be the commercial element—those businesses and others who require the independence
of their representation—do not need these contingency fees and what this group costs order is going
to do in terms of how they operate.
In relation to that I will not seek to debate this any further. In the debate so far from the opposition we
have heard from Mr O’Donohue and Mrs McArthur, and I know Mr Ondarchie is keen to speak on
this, as a number of my colleagues are, because it is an important bill. We are very firm in our view
on this bill and that has been absolutely laid out clearly in relation to what we think is going on with
this bill. I think it is a great shame. The government have done their best to try and push this through
the house. They tried to do that back in March, and here we are in the last sitting day before a sevenweek break where they are pushing this through now.
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (11:36): I rise to speak on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. I do not propose to make a particularly long speech, but I do
want to place on the record the main reasoning of Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party for our position on this
bill. Mr Grimley and I have both received significant lobbying on this legislation, and no-one would
be surprised to hear me say that all of that lobbying has focused exclusively on issues related to the
contingency fees. On each of the other components of the bill we happily concur with others that they
are completely uncontroversial changes. I only wish our decision on contingency fees might have been
so straightforward.
There are actually many worthwhile arguments on both sides of this debate, and we have appreciated
the time that a number of people have spent with us in order to talk us through the many and varied
positions they collectively have on this legislation. From among those views we do accept the
proposition that the current number of class actions in the state is low and that there is a lot to be said
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for making such actions more accessible to many Victorians. Recommendation 8 of the Victorian Law
Reform Commission’s (VLRC) Access to Justice: Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings report
of 2018 also speaks to the potential value of class actions that are more efficiently structured, including
as this relates to the introduction of contingency fees for lawyers. However, Mr Grimley and I have
also been presented with various alternative forms of evidence and argument that have left us
concerned about the practical impacts of the establishment of a new regime under which lawyers can
charge contingency fees. Not the least of these is the High Court judgement in the Westpac v. Lenthall
case.
We also struggle to support this bill when we look into it specifically from the perspective of many of
the victims of crime that we feel we are in here to represent. It is difficult for us to see how those
victims will not be worse off, and in some circumstances considerably worse off, when we consider
how much extra money they are now likely to be required to hand over to lawyers even when they
happen to win their cases. As others have said, the removal of the existing nationwide prohibition on
law firms charging contingency fees is also not something that is currently supported by any other
state or territory in Australia or by the commonwealth itself.
In turn, those problems are magnified by the wording of recommendations 7, 12 and 13 in particular
in the same VLRC report to which I just referred. That report makes it very clear that even in those
areas of law where in principle it supports the potential charging by lawyers of contingency fees, this
is a matter which should be developed nationally in the interests of consistency. I would add at this
point that the VLRC report should hardly be regarded as an outlier or rogue document of any kind. I
say that because it was after all specifically commissioned by the Victorian government itself.
In the Justice Party we do accept the notion that reaching interstate and/or national agreements is very
difficult on this particular issue of contingency fees because most, if not all, of the other jurisdictions
have taken a very different position on this to Victoria. However, to us that is actually a very instructive
point in itself. In turn we very much appreciated some discussions we had with the Attorney-General’s
office about this, but we also unfortunately still feel some apprehension about the issue of how much
of an expansion in court activity there might be in Victoria as a consequence of these proposed
changes. In our view there is already far too much clogging of the court system in this state as it is,
without potentially subjecting the existing system to a new set of very large and intensive cases,
especially ones that sometimes might otherwise have been heard in another part of the country. There
is currently a comprehensive federal inquiry process underway, the results of which will likely inform
that important national, and nationally consistent, approach about which the VLRC itself spoke.
Given the reasons I have just outlined, Mr Grimley and I will be voting against this bill, and we would
hope that the government would hit the pause button on introducing the changes in relation to
contingency fees that are such a key element of the bill. We hope they do that at the very least until,
as the VLRC has explicitly recommended, there is some meaningful agreement and consistency
between the Victorian approach and the one followed by governments elsewhere in Australia.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (11:41): I rise to speak on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. The purpose of this bill is to amend the Supreme Court
Act 1986 to provide the Supreme Court of Victoria with the power to make a group costs order, with
the stated claim that it would improve access to justice for plaintiffs bringing class actions in the
Supreme Court; to amend the Local Government Act 1989 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to
ensure the validity and enforceability of actions and decisions by improperly established municipal
electoral tribunals and affected reserve magistrates; and to make to various justice acts a number of
minor and technical amendments to correct errors and clarify the operation of various provisions.
But in a sense this Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019 is really the ‘Let’s Look
After Our Labor Mates Bill 2019’. That is really what this is all about. There have been a number of
concerns raised in wideranging consultation that has been undertaken by Mr O’Donohue,
Mrs McArthur and many others around the validity of this bill, and one of the areas of concern that
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was raised about this bill is in relation to the group costs order and the percentage contingency legal
fee provisions for class actions. Business groups are particularly concerned at the potential for law
firms to monetarily be encouraged to take on smaller or riskier class actions in a range of industries
that may not be as attractive without the benefit of percentage contingency fees recovered from client
damages awarded. Special advice provided through Mr O’Donohue to the state opposition has cast
serious doubts on the efficacy of the group costs order, the contingency fee provisions of the bill and
the reasons being proffered for their need.
When you look at some of the firms involved in those sorts of activities in the current market, currently
there are only four key firms: Maurice Blackburn—I wonder who they are aligned to; Slater and
Gordon, similarly; Shine; and Phi Finney McDonald. However, there is serious concern that allowing
percentage contingency fees will only entrench the market power of those firms. Plaintiff costs of class
actions can be significant. It is estimated that the costs that were taken on by Maurice Blackburn in the
Black Saturday Kilmore East fire class action were in the order of internal fees of around $30 million
and $28 million in other disbursements. Other class actions have incurred legal fees of on average
between $6 million and $15 million over two to three years and trials that have lasted between four
and 12 weeks. If you add to that fact a percentage contingency fee, this could be a significant windfall
gain for some of these legal companies.
It should be noted there are serious concerns that litigation funders, which Victorian class action
lawyers seek to replace through this legislation, are earning well above average returns on their
investment. Those here who watch the investment market could be easily swayed by the changes in
this bill. We were advised, for example, that in the recent Murray Goulburn class action in the Federal
Court of Australia the litigation funder has earned a return on its investment in excess of 500 per cent
per annum. I wonder, as Mr O’Donohue and Mrs McArthur have expressed, what is driving this. On
average, litigation funders can earn returns of in excess of 45 to 50 per cent per annum on the funds
invested in funding class action proceedings—if we reflect on the Murray Goulburn investment,
500 per cent per annum return.
I want to reflect now on commentary outside the political spectrum. What is business saying about
this? What is the Law Council of Australia saying about this? The spokesperson for the Australian
Industry Group’s (AIG) Victorian branch, Tim Piper, said this, and I quote:
The Victorian Government’s Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019, which would allow
‘contingency fees’ to be charged in class action law suits, needs to be abandoned …

He goes on to say:
Businesses are currently being targeted in a class action boom that is being driven by unregulated overseas
litigation funding firms chasing super-profits. The Victorian Government’s Bill—

Mr Piper goes on to say—
would make the problems worse, not better.

Further, he says:
The Bill would allow plaintiff law firms to achieve similar super-profits as the litigation funders through
charging ‘contingency fees’—a fee charged as a percentage of the settlement amount.

He goes on to tell us—Tim Piper, the head of Victoria’s AIG—that:
The huge recent increase in class action law suits has led to insurance premiums going through the roof for
businesses. These wasted millions would have been better spent on employment and investment, rather than
increasing the profits of litigation funders and law firms.
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Employment and investment are the two things this state desperately needs, and it seems to me that
when it comes to jobs in this state the only jobs that the Labor government are interested in are their
own. Mr Piper goes on to say:
Arguments that the Bill is in the interests of claimants are not correct.

So the AIG, representing business in this state, has said this is a bad bill and it should be abandoned.
And those opposite on the government benches would say, ‘Well, of course business would say that’.
But what are the lawyers saying? What are the lawyers saying about this bill? Well, the Law Council
of Australia said recently:
At a recent board meeting of the Law Council, directors resolved to oppose contingency fees as a matter of
principle.

This is the lawyers saying that. The law Council continued:
At the meeting a fundamental concern was expressed that contingency fees could not be introduced without
adversely affecting litigants’ interests and lawyers’ ethical duties.

The Law Council of Australia president, Pauline Wright, said:
I am a passionate advocate of promoting access to justice, but I do not accept that contingency fees will
promote that objective.

Ms Wright went on to say:
Should any government in Australia propose any contingency fee arrangements, the Law Council will have
to carefully consider that proposal as against all the legal profession’s fundamental obligations.

The Law Council of Australia said:
It was considered that the model proposed could create a conflict of interest between the solicitor and the
client, requiring solicitors to run the risk of adverse costs orders and security for costs.

Ms Wright went on to say:
In most jurisdictions in Australia a ‘no win—no fee’ arrangement is available that enables civil claims matters
to be taken on for clients without deep pockets and matters that merit litigation in the public interest.

Ms Wright, on behalf of the Law Council of Australia, said:
Public interest cases would not benefit from the introduction of percentage-based fee agreements, and neither
would low income matters.

It brings me back to the start of my contribution, when I suggested this bill was more about supporting
Labor mates than supporting the needs of Victorians.
Interestingly enough, those very active in supporting this are Maurice Blackburn, who I note through
Mr O’Donohue’s advice is a major contributor to the Labor Party, and Slater and Gordon, equally
another contributor and donor to the Labor Party. They are very supportive of this, and we now know
why. In making their case to support this legislation, the advocates fail to mention the explosion in
class actions in recent years on the back of the emergence of large domestic and international litigation
funders, which have allowed lawyers to limit their financial exposure, reduce their risk and take on
many more lucrative class actions. The current no-win, no-fee model is mature. It is guided by strict
and clear and understood rules that allow agreed members of the community with few resources but a
good cause of action to litigate successfully.
I do note that currently the federal Parliament has a joint committee on corporations and financial
services inquiring into litigation funding, and that is now well underway and is considering many of
the issues that are already contained in this bill. It would be appropriate that the government then put
this bill on hold awaiting the responses from the federal government’s Parliamentary Joint Committee
on Corporations and Financial Services inquiry to see what they have to say. We are just getting a bit
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ahead of the game here, and I just wonder if the motivation for this is not a genuine one but more about
quickly getting this through to support these sorts of Labor donors that I have mentioned earlier.
The bill does not currently propose a cap and there are concerns that a new contingency fee regime
could see excessive legal fees claimed from plaintiff settlements without a cap. That is why I support
Mr O’Donohue’s amendment today, the effect of which is to propose an amendment to clause 5,
which inserts section 33ZDA into the Supreme Court Act 1986, for a 35 per cent maximum percentage
cap limit on contingency fees payable to plaintiff lawyers as a part of any group order costs. If this
government were genuine—and we have seen plenty of evidence since 8.30 on Sunday night on the
Nine Network that this government is not genuine—this government today would support
Mr O’Donohue’s amendment. What we do not want to see here is people exploiting hardworking, taxpaying, good Victorians who are looking to lodge a claim and find that certain law firms will just rip
them off here, that will set up a strategy to ensure that it optimises their returns, perhaps at the success
or the benefit of their clients. That is why I join with my colleagues on this side of the house to oppose
the bill but support Mr O’Donohue’s amendments.
Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (11:52): I rise today to speak on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. My position is somewhat unique, in that I am one of the
relatively few people who have been through the process of bringing a class action for a group of
people who have been wronged. I have led the charge on behalf of my constituents to seek a way to
pursue justice for my taxi and hire car industry colleagues that have had their livelihoods trashed
unfairly by big business. The Transport Matters Party evolved out of what I increasingly saw
throughout my time in that industry to ensure that individuals and small business owners do not get
trampled on by powerful entities out to damage their livelihoods and wellbeing.
Transport Matters was born out of a belief that everybody, regardless of your wealth, position or
power, should have proper representation of their rights and their issues in society, including politics.
That is what led me to this Parliament and that is a value that informs my views on what I consider to
be a very important piece of legislation that is before us. Along with around 7000 other affected people,
I am a participant in a class action to pursue the type of justice that I think we deserve for what we
have suffered as a result of misconduct by a corporate interest. Specifically, the class action claim
developed and brought forward by my colleagues and me relates to the loss of income and loss of
licence values for participants in the taxi and hire car, limousine and charter vehicle industries during
the period in which Uber and their driver partners traded without proper regulatory approvals,
permissions or licensing.
The idea which now forms the basis of the class action was formed a long time before there was even
a proposal of a claim getting filed and getting to court. The reality for individuals who pursue this type
of justice is a long hard journey just to get to the starting line. If you are fortunate enough to find good,
helpful advice, as I was, there are many thresholds and hurdles that even a potentially strong class
action must overcome so that even the best firms can get the case off the ground. This is partly because
the cases are large, expensive, hard to run and hard to win—and if you lose, unlike in the USA, we
here in Australia have a loser pays model, where those that bring class actions are on the hook, not
only for the millions of dollars of their own costs that they have to plough into the case just to keep up
with the well-resourced defendants, but they are also on the hook for the costs of the opposing side.
Furthermore, it is the lead plaintiff who must bear that burden alone.
Due to cases being so expensive to run and so laden with risk, many only get off the ground with the
financial support of a litigation funder. These litigation funders enable cases to see the light of day, but
it comes at a price. For indemnifying the lead plaintiff and paying all or most of the case costs along
the way, these funders understandably expect a return on their money in the event of a successful
outcome down the track.
That commission is typically around 30 per cent or more or what is often a settlement amount in
successful cases. In addition to that commission, the lawyers who actually run the case have to get
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paid for their work. Together the two compulsory fees often come to around 50 per cent of the total
resolution—that is, 50 per cent of any settlement goes straight out the door before any money can be
given back to the people who need it most: the individuals that have been wronged.
While the proportion of the overall settlement that is ultimately received in compensation is not ideal,
this outcome is a lot better than what happened in many cases that have merit but may not stack up in
being financially viable. They do not ever get a chance to see the light of day. These people who feel
they have been wronged and wish to pursue justice are left with no real avenue to mount their case;
the financial burden and risk is simply prohibitive. This bill is a critical step in the right direction for
the people of Victoria as it will ensure that this Parliament can proudly say it has made one of the
single biggest contributions to all Victorians in ensuring that they have the best opportunity to have
their voices heard and their rights protected when large powerful organisations cause them wrong.
Why is that? It is because this bill will introduce a way to ensure more people can access their rights
through the courts, making the pursuit of legal rights more affordable to the everyday person, the type
of people I represent—good, decent, hardworking people who drive politicians, our friends and
families around this great state but who too often get locked out of aspects of our society such as
accessing their legal rights when they encounter a problem. The laws we make in here are for
everybody; they are not just for the wealthy and the powerful.
This bill takes a big step forward and says to the people in our state that this Parliament cares about
every single person and that we will do what we can to make sure every Victorian gets every chance
they deserve to access legal recourse when they need it by introducing the option for lawyers in class
actions—and I emphasise the point that this is only for class actions, which by their nature affect huge
groups of people that have suffered damage—to simplify how clients are charged and bill on a
contingency-fee basis. This Parliament can know it is taking the single-biggest step possible in driving
down the cost of accessing legal help for Victorians statewide. Not only will it improve access to
justice for all, but it will be this Parliament that can rest proud in the knowledge it has ensured that
when people access this legal help more of the recovery than ever will go back into their own pockets.
For the class action I am part of I can say with absolute certainty that for the group members in this
matter, whilst hugely appreciative that a class action specialist law firm and a litigation funder believed
in us and our struggle and the strength of our case enough to pull everything together that was needed
to pursue it, it would have been a whole lot simpler and it would have been a whole lot cheaper if this
bill had been in place and had allowed a simple contingency fee split between the lawyer and the client,
as opposed to the complicated arrangement we have had to use just to get this case off the ground.
Many of my constituents and many members of the action have limited language skills—English is
not their first language—and have limited education, so imagine the difficulty they have had in wading
through the dense funding agreements with endless clauses and complicated funding arrangements
that shift depending on a wide range of factors. Instead we could have had a simple split that everyone
understood, where the lawyers that run the case are entitled to, say, 20 per cent or 25 per cent for their
work and we knew that we would be getting 75 or 80 per cent of whatever the return was upon success.
That is clearly a simpler equation for people, and it would leave us much better off financially.
The bill also ensures that the interests of group members of the class action and the interests of the
lawyers are more aligned than ever. For starters, this bill would mean that lawyers are better
incentivised than they are now to go and get better results faster, rather than potentially just billing
more, and that is a boon on a number of fronts. It promotes a more efficient resolution. It could see
more money going back faster to those who have suffered. The more money that can be recovered,
the better it is for the clients, and the difference in how much better off the group members are just
grows and grows. The point I mentioned about greater efficiency, which was the key reason, flows to
other things, such as dispelling this notion being peddled by some opposed to the bill, such as the
Australian Industry Group, that there is a legitimate concern about clogging the resources of the courts.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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Questions without notice and ministers statements
APPRENTICESHIPS
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (12:00): My question is to the Minister for
Higher Education and Minister for Training and Skills. In the last four years apprenticeship
commencements in Victoria have fallen by 25 per cent. Why?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:00): I thank the member for his question. Apprenticeships are incredibly important,
and we know that right across the board. This has been the case and a very proud contribution that this
government has made in respect to apprenticeships, and during my time as minister we have put in an
extraordinary amount of money in respect of the apprenticeship system.
The member would well know that in terms of apprenticeship funding it is historically the province of
the federal government. But leaving that to one side, this government has seen fit to make significant
contributions to make sure that the apprenticeship system can work. For example, we have got the
apprenticeship support officers that are located in TAFEs, we have recently set up a register so that we
can track those that have been laid off, we have put in money in relation to updating curriculum and
we have introduced capstone assessments. It is this government that has made sure that we do not
allow the system to languish.
We do believe that it is the responsibility of government to support the apprenticeship system—the
state government, the federal government—but it is also the responsibility of the employer. Employers
need to invest in their people and they need to invest in their industries, and we see that where the
apprenticeship system works really well, particularly in the northern European jurisdictions, where
you have co-investment, co-contributions and a co-commitment to industry and investment. And that
is what is needed in this state. This is why Victoria has led work at the skills council on apprenticeships,
because we know much more work needs to be done. And the COAG skills council has agreed and
has asked Victoria to do further work in this area so that we can have a strong pipeline of apprentices
in this state.
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Ms TIERNEY: The fact of the matter is that the work will continue. Mr O’Donohue, you might
want it to go away, but the work will continue because the skills council ministers have been working
very well together. We have got a good relationship with the minister, Michaelia Cash, in making sure
that skills are right at the middle and centre of the recovery of the pandemic. We have got the tick from
the Prime Minister as well as our federal counterparts to ensure that we do have a skills and training
system that can help us in the recovery of this pandemic. (Time expired)
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (12:03): I thank the minister for her answer.
The minister in her answer said it is the role of government to support the apprenticeship system,
notwithstanding the fact that it has declined 25 per cent under her watch. Will the minister commit to
boosting apprenticeship commencements by 10 000—that is, back to the level they were at in 2015—
in time for the start of the 2022 training year?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:04): Can I just correct the record? The fact of the matter is that the most recent National
Centre for Vocational Education Research report shows that in the year to December 2019 there was
a 7.3 per cent increase in construction trade apprenticeship completions in Victoria and a 3.4 per cent
increase in trade completions across the state. That means in December 2019 we were well on the way
to having more apprenticeships completing with skills needed for the Big Build infrastructure projects
the Victorian government is investing in now and into the recovery. December 2019 is a world away
from June 2020, and this data does not reflect the impact of the current crisis. History tells us that
apprentices and trainees are amongst the first during an economic downturn to lose their jobs, and we
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have been the first state government to recognise this and to set up a register to put close to $1 million
into this program where we will have program officers essentially reaching out and talking to
apprentices. (Time expired)
WILD DOG CONTROL
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (12:05): My question is for the Minister for Agriculture.
Minister, recently the wild dog advisory council was axed. Why?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:05): I thank Mr Bourman for his question. The
wild dog advisory council was established three years ago for a three-year period, and it is due to
expire on 30 June. I talked about this yesterday or the day before in the context of 1080, and the
Victorian government is certainly committed to assisting livestock farmers in managing the impact of
wild dogs. It is enormously destructive to productivity, animal welfare and indeed the social welfare
of those communities that are impacted. Its cost to industry is estimated to be $18 million per year.
Following the summer bushfires, we have invested in some on-ground action as a result and are paying
half the cost per kilometre, up to $5000, of landowners’ boundary fences to address some of the
impacts of wild dogs and to ensure that they are not coming from national parks and the like into those
adjacent properties.
In other good news, I think, for farmers—and some in this chamber would disagree—we have secured
approval from the commonwealth government to continue the state’s aerial baiting program. The
aerial baiting program complements our wild dog management programs, which incorporate a suite
of techniques, which I think I went through, with our trappers doing baiting, additional trapping and
shooting. Also, importantly we have built into it a community engagement and capacity building
program for those communities that are most at risk when it comes to wild dogs.
The committee has been a useful source of advice, certainly in securing the approval from the
commonwealth for aerial baiting and the retention of the wild dog bounty, which was temporarily on
hold due to COVID but is due to reopen soon in relation to those collection points. I did have a meeting
with the committee chair, and the chair is on record in the media today saying that there were a couple
of issues with committee members, which have been well documented on the public record, that made
it difficult for the committee to continue. The committee did do good work, but it came to the end of
its life. It became quite unworkable. The department will pick up any of the outstanding work issues,
which are very few when you count the achievements that they have made, so there are ongoing efforts
in that regard.
There was a dedicated secretariat for the committee, and I am going to reorientate their efforts to
further serve livestock farmers in wild dog management efforts. This is not any reduction in our
attention to wild dog management. I think I have made myself pretty clear in that this is an area that I
am particularly interested in making sure we beef up. We have got our Working for Victoria program,
which is looking at some pest eradication issues and hoping to create some synergies with wild dog
management in that regard as well. It is certainly not a reduction in effort; it is just a committee that
has served its purpose and no longer needs to continue.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: HEALTH SECTOR WORKFORCE
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:08): I rise to update the
house on the extra support our government is providing to support the mental health and wellbeing of
our frontline health professionals. I want to acknowledge, firstly, that this year has been particularly
challenging for Victorians and even more so for our frontline health professionals. The devastating
impacts of the summer bushfires, together with the ongoing effects of the global coronavirus
pandemic, will no doubt have a lasting psychological impact on our health workforce. I am incredibly
grateful to the more than 15 000 healthcare professionals and students, including nearly every single
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medical student across Victoria, who put their hands up to support Victoria’s coronavirus response. I
sincerely thank them all for generously volunteering their skills.
The health and wellbeing of all health workers is a priority for our government, including their mental
health. This is why earlier this month, at a virtual event on Crazy Socks 4 Docs Day, I announced an
$850 000 boost in support services for frontline healthcare workers, who are at the forefront of our
coronavirus response. The Victorian doctors health program will receive $500 000 to support more
doctors and medical students to access free confidential advice and support. The nursing and
midwifery health program will receive nearly $350 000 to expand their telehealth services so more
nurses, midwifes and students can access support.
Our government is committed to breaking down the stigma associated with mental health. I want to
thank Dr Geoff Toogood for founding the Crazy Socks 4 Docs campaign and continuing the important
conversation about the mental health and wellbeing of our healthcare professionals. We know that our
doctors, our nurses and our midwives provide better care when they are healthy themselves. So I thank
each and every one of them for their dedication and commitment in continuing to deliver world-class
care for Victorians even during the most difficult of times.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (12:10): My question is for the
attention of the Minister for Higher Education. Minister, I refer to the statements of a whistleblower
who stated that staff at the Migrant Workers Centre had been directed to campaign to secure a Labor
Party win in the 2018 state election and pointed to the clearly corrupt diversion of taxpayers money
for party-political purposes, and I ask: what action will you take to ensure that the role of the centre in
advocating for the rights of international students is not diminished by Labor siphoning off funding in
future pre-election periods?
Ms Mikakos: On a point of order, President, the matter that the member is raising relates to another
minister’s portfolio. Just from what I have seen from media reports today it appears to relate in some
way to a former minister in the previous government in the multicultural affairs portfolio, so I would
think on that basis directing the question to the minister is actually out of order, and given it does relate
to a previous minister in a previous government it is actually out of order for any minister in this house.
Mr Davis: On the point of order, President, my question was actually future focused: what action
will the minister take to ensure that the role of the centre in advocating for the rights of international
students, which is the minister’s responsibility, is not diminished? That is a future question. I am asking
directly, in regard to international students, what action she is going to take.
The PRESIDENT: The issue is that she has no responsibility. She did not have any responsibility
before, and she has no responsibility into the future. She could pass it on to—
Members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT: Mr Davis, how about we let you try and rephrase your question and give you
another go?
Mr DAVIS: Minister, will you advocate to ensure the role of the centre in looking after the rights
of international students is not diminished in the forthcoming election period?
Members interjecting.
Mr Davis: But you’re responsible for international students.
The PRESIDENT: But she is not. Minister Pakula is responsible for international students. That
is why I suggested that maybe you can ask that question of whoever represents Minister Pakula in this
house and ask for that to be passed on under the standing orders. Would you like to do that?
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Mr DAVIS: I will ask in that context, then. I ask: will the minister responsible for international
students advocate to ensure that the role of the centre in looking after the rights of international students
is not diminished by Labor siphoning off funding in future pre-election periods?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:14): Of course I will pass Mr Davis’s question
on to the relevant minister, Minister Pakula, in the other house. But I would point out that today the
Migrant Workers Centre in a statement have said:
The allegations attributed to an unnamed source in the Herald Sun are false and baseless. At no time has the
centre campaigned for the Labor Party or distributed ALP material.

But I am sure Mr Pakula will be sure to furnish you with a response about the massive support from
the Victorian government for international students and our university and higher education facilities
that certainly rely on international students being part of their cohort, and I am sure that the answer
will be quite fulsome, because he has made some announcements in this regard recently.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (12:15): The centre might well
have put out a statement this morning, but the fact is the photographs from that period show Matt
Kunkel working and out campaigning for Labor and using the centre’s endorsement to do so. So it
actually does not—
A member interjected.
Mr DAVIS: Well, I have got to say, you might not like it, but that is the fact. So my question is:
will the government guarantee that in the period coming to the next election the migrant resource
centre will not divert funds to campaign again?
The PRESIDENT: And so this is also directed to Minister Pakula.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:16): I find this question difficult to pass on to
Minister Pakula, because the first question was about international students, which is within his
portfolio, but in relation to a migrant resource centre the appropriate minister would be the Minister
for Multicultural Affairs. But I would say that government fund a range of independent organisations
that undertake important work. Many organisations will have their own political views, as will
individuals. I think you will find that many teachers, many nurses and many ambos campaigned for
Labor because they have similar values to our party. I will not guarantee that people who work in any
particular workplace will not go out and campaign against a Liberal government who would be against
their interests.
HEALTH FUNDING
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (12:17): My question is to the health minister, Ms Mikakos.
It relates to the billions of dollars of previously unscheduled expenditure that is being spent in the
health portfolio.
Members interjecting.
Ms Mikakos: On a point of order, President, I think Ms Maxwell deserves the courtesy from the
house to enable me and the rest of the house to hear her question.
The PRESIDENT: Minister Mikakos, I uphold your point of order, and I ask people on both sides
of the chamber to assist Ms Maxwell being heard without overt interjection.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, President; thank you, Minister Mikakos. Minister, much of that new
funding was obviously allocated very suddenly and unexpectedly a number of weeks ago now. So can
you now tell us, several weeks later, specifically how the COVID-19 expenditure pressures have
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altered the government’s overall future spending priorities and savings priorities in the health portfolio
for the remainder of the two and half years of this term of Parliament?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:18): I thank the member
for her question. The member is correct in that the government has made an unprecedented investment
to the coronavirus response—nearly $2 billion of funding—to do a number of things. To bolster our
public health team, firstly, we have gone from 37 to more than 1000 disease detectives doing that
contact tracing on a daily basis, and this team is working 24 hours a day, seven days a week, on this
important work. I take this opportunity to thank them for their dedication.
The investment has also gone to our hospital preparedness. Regardless of how we are tracking, it is
important that our hospitals are well prepared, and I thank them and also all of our health services right
across Victoria, who have done amazing work to prepare. This has gone towards staff training. I
mentioned just before in my own ministers statement the 15 000 volunteers from our healthcare
professionals who have put their hand up in our time of need to be able to step up if we need them. So
it has gone to staff training. It has gone to purchasing the personal protective equipment to keep our
healthcare workers safe. We have had millions of items come into our warehouse. We have established
a centralised procurement process to make sure we can distribute masks and gloves and gowns and all
the other important items to our health services on a daily basis. It has gone to purchasing medical
equipment to establish more intensive care unit beds across our hospitals and also bolster our bed
capacity. We have created additional beds at a number of hospitals—the old Peter Mac hospital down
the road from here, Baxter House in Geelong, Bendigo Hospital. Many of our health services have
actually got additional bed capacity in relation to our response.
Given the time I have available to me, I would say to the member that we have been tracking well.
Yes, we have had some larger numbers in recent days, and that is because we have been easing up
restrictions, particularly since the start of this month, and we did flag at the time that that would mean
that as the community was moving out and about more the risk would be of more community
transmission. We will have more new cases and more outbreaks, but this is why we have bolstered
our public health team’s capacity to deal with outbreaks as well as dedicated rapid response squads so
we can manage these issues. We have started to move into a phase of resuming many of our health
services’ normal operations, including elective surgery. I will have more to say about this as time goes
on, but we are making sure that Victorians get access to world-class healthcare services no matter their
issue, whether it is a coronavirus issue or not COVID related.
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (12:21): Thank you, Minister, and I am glad to hear you
mention the care and consideration for hospitals and staff. Following all the COVID-related
expenditure, can you please clarify for me what the outlook is for future funding for rural and regional
hospitals and health services? That is, what will the changed post-coronavirus environment mean,
specifically for in-need facilities such as the Swan Hill hospital in my electorate? That site desperately
requires new funding, but such a prospect now seems even more clouded given that billions of dollars
have been directed to COVID-19 related measures instead in the meantime. I would obviously be
grateful if the minister could touch in her answer on what the changed environment may also mean
for already announced funding, like for the upgrades at Wangaratta hospital, Goulburn Valley Health
and Albury Wodonga Health.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:22): I have very limited
time to address a lot of issues there. Firstly, can I take the opportunity to thank the health services that
the member has mentioned. We have had great work done by our regional health services to support
their communities in what has been a very challenging time. We have been working with those
regional health services to make sure that we can also ensure additional ICU bed capacity in regional
communities as well as bolstering the adult retrieval service, which transports patients from regional
communities to metro hospitals, if that is necessary, as part of our coronavirus response. Obviously
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the infrastructure needs of all of our health services will be considered through future budget processes.
Yes, we have made a significant investment to deal with the pandemic. We have prioritised the health
care of Victorians. But we have a very proud track record of investing nearly $7 billion in infrastructure
since we have been in office. It is the biggest ever hospital building program in Victoria’s history. I
am happy to provide more information to the member around some of the issues she has raised.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: REFUGEE WEEK
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:24): This week is Refugee Week. Originally celebrated in 1986, the week coincides
with World Refugee Day on 20 June each year. This year’s theme is celebrating the Year of Welcome,
and I think we can all be proud in this chamber that Victoria has a long history of welcoming refugees
into this community. In my own portfolio of training and skills this government is proud to fund the
asylum seeker VET program. This program helps asylum seekers on bridging visa Es, safe haven
enterprise visas and temporary protection visas to participate in vocational education by giving access
to concessional and subsidy rates. In other words, eligible asylum seekers are exempt from the usual
citizenship and residency citizenship criteria. Eligible asylum seekers can also access free TAFE,
breaking down cost barriers for those who most need it.
I am really proud that approximately 1000 asylum seekers accessed this initiative in 2019. One such
student who has participated in VET is Mujahid. He fled the Taliban’s advance in Pakistan. After a
period of time in offshore detention and processing on the Australian mainland, he was placed on a
bridging visa E. After being granted work and study rights, he was assisted through the program to
enrol in a certificate IV in education support. He successfully completed the course and quickly found
work as a teaching assistant at an independent high school. He is now proudly working and has the
ability to contribute back to the community. Stories like this show the power of training, giving people
the chance to make a new life for themselves and their families. Victoria is a better state because we
welcome refugees.
I COOK FOODS
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:25): My question is to the Minister for Health.
Minister, at last night’s hearing into the forced closure of I Cook Foods, Mr Ian Cook gave evidence
including that provision by the Department of Health and Human Services of results that would
exonerate I Cook Foods was delayed—in one case for a fortnight, in the second case for a month and
in the third case for eight months—so I ask: what was the reason for the delays in providing these
results to I Cook Foods?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:26): I thank the member
for her question. Obviously the Legal and Social Issues Committee has a reference underway at the
moment, and I understand that my department is scheduled to appear before this committee next week,
at which time it would be appropriate to ask those officials questions about these issues. But given I
have actually addressed these issues before and they are actually on record in this house, I would say
to the member: let us not forget in this process that an elderly woman died as a result of eating
something that linked her death to listeria.
As I have advised this house before, the investigation into the death of this 86-year-old woman from
listeriosis found that the source of the listeria was linked to a food manufacturer, I Cook Foods. And
as I have explained previously, the advice that I have received from my department is that testing of
food samples produced on the premises of I Cook Foods were positive for not one but four strains of
listeria. The further advice that I have received is that the deceased patient’s sample contained a strain
of Listeria monocytogenes highly genetically related to that found on the premises of I Cook Foods.
The chief health officer then acted quickly by issuing a closure order under the Food Act 1984, which
was served on the food manufacturer in the early hours of 22 February. It is important to understand
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that, as a minister, I do not play a role under the Food Act. These are the actions of my officials and
the chief health officer taking action in relation to these matters.
Ms Crozier: On a point of order, President, I have been listening to the minister’s answer, and as
extraordinary as it is, my question was very specific. It was in relation to the delays of two weeks, a
month and eight months for results to be provided to I Cook Foods. She is the minister; she should be
able to answer that question.
The PRESIDENT: I think the minister is being relevant to the issue, and I believe she is coming
to the nub of your question now.
Ms MIKAKOS: Thank you, President. The aim of the order from the chief health officer was to
stop any further production of food and prevent potentially contaminated food products from being
distributed to vulnerable Victorians in hospitals and aged-care facilities and via Meals on Wheels
services. The advice that I have is that I Cook Foods made an application for preliminary discovery
for documents of the department in the Supreme Court related to the closure of the I Cook Foods
premises in February 2019. The department had previously offered to provide the relevant documents
to I Cook Foods on a confidential basis, but I Cook rejected the offer. The advice that I have is that the
Supreme Court then decided that I Cook Foods should be given the documents subject to
confidentiality conditions very similar to those offered by the department and that the relevant
documents have now been provided to I Cook Foods. In public health incidents there needs to be direct
and robust communication between departmental employees, relevant authorities and authorised
officers. These confidentiality provisions ensure continued reporting of public health risks and
informed decision-making by the department so that appropriate action can be taken.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:30): I think the minister is totally confused and did
not provide the appropriate response. Minister, you have been avoiding answering the questions on
the forced closure of I Cook Foods around specific issues, and your department for months has refused
to provide FOIs on the same issue, so I ask: why is the government being so secretive and what are
you hiding on this very important issue?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:30): Sometimes it is
quite exasperating dealing with Ms Crozier because she actually does not listen to any of the answers
I give her. I have just answered the question. I have just explained to Ms Crozier that there was a court
process that I Cook commenced in the Supreme Court. There was a discovery process. They got the
documents. There were offers made by the department before that process. I would suggest you go
back and read the Hansard of what I have just said in response to the substantive question and the
Hansard of what I have said in a similar vein on previous occasions. There is nothing being hidden
here. My department will appear before the committee next week, and I hope that at that point in time
they will shed some light for you, Ms Crozier, so you can finally understand what happened and the
fact that the public health team took action to ensure the safety of Victorians, including vulnerable
Victorians.
SECURITY INDUSTRY
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (12:32): My question is to the minister representing the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services. On 10 June 2019 the police minister announced an inquiry into
the security industry. This announcement followed a number of high-profile incidents of noncompliance in the industry, along with accusations of regulator misconduct. In the last few years we
have seen politically connected ex-policemen and security company operators get away with murder
in the industry. John Moncrieff of Monjon security left Victoria Police (VicPol) under a cloud and has
been persistently fined by other regulators, yet somehow has managed to retain his security licence.
He also has close links to major parties. Toni Celona has been implicated in bribery scandals, but
seems to always skate out of licensing and regulation division (LRD) investigation. Carlo Moussi has
been permitted to run a security business despite being a convicted criminal. This is not to even
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mention the massive AIG Security stadium accreditation fraud, where hundreds of security guards
were accredited under false pretences. My question for the minister is: on what date will the inquiry
commence?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:33): I note the question from the member. The minister responsible is the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, and I will request that she provides the date to the member.
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (12:33): Time and time again, we see operators who are well
connected to the licensing and regulation division or to political parties held to a much different
standard to other operators, and we have seen this situation persist for many years. There are
longstanding suggestions of misconduct and corruption in the security branch of LRD. There is
extensive circumstantial evidence, and it is among the few areas of police where leaders are permitted
to hold a single position for a long period of time. Victoria is presently the only state where such
licensing is handled by police. The combination of access to intelligence as well as their decisionmaking power over licensing creates the opportunity and means for corrupt behaviour. It is the failure
of LRD which necessitated this review, and yet LRD have currently been subject to only an internal
VicPol investigation. As usual, VicPol investigated themselves and determined themselves innocent.
My question for the minister is: will you guarantee that the LRD will be included in the inquiry into
the security industry?
A member: Lucky there’s privilege.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:34): Yes—very serious allegations. I will refer this matter to the minister for police, as
I have in terms of the substantive question.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: HOOKED ON PORTLAND FESTIVAL
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (12:34): I would like today to update the house on the outcomes of
the Hooked on Portland fishing festival that took take place in January this year. The third annual
Hooked on Portland seafood and fishing festival was held back on 25 and 26 January 2020.
Mr Davis: Did you go down?
Ms PULFORD: I did go down. I did not catch a fish, but I saw some and they were awesome,
because there was a competition and weighing and it was excellent. But I am being distracted. What I
wanted to update the house about is that we now have the evaluation results of the event, and I can
confirm that it was a fantastic and successful event not just from a participation point of view but by
some economic measures. There were around 10 000 visitors attracted to Portland over two days,
$1.9 million in direct economic activity generated and a total economic output of over $5 million in
the Glenelg shire economy. Employment was boosted by 45 full-time jobs in the Glenelg shire.
Mr Davis: But you went home with an empty esky.
Ms PULFORD: I bought a few things, but I ate most of them on the spot. The 2020 event featured
entertainment and activity for all ages—foreshore activities, fishing competitions and a masterclass
marquee that taught keen cooks some tips and tricks on not only how to catch but how to clean and
cook fresh seafood. A key highlight was Aussie rock icon Jon Stevens performing INXS and
Noiseworks greatest hits to 2500 people on the lawn. Not only was it a great celebration of both
commercial and recreational fishing; it was a terrific community event that created a great boost to the
local economy.
TIMBER INDUSTRY
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:36): My question is to the Minister for Agriculture. In relation to
the seven East Gippsland/far East Gippsland native timber haulage and harvest operators, there are
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115 directly impacted families, over 80 critical pieces of machinery sitting idle, accruing over half a
million dollars worth of repayments per month, and insurance bills of over $100 000 piling up per
month. This important industry, worth $730 million directly and generating approximately $7 billion
in sales and service income annually, is critical at a time when Victoria’s economy is slipping into
recession. Time and time again these hardworking Victorians have asked to meet with you to explain
their dire situation, but they have been met with stony silence on your part. Minister, why are you
refusing to meet these specific seven East Gippsland timber haulage and harvest operators?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:37): I thank Ms Bath for her question. I have had
many conversations with people in the forest industry. Obviously it is no secret that this is an industry
that has been hit hard along with many other industries in recent months, having suffered significant
losses in the contexts of bushfires and COVID. Obviously COVID has led to a drop in demand for
native timber products, while the bushfires had a devastating impact on supply, and we are still
assessing the impacts of the—
Mr O’Donohue: It’s government policy to shut it down. It’s government policy.
Ms SYMES: It’s a transition, Mr O’Donohue. We are still assessing the impacts of the summer’s
fires on ash and mixed species volumes, and this assessment will take some time. I did meet with the
Committee for Gippsland and several representatives of the timber industry, including the
representative of the contractors for haulage and harvesting. What I can say is that these are a
particularly skilled set of workers. They have been instrumental in helping with the bushfire response,
in clearing dangerous areas and the restoration of tracks and the like.
There is impact on the business; I am not denying that. Those businesses that have been impacted are
being paid standdown rates and are in no worse off position financially due to those payments and the
additional work that has been provided to direct them to other types of work, as I have said, mostly in
connection with the bushfire response. We are certainly also looking at further work in relation to the
management of forest tracks and breaks needed to manage the forest into the future. These are people
that we are continually having conversations with, along with timber mills, as we work through the
devastation of the bushfires to ensure that these industries can get on with their businesses.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:39): My supplementary: on Tuesday, 16 June 2020, federal
Victorian Labor Senator Raff Ciccone stated that the Victorian timber industry was the fabric and
backbone of communities in Gippsland. The senator noted—and he said firsthand that he had met with
these people—that it was a great industry and a sustainable industry and that these jobs were valuable.
He said their jobs were worth fighting for. Why won’t you support these jobs, and will you meet with
these seven timber harvesters?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:40): I thank Ms Bath for her question, and indeed
I think it is great advocacy for an important industry. It is an industry that is valued, and that is why
we have taken the measured decision, the important decision, the difficult decision to provide an
industry transition plan for this industry. This is not an industry that can continue. The bushfires have
certainly demonstrated the volatility of this industry. Going forward it is going to be very important to
support those workers, particularly in East Gippsland. You have got VicForests on the ground. I have
got Regional Development Victoria. I have got Karen Cain in her position as transition manager for
that, and I plan on going to East Gippsland—
Members interjecting.
Ms SYMES: You would not know about how difficult it is sometimes to make sure when you have
got to be a minister and other things. In relation to my visits to East Gippsland, I meet with a lot of
people in East Gippsland when I am out— (Time expired)
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Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:41): My question is to the minister representing the
Minister for Local Government. Will the minister inquire into and report to the house all
representations received by the former Minister for Local Government or his office from any City of
Whittlesea Labor Party councillors or Labor Party branch members requesting that Mr Somyurek take
action to investigate or dismiss the Whittlesea council?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:41): I will certainly take that question on notice
for the relevant minister and get an answer for you, Mr Hayes.
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:42): Thank you, Minister. My supplementary question
is: will the minister satisfy himself or herself—the relevant minister—that former Minister
Somyurek’s decision to sack Whittlesea council was not motivated by a desire to advance his own
political interests by carrying out the wishes of branch-stacking supporters in the Scullin federal
electorate? If not so satisfied, will the minister act to give Whittlesea voters an election for a new
democratically elected Whittlesea council at the earliest opportunity?
The PRESIDENT: Mr Hayes, I might give you a chance, if you would like, to rephrase it. It is an
impossible question for a minister to answer as to what was in the mind of a previous minister. I am
happy if you want to do that. Are you happy to think about a different supplementary while I call for
the next ministers statement? I will call for the next ministers statement, and then we will go back to
you for your supplementary.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: PIG INDUSTRY
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:43): Victoria’s pig industry is just so important
to our state. It employs 2000 people, with a gross value of $223 million in 2017–18 and is keeping
delicious high-quality pork on our forks. However, our small-scale pig producers have been hit hard
during this pandemic by the reduced demand for their products. But our government remains
committed to supporting the long-term growth of the small-scale pig industry. Our planning support
program for small pig and poultry producers, which assists farmers to prepare land use planning
applications by providing grants of up to $3000, was scheduled to close. However, to ensure continued
support for these producers during this tough period, I am pleased to announce that I have extended
the program for a further 12 months. The program incentivises farmers to apply for a land use planning
permit to improve public amenity, biosecurity and environmental practices in a win-win for farmers
and their surrounding communities.
It has also been great that following the easing of restrictions Agriculture Victoria has been able to
resume some of the face-to-face services this week, including at the Pig Services Centre, a facility that
supports the pig industry with vaccines and diagnostics, something I know the industry will be pleased
with. The centre is overseen by the Victorian chief veterinary officer, and I am thrilled just this week
to have also welcomed Dr Graeme Cooke into this role. Dr Cooke joins us from the UK, where he
was the deputy chief vet and led efforts to combat many exotic animal disease incursions and deliver
its animal welfare policies.
With a long and impressive career under his belt, Dr Cooke will be an asset in ensuring Victoria
remains at the front line of animal health and welfare biosecurity and animal disease outbreaks. I would
also like to thank Dr Cameron Bell for his leadership as the acting chief vet. As I have described, the
government is committed to ensuring the best support for Victoria’s pig industry, and I hope to see
more Victorians adding pork to their menus in the coming months.
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WHITTLESEA CITY COUNCIL
The PRESIDENT: Mr Hayes, would you like to ask a supplementary question to the local
government minister?
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:45): I will try again, thanks, President. Will the minister
satisfy himself or herself that former Minister Somyurek’s decision to sack the Whittlesea council was
not responding to requests from branch-stacking supporters in the Scullin federal electorate? If not so
satisfied, will the minister act to give Whittlesea voters an election for a new democratically elected
Whittlesea council at the earliest opportunity?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:46): I thank Mr Hayes for his supplementary
question, and I will indeed add that to the requirement for the relevant minister to furnish you with an
answer.
WRITTEN RESPONSES
The PRESIDENT (12:46): The Leader of the Government will get written responses from the
Minister for Local Government in line with the standing orders for Mr Hayes. She will also get a written
response from Minister Pakula for Mr Davis’s substantive question. Minister Tierney will get written
responses for Mr Quilty for both his questions to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
Questions on notice
ANSWERS
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:46): I have 10 answers to questions on notice
received today: 474, 477, 480, 1149, 1762, 1771, 1873, 1978, 2006, 2210.
The PRESIDENT (12:47): I have received a written request from Mr Davis seeking reinstatement
of a question on notice directed to the Minister for Transport Infrastructure. Having reviewed the
response, I order that question on notice 2041, parts (1) and (2), be reinstated. I have also received a
request from Ms Lovell seeking the reinstatement of a number of questions on notice directed to the
Minister for Education. Having reviewed the responses, I order that questions on notice 2057, 2059–
61, 2063–5, 2067–74 and 2259–60 be reinstated in full; question on notice 2058 parts (m) to (x) be
reinstated; question on notice 2062 parts (o) to (z) be reinstated; and question on notice 2066 parts (i)
to (t) be reinstated. I am of the view that the minister has answered questions on notice 2258 and 2261.
Constituency questions
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (12:49): My constituency question is for the Attorney-General,
and it concerns the funding allocation for the Goulburn Valley Community Legal Centre. The
Goulburn Valley Community Legal Centre provides free legal information and advice to people who
cannot afford a lawyer or who cannot get legal aid. The centre provides these services to clients
throughout the Goulburn Valley, encompassing the Greater Shepparton, Strathbogie, Benalla,
Mansfield and Moira local government areas as well as parts of the Shire of Mitchell. Like most
community legal centres, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused GV community legal centre to
experience an increase in complex family law cases, child protection cases and child custody disputes,
as well as a significant increase in domestic violence disputes. Despite additional funding of
$17.5 million for community legal centres, it is unclear if any of this will go to the Goulburn Valley
Community Legal Centre. Will the minister provide a commitment to deliver the funding that
Goulburn Valley Community Legal Centre needs to continue delivering its many services to its clients,
especially in the face of increased demands due to COVID-19?
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SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:50): My constituency question is to the Minister for Ports
and Freight, and it concerns the recent closure of Middle Brighton Pier. The condition of the pier is an
issue that I have raised with the government on a number of occasions. Indeed I asked about it here on
28 May last year. The minister’s reply to me stated that:
Parks Victoria … advises that the Pier has been assessed by maritime engineers as being in good condition
and the 1938 section of the Pier, reinforced in the 1970s, is suitable for its current use.

The sudden closure of the pier on safety grounds shows that this is clearly not the case. I ask the
minister to explain how her advice last year was so badly wrong and to assure the public, who cannot
access the pier now, that a date will be given for its reopening and that the whole pier will be properly
rebuilt—and built to avoid another debacle and closure like this one.
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (12:51): My constituency question is to the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure. I am hoping the minister is aware that thousands of people across
Melbourne’s west are deeply concerned about the health implications of the Andrews government’s
plan to dump poisonous toxic soil in their area. Whether it be Wyndham, Ravenhall, Bulla or
elsewhere, my constituents are worried about the dumping of millions of tonnes of soil heavily
contaminated with carcinogenic PFAS from the West Gate Tunnel Project. I have previously asked
the health minister about this, but she quickly handballed it to her ministerial colleague responsible for
transport infrastructure—she did not want to know. I therefore ask the minister if she can guarantee
my constituents that their concerns are unfounded and that there is no threat to their health, particularly
from cancer, posed by her toxic soil.
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (12:52): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Prevention of Family Violence in the other place. Why doesn’t the City of Melton have a 24-hour
walk-in service for family violence intervention? The City of Melton has the fourth-highest rates of
family violence in metro Melbourne, the second-highest child protection rates in the north-west and a
relatively low attendance for three-year-old maternal and child care checks. For vulnerable residents
experiencing family violence, their choice is between an appointment that is available only twice a
week or travelling 31 kilometres by car to Footscray. The provision of family violence services in the
City of Melton should be a priority.
EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:53): My question is for the Minister for Roads and Minister for
Road Safety and the TAC. Yesterday Minister Pulford spoke of removing a high-risk intersection in
her electorate, based on the $1.4 billion road investment fund. This fund has a whole raft of
achievements that it is seeking to achieve to make roads safer. Well, recently this year I raised with
her the intersection on Bank Street in Traralgon. It has an appalling road safety record. It is dangerous
and downright frightening for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists. Now, the government announced that
this intersection would be delivered by mid-2019—after $2.9 million was committed back in 2017. It
is just amazing. The minister said, ‘I’m sorry; there are not enough funds’. Well, now there are funds
on the table, and I ask the minister to direct some of these funds to complete this road organisation and
to get this intersection built so that it is safe for community drivers and pedestrians.
The PRESIDENT: I am sorry, Ms Bath, was that an action or a question?
Ms BATH: It is: ‘Will the minister direct the money?’.
The PRESIDENT: Now, that is fantastic. That is fine.
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NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (12:55): My question is for the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
In the north-west of my electorate lies Lake Tyrrell. It is not the easiest place to get to, but the salt
lake’s stark beauty and compelling landscapes have been drawing visitors by the thousands. To
manage the environmental impact the Victorian government has worked with Buloke Shire Council
to create a visitor information centre, following the appropriate protocols with Aboriginal Victoria. It
is nice to see this government do something to support economies in regional Victoria. Meanwhile,
the Sea Lake Mallee Rally, which has drawn off-road racers, their support teams and their families
from across Australia for almost half a century, has been killed off by the same government.
Aboriginal Victoria has told the race organisers not to bother applying for a permit because they would
be refused, but the organisers believe in fairness and transparency and applied regardless. Will the
minister meet with the rally organisers to explain what they need to do to ensure this culturally
significant event continues?
EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:56): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Tourism, Sport and Major Events, Mr Pakula, in the other place, and it is regarding the restoration
plan of Box Hill Athletic Club. Box Hill Athletic Club is an elite club. It has wonderful coaches and a
huge number of really fantastic athletes who do brilliantly at both local and indeed oftentimes
international events. However, members of the club would not mind me saying that the facilities at the
club do not match its elite reputation, so part of the restoration plan that the club has put together is
regarding the need for urgent landscaping due to run-off damage and also a lack of sun protection.
Ultimately what I would be seeking is for representatives from the government to meet with the club
with a view to fund what I believe to be the very responsible restoration plan. My specific question to
the minister is: will he or his representatives meet with the club with a view to supporting them?
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (12:57): My question is to the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation or the Premier. I have been contacted by constituents living in a
Wangaratta retirement village who believe the government may be contemplating exemptions for
operators in the sector from their full obligations under part 7 of the Retirement Villages (Contractual
Arrangements) Regulations 2017. These regulations cover refundable ingoing contributions or exit
entitlements for departing residents, and this now seems to have become an issue because of the
increased financial and liquidity pressures on retirement villages amid the COVID-19 crisis. However,
such exemptions would obviously create corresponding financial penalties for residents through no
fault of their own, so I ask: what assurances can the minister provide that there will not be changes to
the application of these regulations and that departing residents of retirement villages in my electorate
will therefore not be inconvenienced or financially worse off?
WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (12:58): My question is for the Minister for Roads. The
new Colac-Ballarat Road roundabout in Colac East is a serious accident waiting to happen. Accidents
so far have not resulted in death, but they are occurring regularly if not weekly. It has dodgy lights that
do not work and a 100-kilometre-per-hour limit that causes vehicles to dangerously approach it at high
speeds. The member for Polwarth wrote to the minister about the speed limit on this section of the
road, and the minister told him that no changes to the speed limit were proposed at this time. Regional
Roads Victoria claim that they set speed limits based on a balance of safety, mobility, the surrounding
road environment and the site’s crash history. I ask the minister: how much crash data does the new
Colac-Ballarat Road roundabout need to accumulate before the government considers lowering the
speed limit?
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WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (12:59): My constituency question is for the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport. In March I raised an adjournment matter about the Overland train
service. Rail is vital for rural and regional towns. Properly funded rail services, whether they be
passenger or freight, are of economic and social importance to not only these towns but their domestic
and international markets in the case of freight. Since 1887 there has been a regular passenger rail
service between Melbourne and Adelaide. However, it is my understanding that a recent funding
dispute between the South Australian and Victorian governments has meant that the Overland train
service is no longer going to exist beyond this year. My question to the minister is: if the South
Australian government does not commit to partial funding of the Overland, will the Victorian
government pick up the tab?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:59): Friday is World Sickle Cell Day, which
acknowledges the hundreds of thousands of people around the world who suffer from sickle cell
disease. Anyone who has thalassaemia understands that this chronic disease means a lifetime of
diligence in looking after one’s general health as well as the continual need for transfusions simply to
survive. There are hundreds of Victorians who suffer from this disease. Thalassaemia and Sickle Cell
Australia is based in Bentleigh, and they provide tremendous support to all those sufferers. Most of
these patients will have their treatment and therapy at the medical therapies unit at Monash Health,
which they attend regularly. Many who have thalassaemia provide support to others, but there are
some who really do suffer significant mental health issues due to the stigma. The minister herself
talked about those suffering from stigma in a ministers statement earlier this morning, so I ask the
minister if she could look into the mental health needs of those who do have thalassaemia and provide
the appropriate resources to assist in that endeavour to support those people who have associated
stigma and mental health concerns?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (13:01): My constituency
question today is for the Minister for Fishing and Boating, and the background to this comes to me
from the Sandringham Yacht Club, which is in my electorate. It is an important issue they draw
attention to along with Australian Sailing Victoria’s regional manager, Gavin Wall, who has written
to Peter Betson, the head of sport, recreation and racing at the Department of Jobs, Precincts and
Regions, requesting four specific exemptions from the COVID-19 related restrictions that would
ensure there are no unnecessary constraints inhibiting the community from participating in the sport
of sailing. It is a very social activity, but it is naturally out on the water and people are in small groups
on boats but distant from each other, so there is inherently unlikely to be an immediate spread of items.
So what I would say is: why on one hand, Minister, has the Andrews Labor government not acted on
this perfectly reasonable set of requests while on the other permitting thousands of protesters to engage
in a high-risk central-city protest on 6 June?
Sitting suspended 1.02 pm until 2.08 pm.
The PRESIDENT: Members, I intend to make an announcement to the house, and I wish the
clerks to ring the bells to ensure that everyone who wants to be here can be here.
Bells rung.
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Members
PRESIDENT
Resignation
The PRESIDENT (14:11): I advise that I intend to resign as President by leaving the chair in a
moment, and when I leave the chair the Clerk, in accordance with the standing orders, will immediately
conduct an election of the new President. In saying that, can I really show my appreciation to all
members of this chamber for your cooperation with me and your good intent, particularly not just in
here but outside of this chamber, where we have worked together on a number of issues and reforms.
Can I, as I said, thank all members from all parties, thank the leaders of the parties and thank the whips
for working alongside me and with me.
In saying that I am going to vacate this position, I hope this does not disappoint too many people, but
I am not going to vacate my position as an MLC. I am going to stay a member of this chamber, and
that will afford me future speaking contributions where I will go into greater detail of my great
appreciation and acknowledgement—and I am sure everyone will join in with me—of the staff, not
just the Council staff, as I want to get to the Council staff a little bit in a second, but all the staff from
the Assembly, all the staff from the Department of Parliamentary Services and their leaders. As far as
the Council staff go, we are so spoiled. We are all so spoiled. It is an amazing team that looks after us,
led by the Clerk of the Parliaments, Andrew Young, and the Deputy Clerk, Anne Sargent, and their
team. I would say if there was an international boffin-off we would clearly win the title at least in the
Southern Hemisphere and maybe in the other hemisphere as well.
So once again, thanks, everyone, for giving me support and electing me to this position. I hope I have
done a good enough job for you in the time that I have been here, and I look forward to staying as a
member and interacting in that position.
Members applauded.
PRESIDENT
Election
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (14:14): I nominate Mr Nazih Elasmar to be
President.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (14:14): I second the
nomination.
The Clerk: Mr Elasmar, do you accept the nomination?
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) (14:15): I do.
The Clerk declared Nazih Elasmar duly elected as the President.
Hon. N Elasmar conducted to chair by proposer and seconder.
The PRESIDENT (Hon. N Elasmar) took the chair.
The PRESIDENT (14:16): Thank you, all. Thank you, members. You all know I have served as
an Acting President and Deputy President, and I was very proud to play that role. And now I am
honoured to serve as the President. And I thank you all for supporting me, and I hope you made the
right decision.
But I would like to thank the Honourable Shaun Leane for his service. He did a good job. I wish you
all the luck. And as well I would like to mention the former President—I was deputy for him—the
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Honourable Bruce Atkinson. Those two presidents I am taking over from, it will be a very hard task
for me, but I will do my best to honour and respect the chair, not only myself, and make the community,
who I have served for many years, and my family proud of me.
I know they are watching now—my wife, Heam; my son Riad and his wife, Jodie; my daughter, Adele;
and my youngest, Robert. In front of everybody it is a privilege for me to be here, and I will do my
best for everyone to make sure you have made the right choice and that I serve everybody in a proper
and mannered way—of course, with the advice of the clerks and assistance from you all. Thank you
very much again.
Members applauded.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (14:18): President, can I on behalf
of the Liberal and National parties congratulate you on your elevation. I note the good work done by
Shaun Leane across the period when he was President, and I want to put that on record because he was
a very fair President and a stickler sometimes for the rules, and we appreciate that. And we wish you
well and hope that we can work to ensure the smooth operation of the chamber with you as President.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (14:19): As the Deputy President can I take this opportunity to
also thank the former President for the cooperation that we have had in working together. It has been
an absolute pleasure to work with you, Shaun, and I wish you all the best—and I think I know where
you are going. But also to Nazih, my dear friend—and Nazih and I have been great friends even though
we are on opposite sides of the chamber—I so look forward to working with you. If I had chosen the
new President myself, I would have chosen you, because there is no-one else I would rather work with.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (14:20): In my short time here you have always been very
fair to everyone that I have witnessed you interact with, and I am looking forward to more Minties in
the future.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (14:20): It is a privilege to be the Leader of the
Government and have the opportunity to welcome you to your new role. I think your experience and
your past demonstration of how you conducted yourself in the role as deputy have been exemplary,
and we are so pleased that you have accepted the nomination. This house will absolutely enjoy you in
this role, and congratulations to you. It is well deserved.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (14:20): President, I just
wanted to extend a personal congratulations because you are someone that I have known now for
many, many years. Probably the entire time I have been in the Parliament I have known you and your
family. I want to take this opportunity to extend my congratulations also to Heam and to your family,
who are watching and unfortunately did not have the opportunity to be here to share this special
moment with you. So I just wanted to pass on my congratulations to your family, who are watching,
and also to pass on my thanks to Mr Leane for the exemplary way he has conducted himself whilst
President.
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (14:21): My friend, there is no-one who is better prepared,
who deserves this position as much as you do. Congratulations. I am absolutely delighted for you that
the Labor Party has finally seen the need to put their confidence in somebody who is one of the most
genuine persons that I have ever met. You will do a fabulous job. I congratulate you, I extend best
wishes to your family and I look forward to serving under you in this Parliament for the rest of this
term, maybe beyond.
To Shaun, Mr Leane, thank you for the work that you have done. Obviously I appreciate what is
involved in being President, and I know—and other members perhaps do not understand—the depth
of what you are required to put into this job beyond sitting in the chair and putting up with the
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behaviour of members, which sometimes, like a supermarket trolley, goes off the wheels. But the job
is much more than that, and indeed your work across a number of areas has been really exceptional. I
have little doubt that if the idea itself did not come from you, then certainly you wholeheartedly
supported the concept of the Parliament kitchens supporting the underprivileged during these very
difficult few weeks and months of recent times, because I know that is where your heart is. You are to
be congratulated for the sort of leadership that you showed in even that decision and making sure that
it happened.
Indeed the chair is in good hands. There is a long line of people that I have seen in this position. I did
my best to try and stay the course and set a good example of leadership within this chamber during
my period. The baton went to Shaun, and Mr Leane served with distinction. Boy, we are now in really
safe hands.
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (14:24): President, that was a long time coming.
Congratulations, President.
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (14:24): As one of the young, new class of 2018—not as
young as Lee Tarlamis and Dr Bach—I would like to congratulate the President. I look forward to
more years to come of you serving in that very prestigious chair, the role that you are holding now.
All the best for the future to you and to your family.
I also would like to take this opportunity to thank the former President, the Honourable Shaun Leane,
for his integrity, fairness and very quick sense of humour. It did not go unnoticed that you from time
to time called me ‘Professor’ in this place. Thank you.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:25): President, I rise to congratulate you upon your elevation
to the presidency. We have known each other now for a long time, and I think it would be safe to say
that we get on very well, and I am hopeful that that will remain the case now that you are in the chair.
I hope that you will follow the example of your predecessor, who I believe was a very good President.
I hope that will not destroy his future career, me saying that, but indeed I thought that Mr Leane did a
particularly good job as President. That has absolutely nothing to do with the fact that he never threw
me out once! I congratulate you, Mr Leane, on the job that you did as President. You can be very, very
proud of the contribution that you made while you were in the chair.
I have no doubt that whilst Mr Elasmar has a very difficult job—there are no two ways about that; it
will be very difficult in the months and, well, a couple of years ahead—he will also meet the levels
that have been set, meet the standards that have been set and make a strong contribution as President
to this place in the same way that he has served as chair of the Economy and Infrastructure Committee,
and we had better get a new chair, Mr Gepp. I am sure Mr Elasmar will make a strong contribution to
this place as President in much the same way as he has over the last 14 years as a member of this place.
So to Mr Leane, to Mr Elasmar, I congratulate you both. And I wish you, Mr Elasmar, a great deal of
good fortune—not so much Mr Leane, because I know where he is going. Certainly I know that we
have not seen the last of Mr Leane, and I assure Mr Leane that he has not seen the last of me.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (14:27): May I start by commending the outgoing
President, Mr Leane. I am concerned that we have lost a Melbourne City supporter in the main chair
and might be attracting a Melbourne Victory supporter. Nonetheless, as some would be aware, all of
us from time to time have challenges in our lives, both health challenges and tragedy, and when that
has happened many MPs have reached out to me, but the very first two people to ever reach out to me
when there was some sadness in my life were the Honourable Shaun Leane and Nazih Elasmar—the
very first people. So I want to thank them for that, for their support for many, many MPs.
Mr Leane, your job as President was fair. I share Mr Finn’s view. I, by the grace of God, was not
thrown out at all, so I thank you for that and wish you well in your future endeavours. Mr Elasmar,
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thank you for your support both inside this place and in Northern Metropolitan Region when you have
reached out to me about personal things. I wish you well in your presidency, and God bless you.
The PRESIDENT (14:28): I might just respond quickly. Thank you very much, everyone. I know
many of you would have liked to say a few words. I would like to mention as well my staff, the
electorate staff: Alison, Ana, Arcade, Stephanie and Jonathan. They have been doing a great job, and
there is more work for them now. Thank you very much again.
Bills
JUSTICE LEGISLATION MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (14:29): President, congratulations. One of the primary
reasons we have a properly functioning class action mechanism is because it helps resolve large
disputes in a more efficient manner. Can you imagine what a drain on the courts it would be if there
were 7000 individual claims to manage instead of one class action? As things stand, there are only a
handful of class actions run in Victoria in any given year—in fact I believe it was only five last year—
and even if this was to rise as a result of more people being able to have worthy cases heard, the
number of cases will still be extremely low. This bill is a response to the independent research showing
that, if anything, the Victorian regime is underutilised at the moment, meaning too many people are
locked out of the justice system when they need it.
Everyone in this place knows that I have had issues with this government’s approach in a number of
different areas that have come before us. I did vote against the CFA bill and against Transurban
matters, but on this bill the government has got it right. But my support and endorsement are merely a
sensible recognition of the many independent and expert views already formed by multiple reviews
into this area of law, all of which drew the same conclusion that this was a sensible, prudent reform
and one that should be enacted. People want their government to take action, and there can be no
criticism of the process here.
The government is simply delivering on a recommendation given to it to improve how we offer justice
services here in Victoria. For those unfamiliar, removing the ban on contingency fee billing has been
strongly endorsed and recommended by no less than three independent peak bodies that have looked
into this matter since 2014. First, there was the Productivity Commission, which in its 2014 Access to
Justice Arrangements report looked at the economics of how justice could be served better and served
via class actions, and it made a clear statement on lifting the ban on contingency fee billing in Australia.
In chapter 18 of that report the recommendation was this:
The Australian, State and Territory Governments should remove restrictions on damages-based billing
(contingency fees).

The Productivity Commission had examined the evidence and found that a contingency fee model
would lower the cost to consumers, increase returns to consumers and ultimately facilitate better access
to justice as a result.
Then came the review undertaken by the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) tabled in
Parliament in June 2018. The Access to Justice: Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings report
recommended changes to increase access to justice for class actions. This, the report said, could be
achieved by regulating litigation funding at a national level, lifting the ban on contingency fees and
increasing the Victorian Supreme Court’s role in managing class actions. At point 33 of the executive
summary the report notes:
As a matter of principle, the Commission considers that lawyers should be able to charge contingency fees,
as it provides another avenue of funding for clients who may be otherwise unable to pursue proceedings due
to the cost.
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Cost should be no barrier to people of all means being able to access justice. Justice and the law should
not be just for the wealthy and the powerful; justice is for all.
Most recently was the federal review into the same issues around class actions—how they work and
how they can work better. The Australian Law Reform Commission, headed by Justice Sarah
Derrington, who was appointed by George Brandis, also found that on evidence contingency fee
billing would improve conditions for class action clients compared to the current situation. In chapter 7
of the ALRC report, ‘Solicitors’ fees and conflicts of interest’, recommendation 17 clearly says:
Confined to solicitors acting for the representative plaintiff in representative proceedings, statutes regulating
the legal profession should permit solicitors to enter into ‘percentage-based fee agreements’.

Now, to understand why three major reports into the issues have all come back independently making
the same evidence-based findings saying contingency fees are a better way to go you need to ask:
better than what? What is the issue that has caused three major independent review organisations to
have cause to undertake such intensive reviews? Well, for the uninitiated, to those opposing the bill
who have teamed up with corporate lobbyists to come into this place and peddle disinformation in a
bid to block this important justice reform, this bill is not about lax regulation of powerful corporate
interests and it is not about trying to help major corporations and organisations evade scrutiny when
they trample over the rights and dignity of everyday people; it is about ensuring the little people,
everyday individuals and small business owners—people like the taxi and hire car drivers I
represent—get an equal opportunity to stand up for what is right and in the best possible terms.
Given that this point about court resources is a peripheral argument that has been pushed by corporate
lobbyists the Australian Industry Group in their bid to derail this important reform, let me say this
about the matter before I move on: the Australian Industry Group (AIG) did not make a submission to
the Productivity Commission, the Victorian Law Reform Commission or the Australian Law Reform
Commission during the multiple reviews into this issue, so their last-minute interest in opposing the
bill seems a little disingenuous.
How much of this opposition comes because the AIG had worked out that class actions might be used
to recover underpayment of wages? Does anyone believe that the Australian Industry Group or the
Australian Institute of Company Directors or those aligned to the American chamber of commerce
Institute for Legal Reform have the best interests of wronged individuals at heart, when they lobby
relentlessly against this bill and the accountability it will bring to the powerful?
This bill is about protecting people, not protecting bad business. This bill will go a long way to
unlocking access to justice for more Victorians. It will be better for the people trying to protect their
rights and it will do more to address the behaviour of bad businesses and organisations.
Aside from the very, very clear benefit that this simple legislative change will enable, delivering on
the recommendations made by the VLRC to the government, the bill ensures there are very important
safeguards at play to ensure the courts have appropriate controls and oversight of class actions and the
contingency fee arrangements. So as to avoid some of the supposed consequences those opposed
appear to be fearful of, let me help allay some of those fears with the use of facts.
Safeguard 1: contingency fees will only be permitted in class actions. This is not a widespread
introduction of contingency fees but specifically limited to the area of legal practice where they will
provide the most benefit and will be subject to the most control.
Safeguard 2: contingency fees will only be permitted if approved by the Supreme Court. Under the
bill the Supreme Court has the ultimate powers to decide if there should be a contingency fee and to
set it at an appropriate level. The Supreme Court already has extensive power over the conduct of class
actions and exercises it regularly and appropriately; having that powerful check and balance is crucial.
Safeguard 3: contingency fees will only be permitted where the lawyer has agreed to pay the
defendant’s costs if the class action loses. A plaintiff’s lawyer’s interest in careful merit investigation
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and case selection is even stronger in the context of a contingency fee arrangement because the lawyer
would not want to be unremunerated for the work if the case fails but also faces the prospect of paying
an adverse cost order, a risk that runs into the millions of dollars.
Finally, because I feel so strongly that this is such an important and logical bill to pass and deliver to
the people of Victoria, and what three expert reports have recommended should happen, I must address
some of the misinformation that has been peddled about by those opposed to it, with vested interests
in lowering the bar of accountability on big business. It is clear from what I have read in the media
and in recent times and what I have heard in the information briefings from lobbyists opposed to this
bill that these lobbyists and the Liberal opposition are in lockstep about why they do not want this bill.
The only problem is that when one of them peddles misinformation, the rest follow. That same script
reveals them to simply be making the same mistakes, and when you pull it apart armed with the facts
the opposition to this bill does not stack up.
Mr O’Donohue made a strident argument in the pages of the Australian newspaper on Friday,
28 February, where he outlined what he saw as the issues with the bill. Now, I will not pick apart every
part of the argument, because a lot of it is opinion that I think he misled the public on, but I will focus
on a few as a favour to help impart some of the knowledge. I found it astounding that early in the
article Mr O’Donohue blamed the existence of many class actions on the emergence of large litigation
funders, which he claimed were limiting the financial exposure of lawyers acting in these cases and
therefore lessening the risk. Then moments later in the same column Mr O’Donohue found it
convenient to suggest that the role of litigation funders was crucial as a check and balance in the
regime. My friend and colleague seems to be having a bet each way.
It should surprise no-one of an objective mind that the solution to both the issues that Mr O’Donohue
has tried unsuccessfully to exploit here lies in the recommendations of the Productivity Commission,
the VLRC and the ALRC and is exactly what this important bill proposes. Lifting the ban on
contingency fees would overcome both issues. It exposes lawyers running class actions to greater
financial risk and only enhances the mitigating effects of questionable case selection and prosecution.
How then does he not support the bill?
A common argument put by those opposed, and again by Mr O’Donohue and their lobbyists, is that
class actions will hurt investment and business. To that I would say this: the class action regime has
been around for 28 years, and in that time the only businesses that have suffered from it have been
those that have broken the law or inflicted mass harm on people by selling dodgy products or providing
deceptive investment advice and those complicit in their negligent behaviour, leading to devastating
floods and fires, among other things. This bill will be bad for businesses that rip off consumers and
businesses who sell faulty products that maim, injure and worse, but it will actually be good for all
those businesses who do the right thing, who want to treat their customers and suppliers fairly and who
take their safety obligations seriously.
By helping hold wrongdoers to account, this bill will help good businesses. That is my strong view.
Importantly it is also the view of one of the world’s leading authorities in this area. Eminent US judge
Jed Rakoff, who in 2015 spoke to Fairfax Media while he was out in Australia talking about corporate
conduct issues, said:
Class actions and suits brought by regulators help the economy because the public’s trust in the honesty and
fairness of financial markets is one of the “greatest assets” a nation can have …

Finally, on that point about the impact on businesses, it is worth knowing this: the facts show that less
than half of 1 per cent of ASX-listed companies have faced shareholder class actions in any given
year. The alternative is to allow unscrupulous corporate conduct to flourish unchecked. There are now
countless examples from the financial services royal commission which show just how dangerous this
would be. So to all of the taxi and hire car drivers seeking justice today and to all the people who have
been or will in the future be stung by dodgy products or deceptive investment advice or who have
suffered loss or tragedy through flood, fire and disasters caused by human folly, this bill will make
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things better for you. This bill is about people, it is about justice and it is about doing what we can to
ensure a level playing field is available through the legal system for everyday Victorians, like those
blokes who drive taxi and hire cars, when things go wrong. I commend this bill to the house.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (14:42): I am pleased to rise to make some
remarks on this bill, and in doing so I would like to place on the record my congratulations to
Mr Elasmar on his election as President. I think it is important that whoever holds the office of
President in this chamber has the confidence and the respect of the house, and I have no doubt that
Mr Elasmar has that. His elevation to that office has been a long time coming. It is certainly something
I welcome and I think the whole house welcomes. Likewise, I would like to place on record my
congratulations to Mr Leane on his conduct as President. When he was elected to that office 18 months
ago it required of him quite a different style to what we had seen from him as a member of the
government backbench, and Mr Leane stepped up to that task. I think he has acquitted himself very
well in the office of President over the last 18 months.
The bill before the house this afternoon is not about access to justice. It is an omnibus bill—it covers
many things—but the critical area which most of the second-reading debate is focused on is the
element of the bill which relates to class actions and allows for the introduction of group costs orders.
This is not a measure that is related to access to justice. This is a measure about allowing the snouts of
plaintiff law firms to go deeper into the trough. We have seen this sort of conduct over many years
across many areas of the law around litigation and around our statutory insurance schemes. And this
is just the latest example of that type of conduct, aided and abetted by the Labor Party in this state,
who of course are beneficiaries of donations from the major plaintiff firms. Many had their careers
start at the plaintiff firms, and there are very strong relationships between the plaintiff firms and the
Labor Party.
Of course, we know that former Premier of Victoria Steve Bracks is the chairman of Maurice
Blackburn. There is a very close relationship between the Labor Party and that firm, and this legislation
in the house this afternoon is very much serving the interests of those large plaintiff law firms and not
serving the interests of people who are seeking access to justice, be it through class actions or other
mechanisms.
It is worth remembering that when an individual, or a class in the case of a class action, brings an
action and receives a settlement which is agreed by the court or is the subject of an award made by the
court, that is to compensate that person for a wrong. That is to make good what has happened to them,
what injury has occurred to them, be it physical injury, as is the case quite often with matters of
litigation, or other injury. It is about righting a wrong through a settlement or an award in favour of
the plaintiff. So whenever that award or settlement is reduced, as it will be by way of contingency fees
under this mechanism that will be introduced, it is to the detriment of the plaintiff. Awards are not pots
of gold. They are not Tattslotto wins. They are made by courts and settlements are approved by courts
on the basis of damage that has occurred and the need to compensate a party for that damage and in
some cases recognise punitive damages. But it is not a lotto win. It is not something that can be handed
out to lawyers—50 per cent to the lawyers, 20 per cent to legal funders. The amount of the award is
actually to compensate the plaintiff, to make good the damage that has occurred to the plaintiff, and a
mechanism like this proposed today, which allows the fees charged by a plaintiff firm to be tied to that
award, ignores that fundamental fact of the reason a plaintiff or, in this case, a class of plaintiffs goes
to court and the reason that an award or a settlement is made to a class of plaintiffs.
The fundamental concern the coalition has with this bill is the provision which will allow for the
making of group costs orders. This is for two reasons. One is that, as I indicate, it will allow a
proportion of a settlement or award to be claimed as legal fees, not necessarily with any correlation
with the cost of running a case, not necessarily reflecting in any way the effort that is required on the
part of a plaintiff firm or the resources that a plaintiff firm puts in place, but tied to the outcome. The
second element of concern around this provision, and equally of concern, is that the effect will be to
allow class action lawsuits to proceed with a lead plaintiff without identifying necessarily the rest of
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the class. With class actions to date, firms have needed to effectively build a book of plaintiffs who
are affected by the subject of a class action, have them sign up and then proceed with the action. The
way the mechanism will work in Victoria if this legislation passes is effectively that a class action can
be brought with a lead plaintiff without actually identifying who the other participating plaintiffs are.
So people can be part of a class action without actually knowing they are part of a class action, and the
very conduct of that class action may jeopardise their rights to receive relief in other ways, without
them knowing about their participation in that class action.
One of the big challenges we have seen in the legal system in Australia in the last decade or 15 years
has been the rise of class actions and, more recently, the rise of litigation funders. The concept of a
class action, where a group of people with a common injury can group together in one action against
the defendant and achieve an outcome on a common question, is a good one, except where it is
misused—except where class actions are put together by plaintiff firms who are seeking low-hanging
fruit for their own advantage and who seek to drum up classes of injured parties and seek to prosecute
class action cases simply from the focus of gaining fee revenue, because it is seen as low-hanging fruit,
rather than for the achievement of justice for injured parties.
We are seeing now, with the recent introduction of litigation funders in Australia over the last five to
10 years, that that is having a very significant impact on what plaintiffs actually receive off the back
of class actions. A report called Litigation Nation, which was produced recently by the Menzies
Research Centre, found that for class actions in 2019 the return on investment for litigation funders
was 165 per cent—165 per cent for third-party funders who see a class action as a good deal and stump
up some funds to run it. Now, that was never the intent of class actions. It has never been the intent of
the justice system that actions in court are a honey pot for people who want to make a quick buck. Yet
we have seen the introduction of litigation funders, who in 2019 received a return of 165 per cent on
the class actions that they funded.
The same report found that, again in 2019, for funded class actions where litigation funders had
participated, $6 out of every $10 awarded was consumed by legal and funding costs, so 60 per cent.
The victims in a class action, the class of victims, who have brought the action to seek relief actually
got only 40 per cent of the amount which was awarded or settled, so the lawyers and the funders got
the bulk of the money. That is not the intent of a class action and that is not the intent of any civil
litigation—that the person who has been injured ends up with only 40 per cent of the compensation
that they have been approved or awarded by the court. That is not access to justice; that is a perversion
of justice. That is what we have seen with litigation funders, and that is what we will see with plaintiff
law firms acting individually if these provisions are allowed to pass and we see group costs orders
allowing contingency fees to be admitted as part of practice in Victoria.
We hear the members on the other side often talking about access to justice and talking about plaintiff
firms being there to stand up for people who are downtrodden, yet the reality is quite different. The
best example of this has been the way in which the Labor Party and the plaintiff firms have acted with
our statutory insurance schemes. I refer in particular to the Transport Accident Commission (TAC)
and the Victorian WorkCover Authority, which have a range of statutory benefits that are paid to
people who are injured at work or injured on the road, but there is also an element of those schemes
which allow common-law claims. In the case of the TAC, in 2017–18 common-law claims under that
scheme amounted to $473 million, but the legal fees which were paid to plaintiff firms—that is, fees
that were lost to the injured road accident victims—amounted to $70 million. So a further $70 million
which could have gone to parties injured on the road ended up in the pockets of, actually, three law
firms: Slater and Gordon was one of them, Maurice Blackburn were in the top two and there was a
third plaintiff firm that got a relatively small proportion of the fees.
In 2013 when the previous government sought to introduce legislation to have a fixed-cost model for
those legal fees to minimise the amount of compensation that ended up in the pockets of lawyers and
maximise the amount of compensation that ended up in the pockets of road accident victims, those
opposite opposed it. It was not a scheme that would have changed the way in which common-law
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claims operated. A person who met the threshold could still have initiated a common-law claim under
the TAC scheme. The only change would have been how much money ended up in the pockets of
lawyers—and those opposite opposed it. They would not come at a model that restricted the amount
of money going to their mates at the plaintiff firms. They were not interested in access to justice for
road accident victims through common-law claims. They were only interested in the amount of cash
flowing to the plaintiff firms. So they opposed that measure in 2013, and that was at a time when we
had seen the average legal costs of a common-law claim under TAC blow out from $20 000 to
$40 000, and it now exceeds $50 000 per claim. So the Labor Party has form in not supporting any
sort of reform that actually benefits plaintiffs at the cost of the plaintiff firms, and this legislation is no
different.
Before the bill proceeds to committee it is the coalition’s intention to move a referral motion to the
Legal and Social Issues Committee and, on behalf of Mr O’Donohue, I would ask if that amendment
could be circulated now. Likewise, in order to limit the extent of the benefit that can flow from this
mechanism to lawyers rather than to plaintiffs, if the bill reaches committee today, it is the coalition’s
intention to move amendments which would cap—consistent with recommendations from the Law
Institute of Victoria and other parties—the extent of any legal fees against an award at 35 per cent. I
would ask that the amendments, also in Mr O’Donohue’s name, be circulated now.
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr RICH-PHILLIPS pursuant to standing orders.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: The provisions related to contingency fees are bad. They do not serve the
interests of access to justice; they serve the interests of plaintiff law firms. They will result in less
money in the pockets of injured parties and more money in the pockets of lawyers, and for that reason
the coalition will oppose them.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (14:58): I rise to speak relatively briefly on the Justice
Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. This bill does a variety of things of a fairly
technical nature across the range of justice acts, but most significantly, as we have been debating today,
it amends the Supreme Court Act 1986 to provide for group costs orders or, in other words, allow
contingency fees for law firms in class actions.
I think maybe at this point in the day it is worth reminding ourselves what a class action is. It is a legal
proceeding in which one person brings a claim on behalf of a wider group of people who have been
affected in a similar way or by the same conduct—the general thesis being that a wrongdoer is believed
to have caused widespread harm. Contingency fees are lawyers’ fees paid as a percentage of the
settlement or amount recovered, as opposed to ordinary legal fees, which are charged for work done,
most often at an hourly rate.
Now, the government in promoting this bill say that the changes that they are making in this bill allow
contingency fees or group costs orders as determined by the bill and that this will enhance access to
justice and pave the way for class actions to proceed where otherwise they may not have, such as class
actions for silicosis or wage theft. I note the opposition to this bill comes from a wide range of groups,
but probably with a narrow list of reasons for their opposition. They say that it will lead to more
speculative class actions being filed in pursuit of lawyer payouts and will benefit lawyers at the
expense of plaintiffs. They also say it creates a conflict of interest for the plaintiff firms or for the
lawyers themselves.
This bill has been before us and has been on our notice paper for quite some months, so I have had the
opportunity to meet with people from both sides of this argument. I and the Reason Party and my
office have really considered the details of this proposal quite closely and quite thoroughly, and despite
the good work of Mr O’Donohue and the various briefings that he has provided me, I am actually
certain of one thing, and that is that improving access to justice is important.
It has been interesting listening to the people opposing this bill talking about the role of litigation
funders in this sphere, and for many of them it has been how greedy and desperate these litigation
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funders have been and how they have been stealing the money from the poor people who have been
disadvantaged who were taking this class action. So their argument to protect us from these funders is
to stay the same, to not change anything. Now, to me that does not make a lot of sense if there is
something wrong with the system and if we think people are getting ripped off. Let us look at who
these litigation funders are. They are usually global companies. They are usually foreign owned,
possibly locally created, but usually investing on behalf of offshore funds. They are involved in more
than 70 per cent of class proceedings, and as we have heard from the opposition to this bill, it is a
lucrative business. Litigation funders usually charge a commission of 30 per cent of the proceeds
recovered—at least 30 per cent. I think Mr Rich-Phillips was talking about an example where it was a
much higher percentage than that.
The reality of the existing system is that plaintiffs who have suffered harm to the extent that they are
awarded a payout by our courts hand over, let us say, a 30 per cent contingency fee to the litigation
funder and then pay their law fees to their representatives on top of that. Despite hearing how terrible
this system is and how people are being disadvantaged by this system, the end argument was, ‘Let’s
keep it that way’. And that, to me, does not make a great deal of sense.
On the other hand, this bill proposes that we cut out the middleman—that is, the litigation funder—
and we require the Supreme Court of Victoria, which does not have a self-interest, to set the
contingency fee or the group costs order. So we get the Supreme Court of Victoria to decide how much
the plaintiffs will pay. That fee set by the court with the interest of the plaintiff in mind will be less
than 30 per cent, no doubt.
This means that the person who has silicosis, who has been the victim of misleading and deceptive
conduct by a company, who has a defective pacemaker or defective breast implants, whose land has
been contaminated or who has cancer caused by unsafe employment conditions will give away less of
their award. And that is by far and away the most important thing—that the person who is harmed
benefits by their award to the greatest extent. That is the nub of it.
Mr O’Donohue has suggested that the Legal and Social Issues Committee conduct an inquiry into this.
As chair of that committee, as delighted as I would be to take on another inquiry just to see us right
through to probably the next term, I do not feel I have the same expertise as the Victorian Law Reform
Commission or the Australian Law Reform Commission or the Productivity Commission. You know,
maybe I am selling myself short, but I just do not think that I could do it better than they could.
And they were all very clear about this. They were all very clear that lifting the ban on lawyers charging
contingency fees would create a significant source of new funding over and above that provided by
litigation funders, and that it would be better for the plaintiffs—that the plaintiffs would see more
benefit from their award.
They believe that lawyers may be better placed to assess risk and to fund a broader range of meritorious
claims than those which fall within a litigation funder’s commercial parameters. And that is it: the
funders at the moment take a gamble. They do not particularly care about the purpose of it; they take
a gamble. Now, I would actually like to see a wider range of people being able to say, ‘No, we think
you have got a case. We think this is important and we will go out there and support it’.
The Victorian Law Reform Commission in their report, Access to Justice—Litigation Funding and
Group Proceedings, recommended these changes to increase access to justice for class action litigants,
lifting the ban on contingency fees and increasing the Victorian Supreme Court’s role in managing
class actions. And to me, that is the nub of it. We are actually giving the power to the Victorian
Supreme Court to decide on how much people get paid—how much the lawyers get paid and, more
importantly, how much the victims get paid as a result.
The fact that this reform has the support of the Productivity Commission and, as I said, the Australian
and Victorian law reform commissions, from my perspective, abrogates any need for a parliamentary
inquiry. And on that basis, I commend this bill to the house.
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Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (15:08): I rise to join the debate on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. This bill, as we have heard, makes a number of changes, many
of them technical in nature, to existing legislation—again, many of which look innocuous enough at
first glance. Yet considering the current context, I find one of the measures contained in this bill deeply
concerning.
The reversal of a long-held legal status quo in a way that favours a small group of Labor-aligned
plaintiff law firms in the name of access to justice is in fact another attempt to increase Labor Party
power in this state. The bill would make Victoria the national capital of class action lawsuits by
introducing contingency fees for plaintiff lawyers in class actions. And we have heard in this debate
that this would be unique among Australian jurisdictions. My contribution will focus on this part of
the bill.
As I have said, context is important. The muddy dynamic that the public is slowly being exposed to
between the Labor Party that dominates this Parliament and the previously hidden network, the
subterranean network, that supports that party is a matter of grave alarm to all Victorians of goodwill.
The fact that this bill, if passed, would be a potential financial boon for law firms that are huge donors
to the Victorian branch of the ALP only adds to that sense of alarm.
There are plenty of lawyers in this chamber, some of whom, by the by, have represented firms who
will directly benefit from this bill. Those lawyers would all be able to talk to us about the fact that their
paramount duty is to the court—to assist the court in ensuring that justice prevails in our legal system.
This includes properly representing clients with integrity. It also includes ensuring that they are
providing, within their capabilities, the very highest standard of service for an appropriate fee. That is
why contingency payments or group costs orders are not prevalent in the Australian legal system—
because they bear no resemblance to the actual cost of running a case. They are a financial mechanism
that can then inform business decisions in regard to clients and class actions. Where class actions
represent some of the most vulnerable clients—those, for example, who suffered devastation during
the Black Saturday bushfires—rather than taking on the action to ensure individuals are duly
represented and to properly administer justice, an action could be taken because of its good financial
prospects.
The government will claim, indeed it has claimed, that this bill and this change will improve access to
justice—a noble aim, an important aim. But there is no evidence to suggest that we have a situation in
Victoria in which a seriously and legitimately aggrieved class of plaintiff cannot gain access to justice
due to a lack of funding for its action. For one, there is already intense competition between litigation
funders in Victoria for cases, leading to increased accessibility. The industry reports that cost structures
for these funders are consistently reducing and commission rates are falling, and we have seen multiple
funders starting proceedings on the same issue because there is such intense competition.
Additionally, those firms with close ties to the Labor Party are running many of these actions on a nowin, no-fee basis, such as the Kilmore East bushfire class action. Several firms can do this because of
their size and their resources. But now there is a push to run the same types of actions that these firms
are already taking up consistently and successfully, promising no-win, no-fee, on a contingency basis.
This takes away, in my view, any argument in favour of the need for contingencies by these firms on
the basis of accessibility. Indeed it is very clear that though some firms may say they fight for fair, in
reality they want greater latitude to fight for fees.
Now, the claim that a further aim of this change is to increase competition in the class action market
also does not bear scrutiny. I can see there is a reason of course why only a small number of firms do
this work. The resources required to fund an action for years, requiring intense manpower and months
of trial time, are beyond many firms. For example, Maurice Blackburn representing a plaintiff in the
Kilmore East bushfire class action spent $30 million internally and $28 million on other incurred costs.
Commonly these actions require spending in the millions of dollars and last two or three years. These
firms have already shown a willingness and a capacity to take on these risks. There is no evidence to
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suggest that this radical proposed change to the fee structure will increase competition or even
encourage a change in operations of the main litigators at present.
When firms make a decision to take on an action, that decision should be based upon the merits of the
action, and in the case of a class action a large part of that relates to the need to see justice served for
a class of people. This legislation, however, will encourage firms to make financial decisions instead.
This is not a proper way for justice to be administered in our state, and on that basis I do not support it.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (15:14): This bill has a bit of a story for us. When
it was first presented to us and we first started listening to the arguments on either side, it appeared to
be some epic power struggle between Labor and Liberal party supporters and donors and all that sort
of thing. But here is the thing: we were not really interested in any of that. What we were interested in
was: what were the merits of this legislation? The other thing that was interesting about this was: why
prioritise it? We were a bit puzzled by that. Out of all of the things that the government could be doing
to better this state, this legislation, which is going to allow contingency fees for these large firms, was
being brought in. This was quite puzzling at the time.
Our team went away and we looked at this legislation in detail. We listened to the arguments from
both sides. We listened to lots of people. Like everyone else on the crossbench, we were lobbied very
hard on this. Clearly there is a lot of money at stake. There are a lot of people who have got a lot of
money at stake.
Ms Terpstra: A lot of justice at stake.
Mr LIMBRICK: Well, that was what people were saying it was about: they wanted justice. There
are lots of these arguments. We considered this very, very carefully, and the conclusion that we came
to was that we actually did not have a really good reason to oppose it. We were sort of not really happy
about it but we were not going to oppose it, and that is what happened. We made these decisions a few
months ago when this bill was first brought up and the second-reading debate started.
However, over the last week there have been a lot of events happen, as everyone will know. I woke
up this morning and I had a very, very bad feeling about what we were doing here today with this bill.
I am often the sort of person that relies on cold, rational thought, but today I relied on my instincts. I
woke up this morning and I had a really bad feeling. I spoke to my colleague Mr Quilty and I spoke
to my team. After what we have seen over the last week, and everyone knows about the revelations
on 60 Minutes on Sunday night, the government’s response—this is not the state government’s
response, federal Labor’s response—was to bring in someone to try and clean up Victoria. One of
those people is the chairman of Maurice Blackburn, one of the beneficiaries of this bill, and yet a few
days later here we are debating this bill that apparently they are going to benefit from. I mean, how
does this look? To the average person in Victoria, how does this look?
Then last night I got an amendment sent to me on this bill. It had nothing to do with contingency fees
or anything like that. It is an amendment about IBAC. What they want to do with IBAC is give IBAC
new powers. Now, Mr Quilty and I have been arguing to give IBAC new powers for months, for ages.
We want them to have greater powers for police oversight and to fight corruption and all that sort of
thing. But this amendment had nothing to do with police oversight or anything like that. In fact it
explicitly did not have anything to do with police. It was giving IBAC the ability to arrest someone
that they think might skip the state.
You put all this together and something does not smell right here. This is a very, very bad idea to have
all of these things come together. I just do not think that the general public would accept that this is
the right state of affairs. I have got lots of questions. I do not know, as a member of the general public,
all of these power machinations that people keep referring to. I do not know what is happening behind
the scenes. I do not know all of this. I do not know, but something does not smell right. So the Liberal
Democrats will not be supporting this bill.
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Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (15:18): I rise and make my contribution on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019, and in doing so I have been listening to people make their
contributions today and reflecting on my constituents and really my involvement in the law system,
which is not that considerable. What I often reflect on is that there are two institutions that you should
try and stay out of: one is the hospital system and the other is the law courts. In the hospital system at
least there are friendly professionals who will stem the bleeding, stem the flow of blood and work to
stitch up and heal the wounds and support you back into good health. But in the law system and the
law courts I know my constituents often feel that they are bled dry through incredible costs, have been
potentially stitched up from time to time by the justice system and indeed come out of there feeling
much worse for wear.
Indeed litigation seems to be on the rise. We see environmental groups litigating at the drop of a hat—
at the drop of a Twitter comment—and it seems that those who need to defend are certainly backpedalling all the time and end up being bled dry. We see that in many cases constituents come in quite
bereft and concerned about the litigation costs and just the financial costs in terms of meeting their
legal requirements in defending a case.
I will go on to speak about a number of clauses, but much debate has been had today by my colleagues
in this place. I will not reverberate all of their commentary, but I do want to make some comments on
clause 7. It talks about reserve magistrates and looks to insert a new section into the Magistrates’ Court
Act 1989 to validate the decisions and acts of affected magistrates who continue, in effect, past their
use-by date, past their appointed time—to provide that support and validity to them. I know in regional
Victoria the Magistrates Courts are often clogged. They are much valued in many ways, that system,
but also many good magistrates stay on and provide a mentorship to new magistrates or indeed those
coming through the system.
One of my frustrations, though, in working in this place is listening to constituents who have felt that
they have been stitched up by magistrates. There is no greater—or smaller—case really than Mr John
Gommans, who felt that the magistrate significantly misunderstood the severity of the case before him
and significantly lacked knowledge around the agricultural industry and the importance of livestock
and the issue at hand at the time, where activists came onto a farm and stole livestock, for himself and
his business. So I think it is a very important role the magistrates play, but there also needs to be back
upstream a greater level of training and understanding and education through the Judicial College of
Victoria. There needs to be training of those magistrates who work in the regional circuits so that they
are well equipped to deal properly with the cases before them.
Another section that has really played on my mind throughout this debate is indeed in part 2, clause 5:
the group costs order in a class action. This bill would seek to allow the Supreme Court of Victoria to
make group costs orders within that class action—those legal costs payable to the law practice and
those representing the lead plaintiff and the other members of that group—to be calculated on a
percentage of any amount received in the proceedings. These costs are then shared through by the lead
plaintiff and the group. So in effect the greater the win, the greater the share. But—and I have heard
very eloquently my colleague Mr O’Donohue put our case through his great research on this area—
that is not going to be the case, and those groups can actually be far worse off than this government
would have us believe.
Indeed the major area of concern that I have relates to the legislation. The government really is looking
to say, ‘Look, don’t worry. Trust us. This will be a win-win situation, and it’ll be fairer for consumers
and workers and other individuals by improving fairer and more equitable access’. ‘Equitable access’
I have heard considerably this afternoon, but the truth is that what will happen is that there will be
certainly a boom in class actions. The government would have us believe that there will be a greater
playing field, but the concern I have is that it will actually create riskier class actions that would
otherwise not have the flavour were these contingency fees not included in that way. And the
government argues that it would (a) improve access to justice and (b) reduce costs to plaintiffs and
class action participants, but that will not be the reality.
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Indeed we will see some of the large firms—the big four, we will say—end up benefiting from this
bill, this legislation before us today: Maurice Blackburn and Slater and Gordon, Shine and Phi Finney
McDonald. They will be the winners out of this. They are already winners in many ways. You look at
other examples where we hear this rhetoric around, ‘The smaller units, the smaller industries, the
smaller companies will be able to win out of this’, and we have seen it still in the building industry in
regional Victoria, where still the unions end up being able to engage in a way and put the bar up so
high, for a whole raft of reasons which I will not go into today, that those smaller building companies
just cannot compete. And I think this will again be a similar scenario in relation to this bill.
But these are not just my words; we have had professional opinion, and there have been many
professional opinions come forward and state the case that this will not be a net benefit for Victorians.
I heard today, just before, various proponents on the other side say, ‘But X and Y say “Great”’. Well,
the Law Council of Australia president, Pauline Wright, says ‘Not great’. I quote the media article
from 13 May:
At a recent board meeting of the Law Council, directors resolved to oppose contingency fees as a matter of
principle.
At the meeting a fundamental concern was expressed that contingency fees could not be introduced without
adversely affecting litigants’ interests and lawyers’ ethical duties.

This is president Pauline Wright:
I am a passionate advocate of promoting access to justice, but I do not accept that contingency fees will
promote that objective.
…
Public interest cases would not benefit from the introduction of percentage-based fee agreements, and neither
would low income matters.

And I go on and close her remarks:
Percentage-based fee agreements would only benefit large law firms that are already billing via conditional
fee arrangements—generating a higher premium with no commensurate increase in risk.

Now, I know that Mr O’Donohue, through Mr Rich-Phillips, has put up a number of amendments.
May I say that I certainly support all of those, including the 35 per cent cap on contingency fees, if
that is the point at which we can gain some traction. I hope—and I have talked to a couple of the
crossbenchers today—that they are interested in sending this bill to the Legal and Social Issues
Committee, and I hope that that is acceptable as well. So we will work through the list.
Finally, the justice bill is likely to create an environment where Victoria will be the justice litigation
capital of Australia. I am sure if COVID restrictions of state borders continue much into the future or
continue again next year, we will see a case where there will be people piling up at the gates ready to
come into Victoria to try their luck on this.
Finally, the government often will say, and we will hear it in committee—we know what will be said
today will be a ‘trust us’ mentality—‘Trust us, all will be well. Trust us, people will be better off’. We
have seen—and it is coming to fruition at the end of this month—where the CFA and the Fire Rescue
Victoria legislation will come into force, will be enacted, will be created on the ground. I have had
multiple, multiple emails this week in the lead-up from very stressed CFA volunteers saying that the
government said in this house and Mr Jennings said in this house, ‘Trust us, all be well’, and they feel
that they have been severely stabbed in the back. They feel that this FRV will not lead to greater
support for Victorians, greater outcomes for Victorians, greater safety for Victorians. They feel that
there will be a huge let-down of volunteers. And so when we hear the government saying again today,
‘Trust us’, well, I do not trust them.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (15:30): I rise this afternoon to speak on the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019. I come from a view that tells us that, as we often hear, there
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are two places that one should keep out of: one is hospital, the other one is the courts, because once
one gets into the courts, generally speaking it is likely to cost you an arm and a leg. There is a view in
this country that the courts do not dispense justice; they just provide for those who can buy the best
lawyers. Now, whether that is so or not is probably debatable, but the fact is there is that perception in
the community and something has to really be done about that.
I do not think this bill will do that at all. Certainly we have to find a way of improving the public
perception of our justice system—or our legal system as we have in Victoria; very little justice but
plenty of legality. As I said, there needs to be a way of improving the public perception of the court
system, but this is not the way to do it. I am hoping that one day somebody will come up with a way
to do it. I am hoping that the next Attorney-General of Victoria, who has just walked into the
chamber—Mr O’Donohue—will be in a position to do that very soon. I look forward to him doing
that, and I look forward to offering him some friendly advice on the subject from time to time, which
I am sure he is really looking forward to. I can tell by the expression on his face just how thrilled he is
at the prospect of receiving some friendly advice from me on this particular subject!
Now, as we have discussed earlier today, this place has copped a fair flogging this week in terms of
public perception. MPs, politicians—call us what you want—are not held in high regard by the general
public. We are held in much lower regard on Thursday of this week than we were on Thursday of last
week. Now, without going into the details of what has caused that, the corruption within the
government, the corruption within the ALP, we now have a bill—whether it is a timely bill or just a
coincidence—which is going to pour millions and millions and millions of dollars into the pockets of
some of the greatest donors to the government. Now, this is, as they say in the classics, as dodgy as all
get-out. That is without doubt something that does not pass that well-known pub test. If you were to
walk into any pub—perhaps next week when you can actually walk into a pub and have a beer—go
up to the bar and ask people at that bar what they think of a government that is legislating to change
the law to allow their mates in the Labor law firms to get richer, what you think people would say? I
have got a fair idea, and I do not think it would be all that parliamentary. I think the reaction from the
average person, whether they be at the bar or elsewhere—
Mr O’Donohue: Similar to Mr Byrne.
Mr FINN: Indeed it would be. I do not know whether Mr Byrne would be offering advice or taking
notes—one or the other. But certainly the reaction to that sort of proposition I think would—
Mr O’Donohue: Elicit the same sort of language.
Mr FINN: Certainly it would be the same sort of language. From what I gather, it has to be said it
is not just Mr Byrne who uses that sort of language. We have seen some very colourful exchanges
over recent days from very high-profile members of the ALP, invariably speaking out about each
other. What on God’s earth they say about us I cannot even begin to imagine if that is what they say
about each other. Nonetheless, that is something that would occur if we walked into the pub or a bar
and tried that pub test. If you walked in and you told people that we have here in Victoria a government
which is passing legislation to make their mates—their donors—richer so that they can make bigger
donations next time—
Mr O’Donohue: Half a million is not enough. Half a million was not enough.
Mr FINN: Look, over there they might think that half a million is not enough. I tell you, I would
not mind half a million, but over there, clearly they want more. They have not had the lecture about
greed, but they want more, and that is what we have now.
If you were to take that further and you were to speak to those people—I will not say gentlemen, but
people in the bar—and you were to say to them—
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
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Mr FINN: Now, Mr Melhem has walked in. Here is a man that knows about lawyers; here is a
man that knows about the court system.
Members interjecting.
Mr FINN: No, look, he can tell us. I am looking forward to his contribution to this particular bill,
because if he was on contingency fees he would probably be a lot wealthier himself than he has been
up to this point.
But as I was saying, if you spoke to those same people that you had just told that the government was
legislating to make their mates richer and you said to them that the new chairman of one of the law
firms that is going to be richer is a man who was just been appointed to run the ALP in Victoria—a
former Labor Premier—what would they say? I suggest to you that the language would be even worse.
They would be confounded that such a thing could be allowed to happen. I think it would be most
stomach churning, I have to say to you. They would be appalled. But that is what we have before the
house today. This Labor government legislating to make its mates—its major donors—richer. Hey,
that is payback. We know that Labor like to pay their debts, and they are doing it big time today. And
unfortunately they are using this Parliament to do it.
A member: It is about the worker, Bernie.
Mr FINN: Oh, the worker. These blokes getting around in their Mercedes and their BMWs and
living in their townhouses in South Yarra and Toorak, they are the workers all right, aren’t they? They
would not work in an iron lung, most of them. But that is what we are told by members of the
government. With the fact that these people are going to be enriched, genuinely enriched, by this
legislation and the fact that they owe their loyalty to the ALP—more than their loyalty; they contribute
significantly to the ALP—I am sure they will tell us it has nothing at all to do with the fact that this
legislation is being proposed and nothing at all to do with the fact that the government is allowing a
piece of legislation to be put forward which will make them all much, much richer. There is nothing
like a chardonnay socialist to tell the lie about the commitment to the workers, because quite frankly
they do not care about the workers, they are just out for themselves. That is what it is about. It does
not matter whether it is the Labor Party here, it does not matter whether it is the chardonnay socialists
down in King Street or William Street and it does not matter who they are or where they are. Is it King
Street? Where is the other place?
A member: Lonsdale Street. Some of them are in Lonsdale Street.
Mr FINN: Lonsdale Street. Yes, there are a few of them around. They are all going to do very,
very nicely out of this legislation, and no doubt they will show their gratitude; they will show undying
gratitude in folding stuff to their political masters.
Now, I am a great believer that without a strong justice system our society is in trouble. I have to say,
I think society in Victoria at the moment is in a lot of trouble, because what we have in Victoria at the
moment is almost an industry comprised of lawyers, judges and politicians. They are almost
interchangeable, and they are all of the same attitude—they are all of the same view—and with the
judges that is largely because for the last 17 of 21 years every judicial appointment in this state has
been made by a Labor attorney-general. For 11 of those years it was Rob Hulls, which would explain
why the judiciary in this state is not highly regarded. It is a fact that Mr Hulls used his time as AttorneyGeneral to appoint people that, well, reflected his view of life—and his view of life, in my view, left
a fair bit to be desired—and as a result we now have a judiciary which has let the side down. This
legislation is not going to do anything to fix that, and that is a great pity.
As has been mentioned a couple of times in this debate, the federal government is currently having a
review of the very thing that we are talking about today. Now, you would imagine that if the federal
government was having a review—they were taking all sides into consideration, taking all views and
coming up with a consensus and doing all the things that the federal government does—the state
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government, the Andrews government, if it was fair dinkum about getting the best result possible,
would actually wait for this review to report. They would actually wait to get the results and to see
what the federal government was suggesting. They would wait to see what was happening around the
other states of Australia. But no—oh no, no, no, no. The federal government’s review might actually
recommend the wrong things. They might actually recommend things that will improve justice but not
make Labor mates rich. ‘We can’t have that, can we? We can’t have that. You’ve got to look after
your mates. When it comes to justice or mates, give me mates every time’, say the Labor Party. That
is just the way they operate. I mean, mateship is a great thing, a great part of Australia, but I think the
Labor Party has taken it to a degree that is a little bit beyond the pale.
I heard Mr Barton earlier. I listened very carefully to Mr Barton’s contribution in this debate, and I
have to say he was very sincere, and he had some very good points, I thought. There were a couple of
times there he nearly had me. But the fact of the matter is that justice is not going to be served by
making a few lawyers richer. It is just not going to work. It is not going to happen, and that is the
simple fact of the matter. I want to see justice in this state for everybody. I do not want to see justice
for rich, leftie lawyers who drive silver BMWs and live in townhouses in South Melbourne and South
Yarra and Toorak and so forth. I want to see justice for everyone, not just the select few who will be
enriched by this legislation today.
I think that is important—that we as legislators always put our desire for justice first. That is something
that is to my way of thinking absolutely crucial. We have a responsibility here to every Victorian to
provide the sort of justice that they need and, more importantly, that they deserve. This legislation is
not doing that. This legislation is helping out a handful of people. It is making a handful of people
very, very rich. It will make a handful of people very, very rich—or richer, should I say, because most
of them are already very, very rich—and it is doing nothing to help the workers. It is doing nothing to
help those who need that help, who need that support more than anybody else.
I support the amendments that have been put forward, and obviously we will be going to the committee
stage very soon with those. I support Mr O’Donohue’s reasoned amendment, which I think is an
exceptionally good reasoned amendment. I suggest to members of the crossbench that if they are keen
to see justice in this state in its purest form, then they should support Mr O’Donohue’s reasoned
amendment, because that would provide the sort of result that would be not just good for a small group
of rich, leftie lawyers but great for every Victorian.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (15:45): I am pleased to provide a summation from the government’s side. This bill is
about delivering access to justice for ordinary Victorians by making it easier to bring class actions for
things like silicosis, wage theft, consumer harm and other forms of corporate wrongdoing. The bill
will pave the way for class actions to proceed where they otherwise may not be viable because of
financial risks to plaintiffs in legal costs.
Many ordinary Victorians have benefited immensely from class actions. These include victims of the
Black Saturday fires, bank customers who were sold worthless financial products and patients
suffering complications from unsafe medical treatments. Invariably they were taking on incredibly
well-resourced defendants. Professor Vince Morabito, in a submission to the Victorian Law Reform
Commission’s 2018 inquiry into access to justice and litigation funding in group proceedings, found
that over $1 billion had gone to over 28 000 class action members in Victoria. Without class actions,
the risks and costs of legal action would have been prohibitive, not just for claimants but for the
defendants and the courts. This is because class actions create efficiencies, ensuring that potentially
thousands of individual claims can be heard together. But we know the class action regime can be
improved to give more people access to justice, which is exactly what this bill is all about.
The bill implements a recommendation of the Victorian Law Reform Commission from its 2018 report
called Access to Justice—Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings. The Victorian Law Reform
Commission found that Victoria’s class action regime had been an effective means of providing access
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to justice but that it was under-utilised, with only five class actions issued in Victoria each year. These
reforms will pave the way for class actions, including cases of silicosis, wage theft and corporate
wrongdoing, which I mentioned before. Basically, they would proceed where they would otherwise
not have been able to under traditional litigation funding models.
The bill will allow lawyers to receive a fee that is calculated as a percentage of the settlement. It is
often, as we have heard through this debate, called a contingency fee. This is achieved by enabling the
Supreme Court to make orders called group costs orders. This will shift the burden of cost risks from
the lead plaintiff in a class action to the plaintiff lawyers in return for the lawyers receiving a percentage
of any amount recovered as payment of their costs. Under these new group costs orders and consistent
with the law reform commission’s recommendations, lawyers would be required to indemnify the lead
plaintiff for any adverse costs orders and provide security of costs if ordered, and the Supreme Court
will continue to have strong powers to monitor and approve all legal costs in class action proceedings.
These are the facts the opposition is conveniently ignoring. I note that the Supreme Court of Victoria
was consulted on the bill. Obviously, given the court’s independent role in the separation of powers,
the court does not take a view on the bill itself. However, we are confident that the bill is workable
and will improve access to justice in class actions.
This bill has the support of many people in the legal profession as an access to justice measure. The
Law Institute of Victoria supports the bill, as does the Consumer Action Law Centre and the Australian
Lawyers Alliance. In his submission to the commonwealth inquiry into litigation funding and the
regulation of the class action industry, dated 10 June 2020, Professor Morabito, a class action expert,
has written on page 5 that contingency fees in class actions, and I quote:
… can potentially enhance access to justice for a greater number of claimants and provide a greater percentage
of damages and settlement proceeds than is possible under funded class actions.

He also has written, and I quote:
The Victorian government is seeking to follow the advice of its own law reform commission in implementing,
with respect to class actions in the State’s Supreme Court, a contingency fee model.

I am disappointed by the opposition’s position on this bill. This is such an important opportunity to
improve access to justice, and I would urge all of those opposite to reconsider their position, given the
significant elements of this bill.
I do want to respond to some of the arguments made against this bill. The first is that the bill will have
a honey-pot effect or there will be an explosion of class actions. This side does not accept that, and we
do not believe that has any basis in reality. As I mentioned, there have only been five class actions on
average filed in the Supreme Court in Victoria every year. In fact the majority of class actions in
Australia are filed in the Federal Court, which deals mostly with investor and shareholder class actions.
According to the class actions expert Professor Morabito, there were 54 class actions in 2019 in
Australia and 66 in 2018—54 out of the many thousands of cases brought to our courts every year. It
is simply wrong to call this an explosion of class actions.
The Victorian Law Reform Commission said in its 2018 report that Victoria’s class action system is
under-utilised and could be reformed to assist people with claims that are not currently run. These
include claims for silicosis, wage theft and of course cases of dodgy consumer practices. Further, a
connection to Victoria is required for a class action to be issued in the Supreme Court. Victoria will
not be swamped with claims that should be brought in other jurisdictions. Victoria must be an
appropriate jurisdiction for a case before a class action can be issued here. Further, the Supreme Court
has a strong case-management power or control in its processes and can transfer proceedings to the
Federal Court or the Supreme Court of another state. All of these factors reduce the likelihood of
claims being brought in Victoria when they should be brought elsewhere.
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Another argument made was that there will be conflicts of interest for lawyers motivated by profits
and that will diminish the legal profession. We believe that is complete nonsense. This bill does not
change the ethical obligations lawyers have to their clients and to the court, which will continue, as
they are fundamental. Lawyers already routinely manage conflicts between their firm’s commercial
interests and the interests of their clients. Lawyers’ obligations under our bill are no different to those
under the current class action fee arrangements. Where a lawyer acts in a no-win, no-fee case, they
must give advice on when to settle a claim and they stand to lose money if the proceedings are
unsuccessful. Under this bill plaintiff lawyers will be liable for adverse costs if the proceedings are
unsuccessful. Lawyers have wideranging responsibilities to assist and manage conflicts of interest,
including fundamental duties to the court, professional obligations under the Legal Professional
Uniform Law and a range of other requirements to disclose costs.
The argument that we will see exorbitant payments paid to lawyers and that people will be exploited
is again not evidenced. Those making this argument have completely ignored the text of the bill.
Clause 5 of the bill states that the court must be satisfied in making a group costs order that it is
appropriate or necessary to ensure that justice is done in the proceedings. Under this bill the Supreme
Court will have strict oversight of group costs orders, including power under clause 5 to vary the
percentage amount to be received by the plaintiff lawyers at any stage of the proceedings. The Supreme
Court will not make a group costs order unless it is in the interests of group members. Courts heavily
scrutinise all legal costs, particularly in class actions, and all class action settlements require the
approval of the Supreme Court. Lawyers cannot get windfall gains because the court must be satisfied
that a settlement is fair and in the interests of class action members, not lawyers, and the bill does not
change this. Class action members can always object to any settlement before it is made. The bill does
not change this either. Finally, under the arrangements in the bill class action members are only paying
their lawyer, not their lawyer and the litigation funder. This means that class action members may
receive more in a class action run under the arrangements in this bill.
It has also been said that people could get caught up in this who did not know that they were being
included. That is not how class actions are run in Australia. Class actions are run on an opt-out basis,
and the courts require that an opt-out notice is to be published, which gives people the opportunity to
no longer be part of any class action. From the outset class members can obtain all relevant information.
There is a very important reason why class actions are to run on an opt-out basis. People may discover
later that they have suffered injuries from a dodgy medical device or have asbestosis, and an opt-out
system means that they do not miss out on the potential benefits of a case. People can choose to opt
out of a class action. If they do not opt out, all this means is that they can take advantage of any
favourable outcome. If a matter is unsuccessful, class action members who do not opt out are not up
for any costs.
To suggest that this bill is going to make our legal system look like America’s is untrue. Australian
litigation is nothing like litigation in the US. Unlike the United States, in Australia the losing party
pays the other side’s costs. If a claim is unsuccessful, a costs order will still be made against the losing
side. This bill does not change that fact. In fact the bill takes it further and says that the law firm must
take on all the risks of costs orders themselves; they cannot pass any of those costs on to members of
a class action. Law firms will need to take the financial burden of providing security for the defendant’s
costs if ordered. These are going to be cases where there is a likelihood of success.
Suggestions that this bill will mean that the economy will further suffer during the economic downturn
are absurd. The government recognises that the economy is being affected by COVID-19. That is why
we have invested record amounts in stimulus and social and economic supports to keep Victorians
working and to look after the most vulnerable. But injured workers, workers who have been victims
of wage theft and people whose lives have been ruined by dodgy medical devices deserve justice, and
that is what this bill is about. We cannot ignore the plight of people who have been victims of corporate
fraud and other forms of wrongdoing, and class actions are an important way for these people to
receive justice.
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We also reject the point that this reform should be pursued nationally. The Victorian Law Reform
Commission did not say that this recommendation had to be done first on a national basis. In its report
the commission wrote on page 63 that:
Independently of any decision to remove the prohibition on lawyers charging contingency fees nationally,
there is scope to improve access to justice by permitting lawyers to be paid a contingency fee in class actions,
subject to certain conditions being met and the supervision of the court.

How on earth would any government get change if all policy had to be agreed to nationally?
The fact of the matter is that we are also bringing about a house amendment which deals with summons
powers in respect of IBAC, and I think that other people will be dealing with this a little later. But
essentially this is a request on behalf of IBAC, and the reason it is being located in this session of the
proceedings today is that we needed a vehicle to actually address and carry the amendment. It is a
mechanical operational thing that will be dealt with by the house shortly, but I just wanted to raise it
now so that people did not think that we had forgotten this very important point.
Government amendments circulated by Ms TIERNEY pursuant to standing orders.
Ms TIERNEY: In summary, this bill is about delivering access to justice, making it easier to bring
class actions for all of the important things that I have mentioned. This bill will allow actions to proceed
where otherwise they may not be viable because of the financial risks to plaintiffs and the legal costs.
I do urge the chamber to take an important step today in passing this legislation for all Victorians. I do
commend this bill and remind the house that if the bill is passed it will cover all legal companies, all
law firms, not just restricted to those that are mentioned continuously by those on the other side.
House divided on amendment:

Ayes, 16
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Davis, Mr

Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

McArthur, Mrs
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 22
Barton, Mr
Cumming, Dr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 22
Barton, Mr
Cumming, Dr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms
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Noes, 16
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Davis, Mr

Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

McArthur, Mrs
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Referral to committee
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (16:09): I move:
That the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019 be referred to the Legal and Social Issues
Committee for inquiry, consideration and report by Monday, 30 November 2020.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Davis, Mr

Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

McArthur, Mrs
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 21
Barton, Mr
Cumming, Dr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Instruction to committee
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (16:13): I move:
That it be an instruction to the committee that they have power to consider amendments and new clauses to
amend the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 to enable arrest warrants to be
applied for and issued in further circumstances relating to witness summonses.

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (16:14): President, congratulations on your election. The
opposition will not oppose the instruction motion, but we are concerned that these significant
legislative changes are being brought at such short notice. We understand and appreciate that these are
at the request of an external agency to government, but by the same token it puts the committee in a
difficult position.
I also just wish to place on record that it was the opposition’s preference for these amendments to be
placed with the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020, which is the next item
of government business, because that is a piece of legislation the opposition does not oppose. Whilst
we will debate the amendments the minister is seeking to move through this instruction motion,
ultimately it puts the opposition in an invidious position dealing with very serious matters about the
powers of IBAC at a time when our position on the legislation has been clearly articulated for
months—that we are opposed to it. So I just wish to put that on the record. I do appreciate the
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challenges sometimes. Government has to bring matters forward, but it does put the opposition in an
invidious position, and it is regrettable the amendment could not have been placed in the emergency
worker bill or as a separate bill. Be that as it may, I just wish to make those comments in relation to
the instruction motion.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (16:16): President, it is my first opportunity to formally congratulate you. I think it is a
fantastic appointment, and I hope you enjoy the proceedings as well as the hard work.
In respect of the matters raised by Mr O’Donohue, if we had known about these issues earlier, we
would have incorporated them in the bill. There has been a request by IBAC for this operational
process. We have been working with the clerks to try and work out the most appropriate vehicle. It
was actually our preference too that it be attached to the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker
Harm) Bill 2020 before the house later today, but the advice of the clerks is they believe that this would
be more within the scope than the emergency worker bill. I do understand that we would have preferred
to have this amendment go into a piece of legislation that the opposition would have been able to
support more easily, and I put that on the record.
Motion agreed to.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1 (16:18)
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, why was this legislation prioritised today, which deals with basically
contingency fees and lawyers fees, ahead of the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm)
Bill 2020, which is seeking to close a loophole involving attacks on emergency services workers so
that emergency services workers are given the legislative protection they deserve?
Ms TIERNEY: This was just a matter that was determined in terms of the leadership of the
business of the house. We will get to emergency services workers today, and we are looking very
much forward to acquitting that bill as well as this one today—or tonight or, indeed, tomorrow.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister, and thank you for that answer—as does the opposition.
We are surprised that this legislation to assist a small number of large plaintiff law firms is more of a
priority for government than the emergency services workers legislation, particularly given the
commitments the Premier made on the steps of Parliament, I think it was a couple of years ago nearly
now, with the head of Police Association Victoria, the head of the Victorian Ambulance Union, the
United Firefighters Union and others, making a rock-solid guarantee which proved to be false and
wrong.
I will move on. Minister, who was consulted as part of the development of this bill? Specifically, could
you advise which law practices were consulted?
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that the main organisation was the Law Institute of Victoria.
Mr O’DONOHUE: ‘Which legal practices’ was the question, Minister.
Ms TIERNEY: Sorry, what was the question?
Mr O’DONOHUE: Which legal practices were consulted in the development of this legislation?
Ms TIERNEY: The law institute represents all law practices in this state.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Indeed it does, but it is not a legal practice itself. So, Minister, which legal
practices were consulted as part of the development or consultation process for this legislation, either
formally or informally?
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Ms TIERNEY: The advice I received is that the law institute actually coordinated the consultation
around the development of the bill.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Were public servants present at any consultation involving Labor Party
donors?
Ms TIERNEY: Public servants were, as I am advised, at the consultations, as were plaintiff and
defendant firms.
Mr O’DONOHUE: And, Minister, are any of the law firms likely to benefit from the passage of
this legislation members of Progressive Business?
Ms TIERNEY: I simply would not know. I do not know who members of Progressive Business
are, and I would suggest that that has got nothing to do with the contents of the bill.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I am happy for you to take that on notice, Minister, if you wish. Specifically,
are Maurice Blackburn or Slater and Gordon members of Progressive Business?
Ms TIERNEY: I do not know.
Ms SHING: Minister, were any firms that are a member of the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA)
part of this consultation?
Ms TIERNEY: I do not know.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, would you be able to take my question on notice and provide an
answer to the committee prior to the conclusion of this committee?
Ms TIERNEY: I will attempt to try and find out whether organisations were members of both
Progressive Business and the IPA.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, does the government accept that it has a conflict of interest in
bringing this legislation when the main beneficiaries of it will be a small number of Labor-aligned law
firms, particularly noting that the chairman of Maurice Blackburn is Mr Steve Bracks?
Ms TIERNEY: No. The main beneficiaries will be ordinary Victorians wanting to access justice.
Mr O’DONOHUE: How will that be measured, Minister?
Ms TIERNEY: In what sense, Mr O’Donohue? How would they be measured how? What do you
mean?
Mr O’DONOHUE: The claim from those supporting this legislation is that access to justice will
improve. How will that be measured?
Ms TIERNEY: It will be measured over time when the facts come to bear that if there was not
class action there would have been a whole range of people that would have been denied access to
justice because they would not have been able to afford the up-front costs.
Mr O’DONOHUE: So will there be a formal process to measure the effectiveness of these changes
if this legislation passes?
Ms TIERNEY: No.
Mr O’DONOHUE: It will be in the vibe, will it, Minister? The vibe and the feel of it is how it will
be measured, is it, Minister? So there will be no process to measure the effectiveness of this; it will
just be in the general feel of things. Is that correct?
Ms TIERNEY: I will not respond to editorial comment.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Well, I think it is disappointing that the government, in being so strident in its
view that this legislation will improve access to justice, is not prepared to commit to a process to
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measure the outcomes of the changes that will flow if this legislation passes. I think the government
has heard from many about the scepticism of the opposition, but there is scepticism of many in the
community about the motivations for this legislative change—and that scepticism is only heightened
by the corruption allegations of recent days involving the Labor Party that have seen three ministers
resign and that have seen a government engulfed in scandal. So, Minister, you may not wish to respond
to my comments, but that does not stop me from making the points that I think are relevant to this bill.
So I put on record the opposition’s disappointment that the government has no process, has identified
no way to measure the claimed benefits of this legislation it will pass and has wiped its hands of this
issue.
In a similar vein to the improvements to access to justice, you just referred in your previous answer to
those that are missing out on justice now. Who are those? Can you define the cohorts or groups of
people that are not able to access justice now because of the current system?
Ms TIERNEY: Well, to be on topic, victims of wage theft are one class or group of people. Another
is silicosis. I mentioned them in my summation. These are areas that are very contemporary, that are
very live.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Your summation actually focused on successful class actions that have taken
place, which I think confirms that the class action system does serve access to justice and does provide
an opportunity for people to seek appropriate redress if they have been wronged and for groups to
come together as part of the class action system. So I do not quite understand the definition of the
cohorts that you say are missing out. To Mr Barton’s point in his second-reading contribution, he
spoke about his direct experience, which I think again demonstrates the class action system actually is
functioning and functioning appropriately when there are many cohorts who are accessing justice
through these processes that exist as they are today. So I again ask: which cohorts of people are unable
to access justice because of the current system?
Minister, thank you for your non-answer—your refusal to answer the question. You have confirmed
that the government has no identified process to evaluate the legislation when this bill passes, or if it
passes, and you are unable to identify defined cohorts of people that are missing out on justice now,
despite the main contention of the bill being that it will improve access to justice. You cannot identify
who is missing out. Thank you, Minister, for confirming to the committee the suspicions of the
opposition, which further heightens our concerns that the motivations for this legislation are not indeed
to improve access to justice but are party political in their nature—to help significant financial donors
to the Labor Party, including Maurice Blackburn, which has donated over half a million dollars to
Labor in recent times.
Minister, when the Labor Party now needs funding and resources, who will Steve Bracks talk to at
Maurice Blackburn about donations to the Labor Party? Will he talk to himself? If Steve Bracks asks
Steve Bracks, will he put his hat on as a Labor Party administrator to say to Steve Bracks the chairman
of Maurice Blackburn, ‘I need money for my Labor Party campaign. I’ll take off my hat as a Labor
Party administrator and put on my hat as the Maurice Blackburn chairman and agree to a significant
donation’? Presumably his capacity to agree to such a significant donation will be enhanced with the
passage of this legislation. Would you agree with that proposition?
Ms TIERNEY: We are probably going to have lots of hours along these lines. The fact of the
matter is that what you are purporting is just not part of the bill.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, you are correct that it is not written in the bill, but it is very much
part of the bill itself. It is very much part of the issues that are in contention today, because as
Mrs McArthur and others have said in their second-reading contributions, Maurice Blackburn is the
largest non-union contributor to the Labor Party coffers. So, Minister, to just dismiss that as an
irrelevance or not part of these deliberations is to not live in the real world. It is to not own up to the
fact that the Labor government of which you are a minister is mired in a deep corruption scandal and
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that the passage of this legislation only heightens the concerns of the community that you are putting
yourselves first—the government’s political interests—and your political allies first, not the broader
community. Your failure to identify cohorts who are unable to access justice and your confirmation
that there is no plan to evaluate the outcomes of this legislation simply reinforces those concerns—
simply heightens those concerns. I will give you another opportunity to respond, Minister. Your
silence, Minister, says more sometimes than your words.
Ms TIERNEY: These are irrelevant issues. The fact of the matter is that this bill will cover all law
firms in this state, not one, two or three. In relation to the people that will benefit from this bill, it has
been brought about because litigation funders tend to invest in large claims that are low risk and have
high potential for maximum returns, generally confining themselves to commercial claims such as
shareholder and investor claims. They tend not to fund class actions for the benefit of vulnerable
people. Smaller claims will be funded.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Smaller claims will be funded?
Ms TIERNEY: Ordinary people, smaller claims.
Mr O’DONOHUE: What evidence do you provide to support that proposition?
Ms TIERNEY: I covered off this in my summation.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I have got a lot of questions, but I just want to take you to a couple
of other things you said in your summation. You said that the passage of this legislation will not
generate a honey-pot effect, as I and others in the broader community have made the point that it
would. And then I think in a quite disingenuous way you referred to the total number of actions brought
in the Victorian court system versus the number of class actions brought, without any recognition or
acknowledgement of the difference between a small Magistrates Court matter that takes the court half
an hour to dispense with and an in no way comparable large class action that consumes the full-time
resources of a court, with dozens of lawyers and hundreds of litigants, and may proceed for years and
years. I think the numbers you provided in your summation were disingenuous and misleading, and I
put it to you, Minister, that particularly for corporate class actions, where litigants have the luxury or
the benefit of choosing the jurisdiction of their choosing and where litigants come from multiple
jurisdictions, there will be a clear honey-pot effect. My question to you, Minister, is: what modelling
has the government or Court Services Victoria done to assess the potential impact on the court system
of the passage of this legislation and what I would suggest is a very clear likely consequence of the
honey-pot effect of driving class action litigation to Victoria?
Ms TIERNEY: Sorry, I missed that bit—the phone went off.
Mr O’DONOHUE: What analysis has the government, through the Department of Justice and
Community Safety or Court Services Victoria, done to analyse the potential impact on court resourcing
of the passage of this legislation, given the huge resource demands of class action matters and the
ability of plaintiffs to choose a jurisdiction, when plaintiffs, often in larger class action matters, come
from multiple Australian jurisdictions?
Ms TIERNEY: There are a couple of points here. One is that there needs to be a connection to
Victoria. The other element of it is the statistics that I and other people have used in terms of it being
evidenced that there have been very few class actions, we believe. After discussions with the institute
and everyone else involved, we are of the firm belief that there will not be a so-called honey pot.
Mr O’DONOHUE: With respect, Minister, I do not think it is within the law institute’s purview
to flag concerns about a honey-pot effect. They represent their members, as you said. They would
welcome additional business to Victoria, and the legal practices represent an important part of the
economy. But my question to you is: what work has the department or Court Services Victoria done
to analyse the impact on the court system?
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And to go to your point, Minister, that there must be a connection with the jurisdiction, the class actions
that you refer to against the banks or the class actions we have seen against large ASX businesses—
members of the class invariably live in every Australian jurisdiction, so the capacity to choose the
jurisdiction is quite a straightforward one. It is not a complex matter when you are litigating against a
bank or an insurance company or a large Australia-wide business, because there will be plaintiffs
domiciled in the Victorian jurisdiction, guaranteed.
So that is not a problem for those types of matters. And the fact is we have seen significant growth in
class actions in recent times—significant growth in the last couple of years. Again, Minister, I will put
a proposition and you tell me if I am wrong. I take it from your answer there has been no analysis of
the impact on the courts from the passage of this legislation.
Ms TIERNEY: Of course there has been work that has been carried out, and the advice is that it
can be done within current resources. What I can also advise the member is that the Department of
Justice and Community Safety will monitor the effects of the amendment and work with the courts if
there is a significant increase.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister. So does the government recognise there could be an
impact on court resourcing, from your answer?
Ms TIERNEY: When there is a change, there is obviously potential for a range of things to happen.
Of course the department is cognisant of potential change, and it has committed the resources and has
committed to a monitoring process.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister. And I am happy to pass to other colleagues, either from
the coalition or other parties if they wish, but I just want to again pursue a couple of points in your
summation before getting to my other questions that I had earlier. Minister, in your summation you
raised the issue of the ability to opt in and opt out of class actions. Mr Rich-Phillips addressed this in
some detail in his second-reading contribution. I believe Mrs McArthur did as well. The issue is that
currently a book must be built for a class action to proceed, but after the passage of this legislation you
will be deemed to be part of a class unless you opt out.
You said, Minister, that there will be a notice published and therefore people will know. Can you
describe where the notice will be published, how prominent it will be, how often it will be published
and whether there will be any direct communication with potential members of a class required to
notify them they may exist as part of a class action?
Ms TIERNEY: The notification will be published in newspapers routinely as part of the process.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister. Again I think that is the concern that I had previously
from your comments in the summation—that most people under the age that I am I do not think read
the hard copy newspapers much these days. What is the likelihood of members of a potential class
happening to read a notice on the back pages of the Herald Sun or the Age? They are extremely
unlikely, first of all, to identify themselves as a potential member of the class in the first case. They
may not know a problem exists. And then second of all, them happening to see it and happening to
recognise that they are a potential member of the class, I put it to you, Minister, is extremely unlikely.
So the almost inevitable outcome is there will be scores of litigants who have no idea they are part of
a litigation and have no capacity to have input into the process of that litigation, which will simply
empower the lawyers who are operating the litigation to operate it basically as they deem appropriate,
not at the direction of the litigants themselves.
Ms TIERNEY: The advice is that the courts will require the notice to be widely published. It is not
just in the printed form; it will be online as well, Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, will there be any targeted communications with potential class
members as a requirement of this legislation? For example, one of the high-profile class actions has
involved a particular motor company and some deficient parts. Would there be a requirement, as a
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result of this legislation, to formally notify all people who bought a particular vehicle for a defined
period?
Ms TIERNEY: I have to take that on notice, Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister. I will just ask one final question in response to your
summation, then I will perhaps give other colleagues an opportunity to ask some questions. You said
in your summation the Law Institute of Victoria, I think, support the legislation. It is noteworthy—and
I do not think a single government member or person who spoke in favour of the bill mentioned it—
that the peak body for lawyers in Australia is opposed to the legislation. What consultation at a national
level has occurred either with the federal government or with peak bodies representing lawyers,
particularly those who have expressed their opposition to this legislation?
Ms TIERNEY: There were consultations obviously with the Law Institute of Victoria, which is a
member of the national body.
Mr O’DONOHUE: That is true, Minister, and the press release from the Law Council of Australia
from 13 March says:
Public interest cases would not benefit from the introduction of percentage-based fee agreements, and neither
would low income matters.

So are you saying, Minister, that the Law Council of Australia is wrong in their opposition to your
legislation and the objectives that you say will be achieved by it?
Ms TIERNEY: That is a matter for them, but their own members in Victoria support it.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I think when this bill was mooted there was some comment through
the Attorney-General, Christian Porter, that the minister, the Attorney-General, had not spoken to him
or engaged with the federal government about this legislation. Given that the reports that government
members and others in support of this legislation cite in support of this bill all called for a national
scheme and all spoke against a state-based scheme, why hasn’t the government worked with Christian
Porter and the federal government to seek to advance its belief that the policy changes in this legislation
are the right course?
Ms TIERNEY: The Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) did not say that it had to be
national. The fact of the matter is that we are a government that wants to deliver, we want to get on
with it, we do know that there is activity happening at a national level and we are happy for that
obviously to continue, but we do not see that that should be a reason as to why we do not progress this
bill at this stage.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, given that the way lawyers have been regulated and the current way
they are remunerated have existed for nigh on 200 years, what is the urgency for the passage of this
legislation today, when the federal inquiry on foot, which you referred to, is only months away from
handing down its final report?
Ms TIERNEY: Thank you. The fact of the matter is that there has been review upon review, this
is the most recent one, we are not waiting around, we want to get on with it and this is a government
that delivers.
Mr O’DONOHUE: But all of those reviews, Minister, have preferred a national approach. Your
characterisation of the VLRC recommendation, with respect, is wrong. It spoke in favour of any
reform to be done at a national level. There is not a single report and there is not a single expert that
has said that state-based regulation in this space is the way to go, because the legal market operates at
a national level and we have been moving towards national regulation since the agreement between
New South Wales and Victoria was signed by then Attorney-General Robert Clark to introduce the
uniform law. So, Minister, why is Victoria walking away from the national law and walking away
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from a national law approach and ignoring the reports of the VLRC, the Productivity Commission and
the ALRC, who all call for national-based reform?
Ms TIERNEY: Simply, it is taking too long. We just want to get on with it, and that is what we
are doing today.
Mr O’DONOHUE: The way that lawyers are remunerated has been fundamentally the same for
a couple of hundred years; what is the risk in delaying for a few months until the federal government
concludes its report?
Ms TIERNEY: Again it has been a bit of a never-ending story. There are no guarantees as to when
the national exercise is going to be concluded or indeed legislation is being dealt with at a national
level; we are going ahead with it.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I just do not accept that, Minister, and it could create—in a similar vein to the
bill that passed on Tuesday—a serious conflict of laws issue that would be a lawyers picnic when the
federal government moves in this space after it has finalised the committee process that is currently on
foot.
I just want to raise one other issue, Minister, and then I will sit down and let others have a turn. I know
two of my colleagues here and Dr Cumming wish to raise some issues. That issue is around the billing
process. Currently lawyers bill for time, and the principle behind that is they must be dispassionate in
the provision of legal service and objective and not be swayed in their advice to their clients by
financial reward. In your summation you addressed that issue by saying that lawyers have duties to
the court, ethical obligations and regulations that bind them with which they must comply, and that
will keep everything all fine. I put it to you, Minister, that by linking the remuneration of lawyers with
the settlement outcome from a class action on a percentage basis, not a time basis for work undertaken,
it creates at the absolute minimum and possibly more a risk of a conflict of interest that the advice the
lawyers are giving is tainted by the potential payday that may be coming. That is not to say lawyers
are corrupt or they do not act ethically. As a former practitioner myself—and there are many in this
chamber—lawyers go above and beyond in the vast majority of cases to serve their clients and seek
justice. But just as with members of Parliament and others, we must be free of not only conflict but
the perception of conflict.
Surely the government accepts there is at an absolute minimum the risk of a potential for a perceived
conflict of interest. When lawyer ABC is advising his or her clients that the settlement offered by the
defendant is $100 million and the lawyer thinks their law firm might get $20 million or $30 million or
whatever of that, and the law firm is struggling financially, surely there is a serious risk, as I say, at the
minimum, of a potential conflict of interest that this bill introduces that changes the way lawyers have
operated for generations and is a real risk to the way lawyers are regarded in the community at a time
when many of our institutions, including those that serve justice, have a diminished standing in the
community.
Ms TIERNEY: Any application for group costs orders will be very closely scrutinised by the
Supreme Court, as I mentioned in my summation. Such an order can only be made once the Supreme
Court approves it and determines it fair. Indeed class action members may receive more money back
in a settlement under this legislation than under other types of fee arrangements. In his submission to
the commonwealth inquiry Professor Morabito said that contingency fees and class actions, and I
quote:
… can potentially enhance access to justice for a greater number of claimants and provide a greater percentage
of damages and settlement proceeds than is possible under funded class actions.

This is because many class actions require the backing of litigation funders to make them viable. Under
this arrangement class action members will only be liable for fees to their lawyers, not both the lawyers
and the litigation funders.
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Then there is the issue that you raised about the potential for conflict of interest. It is no different under
a group costs order where the plaintiff lawyers are liable for adverse costs if the proceedings are
unsuccessful. And of course, as I said, the Supreme Court has strict oversight of the conduct of class
actions and will have a similar strict oversight over group costs orders, which will assist in protecting
class members from potential unfairness. It is possible that lawyers might receive more on a time basis
than under a group costs order.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I will finish with this remark and hand across to someone else. That does not
address the fundamental question, Minister, that charging by time or for service is a very different
proposition to charging a percentage, and whether that is overseen by the court—I have got questions
to explore on that at a later point—the changing of fee for service or by time to a percentage outcome
introduces at a minimum the potential for the perception of a conflict of interest. I will hand over to
someone else.
Dr CUMMING: In rising to make a contribution in clause 1 and having listened intently to the
debate today I would first like to acknowledge Mr Edward O’Donohue for his tireless and very
thorough briefing that he gave me, the amount of emails and the way he has actually represented his
views today. I would also like to acknowledge Mr Barton’s contribution, his very personal
contribution, and the way he presented his debate before lunch, after lunch, during a new presidency
election. I would like to acknowledge those two very strong contributions that I heard today, as well
as others—Mrs McArthur and others—that I had heard today.
But—it is a big but—this is the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019, and you
would think from today’s debate that it only actually changes one act, which is the Supreme Court Act
1986, because that is the vast majority of the debate that I have heard today, when it actually changes
the Criminal Procedure Act 2009, the Evidence Act 2008, the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1958, the Local Government Act 1989, the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the Oaths and
Affirmations Act 2018, the Professional Standards Act 2003, the Sentencing Act 1991 and the
Supreme Court Act 1986.
In going into those different acts and all of the different amendments and what this Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019 is, I must say that some of what they are considering minor
amendments are to me major errors that have obviously been sitting around for a very long time, one
being, as I understand, a very, very important section. Let me get my notes. I hope I am not on the
clock. I could give a brief summary of it, but I will go to the notes. In one section the bill also amends
provisions that relate to sexual offence proceedings involving a complainant who is a child or a
cognitively impaired person to clarify that a committal hearing cannot be held in any proceedings in
which a child or a person with cognitive impairment is the complainant for a sexual offence charge,
and it allows the court in such cases to order for the cross-examination of an adult complainant before
the trial and clarifies that the accused may apply for leave to have an adult complainant cross-examined
before the trial about their sexual activities other than those to which the charge in dispute is related.
Just to summarise what that actually means for someone with a disability, a child with a disability, it
actually means the amendment of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 to clarify when a witness is
considered to be cognitively impaired for the purpose of accessing the immediate Pivot program. It is
actually a really important amendment that I feel part of the debate should have got to and we should
have spoken about, because that is very, very important.
Again, we only just did the Local Government Act just recently, in the last sitting in March, and here
we have already the second amendment to the Local Government Act—the second sitting. With this
amendment, even though some here might consider it a minor amendment, clause 6 of the bill will
insert new section 252 into the Local Government Act 1989 to validate the decisions of the Municipal
Electoral Tribunals, which is METs, where improperly established and to provide affected persons
with the appropriate individual immunity. In other words this actually gives teeth to a right and fair
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hearing. From what I understand and from what I have read of Gavin Jennings’s second-reading
contribution in February of this year, where he has actually put this on the record in this place, this bill:
… amends the Local Government Act 1989 to ensure the validity and enforceability of decisions made by
METs that were improperly established due to administrative irregularities. The Bill also provides members
of METs with the individual immunity that they would have enjoyed had the METs been properly established.

These might be considered just minor technical amendments, but they are far reaching and they are
things that in this house are done with an understanding that there are nine acts that we are amending
today—not just one but nine. And what some others may consider minor amendments or
administrative irregularities have far-reaching considerations for the courts as things that were
obviously glaring holes.
So, yes, others here have really gone into a lot of detail about class actions and group costs orders and
the discussion around percentages rather than being paid by an hourly rate and great detail about what
that means for them and how they feel it will change the legal system, but we have to also understand
that today with this Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2019 we amend the Local
Government Act, we amend the Magistrates’ Court Act and we also amend the Criminal Procedure
Act 2009. Within that Criminal Procedure Act we are talking about sexual offence cases—
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Member, your time has expired. Can I just ask, to clarify:
was there a question in that, or should the minister just take that as a statement?
Dr CUMMING: It was my contribution to clause 1, and there will be questions.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, you say that there has not been an explosion of class actions. Let me
detail for you over the last five years the actual numbers: in 2013, 22 actions; 2014, 21 actions; 2015,
44 actions; 2016, 37 actions; 2017, 38 actions; 2018, 59 actions; 2019, 59 actions. Minister, is
59 higher than 22, and therefore would you agree with me that the numbers of class actions have more
than doubled over the last six years?
Ms TIERNEY: Certainly I would not classify that as an explosion, nor would I consider five on
average in Victoria per annum and 55 last year Australia-wide in total.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you, Minister. Well, more than doubling it seems to me an explosion.
You know, it may not mean much to you, but it does to many people. So, Minister, has the government
consulted with the Victorian Legal Services Board and the commissioner regarding this bill and the
impact it will have upon the assessments undertaken by the legal services admissions board regarding
whether practitioners will be meeting their professional obligations each year in line with the Legal
Profession Uniform Law?
Ms TIERNEY: This bill does not change any of those obligations, and can I say that in terms of
five in Victoria and 55 nationally and even if it is so-called doubling a base at a point in time, as you
mentioned, that compared to the thousands and thousands of legal proceedings that are undertaken in
this country, is a very small set of numbers.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, has the government received any advice from the solicitor-general
on the ability of lawyers charging contingency fees to comply with the Legal Profession Uniform
Law?
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that we do not comment on solicitor-general advice.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Well, Minister, another way: is the government confident that the legislation
is sound?
Ms TIERNEY: Yes, we are.
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Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, you quoted Professor Vince Morabito extensively. In fact it seems
the government has relied on him for their talking points. Minister, do you know who funds and
provides resources to Professor Morabito’s research?
Ms TIERNEY: That is not within the scope of this bill.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, you have referred to this professor extensively, so perhaps you
should know a bit more about Professor Morabito’s funding for his research. Well, let me help you.
Professor Morabito’s research is funded by Maurice Blackburn, Slater and Gordon and the CFMEU.
Do you have a comment on that, Minister?
Ms TIERNEY: The professor is an academic at Monash University and is considered across the
board an expert in class action.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, it is always important to know who funds the researchers. I
am sure you will happily quote them when a business is funding some research in a university for
other areas. But anyway, Minister, it is Professor Morabito’s figures which I used before to
demonstrate that class actions have exploded. Why did you not see these in the research you have so
extensively quoted?
Ms TIERNEY: The dispute that I have with you, Mrs McArthur, is your definition of ‘explosion’
and ‘massive numbers’. As I said in a previous answer, this does not back up the claim that there has
been an explosion. When there are thousands and thousands of legal proceedings in this country and
indeed this state, when we are talking about five on average in Victoria and there has been a slight
increase, it is certainly not an explosion. It is fearmongering, unfortunately, from your side.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, you have accused the opposition of being here for vested
interests, yet you quote the research funded by a professor supported by Maurice Blackburn, Slater
and Gordon and the CFMEU. Is that not a case of vested interests?
Ms TIERNEY: The professor is highly regarded; he is a well-known academic, he specialises in
class action and he is known in all academic circles as one of the best authorities.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, it is extraordinary how you can quote from one source, yet the main
body in Australia does not seem to rate. Anyway, moving on, Minister, the Justice Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill was introduced by the Attorney-General on 26 November 2019 with
provisions which allow lawyers to charge commissions on the basis of a common fund order, which
permits lawyers to bring the class action on behalf of people without requiring their knowledge and to
charge them a contingency fee commission without requiring their consent. One week later the High
Court rejected the use of common fund orders, saying the court has no power to make them and that
the commercial returns of litigation funders and sufficient financial inducement to run proceedings
was outside the concern of the court. So, Minister, I ask: why has the government pressed forward
with a bill when the heart of the bill has been called into question by the High Court of Australia?
Ms TIERNEY: The High Court decision will not impact on the operation of the proposed group
costs order provision as the decision is relevant only to common fund orders made under a separate
supplementary provision of section 33ZF of the Supreme Court Act 1986.
Mrs McARTHUR: Did the ALP introduce the bill in an attempt to get it in before the High Court
ruling?
Ms TIERNEY: No.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you, Minister. What justification does the government give for bringing
lawsuits on behalf of people without their knowledge or consent?
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Ms TIERNEY: This goes back to the opt-in/opt-out issue, so it is not the government. It is
contained in the bill. I have outlined what is happening, and I have outlined what happens in terms of
the court ruling. There is publication of it, and it is on the website as well as in newspapers.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, if the government has nothing to do with the bill, who has got
something to do with the bill?
Ms TIERNEY: I will treat that as a comment.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, you made the statement. You need to justify what you have
just said, that the government has nothing to do with the bill. Well, we note that the Minister does not
want to answer. Who is in charge of the bill if the government is not? We can only assume that those
outside the government with vested interests have been in charge of this bill.
So another question, Minister—see if you can answer this one: why has the government made no effort
to re-examine the core of this bill in light of the High Court decision?
Ms TIERNEY: I have already provided an answer to that.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, is it correct that a lawyer has certain fundamental obligations or
duties, first, to the court, and second, a fiduciary duty to their client?
Ms TIERNEY: This bill does not change obligations. I have said that before. I am not going to
repeat it again.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, is it correct that the lawyer’s fiduciary duty obliges the lawyer to put
the interests of the client ahead of their own?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, nothing changes. And I will go through it yet again. Conflict between a law
firm’s commercial interests and the interests of a client is inherent in the provision of legal services
generally and is routinely managed. In a class action where plaintiff lawyers act on a no-win, no-fee
basis they stand to lose a significant amount of money if the proceedings are not successful. And a
conflict of interest may arise in determining if and for how much the class action settles. The potential
for conflict of interest is no different under a group costs order where the plaintiff lawyers are liable
for adverse costs if proceedings are unsuccessful. I have covered off on this before.
Lawyers in class actions and more broadly have wideranging responsibilities that assist the
management of conflicts of interest, including fundamental duties to the court and the administration
of justice, professional obligations under the Legal Profession Uniform Law, fiduciary responsibilities
and the significant responsibilities relating to the disclosure of charging legal costs. And further, as I
have said now for about the fourth time, the Supreme Court have strict oversight of the conduct of
class actions, and they have similarly strict oversight over group costs orders, which may assist in
protecting class members from potential unfairness.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I think you were fundamentally wrong in the initial part of your
answer where you said that there are inherent conflicts for lawyers in all arrangements. In an
arrangement where either a litigation funder or through other external resources a law firm is retained
to act in a class action and bills at the end of every month or has in their trust account anticipated
billings for the next three or six months and issues those bills and is then paid from moneys retained
in a trust account or from an external funder, there is no conflict. The work is done on a time or costfor-service basis and that bill is paid, just like any other service provider would do. To say that that is
no different to the notion that ‘I’ll get X percentage of the outcome if we get this settlement’ is just
frankly, Minister, an absolute nonsense and demonstrates a remarkable and concerning lack of
understanding about how the system works.
Ms TIERNEY: I will take it as a comment.
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Mrs McARTHUR: Your silence is golden, Minister, and most revealing. Minister, does a lawyer
acting for the plaintiffs in a class action owe a fiduciary duty to all class members, even if they do not
have a formal retainer agreement with the class member?
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that we are happy to take that on notice.
Mr O’DONOHUE: So as a follow-up to Mrs McArthur’s question, which is a very interesting and
important line of questioning, if you are unable to tell us whether there is a cross-agreement between
the members of the class and the lawyer, on what basis are any members of the class to be provided
information about the potential legal costs? And please, Minister, do not tell us that that is just a matter
for the court. Surely, since the Legal Practice Act in the 1990s was passed the requirement for signed
cost agreements has been a key part of the regulation of the legal profession. Will that be maintained
if this bill is passed?
Ms TIERNEY: Well, Mr O’Donohue, I am going to disappoint you, because my answer is the
same answer that I have been giving all along: it will be determined by the Supreme Court.
Mr O’DONOHUE: It is quite a remarkable departure, Minister, from the accepted practice of
regulating lawyers’ costs for decades. Even in no-win, no-fee arrangements the estimated costs if a
matter is settled or a judgement is given must be quantified with an estimate of the cost and the basis
upon which that estimate is made—generally a cost-time basis. To say that is being walked away from
now is deregulating how legal costs are calculated and leaves the litigants involved in an extremely
vulnerable position, particularly, Minister, when an application can be brought by the plaintiff law
firm, as I understand it, at any stage through the legal proceeding and without notifying the class
involved. Can you confirm, please, Minister, that a group costs order can be brought at any juncture
throughout a class action proceeding?
Ms TIERNEY: Yes.
Mr O’DONOHUE: And who needs to be consulted amongst the class, Minister, before that
application is made?
Ms TIERNEY: The court will develop a practice note, Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: So in other words, Minister, you do not know and you cannot tell me.
Ms TIERNEY: No, I have told you. The court will develop a practice note.
Mr O’DONOHUE: So the bill is abrogating the way legal practices have been regulated for
decades with, before legal work can commence, a signed cost agreement and an estimate of the legal
costs. That is being washed away for this class action litigation for the first time in decades, an
absolutely retrograde step, and you cannot tell me, Minister, because the work has not been done,
about the practice note by the court or not only how legal costs will be measured but who will be told
about an application for a group costs order brought by the plaintiff law firm. Minister, do you accept
that this legislation is putting enormous power into the hands of the plaintiff law firms that will bring
these class actions and reduce the rights of members of the class actions that they will bring?
Ms TIERNEY: I completely reject the position that has been put forward by Mr O’Donohue, and
I do have regard that the courts will develop the appropriate practices.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Well, Minister, this is a new area for the court. If there is a dispute about legal
costs at the moment, the court can order that to be taxed, generally by external experts, and that is
again generally on the basis upon which the fee agreement—the executed, agreed fee agreement—has
been reached. So that provides the parameters of any dispute over legal costs, and that is generally
around fee for service or time. So currently if there is a dispute about legal costs, as there can be when
matters are settled or when a judgement is made, an external expert can be brought in, tax the file and
make an assessment of the reasonable costs based on the work that has been undertaken, based on the
fee agreement that has been executed. The notion this legislation is advancing is that there will be no
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fee agreement and there will be no agreement that measures fee for service, and it introduces a
nebulous ‘percentage possible’ award. Whilst I have the highest regard for the capacity of our judges
and our courts, this is not an expertise that the courts currently have. How will this expertise be
developed? Will the Judicial College of Victoria be requested to undertake detailed training about
financial analysis and costing of legal files? And, Minister, if that is to occur, what will be the basis of
the measurement of the reasonable costs of the law firm?
Ms TIERNEY: Mr O’Donohue keeps asserting that this process is new. The process followed in
class actions is not contained within this bill, and it is not changing. You keep on thinking that so many
things are changing; there is so much that just does not change as a result of this bill.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Well, Minister, I beg to differ given the way this is now passing off the
charging of legal costs and the appropriateness of legal costs to the court in a new way and a different
way. So I disagree with you on that point, Minister, but I take you back to my question: who will be
responsible for providing the necessary detailed training to the court about how to make an appropriate
costs order? Will that be the judicial college? Who will be doing that?
Ms TIERNEY: The Judicial College of Victoria, Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: And what sorts of criteria, what factors, will be considered in making an
assessment of legal costs. Particularly, I think this question is important in that the government’s bill
deliberately puts no cap on the costs that could be awarded, so it is passing a significant responsibility
and obligation to the court. And as I said before, I do not diminish the capacity of the court in any way,
but this is a new function and a skill that is different to the traditional skills of the court. So what will
be the process, what will be the factors that will be considered, in determining the appropriate legal
remuneration for the lawyers in these matters?
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that the courts do this all the time to assess fees, and this will be
developed.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, I am sorry that it is such a trial for you to answer these questions, but
this is groundbreaking legislation and you need to be able to provide us with detailed answers. So will
a lawyer acting for the plaintiffs in a class action have the same obligation to place the class members’
interests ahead of their own even if they do not have a formal client agreement, a retainer agreement,
with the class member?
Ms TIERNEY: It does not change anything.
Mrs McARTHUR: Can you explain that, Minister? What does not change anything?
Ms TIERNEY: What occurs at the moment does not change.
Mrs McARTHUR: We have a bill here that is changing everything, and yet you say nothing is
changing. Why have we got a bill before us to change everything?
Ms TIERNEY: For, I think, about the fifth time, the answer is this bill does not change the
obligations that lawyers have. There is no change.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you, Minister. Can you guarantee that all Victorian lawyers who act for
class members and seek a costs order under the provisions of the bill will honour their fiduciary
obligations to their clients and other class members?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, the fiduciary obligations do not change under this bill.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, how will you ensure that all Victorians will act in the best interests
of their clients and class members, given the alleged misconduct on the part of some Victorian lawyers
that has come to light in the Banksia class action?
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Ms TIERNEY: It is the same answer. The fact of the matter is that in respect to this nothing
changes as a result of this bill.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, I would like to take you back to some of the first principles of
this bill, particularly some of the statements that the minister has made in the second-reading speech.
I note in your summing-up you referred to the fact that there was a relatively small number of class
actions in Victoria as a proportion of the total number of litigation actions, and you discussed with
Mrs McArthur the numbers of class actions on an annual basis. The second-reading speech at the top
of page 2 says:
In an average year, five or fewer class actions are filed in the Supreme Court—

obviously in reference to Victoria. Can you indicate to the committee which plaintiff firms are filing
those class actions? For the last two or three years, five actions a year—which plaintiff firms have
been filing the actions?
Ms TIERNEY: I do not have that information.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Really? There have only been four to five class actions a year. We have a
bill to completely change the way in which plaintiff firms are paid under class actions, and the
government claims not to know which plaintiff firms have participated in those four or five cases a
year for the last few years?
Ms TIERNEY: You have asked me that question, and I do not have the details available to me.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Well, Minister, do your advisers in the box have that information? Because
I am staggered that the government could be bringing forward this legislation while claiming not to
know anything about what it claims is only four or five actions year, as to which firms bring them.
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that we do not have that information.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, in your earlier comments in response to Mr O’Donohue about
consultation, you indicated that the government had consulted through the law institute with relevant
plaintiff firms and that relevant firms have been consulted. If the government does not know who those
firms are, how do they know they have been consulted?
Ms TIERNEY: As I said, the peak organisation was in charge of organising the consultations
across their membership in terms of the actual list of people involved in those consultations, and the
department worked with them to organise that with a range of legal firms. I do not understand the point
you are trying to make, Mr Rich-Phillips.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, the fundamental point is the government is stating this is a very
small class of actions—that class actions are a very small subset of total actions in the Supreme Court.
The government is saying these amendments are required to make access to justice, access to class
actions, more available. Yet you are now saying you do not know anything about the class actions
which are actually taking place in the Supreme Court or which have taken place in the Supreme Court
in the last couple of years. Despite saying there are only four or five, you are saying you cannot even
tell the committee which firms were involved, and that beggars belief—that the government is saying,
‘This reform is required; we need to change the way in which class actions work to make them more
available’, at the same time as saying, ‘But we actually don’t know who’s been involved in them.
There are only four or five a year, but we haven’t bothered to check who’s actually involved in them,
which firms are actually bringing the actions, and to understand their rationale’. The government is
trying to say, ‘We need to change the basis on which firms can charge fees to a contingency fee basis,
yet we actually don’t know who these firms are’. Is that your proposition—that the government does
not know who the firms are, but to increase access to justice we need to change the way in which they
can recover fees?
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Ms TIERNEY: This is not about law firms or legal firms. What this bill is about is ensuring that
those people that would not necessarily take legal action, because of financial barriers, are able to
undertake legal action. It is in relation to those groups of people that have found themselves in very
difficult circumstances—you know, very vulnerable people—whether it be about medical devices
have been fitted into their body and there is leakage and various other things or about—
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Ms TIERNEY: It is about people that have got asbestosis and various other things. There are
general wage theft issues in terms of large groupings. It is those sorts of people who have not
necessarily got the automatic financial resources to be able to think even about what they can do in
terms of getting a financial, legal remedy to their situation, and that is the basis of what this bill is
about.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. I will approach the question in a slightly different
way, then. I take the point you make about the types or classes of people that bring class actions and
the nature of those class actions. In respect of the samples the government has referred to, the four or
five class actions a year the government refers to in its second-reading speech, in any of those class
actions was the lead plaintiff held personally liable for the costs? Or were they indemnified by the
plaintiff firm in respect of all those class actions on a no-win, no-fee basis?
Ms TIERNEY: Mr Rich-Phillips, I do not have the degree of detail that you are seeking, but what
I can say is that the government is acting on the recommendations of the Victorian Law Reform
Commission and the significant number of people—albeit I understand you are representing a cohort
that do not support this bill—in the legal profession and in the social services that believe that this is
an important bill in terms of improving access to justice, particularly for those vulnerable Victorians.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, thank you for that answer. I appreciate this is not your speech—
it is the Attorney-General’s speech that makes these statements—but you do have the AttorneyGeneral’s advisers and you do have the Department of Justice and Community Safety advisers in the
box with you today. The speech has made the claim that if a class action is unsuccessful the lead
plaintiff might be held personally liable, so I would like to know: in the four or five cases you have
said occur annually has that been the case? Have the lead plaintiffs been personally liable and not
indemnified by the plaintiff firms that have represented them? Because my understanding is all those
class actions that have taken place have been on a no-win, no-fee basis.
Ms TIERNEY: We are really trying to assist here, but cost agreements are confidential, Mr RichPhillips, as I am informed, and so there is real difficulty in being able to source the information that
you are requesting.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister, but the obvious question to follow with that, then, is:
if they are confidential and you do not know what they are, how do you know there is a problem?
Ms TIERNEY: The department does know. It is the smaller claims that are not being run, and that
is the objective—to ensure that there is that serious chance of people being able to access the justice
system as a result.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Why are these class actions not being run on a no-win, no-fee basis as
many, if not all, of the existing class actions are being run?
Ms TIERNEY: I covered off on this earlier today. They are often not big enough for litigation
funders to fund them.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. So essentially what you are saying is it is a question
of return to the lawyers, not return to the plaintiff. You are essentially saying the litigation funder—or
in this case, with group costs orders, the plaintiff firm—does not get a big enough return and that is
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why they are not running the class actions that you referred to. So this is essentially a proposition about
increasing the return to the law firm rather than increasing the prospect of a plaintiff getting to court.
Ms TIERNEY: Again, I raised this in my summation, and that is the fact that members, because
they do not have to pay for the lawyer and the funder, will essentially, by and large, I am advised, get
more as a result of the action.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, that option is available now with a no-win, no-fee scenario. You
refer to smaller class actions, i.e. class actions where a litigation funder is not required to underwrite,
so the option is there for a plaintiff firm to take those cases now. So the only fundamental difference
this legislation will create is that there will be more going into the pocket of the plaintiff firm than
would otherwise be the case under existing no-win, no-fee arrangements.
Ms TIERNEY: There will be more going to the members of the action.
A member: What does that mean?
Ms TIERNEY: What it means is exactly what I said in answer to the question before the last.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, can I refer you to the next paragraph in the second-reading
speech, which says it is:
… an important access to justice reform because it will pave the way for class actions to proceed where they
otherwise may not have been viable …

What does ‘viable’ mean in that context?
Ms TIERNEY: Viable in that context is financially viable.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister, and that goes to the point of it: viability, financially
viable, profitability. Essentially what the government is saying in this is that this will increase the
number of class actions which are profitable to the plaintiff firms. It is about the underlying
profitability to the plaintiff firms, not about access to justice by an injured plaintiff.
Ms TIERNEY: No, the underlying aspect is that the members of the action have more of a chance
of getting a larger settlement.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: How, Minister?
Ms TIERNEY: Because they will not be having to pay for the funder and the lawyer.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, but this is effectively a circular argument. You earlier said the
class actions that will come under this provision are the smaller ones which are not being funded now
because they are too small and it is not worth it for the litigation funders because they are happy with
their 165 per cent ROI they are getting on the big class actions—they do not want to touch these small
class actions. So litigation funders are not a function of these smaller class actions you say will occur
under this model.
Ms TIERNEY: Again, as I have said, the law firm may receive more, but the underlying thing is
that the people involved in the actual action and the members of the action will receive more. That is
the important underlying point.
Mr LIMBRICK: If it pleases the minister, I would like to ask some questions about the IBAC
amendments at this point. It is my understanding from the short time that we have had to review this
that a judge who is issuing a warrant must be satisfied of the evidentiary or intelligence value of the
information being sought. So the judge will have been satisfied that IBAC has some legitimate
evidence that they want to collect from this person. What safeguards are there that once they are
arrested that is in fact what they will be questioned about?
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Ms TIERNEY: Thank you, Mr Limbrick, for your question. The proposed amendment comes with
stringent safeguards, including that IBAC must satisfy a Supreme Court judge on a number of grounds
that a warrant should be issued; that the person obviously needs to be over the age of 18; that if the
person in question were not arrested, their evidence would be lost; that the warrant is reasonable to
issue the arrest warrant in light of the evidence or intelligence sought; and that if the person is
remanded after their arrest, that remand is to be reconsidered every 24 hours. The ongoing review of
detention ensures a person is not remanded in custody for any longer than necessary to ensure their
attendance at an examination and that IBAC is taking all reasonable steps to hold that examination as
quickly as possible.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer. I am aware of those safeguards, but I did not
hear any safeguards about questioning people about unrelated matters, and my concern is that those
safeguards do not actually exist. So the situation that I am concerned about is where someone is
arrested in seeking certain evidence and then they are held and questioned and intelligence gathered
about something totally unrelated.
Ms TIERNEY: My advice is that the warrant does not specify a particular thing—it is very
broad—and that they can be asked a range of questions. It simply brings forward the questions that
would have been asked otherwise.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer. So just to clarify, this amendment will enable
someone to be arrested on one thing and then intelligence can be gathered from that person on anything
that IBAC chooses.
Ms TIERNEY: Again, the warrant does not specify the exact sort of issue as such; it is a broad
warrant to stop someone fleeing. So the questions that can be asked can be wideranging.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer, but it is my understanding that the judge
must be satisfied having regard to the evidentiary or intelligence value of information—or the age,
which you have already pointed out. So when a warrant application is considered, the judge must
presumably have some insight into the type of intelligence or evidence that IBAC is seeking to collect.
My concern is that the judge in considering that—which may be totally valid evidence to want to
collect—once the warrant is granted and the person is arrested there are no safeguards to ensure that
the reasons for which the judge said ‘I will give you the warrant’ are actually what happens once they
are arrested or what they are questioned about or intelligence gathered.
Ms TIERNEY: The point is that it is a warrant because there is an assessment made that this person
is going to flee, so that is the basis of the warrant. Obviously it is of a reasonably serious nature for the
judge to grant that.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer. On another issue, with regard to the timing
of this, what is the urgent nature of this? We were provided with this last night. I wonder if the minister
could please provide some insight into what is the urgent nature of this amendment that has come
through.
Ms TIERNEY: I have done that in part in my summation. If the government had its choice, it
would have incorporated something like this in the actual bill. It was not until, I think, the last sitting
week that we became aware from IBAC themselves that they were requesting this and that they were
requesting this in terms of a current operational matter. The issue then was dialogue between the
government and the clerks in particular as to what would be the most appropriate justice bill to attach
this amendment to. There was some serious discussion; in fact I think the opposition and the
government would have preferred for it to be attached to the emergency worker legislation, which we
are going to deal with later today, for a whole range of different reasons. It would have made it a bit
easier in terms of the opposition as well because it would have been part of a bill that they would have
felt more comfortable in supporting, but the information and advice from the clerks was that essentially
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this sat a little bit more comfortably within the scope of this bill than it would with the emergency
worker legislation.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, earlier in your answer you said that the situation will not change for
lawyers. How do you reconcile those comments with the findings of Justice Hasluck in Bowen v. Stott?
I quote:
… the integrity of the legal process and of the Court function might be undermined if it were thought that
solicitors or counsel did not possess the objectivity and independence which their professional responsibilities
and obligations to the Court require of them.
The most obvious case in that regard would be a situation in which a solicitor had some direct pecuniary
interest in the outcome. It might seem to an independent observer that a solicitor, notwithstanding his best
efforts to be impartial and objective, might adjust his evidence in some way to procure a result that suited his
interest.

Mr O’DONOHUE: I will just add to the same question an extract from the Australian Solicitors
Conduct Rules, which on page 7 says:
CONFLICT CONCERNING A SOLICITOR’S OWN INTERESTS
12.1 A solicitor must not act for a client where there is a conflict between the duty to serve the best interests
of a client and the interests of the solicitor or an associate of the solicitor, except as permitted by this
Rule—

Which, I think, goes to the same point that Mrs McArthur is making.
Ms TIERNEY: Thank you. Those opposite have again asked questions that relate to the
responsibilities of a lawyer in a class action setting, and again I state for the benefit of members that
this bill does not change the responsibilities of a lawyer in a class action setting and this bill does not
change the responsibilities of a firm in a class action setting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The minister has just asked, to assist her as it is not her bill, if we
could try to keep things a little bit themed. If you have got questions on IBAC, could we stick to that
and then move off. It just assists her in her line of thinking. If it is possible, she would like that. Of
course we will not stop anyone asking a question that they need to, but you can ask it again a little bit
later in the clause if you like.
Mrs McARTHUR: Deputy President, my apologies. I thought Mr Limbrick had finished his line
of questioning on IBAC and that we had moved back to general questions. Minister, perhaps we can
go to another highly respected High Court justice, Michael Kirby, who stated in 2002:
The bottom line is that law is not just a business. Never was. Never can be so. It is a special profession. Its
only claim to public respect is the commitment of each and every one of us to equal justice under law.
There is an award that every Australian lawyer can aspire to. It is hard to win. It requires long hours of
devotion and care. But when it is won, it is special. It is the prize of respect and gratitude of the ordinary client
for a job done with skill, courtesy and at no more than proper cost. Every lawyer, every day, should endeavour
to win that prize. It does not usually come with a glittering ceremony. But in our hearts we know it is the most
precious award of all.

Why, contrary to the advice of former High Court justice Michael Kirby, will you allow through this
bill lawyers to charge improper costs to clients through the taking of contingency fees?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, nothing will change. Lawyers will continue to act ethically, and I will take
the rest of Mrs McArthur’s contribution as comment.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I appreciate that there are many issues in this bill. It is an omnibus
bill, and therefore we will try to stick to themes, as you suggest, because I think that is only reasonable.
I wish to just return to the issues around class actions and just explore in a little bit more detail the optin-and-opt-out issue under these reforms. Rather than build a book, as we discussed before, of known
members of the class, the class can have one member and then proceed with a whole class of people
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who do not know they are part of that class action. We discussed the absence of cost agreements, we
discussed what I would call the haphazard and inexact way that members of the class will be identified.
I want to move forward now. If there is a resolution, how will members of a class know if a settlement
has taken place if it is not an opt-in basis, and how will they receive their just compensation as part of
a member of that class if they do not know it exists?
Ms TIERNEY: They will receive notice or it will be publicised widely. The moneys will be held
by the courts and people will essentially be notified. If they are not notified individually, there will be
notifications that a settlement had been reached.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Thank you, Minister. So the notification at the end of the process will be
similar to the notification at the start. Is that a fair summation? Even with the best will and intention it
is quite possible that there will be some possibly significant numbers of members of that class who
will not know about the settlement. How long will those settlement moneys be held for, and what will
happen to those settlement moneys that are not claimed in that time frame?
Ms TIERNEY: The bill does not change opt in or opt out. Common fund order processes will
continue as they do at the moment, I am advised.
Mr O’DONOHUE: For the benefit of the committee, Minister, can you answer the question? For
those members of the class that are unknown, what happens to their settlement moneys?
Ms TIERNEY: In terms of the details that you are seeking, the team are pretty confident that they
will be able to get that information during the dinner break.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I appreciate that and I appreciate the advisers are doing their best, but I would
also make the point, Minister, that these are pretty fundamental and simple questions that I am asking
about the operation of the scheme. How will members of the class get their money? You cannot tell
me. I think that says something about the shambolic nature of this legislation. It has been on the notice
paper for months, and for simple questions like ‘How will a member of a class action get their money?’
you have to go away and find the answer during the dinner break. Honestly, it does not give much
confidence.
Minister, in a similar vein to that process, if the court awards a percentage under these changes, is the
percentage awarded to the law firm a percentage of the total quantum awarded or is it a percentage of
the compensation that is paid out? That could be quite a big difference. So, for example, is it 35 per
cent or 40 per cent or 20 per cent or 50 per cent of the money paid out to the known members of the
class, or is it the percentage of the total quantum awarded?
Ms TIERNEY: It is a percentage of the total award, I am advised.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, I refer to the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014,
part 2, division 1, clause 12:
Dealing with unclaimed money
For the purposes of section 167 of the Legal Profession Uniform Law (Victoria), unclaimed money is to be
dealt with in accordance with the Unclaimed Money Act 2008.

What happens in the event that group costs orders are made on behalf of people who are not aware
they are in the action and in actual fact cannot be contacted to receive their settlement?
Ms TIERNEY: The question that Mrs McArthur asks is very much related to the question raised
by Mr O’Donohue, and that is also part and parcel of what he has asked. As I said, the team will pull
that information together over the dinner break.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, in another related question, how will the court determine the size
of an award or whether approving a settlement is appropriate if it does not know the size of the class?
I will give an example: a class action that is brought by a lead plaintiff in relation to PFAS
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contamination, which is obviously a fairly topical subject for class actions at the moment. If there is
no book billed, if the class is never positively identified—it is only an opt-out basis so the court does
not know how big the class is, but there is a class, there is a lead plaintiff—how will the court determine
what the appropriate size of an award should be without knowing the extent of the size of the class?
Ms TIERNEY: As is often the case, at the end of the proceedings they will know the size of the
class.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Well, Minister, they will only know the members of the class who have
identified themselves, and the reality is this mechanism provides for opting out, so everyone is in the
class unless they opt out, whether they know about the action or not. So are you saying that settlement
will only be made in respect of those members of the class who have identified themselves to the
plaintiff firm, therefore excluding anyone who has not positively identified themselves to the action?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, what will occur is no different to what happens now. By going through the
hearings and the process, the court will get more of an idea about the extent of the issue and indeed
the potential in terms of how big the size of the class might be. There is experience in the courts in
making these sorts of determinations. Again, I reiterate this process will not change.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: But, Minister, this process is fundamentally different. With a current class
action the plaintiff firm, the lead plaintiff, seeks expressions of interest, for want of a better term, for
people to join the class, people who are in a similar situation to join the class. Now, there is an
example—I think it is the shareholder action, the AMP action, which was I think launched in New
South Wales by Maurice Blackburn. They advertised extensively for people to join that class. They
knew exactly how many participants there were in the class because they signed up for the action. So
when it gets to a point of settlement they will be able to very clearly articulate to the court that there
are 500, 1000, 1500—whatever it is—participants in that class.
The mechanism you are creating is the reverse of that. Everybody is in unless they exclude themselves,
whether or not they know they are in, so there is no way to know the size of the class. I mean, a class
action could be brought in respect of asbestos contamination in Trentham in the 1950s, where everyone
who lived in Trentham in the 1950s is eligible to join the class and you have got one lead plaintiff who
takes the action. You have got no idea how many people lived in Trentham in the 1950s and were
affected, yet they are all now part of this class whether they know it or not. How on earth is the court
going to identify the level of award to make without having any idea of how many people could
actually be in that class?
Ms TIERNEY: Mr Rich-Phillips, the advice I am receiving is that the process in terms of opt in,
opt out is not new—that it has actually been the practice for 20 years or more, so it has not changed.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, my understanding from reading the legislation is there is change, as
Mr Rich-Phillips has articulated, to the need to build a book. Are you saying, Minister, that you do not
need to build a book at the moment for a class action? Is that what you are saying? Is the proposition
correct that for a class action to get going you need to build a book of litigants who sign up to an
arrangement? In your previous answers to me you said that is not necessary—no cost agreement and
an undefined class. These are pretty simple and fundamental questions, and it is very concerning if the
government cannot answer them.
Ms TIERNEY: I have already dealt with this in my previous response.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I think for the benefit of the committee, Minister, if you have already dealt
with it, perhaps you could wrap it all up in a simple answer and respond to the proposition Mr RichPhillips put. And, Minister, the fact that you took on notice the question I put to you contradicts your
statement that nothing has changed. I have put to you: what happens to the settlement moneys for
those who are not identified as part of the class? You do not know. Your advisers do not know, and
with the greatest respect to the advisers in the box, if they cannot give you a simple answer to that
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question, the government does not know what this bill does. And it is contradictory to your statement,
‘Nothing has changed’, because if nothing has changed it would be exactly the same, but you are
telling me they are going to go find the answers over the dinner break. Which one is it, Minister?
Which one is it?
Ms TIERNEY: No amount of badgering will get you what you particularly are seeking. What I
can say to you is that my answer remains. In terms of seeking information during the dinner break,
that is in relation to specific detailed information that is being sought, and we have undertaken to seek
that information.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I will move on to a different proposition. The proposition advanced
by the supporters of this legislation, including the government, is that it will improve access to justice.
We have had a discussion previously about which cohorts that will impact, and you were unable to
answer that question. But let me put forward to you the proposition that there is a risk that this
legislation will actually reduce access to justice by restricting the plaintiff law firms that have the
financial capacity to initiate the class actions. In your evidence, in your statements and responses to
questions, you have emphasised the point that the lead plaintiff will be indemnified by the lawyer
bringing the matter. That increases the risk for the law firm, notwithstanding the line of questioning
Mr Rich-Phillips pursued and the inability of the government to provide an answer.
Leaving that aside, the proposition the government has advanced is, because the lead plaintiff will no
longer carry the risk of costs orders against him or her, that risk will be transferred to the law firm
bringing the class action. That increases the risk for the law firm bringing the class action. Therefore I
put to you, Minister, that there will be a small number of plaintiff law firms that have the capacity to
carry that risk, which will reduce access to justice, because there will be a smaller marketplace, which
will lead to less cost competition and less competition between those plaintiff law firms, which could
lead them to choosing the most lucrative and easy class actions to pursue. I would invite you to respond
to that proposition.
Ms TIERNEY: The fact of the matter is that this bill allows all law firms to access class action.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Do you accept the proposition, though, that by transferring the risk, which
you have emphasised in previous answers, from the lead plaintiff to the law firm, that will reduce the
appetite in the marketplace and therefore it will favour the very large plaintiff law firms that have the
balance sheet and capacity to carry that risk? Smaller law firms simply will not have the resources and
risk appetite to commence those proceedings.
Ms TIERNEY: I will not be entertaining hypotheticals, Mr O’Donohue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I am actually, Minister, giving you the opportunity to rebut a fundamental
proposition, and I am using your answers to advance my proposition. Again, Minister, if you choose
to just ignore what I am saying, I think it says much about the government’s own confidence in its bill
and understanding of what this legislation may actually result in in practice.
Minister, on the eve of the break for dinner I again implore the government to consider the option of
splitting the IBAC components from this bill. There are so many unanswered very, very simple,
fundamental questions about how the bill should operate, and it is deeply concerning to the opposition
that we are being pressed to urgently pass amendments to the IBAC legislation that will give
significant extra powers to the commissioner on a bill that is not timely and on which you are unable
to answer the most simple and fundamental questions about its operation. I implore the government to
reconsider during the dinner break another way to pass the IBAC amendments this evening.
Mr LIMBRICK: I would like to ask a related question to something Mr O’Donohue asked before.
He brought up the question about what would happen if a plaintiff in a class action could not be found
and they could not give the money to them. The government will provide an answer after the dinner
break. What happens to the money where a member of the class action might not be aware that they
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are a member of the class action? They are later identified by the legal firm and presumably the legal
firm says to the class action participant, ‘Oh, by the way, you’re a member of this class action and
we’ve got some money for you’. There may be a whole range of reasons why that person may not
want to accept that money. They may have ethical concerns, maybe it is their boss that they are suing
or whatever. There could be a whole bunch of reasons. What happens to that money when the person
refuses the award from the class action?
Ms TIERNEY: Essentially it is unclaimed moneys and would be treated as unclaimed moneys,
but I will seek clarification for you. It is consistent with the line of questioning that Mr O’Donohue
sought.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer. But with the firm, the defendant and the
company that is being sued through the class action, if we have a situation where a person who is a
member of a class action that has been taken on their behalf and they have chosen not to accept that
money, surely it should go back to the company that was being sued, shouldn’t it, if they have chosen
to not take part in that?
Ms TIERNEY: Now I understand. It is people that have deliberately chosen to opt out and do not
want to participate at all and do not want to receive any benefit. Is that right? Is that the class of people
you are talking about?
Mr LIMBRICK: Yes, effectively. So there would have been an award, so they contact the person
to say, you know, ‘We’ve taken this action on your behalf, we’ve got this money for you’, and they
say after the award has happened, so presumably the money is sitting somewhere, that they do not
want the money. Where does that money then go? Does it go to unclaimed moneys, does it sit with
the legal firm or does it go back to the entity being sued?
Ms TIERNEY: As I said, that will be pursued during the dinner break.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, is it not the fact that Commissioner Hayne warned in his final report
of the banking royal commission that the prospect of receiving significant financial benefits would
inevitably override the fiduciary obligations of advisers and that those advisers were in the same
position as plaintiff lawyers acting on a contingency basis?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The minister is going to take that as a comment.
Sitting suspended 6.29 pm until 7.36 pm.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, what is an acceptable return on invested capital for a lawyer acting
on a contingency fee basis? I will just clarify that: not the percentage of the settlement sum to be taken
by the lawyer, the percentage on return.
Ms TIERNEY: I consider that to be beyond the scope of the bill before us tonight. I take this
opportunity to report back to the house on a number of issues that were raised prior to the dinner break.
I will go through a couple of them.
Mr O’Donohue has identified that there is a need to progress this legislation this evening, but I do
reject the assertions that he has made about the government’s preparedness of the bill. This legislation
has come directly from the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s report recommendation. That
recommendation was supported with similar recommendations by both the Australian Law Reform
Commission and the Productivity Commission. It is not an ill-thought-out bill. This is a considered
piece of legislation that has significant access to justice benefits. It is simply the case that those
opposite do not like this legislation and they have made it very clear. However, I will not continue to
answer questions that are ideologically based and problems that he in fact has with the class action
system in Australia and Victoria.
This answer outlines the process that is used and outlined in the Supreme Court practice notes on class
actions, and all members are able to access that on the internet. I will provide these answers once and
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then I will no longer be willing to answer questions that are outside the scope of this bill. So far I have
answered questions about lawyers’ obligations to clients, which is outside the scope of the bill; firms’
obligations to class actions, also outside the scope of this bill; and now I have been asked to outline a
process of class actions that is not changing. Mr O’Donohue misunderstands the nature of the
legislation before us, and he believes it makes changes which it does not. This bill changes nothing
about the way the class actions work in practice. They have been working this way for 20 years in
Victoria and 28 years Australia-wide. The bill just does not change a thing.
Members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The minister has the floor. Mr Ondarchie, take your seat.
Ms TIERNEY: An opt-out class action works by having a person who has experienced a wrong
of some kind, in common with other people, be able to be subject to a legal process and benefit from
that process until they identify they do not want to be involved. However, prior to or just following a
settlement being made there is a point where a person will need to raise their hand to ask to be counted.
This process is colloquially known as a process of class closure. This process is required because the
court has to be satisfied that you have obtained enough in the settlement for the group.
This decision includes the judge firstly determining whether the settlement amount is sufficient;
secondly, approving the lawyers fees—in brackets I say to you this is the only thing that I have
described that will be changing under the legislation—as they will if the legislation passes be a
percentage of the total award rather than staying an hourly-based dollar amount; and then of course
approving the settlement administration scheme and how the settlement will be distributed. This class
closure process means that there is not a pool of funds that sit in one place waiting for people to come
forward. In some of the big settlement processes the judge might even oversee that settlement scheme
and have the scheme report back every few months. The only difference will be that instead of
charging fees the fees will be as a percentage.
Now turning to Mr Limbrick’s questions in relation to this, he asked a question regarding what would
happen if a person no longer wanted to be subject to the settlement amount. So if they do decide,
following the distribution of funds, that there may be a need for that funding to be distributed to a
charity or some similar agreed organisation, that will be dealt with by the administration of the fund.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you, Minister. I am going now to conflicts of interests. So the conflicts
that arise in the class action context are significant and pervading and pose the biggest challenge to the
integrity of the class action regime. The lack of regulation and oversight of the litigation funding
industry has enabled potential conflicts of interest to arise between the interests of litigation funders,
plaintiff lawyers, the representative plaintiff and group members. Given the existing problem with
conflicts, how are conflicts going to be addressed in this bill?
Ms TIERNEY: I have answered this.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, if you have answered it, are you prepared to repeat your answer?
Ms TIERNEY: No.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you. So, Minister, if the lawyer becomes the funder, how can conflicts
of interest be addressed in the bill?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, I have answered that question several times and also dealt with it right at
the beginning.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, given that the bill in no way addresses how clients will agree to fee
arrangements, how will class members negotiate and ensure they are adequately protected in any fee
arrangements?
Ms TIERNEY: I have also addressed that previously.
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Mrs McARTHUR: All of these issues raised in my previous questions indicate that the existing
conflict management requirements are unlikely to be sufficient for the unique conflicts that arise in the
context of litigation funding and contingency fees. This is something that will need to be given more
detailed consideration as part of any legislative or regulatory intervention to tailor the operation of the
standard provision. Why does the bill not address these important issues?
Ms TIERNEY: I have dealt with these matters in previous answers.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for obtaining an answer on my question. It sounds like if
someone has some ethical reason for not accepting the money that it would go to charity. Can I just
clarify something, though. If my reason for not accepting money, if I was part of the class action which
I did not choose to be part of—I became part of the class action against my knowledge or against my
will—and the reason that I chose that I would not have become part of that class action is that I did
not want to cause harm to the entity being sued, can I just confirm there is actually no mechanism
through which I can prevent the entity being caused harm on my behalf? Even though that money may
go to charity, is there no mechanism?
Ms TIERNEY: Mr Limbrick, the mechanism is that you have the ability to opt out, and that is
what you would do. You would opt out. If you do not want to be party to legal action against the entity,
opt out.
Mr LIMBRICK: I thank the minister for her answer, but I am referring to the situation where the
matter has already been concluded in court. You would not know until that has succeeded and they try
and contact you and the law firm says, ‘Hey, you’ve won some money through this court action’, and
you say, ‘Well, actually, I didn’t want that money’. Is there no way for that class action participant
who did not choose to become part of that class action to stop harm going to the entity being sued?
Ms TIERNEY: So this is in the answer about the closure. So you need to put your hand up, and if
you have not put your hand up at that point then you will not be provided with any money.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, can I ask as a follow-up question, what rights do you have if you
were not part of that group and you subsequently asked for the litigation or there has been closure and
you become aware of the class action or the issue that has given rise to the class action? Are you able
to commence separate litigation, or is the matter then dealt with?
Ms TIERNEY: So again, I have dealt with this, but for the record this time, again, the person
would be open to making application to the court.
Mr O’DONOHUE: By way of separate litigation or after the closure of the class action by way of
separate action; is that what you mean, Minister?
Ms TIERNEY: My understanding is, yes, they can—a separate action afterwards. But, again, this
is beyond the scope of the bill.
Mrs McARTHUR: I will go to common fund orders now, Minister. The High Court in BMW
Australia Ltd v. Brewster and Westpac Banking Corporation v. Lenthall [2019] confirmed that there
is no power to make common fund orders under the current regime. At the heart of the contingency
fee bill is a common fund order of the type which the High Court found was beyond the power of
courts. Why does this government believe that taking commissions from class members without their
consent in a manner which offends the High Court decision is appropriate?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, I have already dealt with this matter.
Mrs McARTHUR: Common fund orders have led to an increase in multiple litigation funders
commencing competing open class actions in which multiple law firms/funders file class actions
concerning identical or similar alleged misconduct on behalf of largely if not entirely the same group
members, leading to an increase in the expense and delay of class actions and requiring courts to
engage in the speculative exercise of determining the appropriate commercial return for litigation
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funders or plaintiff firms. This should not be a task for the court, whose role is to determine the issues
in the dispute between the group members and the defendant. Why, given these points, would the
Victorian government press ahead with this bill?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, this has got nothing to do with the bill. We are not changing the class action
regime.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: If there are no further general questions on clause 1, I invite the
minister to move her amendment 1, which is a test for all her remaining amendments.
Ms TIERNEY: I move:
1.

Clause 1, page 2, after line 9 insert—
“(ca) to amend the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 to enable
arrest warrants to be applied for and issued in further circumstances relating to witness
summonses; and”.

Mr O’DONOHUE: As this is a test for all of the minister’s amendments relating to the change to
the IBAC, I wish to again note the circumstances in which these changes are coming before the house.
They are being attached to a bill that basically has nothing to do with IBAC. Whilst it is an omnibus
bill, it does not deal with any other matters concerning the integrity regime as it exists in Victoria, and
it has only been attached to this bill because it is a general justice bill. It is regrettable that these
amendments are coming before the house at this time, because it gives all members, including the
opposition, no time for consultation with stakeholders to seek feedback about any issues that may exist
in the legislation.
We are strong supporters on this side of the house of IBAC. In fact it was the coalition government
that established IBAC despite strong opposition from the previous Labor government and the spaghetti
junction integrity regime. IBAC is an essential part of the integrity regime in Victoria to fight
corruption—something we must always be vigilant to prevent and stop. The proposition advanced to
allow IBAC to make arrests of certain people in certain circumstances to stop them from fleeing the
jurisdiction is understandable, and in that simple sense we accept that notion. We are being asked,
however, to take on face value and on trust from the government the way the clauses have been
drafted—that they do, without proper testing and time to do proper testing and analysis, what the
government is suggesting they do—and the opposition is concerned to ensure that the extra powers
given to IBAC are balanced appropriately given the significance of them and the seriousness of them.
Now, the fact that the arrest warrant needs to be issued by the Supreme Court is obviously an important
test, and we have faith in the Supreme Court and its analysis of the test that is established and the need
for there to be a belief that corrupt conduct has taken place and a reasonable belief that the person who
is the subject of the requested arrest warrant has committed corrupt conduct.
Beyond those general observations, however, we are unable to provide meaningful feedback to the
committee because we simply have not had the time to analyse and review and seek consultation on
these important changes. We do not wish to hold up the progression of these provisions because of
operational reasons, and we respect those. I wish to put on record the concerns of the opposition, our
understanding of these amendments and why we are not opposing them, but the fact that we are being
requested in effect to take on trust from government their need, the way the scheme has been drafted
and that it strikes the appropriate balance in preventing someone from fleeing the jurisdiction while
also preserving the rights and liberties of that individual, the subject of that arrest warrant request.
Mr LIMBRICK: I share many of Mr O’Donohue’s concerns. In the 24 hours since we have seen
this amendment my team has already identified an issue that we think is a serious issue, which we
spoke about in committee, with regard to protecting the liberties of those who may be the subject of
these warrants. I do accept that there may be a need for this type of legislation to prevent someone
fleeing the jurisdiction and escaping justice, however the minister through my questioning in
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committee has not satisfied me that there are sufficient protections, and therefore the Liberal
Democrats will not be supporting this amendment.
Ms TIERNEY: I have canvassed the issues in respect of this IBAC amendment earlier in the
proceedings, but again I reinforce the fact that this is not the choice, really, of the government. Our
choice would have been to actually have this incorporated in the bill at an earlier stage. It was not until
fairly recently that IBAC made contact with the government to let us know that they have a particular
current operational matter that needs to be dealt with that relates to this particular issue. We would
have preferred it to also have been connected to the emergency worker legislation, but on the advice
of the clerks, this particular bill has better scope than the emergency services worker legislation.
Indeed, as I have previously said, we would have preferred to have had it attached to another justice
bill that the opposition would have far more easily wanted to vote in support for to make it easier for
them as well, but unfortunately that was not consistent with the advice. So we have the matter before
us. I have already gone through what it is about, but it is a request from IBAC and it is about a current,
contemporary operational issue that they have that they want to be able to act upon.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Barton, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr
Davis, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Finn, Mr
Garrett, Ms

Gepp, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Kieu, Dr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms
McArthur, Mrs
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr

Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Noes, 2
Limbrick, Mr

Quilty, Mr

Amendment agreed to.
Amended clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 4 agreed to.
Clause 5 (20:08)
Mr O’DONOHUE: I move:
1.

Clause 5, line 24, after “percentage” insert “(not exceeding 35%)”.

2.

Clause 5, page 4, line 15, after “(1)(a)” insert “, provided that the amended percentage does not exceed
35% of the amount of any award or settlement that may be recovered in the proceeding”.

The purpose of these amendments is to ensure that the members of any class action receive, at an
absolute minimum, 65 per cent of the proceeds of the class action. Of course in most cases we would
hope that it would be significantly more.
We believe there is a fundamental flaw in the bill and in the Parliament not expressing a view about a
maximum amount that the lawyers and funders should receive. The government’s perspective, as the
minister articulated in her summation and then during committee, is that this is entirely a matter for
the court. Well, my proposition and the opposition’s proposition is that it is completely reasonable for
the Parliament to express a view on the upper limit available to the funders and the lawyers and the
absolute minimum that should be in the hands of the aggrieved and the class action members.
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The minister has spoken and Mr Rich-Phillips has spoken about particular class action types—
invariably people who have been wronged and who have suffered significant harm—and the litigation
is designed to at least assist them if not put them back to the place they were, which is often not
possible. The ability to assist those members of the class action is greatly diminished if the majority
of the funds is gobbled up with funding fees and lawyers fees. It is absolutely appropriate for the
Parliament to express a view on the absolute maximum that should be available to the funders and
lawyers, and so that is why this amendment is being moved.
In doing so I just wish to refer to an article from 17 May from Lawyers Weekly, ‘Class-action inquiry
set to impact the future of litigation funders’, by Tony Zhang. It talks about the federal inquiry. In the
article, towards the end of the article, he says:
According to an analysis by HSF, 61 per cent of the class action compensation awarded in Australia last
year …

Let me say that again:
… 61 per cent of the class action compensation awarded in Australia last year went to litigation funders and
lawyers, up from 41 per cent in 2016, leaving just under 40 per cent for the plaintiffs.

Now, we know there is an issue with the litigation funders because Chris Bowen deregulated it when
he was the minister several years ago, at the urging of Maurice Blackburn and others, and that just
leaves this, in the financial realm, as one of the last unregulated areas of the financial marketplace.
That is a matter for the federal government, and I hope, through the inquiry on foot at the moment and
the recommendations and hopefully legislation that flow from that, that the regulation of litigation
funders will be seriously looked at, because it simply should not be left unregulated, as Chris Bowen
made it following representations from the Labor law firms. It has had a significant impact on the
marketplace, and consumers are the poorer both literally and in a regulatory sense without that
oversight and regulation.
That is an alarming figure: 61 per cent of compensation was gobbled up by groups other than those
actually in the litigation. It makes you question what the litigation was started for, if the beneficiaries
are funders and lawyers. And Mr Rich-Phillips spoke about some of the remarkable, ridiculous returns
some of those funders have achieved.
Now, this amendment, an absolute maximum of 35 per cent—or 65 per cent in the hands of the class
members—includes funding costs and legal costs, to be absolutely clear, as per the definition in the
act, as per the advice to me from the office of parliamentary counsel. Finally, that is the absolute
maximum. We would all hope—or I would hope, the opposition would hope—that in most class
actions, the vast majority of class actions, more than 65 per cent goes into the pockets of those
aggrieved, those who needed that help, those who have been wronged. I think this is an important
amendment. It recognises that the main purpose of the litigation in the first place is to help people, not
to help lawyers and funders, and it is right for the Parliament to express an opinion about that through
this amendment and hold to account those who seek to make super profits from class action litigation.
Mr LIMBRICK: The Liberal Democrats oppose this bill in totality. Although I appreciate
Mr O’Donohue’s concerns for the litigants, as we oppose it in totality we do not wish to express a
view on the percentage of compensation. Therefore we will not be supporting this amendment.
Mr ONDARCHIE: This legislation should never be about propping up litigation funders’ or
lawyers’ P and L, and so I rise to support Mr O’Donohue’s amendments. I think it is appropriate that
the government take a position to see maximum returns for those deeply affected and less for those
who simply fund this or act on their behalf.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, I would like to add my comments on Mr O’Donohue’s amendment
and comment on the material that was presented to the Australian Law Reform Commission in 2018.
The focus in relation to the quantum of the fees was squarely on the percentage that class action
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lawyers and litigation funders are receiving from any monetary amount that is awarded as a result of
a court decision or a settlement. Class action lawyers and litigation funders argued that in relation to
the overall damages awarded the percentage charged in both funder and legal fees is low when
compared to the percentage of fees charged to damages recovered in, for example, personal injury
litigation claims. They argued that the level of fee payment in relation to damages recovered is a lower
percentage and that it follows that the fees are fair and reasonable. It is certainly common in personal
injury claims for some law firms to charge up to 50 per cent of the damages recovered. However, it
does not follow that if litigation funders and class action lawyers are proportionately charging a lower
percentage the fees are fair. These percentage comparisons are misleading, and we support
Mr O’Donohue’s amendment.
Ms TIERNEY: The government will be opposing Mr O’Donohue’s amendment. The simple
reason is that the percentage amount lawyers can receive under this bill may be much less than 35 per
cent. We believe it is best for it to be determined by a judge on a case-by-case basis, scrutinising
closely all the costs. And of course no two cases are the same, and that is why it is far better to leave
it to the courts. We simply do not want that amount being the default amount.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Just in response to the minister’s answer, I will just comment on the
amendment. Considering Mr O’Donohue’s amendment, given the government is not going to support
the amendment, does the government believe it would be appropriate for a court to determine that the
percentage going to the law firm was 80 per cent of the judgement?
Ms TIERNEY: As I have said, it is to be determined by the judge on a case-by-case basis.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, given you will not cap it, would the government be satisfied if a
court awarded 80 per cent of a settlement to the plaintiff firm or 90 per cent to the plaintiff firm?
Ms TIERNEY: It is not up to the government to have an opinion on that. It is a matter for the court.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Well, Minister, you said at the outset of this committee stage that the
purpose of this legislation was to improve access to justice. The government has hung its hat on this
bill being about access to justice. Now you are saying the government does not have a view on or care
whether a legal firm gets 80 per cent of a settlement or a plaintiff lawyer gets 90 per cent of a
settlement. You talk about access to justice, you claim this is about access to justice, but you are doing
nothing to ensure that the proportion of a settlement going to a plaintiff is maximised. In fact you are
not willing to express a view on whether 80 per cent of an award going to a law firm or 90 per cent of
an award going to a law firm is in fact appropriate.
Ms TIERNEY: Currently courts do scrutinise this area very, very closely, and that will continue.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Further to your answer, Minister, in response to Mr Rich-Phillips, I made the
point with that article I quoted from that currently 61 per cent of class action compensation awarded
in Australia is going to litigation funders and lawyers under that tight scrutiny you referred to. Is the
government comfortable with 61 per cent of compensation going to lawyers and funders and only
39 per cent going to the actual litigants?
Ms TIERNEY: I have answered that question.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I take it by your answer and your refusal to answer Mr Rich-Phillips’s
question that you do not have a view, that the government is satisfied with that proportion, which
simply, Minister, is unacceptable. You have to ask yourself: what is the purpose of litigation—to
grease the wheels of the legal system or to help the actual litigants you profess to care about?
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, Mr O’Donohue’s amendment suggests a maximum charge or
commission to the law firms. Do you not accept that 65 per cent of the pool should go to the victims—
in other words, the class action recipients? Is that not fair for the recipients? Or do you think there
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should be no cap on what the lawyers can get? You do not accept that the recipients should get a
minimum of 65 per cent under Mr O’Donohue’s amendment?
Ms TIERNEY: I have answered the question.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I note that in its submission to the federal inquiry the law institute
recommended a 35 per cent cap in certain circumstances for certain class action litigation types—one
of the bases why the opposition arrived at this figure. I note in other submissions, to reports that you
endorse, Maurice Blackburn and Slater and Gordon have recommended figures—for legal costs only,
I emphasise—of 30 and 40 per cent. Minister, given that even the largest proponents and the largest
beneficiaries of this legislation that you are seeking to ram through tonight—the large Labor-donating
law firms—have an opinion about the limits on their revenues and the amount of money that they will
take out a litigation, why is the government so gutless as not to form a view about what is appropriate
for the downtrodden litigants to receive?
Ms TIERNEY: I have put the government’s position.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, many litigation funders have stated that if this bill passes, they
will simply move to provide financing through law firms charging the contingency fee. In effect this
would not reduce the costs; it would simply restructure them. Given this fact, why has the government
not addressed the risk in the bill?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, another question beyond the scope of the bill.
Committee divided on amendments:

Ayes, 14
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms

Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

McArthur, Mrs
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 24
Barton, Mr
Cumming, Dr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Quilty, Mr

Shing, Ms
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Amendments negatived.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 6 (20:29)
Mr O’DONOHUE: I wish to seek some clarification from the minister. Minister, I think the
second-reading speech canvasses the reason for these amendments to the Local Government Act,
dealing—
Members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Can we have some quiet in the chamber, please? The minister
cannot hear.
Mr O’DONOHUE: I think the second-reading speech canvasses in some detail the reasons for
these amendments, but that was now tabled several months ago. Is the government aware of any
decisions made by the municipal electoral tribunals during the relevant period, as defined in the bill,
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from 30 October 1996 to 16 February 2018, that may be invalid as a result of the deficiency that this
provision is seeking to retrospectively validate?
Ms TIERNEY: I am sorry, Mr O’Donohue, I just did not hear that last bit. Even after there was a
call for members to quieten down, there were still people walking past here.
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, I understand the purpose of clause 6. These amendments to the
Local Government Act are to retrospectively validate decisions of the municipal electoral tribunals
from 30 October 1996 to 16 February 2018. As I understand it from the briefing, now months and
months ago, there were no known decisions of the municipal electoral tribunals that were at risk of
creating a legal issue. This is merely a tidy-up—a housekeeping amendment once that invalidity had
been discovered. Is that accurate?
Ms TIERNEY: That is a correct characterisation.
Mrs McARTHUR: Is the minister aware of any instances of a person challenging a decision of a
relevant body which was invalidly exercised during that relevant period?
Ms TIERNEY: The answer is no.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 7 (20:32)
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, according to the definitions contained in proposed new section 141,
as set out in clause 7:
affected person means any person—
(a) who was appointed as an acting magistrate on 19 July 2011 or 6 March 2012 …

How many magistrates were appointed on 19 July 2011?
Ms TIERNEY: The answer is two.
Mrs McARTHUR: Thank you, Minister. Could you please provide the names of those magistrates?
Ms TIERNEY: For privacy reasons we will not.
Mrs McARTHUR: Could the minister please explain how it is that a magistrate has been
purporting to hold office but has not been validly occupying that office, potentially in some cases for
over nine years?
Ms TIERNEY: I am advised that it was an administrative error and that has been remedied.
Mrs McARTHUR: Well, Minister, have any of the rights, duties or liabilities of any affected
person or persons, as referred to in proposed new section 142, been challenged due to the invalidity of
the affected person who has occupied the office of reserve magistrate?
Ms TIERNEY: The answer is no.
Clause agreed to.
Heading and new clauses (20:35)
Ms TIERNEY: I move:
2.

Page 7, after line 25 insert the following heading—
“Part 4A—Amendment of Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011”.
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Insert the following New Clauses to follow clause 7 and the heading proposed by amendment
number 2—
‘7A Definitions
In section 3(1) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011—
(a) for the definition of arrest warrant substitute—
“arrest warrant means a warrant to arrest a person issued under—
(a) section 139(2); or
(b) section 141A(2); or
(c) section 141B(2); or
(d) section 141C(2); or
(e) section 153(1);”;
(b) insert the following definition—
“audio visual link has the same meaning as in Part IIA of the Evidence (Miscellaneous
Provisions Act) 1958;”.
7B Delegations
In section 32(5) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011,
for “and 139(1)” substitute “, 139(1), 141A(1), 141B(1) and 141C(1)”.
7C Warrant to arrest witness who fails to appear
(1) In section 139(4) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011, after “arrest warrant” insert “issued under this section”.
(2) In section 139(5) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011, after “arrest warrant” insert “under this section”.
7D Bail for person arrested
In section 140(1) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011, after “arrest warrant” insert “issued under section 139(2)”.
7E Person held in custody
In section 141(1) of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011, after “arrest warrant” insert “issued under section 139(2)”.
7F New Divisions 2A and 2B inserted
After section 141 of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011 insert—
“Division 2A—Warrant to arrest for likely failure to comply with witness summons in certain
circumstances
141A

Warrant to arrest potential witness who has not yet been summoned

(1) The IBAC may apply to a Judge of the Supreme Court for the issue of a warrant to arrest
a person, if—
(a) the IBAC has commenced an investigation under section 60; and
(b) as a result of the investigation, the IBAC suspects on reasonable grounds that
conduct of the person constitutes corrupt conduct; and
(c) a witness summons has not been issued under section 120(1) in respect of the
person; and
(d) the IBAC believes on reasonable grounds that—
(i)

the person is about to leave, is making preparations to leave, or is likely to
leave, the State; and

(ii) if a witness summons were issued under section 120(1), including a summons
requiring immediate attendance under section 124(2), the person would be
unlikely to attend before the IBAC, unless the person were arrested under an
arrest warrant; and
(e) the person is 18 years of age or over.
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(2) A Judge of the Supreme Court may issue an arrest warrant if satisfied by evidence on
oath or affirmation that—
(a) there are reasonable grounds for—
(i)

the suspicion under subsection (1)(b); and

(ii) the belief under subsection (1)(d); and
(b) the granting of an arrest warrant is reasonable having regard to—
(i)

the evidentiary or intelligence value of the information, document or thing
sought to be obtained from the person; and

(ii) the age of the person and any mental impairment to which the person is
known or believed to be subject; and
(c) if the person were not arrested, any information, document or thing sought to be
obtained from the person would be lost and could not reasonably be obtained from
any other source.
141B

Warrant to arrest witness to whom a witness summons has been issued but not
served

(1) The IBAC may apply to a Judge of the Supreme Court for the issue of a warrant to arrest
a person, if—
(a) the IBAC has commenced an investigation under section 60; and
(b) as a result of the investigation, the IBAC suspects on reasonable grounds that
conduct of the person constitutes corrupt conduct; and
(c) a witness summons has been issued under section 120(1) in respect of the person
but not served; and
(d) the IBAC believes on reasonable grounds that—
(i)

the person is evading, attempting to evade, or likely to attempt to evade,
service of the witness summons; and

(ii) the person is unlikely to attend before the IBAC in accordance with the
witness summons, unless the person is arrested under an arrest warrant; and
(e) the person is 18 years of age or over.
(2) A Judge of the Supreme Court may issue an arrest warrant if satisfied by evidence on
oath or affirmation that—
(a) there are reasonable grounds for—
(i)

the suspicion under subsection (1)(b); and

(ii) the belief under subsection (1)(d); and
(b) the granting of an arrest warrant is reasonable having regard to—
(i)

the evidentiary or intelligence value of the information, document or thing
sought to be obtained from the person; and

(ii) the age of the person and any mental impairment to which the person is
known or believed to be subject; and
(c) if the person were not arrested, any information, document or thing sought to be
obtained from the person would be lost and could not reasonably be obtained from
any other source.
141C

Warrant to arrest witness to whom a witness summons has been issued and served

(1) The IBAC may apply to a Judge of the Supreme Court for the issue of a warrant to arrest
a person, if—
(a) the IBAC has commenced an investigation under section 60; and
(b) as a result of the investigation, the IBAC suspects on reasonable grounds that
conduct of the person constitutes corrupt conduct; and
(c) the person has been duly served with a witness summons issued under
section 120(1); and
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(d) the IBAC believes on reasonable grounds that the person is unlikely to attend
before the IBAC in accordance with the witness summons, unless the person is
arrested under an arrest warrant; and
(e) the person is 18 years of age or over.
(2) A Judge of the Supreme Court may issue an arrest warrant if satisfied by evidence on
oath or affirmation that—
(a) there are reasonable grounds for—
(i)

the suspicion under subsection (1)(b); and

(ii) the belief under subsection (1)(d); and
(b) the granting of an arrest warrant is reasonable having regard to—
(i)

the evidentiary or intelligence value of the information, document or thing
sought to be obtained from the person; and

(ii) the age of the person and any mental impairment to which the person is
known or believed to be subject; and
(c) if the person were not arrested, any information, document or thing sought to be
obtained from the person would be lost and could not reasonably be obtained from
any other source.
141D

Matters relating to an arrest warrant issued under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or
141C(2)

(1) The rules to be observed with respect to warrants to arrest under the Magistrates’ Court
Act 1989 (other than section 62 or 64(2), (3) or (4)) extend and apply to an arrest warrant
issued under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or 141C(2).
(2) A person arrested under an arrest warrant issued under section 141A(2) or 141B(2) must
be served with a witness summons issued under section 120(1) as soon as practicable
after the arrest.
(3) The issue of an arrest warrant under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or 141C(2), or the arrest
of a person under that warrant, does not relieve the person from any liability for noncompliance with a witness summons duly served on the person before or after the arrest.
141E

Arrest warrant under section 141A, 141B or 141C may be granted by telephone or
audio visual link in certain circumstances

(1) An application by the IBAC for an arrest warrant under section 141A(1), 141B(1) or
141C(1) may be made by telephone or audio visual link if the IBAC believes on
reasonable grounds that—
(a) the application is urgent; and
(b) the person to be named in the arrest warrant is about to leave the State.
(2) An application made by telephone or audio visual link for an arrest warrant must be
supported by—
(a) an affidavit setting out the grounds for an arrest warrant under section 141A(1),
141B(1) or 141C(1), as the case requires, and the grounds for the belief under
subsection (1), that is—
(i)

sworn or affirmed; or

(ii) if it is not reasonably practicable for the affidavit to be sworn or affirmed, a
prepared copy of the affidavit that is not sworn or affirmed; or
(b) if it is not reasonably practicable for an affidavit to be prepared, as much
information as the Judge of the Supreme Court deciding the application considers
is reasonably practicable in the circumstances, regarding—
(i)

the grounds for an arrest warrant under section 141A(1), 141B(1) or 141C(1),
as the case requires; and

(ii) the grounds for the belief under subsection (1).
(3) If the IBAC makes an application by telephone or audio visual link for an arrest warrant
that is supported by an affidavit (whether or not sworn or affirmed), the IBAC must
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transmit by electronic communication a copy of the affidavit to the Judge of the Supreme
Court deciding the application.
(4) A Judge of the Supreme Court may issue an arrest warrant under section 141A(2),
141B(2) or 141C(2) on an application made by telephone or audio visual link if satisfied
that—
(a) the grounds for issuing an arrest warrant under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or
141C(2) are satisfied; and
(b) there are reasonable grounds for the belief under subsection (1).
(5) If a Judge of the Supreme Court issues an arrest warrant under section 141A(2), 141B(2)
or 141C(2) on an application made by telephone or audio visual link, the Judge must—
(a) inform the IBAC of the issue of the arrest warrant; and
(b) if practicable, transmit by electronic communication a copy of the arrest warrant to
the IBAC.
(6) If it is not practicable to transmit by electronic communication a copy of the arrest
warrant to the IBAC, the Judge may direct the IBAC to—
(a) complete a form of arrest warrant in the terms stated to the IBAC by the Judge of
the Supreme Court and write on it the name of the Judge and the date on which and
the time at which the arrest warrant was issued; and
(b) provide the form of arrest warrant completed by the IBAC to the Judge of the
Supreme Court as soon as practicable.
(7) If the IBAC makes an application to a Judge of the Supreme Court by telephone or audio
visual link for an arrest warrant, whether or not an arrest warrant is issued, the IBAC
must provide to the Judge, not later than the day following the day on which the
application was made, a sworn or affirmed affidavit setting out the grounds for the arrest
warrant in the same terms stated by the IBAC under subsection (2).
(8) If an application under section 141A(1), 141B(1) or 141C(1) is made by telephone or
audio visual link and the application is supported by a prepared affidavit specified in
subsection (2)(a)(ii) or information specified in subsection (2)(b), a Judge of the
Supreme Court may issue an arrest warrant under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or 141C(2)
despite the evidence not being given under oath or affirmation.
141F

Person arrested must be brought before the Supreme Court or Magistrates’ Court

(1) A person arrested under an arrest warrant issued under section 141A(2), 141B(2) or
141C(2) must be brought, as soon as practicable, before the Supreme Court or the
Magistrates’ Court and the Supreme Court or the Magistrates’ Court (as the case
requires) may—
(a) discharge the person from custody on bail in accordance with the Bail Act 1977 as
if the person had been accused of an offence; or
(b) subject to subsection (2), order the continued detention of the person in a prison or
police gaol, for the purpose of ensuring the person’s attendance before the IBAC,
for a specified period not exceeding 24 hours or until the person is excused by the
IBAC, whichever is earlier; or
(c) order that the person be discharged from custody unconditionally.
(2) The Supreme Court or the Magistrates’ Court must not make an order under
subsection (1)(b) unless the Supreme Court or the Magistrates’ Court (as the case
requires) is satisfied that—
(a) detention of the person is necessary for the purpose of ensuring the person’s
attendance before the IBAC for the purposes of a witness summons issued under
section 120(1); and
(b) the IBAC is taking all reasonable steps to schedule the attendance as soon as is
practicable.
(3) If a person is detained in a prison in accordance with an order made under subsection
(1)(b), the IBAC may give a written direction for the person to be delivered into the
custody of a police officer for the purpose of bringing the person before the IBAC.
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(4) If a person is detained in accordance with an order made under subsection (1)(b), the
IBAC must, before the expiration of the period of detention specified in the order—
(a) release the person from custody unconditionally; or
(b) cause the person to be again brought before the Supreme Court or the Magistrates’
Court.
(5) If a person is brought before the Supreme Court or the Magistrates’ Court in accordance
with subsection (4)(b), the Supreme Court or the Magistrates’ Court (as the case
requires) may exercise any of the powers set out in subsection (1).
Note
A person discharged or released from custody unconditionally is not relieved from any
obligation to comply with a witness summons requiring attendance at a later date.
Division 2B—General provisions in respect of arrest warrant issued under Division 2 or 2A
141G

Person arrested under arrest warrant issued under Division 2 or 2A to be given
opportunity to seek legal advice or legal representation

(1) Subject to section 127 and subsection (2), the IBAC is required to give a person arrested
under an arrest warrant issued under Division 2 or 2A a reasonable opportunity to seek
legal advice or obtain legal representation before the time specified for the person to
attend before the IBAC in accordance with a witness summons issued under
section 120(1).
(2) Despite section 127(6), if the IBAC gives a direction under section 127(2), the IBAC is
not required to allow the person bound by the direction at least 3 days from the receipt
of the direction to obtain legal advice or representation by another Australian legal
practitioner before the person is required to attend before the IBAC in accordance with
the witness summons issued under section 120(1).”.
7G Report to Victorian Inspectorate on issue of arrest warrant
In section 142 of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011,
for “this Division” substitute “Division 2 or 2A”.
7H New Part 10 inserted
After section 198 of the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011 insert—
“Part 10—Transitional provisions
199

Transitional provision—Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Act 2020

(1) The amendments made to this Act by the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous
Amendments Act 2020 apply to an investigation under section 60 of this Act on or after
the commencement of the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments Act 2020
regardless of whether the investigation commenced prior to that commencement.
(2) The IBAC may apply for an arrest warrant to be issued under section 141B(2) or
141C(2) in respect of a witness summons issued under section 120(1) prior to that
commencement for the purposes of the investigation.”.’.

Amendments agreed to.
Clause 8 (20:35)
Mrs McARTHUR: The Criminal Procedure Act contains various definitions for the
commencement of proceedings depending on what type of matter is before the court. For example, a
trial is considered to commence when the accused pleads not guilty on arraignment in the presence of
the jury panel. Conversely, a committal proceeding commences on the commencement of a filing
hearing and a criminal proceeding on the filing of a direct indictment. For the purposes of clause 8, a
person is taken to be under the age of 18 at the time at which the proceeding commences. When is a
proceeding taken to have commenced under this new section?
Ms TIERNEY: This is a technical question, I am told. I understand that the point of difference
now is that the commencement for people who have a cognitive impairment is at the point of evidence.
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Clause agreed to; clauses 9 to 11 agreed to.
Clause 12 (20:39)
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, could you please confirm the intention of clause 12? It is not entirely
clear from the explanatory memorandum. Is the intention to make conduct of a criminal nature that
occurs during a summary case conference admissible in a criminal prosecution or is the intention to
allow any details of offending admitted during a summary case conference to be admissible in a
criminal prosecution?
Ms TIERNEY: At present, provisions in the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 make evidence of
conduct engaged in during a case conference or any document prepared solely for the purposes of a
case conference inadmissible in a proceeding without the agreement of all parties. These provisions
are intended to facilitate open discussions between the prosecution and the defence about the issues in
dispute in the case. However, in cases where an accused is alleged to have committed fresh offending
during the case conference—for example, by providing forged documents—they are unlikely to agree
to the admission of evidence that could lead to them being convicted of that fresh offending. The
prosecution is then prevented from leading key evidence needed to prove a charge, and the accused is
effectively provided with immunity from prosecution. The amendments correct that anomaly. The
amendments do not require evidence arising from a case conference to automatically be admitted in a
prosecution. The usual laws of evidence will continue to apply to the proceeding.
Clause agreed to; clause 13 agreed to.
Clause 14 (20:41)
Mrs McARTHUR: Could the minister please confirm the intention of clause 14? Is the intention
to make conduct of a criminal nature that occurs during a committal case conference admissible in a
criminal prosecution, or is the intention to allow any details of offending admitted during the committal
case conference to be admissible in a criminal prosecution?
Ms TIERNEY: I refer Mrs McArthur to the answer I have just given. It is the same subject topic.
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, what purpose will committal case conferences serve post the
amendment to section 54(7) given criminal defence lawyers are likely to now be unwilling in any
capacity to discuss a matter during a committal case conference without immunity from admission in
the criminal case?
Ms TIERNEY: Again, Mrs McArthur, I provided that in the response to the second-last answer.
Clause agreed to; clause 15 agreed to.
Clause 16 (20:43)
Mrs McARTHUR: Minister, is there any actual evidence that the note at the foot of section 4 of
the Evidence Act 2008, which contains a non-exhaustive list of examples, is causing confusion?
Ms TIERNEY: We do not believe that it causes confusion.
Clause agreed to; clauses 17 to 27 agreed to.
Long title (20:45)
Ms TIERNEY: I move:
4.

Long title, before “the Local” insert “the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011,”.

It amends the long title to reflect the new amendments to the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission Act 2011.
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Mr O’DONOHUE: While the amendment has been tested with the minister’s first amendment, I
just wish to reiterate the opposition’s support for these changes—noting the conditions I discussed
earlier about timing and the like and the assurances from government—before the third-reading vote
takes place and the opposition opposes the bill.
Amendment agreed to; amended long title agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments, including amended long title.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (20:46): I move:
That the report be now adopted.

Motion agreed to.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (20:46): I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:

Ayes, 22
Barton, Mr
Cumming, Dr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Noes, 16
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Davis, Mr

Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

McArthur, Mrs
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read third time.
The PRESIDENT: Pursuant to standing order 14.27, the bill will be returned to the Assembly with
a message informing them that the Council have agreed to the bill with amendments.
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Committees
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
Membership
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (20:54): I move, by leave:
That:
(1) Mr Elasmar be discharged from the Privileges Committee and the Standing Committee on Economy
and Infrastructure;
(2) Ms Pulford be discharged from the House Committee;
(3) Mr Leane be a member of the Privileges Committee and the House Committee; and
(4) Mr Tarlamis be a member of the Standing Committee on Economy and Infrastructure.

Motion agreed to.
Bills
SENTENCING AMENDMENT (EMERGENCY WORKER HARM) BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms PULFORD:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (20:54): I am pleased to rise on behalf of the opposition in
the first instance in relation to the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020 and
indicate at the outset that the opposition will not be opposing this legislation. The issues that bring this
legislation to the house tonight have had a long gestation, and striking the balance between sending a
message of clear deterrence to those that seek to harm emergency services workers while providing
some capacity for exceptional circumstances has proven to be difficult, despite the absolute
statements—and when I say absolute statements, I mean 100 per cent rock-solid guarantee from the
Premier—that if you assault an emergency worker you will go to jail. They were his words: if you
assault an emergency worker you will go to jail. Of course, that is until you do not. That is why we
have this bill back before us today, because despite the Premier gathering with the Police Association
Victoria and the ambulance union and the fireys and other first responders who deserve that protection,
and rallying on the steps of Parliament House making that absolute commitment to the previous
attempt at this legislation, what we have seen subsequently is several cases where the exceptional
circumstances test has allowed people to escape jail in circumstances where I think the community,
perhaps based on the statements made by the Premier, thought that would not be the case.
It is a tragic and regrettable fact that attacks on emergency services workers have been increasing
lately, in recent years. That is driven in part by drug use, ice, disrespect for authority, a lack of regard
for civil society and a wont to commit violence. None of them are acceptable. Fortunately we have not
seen the sort of violence in Victoria or Australia that we have seen in the UK or the US, where police
officers, in particular in the US lately, have been assaulted for no other reason than the fact that they
are a police officer, which is just simply, absolutely disgusting.
Our emergency services workers do a fantastic job, and back in a Victorian context it is regrettable—
it is terrible—that ambulance call-outs sometimes need police escorts for them to be safe. I mean, for
goodness sake, an ambulance officer’s job is saving people. It is helping people. When someone is in
need an ambulance with hardworking ambos goes there to save the person, and to think they may be
assaulted and attacked is simply disgusting, absolutely appalling. Similarly, some of the attacks on
police, some of the attacks on police horses we have seen from recent protests, again are appalling.
This nonsense about ‘defund the police’: have you ever heard such nonsense in your whole life? We
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would have anarchy. Go back to private, whoever can afford security has security, and we have
anarchy. The police do a fantastic job. They deserve our support, they deserve the government’s
support and they deserve the backup of legislative power, legislative force to send a message from the
community that if you attack police then you will go to jail.
Of course the Haberfield decision was the matter that really gave rise ultimately to this legislation. The
offender was drug affected and attacked a female paramedic, and the court found that Haberfield’s
mental impairment was linked to his schizophrenia and not to his drug taking at first instance, and he
was not sent to jail. As I said, in the lead-up to the previous legislation, in May 2018, Daniel Andrews
said if you attack and injure an emergency worker, jail will mean jail. As we know, that was not the
case.
The government established the emergency worker harm reference group, and I would be interested
in the government advising how often the emergency worker harm reference group has met this year,
because I have a feeling that it has not progressed as much as one would have anticipated. That is an
important reference group, and it brings together those first responders. We do recognise that in a very
narrow set of circumstances there may be a case for exceptional circumstances. We recognise that the
court—in, as I said, a very, very narrow set of circumstances—may require that outlet, but for the vast
majority of cases if you assault an emergency services worker, you should go to jail. And if you take
drugs, you should know there is a risk of consequences—that your behaviour will change and you
may do things that you might not otherwise do. That is a risk of drug taking, so that in and of itself
should not give rise to exceptional circumstances. I know the bill is trying to address that particular
issue, but that has been a problem for some time. Taking drugs is a conscious decision. It is a conscious
decision that can have consequences, and you should wear them. The consequences that flow from
that decision, you are responsible for. It should be as simple as that.
We will not be opposing this bill, but if the government had got this right last time, we would not be
here, this bill would be unnecessary. And the hairy-chested statements from the Premier in the leadup to the 2018 election—that jail will mean jail, and if you assault an emergency worker, you will go
to jail—proved to be wrong. He overcooked it; he overstated it. My colleague, predecessor and good
friend Mr Pesutto, the former member for Hawthorn, made the point at the time that the rhetoric and
the legislation simply did not match. There was a disconnect between the hairy-chested, absolute
statements of the Premier and the legislation that had significant carve-outs for exceptional
circumstances. And Mr Pesutto was proven correct, as he has been, in my experience, on so many
occasions when it comes to his analysis of legislation and legal issues.
As a result of the exceptional circumstances being too broad, being too wide, and not doing what the
government had said, here we are amending this legislation again. Let us hope this time it does the job
and that, as I said, in all but a very, very narrow set of circumstances, if you assault an emergency
worker, you go to jail. With those words, the opposition does not oppose this amendment bill. I note
the Justice Party has an amendment for a review, and I think that is a sensible amendment, given the
challenges the government and the Parliament have had in striking the balance that reflects the
community’s expectations on these matters while having that narrow set of circumstances at the same
time. So I think that is a sensible amendment, which the opposition will support.
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (21:04): I rise to speak on the Sentencing Amendment
(Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020. This bill clarifies the application of statutory minimum
sentences for injuring emergency workers. But before I begin, I want to thank all of our emergency
workers for the exceptional job they did during the difficult times we have just gone through. The
bushfire disaster and the ongoing pandemic are some of the examples of where we realise the
importance of the emergency systems and infrastructure we have in our state. Emergency workers are
the invisible heroes. These are heroes who are helping folk, Victorian people, every day, every night.
They deserve to feel safe when they are working to help Victorian people. There is no place, no
situation, where an unsafe environment for emergency workers should be tolerated. They are the key
foundation of Victoria, the main base of our community’s function as a developed society.
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This bill is extremely important. Therefore, we have made sure that we get it right. Emergency workers
put themselves in the way of harm every day. They perform the most critical tasks. The sad reality is
that they are harmed, they are assaulted and they are abused in the line of duty. That is just
unacceptable, and it will not be tolerated.
The Victorian emergency worker harm laws were introduced in 2014. The offence, which carries a
presumption of a six-month statutory minimum, is recklessly or intentionally causing injury to an
emergency worker on duty. These laws were intended to better protect emergency workers from being
exposed to violence and intimidation in the course of their duties. However, contrary to public
misconceptions, these laws have never been applied to non-injury assaults. These laws are not
mandatory and never have been. The exceptions recognise that while in almost all cases such offences
can be presumed to be high-culpability attacks deserving of condemnation and lengthy periods of
imprisonment, there are instances, such as assault due to mental health problems, where a court would
not be able to take harsh judgement. For instance, someone could be mentally ill or intellectually
disabled; that person may not be able to understand the result of their actions. The exceptions are
streets ahead from drunken thuggery, outrageous and deliberate behaviour. These laws are meant to
battle these sorts of deliberate actions which harm emergency workers.
The measures we are bringing in this bill are intended to make sure that the emergency workers are
not being exposed to physical assault, violence and intimidation in the course of their duties. This
matter is an absolutely serious one. There is no excuse that warrants assault of emergency workers.
Nobody deserves to be physically abused or beaten at work.
The laws created by the then government have some deficiencies, and to make these laws more robust
we tightened the laws in 2018. We made sure that the special reasons exemptions became narrower.
In most cases we made sure that people who assault or injure emergency workers on duty go to prison
for some length of time. We promised that the government would continue to do work and improve
these laws to make sure that the laws operate as intended. We believe that there have been issues
identified that need to be addressed. The government’s intention is to make sure that special reasons
become tighter and more defined.
I will talk a little bit more about the reforms in this bill. These cases will in future be prosecuted by the
Office of Public Prosecutions in the higher courts rather than by police prosecutors in the Magistrates
Court. This is complex law, and this change will ensure the expertise of the Office of Public
Prosecutions and higher court judges is brought to bear on it.
The bill also explicitly requires the court to have regard to Parliament’s intent when sentencing, even
where a special reason means they do not have to impose the statutory minimum. A special reason
does not mean a free pass. Sentences must still fit the crime, and a lengthy prison term will still be
appropriate in a particular case. This reinforces that a special reason does not necessarily mean an
offender cannot or should not be jailed. It just means the judge is not required to imprison for a
minimum term of six months.
The bill introduces a reverse onus so that complicit offenders who are involved in an offence by
assisting, encouraging or directing the main offender but who did not themselves cause the injury will
in future have to show why they should be exempt from the statutory minimum. The bill also amends
the definition of ‘emergency worker’ to clarify that the laws also apply to those who inflict injuries on
interstate emergency workers who are on duty in Victoria—for example, when paramedics from New
South Wales respond across the border. There are also a number of technical amendments and
clarifications being made which do not have significant policy implications.
In conclusion, I would like to say that this bill ensures that offences against emergency workers are
dealt with in a robust and clear matter. As the Attorney-General said, through this bill the government
has established an appropriate balance between the need to protect the rights of offenders with impaired
mental functioning and the protection of our emergency workers. I commend the bill to the house.
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Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (21:10): I would like to speak briefly to the government’s
Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020. This is a very important bill which
aims to enshrine public respect for our emergency services workers. Of course this is a follow-up bill
to the initial sentencing amendment legislation, the Sentencing Amendment (Sentencing Standards)
Bill 2017, which was passed in the last term of Parliament. That initial legislation was not employed
by Victoria’s legal system in a way in which the Parliament intended. The loopholes were so great and
many in that initial legislation that the government has had to go back to the drawing board, and I am
glad that they have.
In introducing this bill the government is finally acknowledging the need for strengthening of various
provisions of their so-called statutory minimum sentencing scheme. Through this bill the government
is rightly providing greater clarity in order to ensure that members of the judiciary must not overlook
the clear intention of the Parliament that six-month minimum jail terms should almost always be
imposed on those who assault emergency services workers. In particular the proposed transfer of these
cases from the Magistrates Court to the County Court and on to the Supreme Court will likely increase
the number of successful prosecutions, and most importantly this proposed legislation makes it much
harder for people to avoid minimum sentences where they participate in a group assault against
emergency services workers.
Now, this is not some bandwagon issue which Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party has just become aware
of. Since the initial passage of this legislation I have been mindful of the way that mandatory
sentencing has not been adequately imposed. Indeed Ms Maxwell introduced a motion last October
which sought the support of the government in strengthening these laws. I remember the contribution
made by the government backbenchers at the time, and how my blood pressure was rising, about how
we should not be locking up people with Alzheimer’s and so forth or those with mental health issues,
and I made a comment at the time that I have been assaulted many times as a police officer, as I am
sure Acting President Bourman could attest to as well, as probably the most recent Victoria Police
officer in this chamber. The amount of times that people were charged compared to the amount of
times that I was assaulted was very, very negligible, because the fact of the matter is that we have
discretion as police officers and we choose not to charge everybody who assaults us who has specific
mental health issues or who suffers from Alzheimer’s and other elderly debilitating diseases. It just
makes no common sense, and it just goes to show the lack of life experience that some people in this
chamber have in relation to the making of legislation. After all, like I said, police officers can choose
not to pursue charges if they feel they have been assaulted by someone who is not of sound mind.
Unlike some in this chamber, I have faith that Victoria Police are empathetic and capable enough to
make those honest decisions.
To those in this place who voted against strengthening the laws to protect our police and our
paramedics from the continuing barrage, onslaught, of assaults that continue, your vote sent a clear
message that day to all those police and paramedics who serve our community without fear or favour,
and that message was certainly not supportive. Additionally, during debate on the motion Ms Maxwell
stated at the time that in the case of Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party we want to send the unequivocal
message to the state emergency workers and want it to be heard far and wide that we salute your
bravery, your courage and your selflessness in looking after Victorians every day that you are at work.
Those words still ring true today, which is why we both look forward to supporting this legislation.
While I support this bill, I do worry that it still may not go far enough in protecting our frontline
workers. Firstly, the special reasons clause still exists in the bill, and therefore the proposed changes
can be viewed as minimal. Secondly, after the bill’s passage these laws will be even more complicated
in their structure and design. If you want our laws to be employed in a way that Parliament intends,
they should be easy to understand and not span over various different acts. While these shortfalls
within the legislation do not mean that the bill should not pass, they are worthy of noting.
Someone recently commented on one of my Facebook posts, asking me whether or not Australians
value their emergency services workers differently to the way other countries do, and I believe we do.
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We saw in the United Kingdom widespread applause from people’s houses in dedication to employees
of the National Health Service. Unfortunately we see our emergency services workers subjected to the
same public sector wage cap which all Victorian government employees fall under. This wage cap
fails to take into account the dangerous nature of the work of our firefighters, paramedics and police
officers in what they undertake, and this is simply not good enough.
Australians are not by nature people who sit back and reflect on how great we are. We can be our own
harshest critics, but if recent events have proven anything, it is that we are far different to Europe and
America. Compared to the police in the USA, Victorian police are trained differently—entirely
differently. Victoria Police are resourced differently; our command operates differently. We do not
have the same trigger-happy police force here as in some other countries. We do not have a ‘shoot first
and ask questions later’ approach to policing. Our emergency services take great pride in liaising with
new migrant communities. Our health workers get out into the regions to gain a broader understanding
of the issues which face our First Australians. It was proven recently that our frontline services,
whether they are paramedics, police or SES, do not believe that they know it all. When it is in the
public interest, operations can be altered, as in the case of William Callahan. Thomas the Tank Engine
music was played loud and the aroma of cooking foods was spread, all to save the life of a boy from
the mountain. It was selfless work which led to an amazing outcome. Thanks to all of the generous
community support in finding that little boy.
This in fact is probably an appropriate time for me to ask whether my amendments may be circulated.
Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party amendments circulated by Mr GRIMLEY pursuant to standing
orders.
Mr GRIMLEY: I would like to speak briefly to the amendments standing in my name. As with
all bills, good and bad, it is always easy to propose amendments. Ms Maxwell and I were cautious not
to amend the functionality of this legislation, because we want to see it pass swiftly; however, as has
been the case with government mandatory sentencing legislation in the past, there are often unintended
shortfalls within a bill. This bill will hopefully see those who assault emergency services workers
locked up for a minimum of six months. But regardless of how this legislation operates once it is
passed, the Attorney-General should provide an update to the Parliament.
My amendment is simple. It requires that the minister must cause a review to be undertaken of the
operation and effectiveness of the amendments made by the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency
Worker Harm) Bill 2020 as soon as practicable after the 12-month period from the day on which the
act comes into operation. It is an unobtrusive amendment, and it is not partisan or politically motivated;
it simply complements the role of the house of review—this is what we are here for. While there are
still concerns that the updated legislation does not go far enough to address mandatory sentencing
requirements, this amendment gives the government an opportunity to update the Parliament on the
effectiveness of the legislation. When voting on legislation this important, it is perfectly reasonable to
ask this of the government.
In summing up, I would like to reinforce my support for the legislation. The government has shown
leadership in being prepared to redraft and amend existing legislation. I also note that the Labor Party
does not usually support mandatory sentencing, but in this case it is undoubtedly needed. To all of our
emergency services workers out there: know that Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party fully supports you and
all that you do and thanks you very much for keeping all of us safe 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
And so those in this chamber remember, tonight when you are home at 3 o’clock in the morning, fast
asleep, nice and warm and tucked up in bed, there are emergency services workers out there keeping
you all safe and sound and protected. They are the ones doing the hard yards, and we in this chamber
should be doing all that we can to protect them.
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Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (21:19): I feel quite privileged to speak after Mr Grimley.
Even though we may diverge on some of our views on mandatory sentencing, what we do not diverge
on is our huge admiration and respect for our first responders. Knowing Mr Grimley’s firsthand
experience in this and the many times that he has spoken about his experience as a police officer—
defending and protecting us, working with his community in working out ways to problem-solve, with
sometimes very complicated and difficult communities—and the work that he has done, I really
commend Mr Grimley, and I commend his contribution here.
I do want to just make this point very clearly: it is never okay to assault our emergency workers in any
way—ever. But the point I will make today—and I have made it in this chamber before—is that it is
about problems and solutions. We all agree that we need solutions to assaults against our emergency
workers, but what the evidence categorically shows us is that mandatory sentencing is not the solution.
That is upheld by the Australian Law Reform Commission and it is what the Victorian Sentencing
Advisory Council tells us. Mandatory sentencing does not make us safer; it does not help make our
emergency workers safer. In fact there is no nexus between mandatory sentencing and protecting our
emergency workers—none. There is no connection.
As the President of the Law Council of Australia, Pauline Wright, said only yesterday, mandatory
sentencing sets a dangerous precedent and can cause perverse outcomes. It provides a disincentive to
plead guilty, meaning more trials, more delays and more trauma for victims. The Victorian Sentencing
Advisory Council outline in their research paper on mandatory sentencing that mandatory sentences
have been shown to have no deterrent effect and no effect on the rate of offending. Again, I just want
to stress absolutely and categorically that we must do everything to protect our ambos, our fireys and
our police in the same way that they do everything to protect us. Our emergency workers put
themselves in harm’s way to save our lives, to save our constituents’ lives, and it is an extraordinarily
noble and challenging job. But the evidence shows that mandatory sentencing will not make them
safer, which means that we are legislating on anecdotes—not research, not facts.
Mandatory sentencing has proved to have no deterrent effect, but we know that if you imprison
someone, the chance of them reoffending is far higher. By imprisoning someone we will actually make
the problem worse, not better, and that has been measured. Mandatory sentencing fetters judicial
discretion, and I believe in judicial independence. Mandatory sentencing discriminates unfairly against
the young, Indigenous, intellectually disabled and mentally unwell. Our courts when they sentence an
offender must balance punishment, deterrence, denunciation, rehabilitation and community protection.
They cannot do that when Parliament determines a sentence, not a judicial officer with all of the facts
of the case.
There is also a subtext here that I think we should point out, this sense that if you do not get jail you
do not get punished, and that simply is incorrect. A community correction order can be incredibly
punitive. It can confine you, limit where you go and when you leave your home. It will almost always
require hundreds of hours of community work. It requires you to attend supervision appointments and
to not reoffend, and it will almost always require treatment to address the underpinning cause of that
offending. The statistics are clear that someone is less likely to reoffend after completing a community
correction order than completing a jail term. The community, including our ambos, our police and our
fireys, is best protected when a person is rehabilitated and the factors that underpin their offending
behaviour are addressed.
Places like the Netherlands now imprison half the people per head of population that we do in Victoria.
They have less crime not because they are soft on crime but because their reoffending rates are lower
as a result of comprehensive rehabilitation programs. So let us find an evidenced-based solution that
will actually make our emergency services workers safer. This is why I actually fully support
Mr Grimley’s amendments to review this legislation, because I think this is really important. I think it
is really important for us to look at the evidence about the effect that mandatory sentencing has. Has
it made our community safer? Has it made our first responders safer? The evidence to date would say
no, it has not, but by having a review system in place we can test that yet again. I have to say it already
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has been tested many times over, but I want a solution that actually protects our first responders. I want
a solution that actually protects our police, our fireys, our ambos, our paramedics, and I do not want
to embrace an idea that is anything but a solution. Not only that, but it has been proven to make matters
worse.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (21:26): In rising to speak to this bill I would like just to
say that obviously I agree to this amendment tonight as a former member of Derryn Hinch’s Justice
Party and I commend the bill, seeing that there has been a large gap. Everybody would like to see our
emergency workers protected, and in saying that, this will obviously close that gap.
Hearing the other contributions tonight, there is obviously a want and a need by the community to see
our emergency workers protected, so I do hope there are others here tonight that are hearing the
community’s calls. They do understand there are people with mental illness and people who have drug
issues, and they wish to see them having the proper help that they need in the way of proper rehab
facilities and proper facilities for mental health, as I have mentioned many times when I have given
my contributions about the deficiencies of our mental health services, especially in the western
suburbs, as well as the deficiencies that we actually have in the way of drug rehabilitation facilities,
which we do desperately need. I would hope that this government—and I hear from this government
that it will—will be looking after and really having a good look at our mental health facilities, and I
am hoping to see that we do get the infrastructure as well as the support that we actually need in the
way of mental health in our community as well as the glaring deficiencies that we actually have in
drug services and support and rehab facilities.
I do believe that even when you do have a mental illness or a drug problem there is a certain part of
you that understands wrong and right in your actions, and the community wishes for our emergency
services personnel that they feel they can do their job. It is not right that when they are injured in work
they then have that post-traumatic stress and then they end up having alcohol or other possible
problems due to just going to work and being assaulted. So I do support this amendment. I feel that
the community has wanted this. I do believe the last Parliament and the Premier heard the call, but
there is a gap with the application of the previous law or bill, and I do hope that this is actually going
to close that gap. That is so desperately needed for our emergency workers. And I do hope that we do
see in the future the proper rehabilitation facilities and mental health facilities that my community in
the western suburbs most desperately needs.
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (21:30): I am pleased to rise to speak on the Sentencing
Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020. Members here will know that Derryn Hinch’s
Justice Party has for some time been pushing for the type of action that is reflected in this bill. Even if
they have not heard that in at least four different speeches we have made on it in this house in the past
eight months or read it in various media releases and articles on the subject, they will almost certainly
remember the debate we had here on 16 October. That was when we introduced—Derryn Hinch’s
Justice Party—a motion for debate across the Legislative Council on the subject of assaults on
emergency workers. That motion specifically lamented the lack of practical enforcement in the court
system of the government’s minimum sentencing policy for injuries caused to emergency workers and
accordingly called for further legislative action. To us it had certainly become apparent by then that
there was an unmistakable and urgent need for changes to this area of law that better safeguarded
emergency workers from assaults and more effectively prevented the perpetrators of such assaults
from avoiding minimum sentences.
In recent years the major parties have, to their credit, tried their best to establish a meaningful
sentencing framework for attacks on these workers. The aim of these attempts was perhaps best
reflected in Daniel Andrews’s comment on 22 May 2018 that if you attack and injure an emergency
services worker, jail will mean jail. It is as simple as that. However, as we all know, neither of the two
major and well-meaning sets of legislative changes made by the coalition and then Labor, in 2014 and
2018 respectively, have proved particularly successful.
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Ms Patten talks about mandatory sentencing not being shown to have an effect on offending. She talks
about the Sentencing Advisory Council stating that having mandatory sentencing for this particular
type of offending does not deflect people or prevent people from those offences. I would say that
having previously worked alongside community corrections and seeing the lack of accountability and
effectiveness of community corrections orders that I have extreme concerns about—seeing vicious
and violent assaults on emergency workers—those offenders being given CCOs.
Another concern I have in that area is that these are the very workers who put their lives on the line
day in, day out to protect us, and I think that that puts them in a category of requiring our support as a
Parliament to ensure that we are protecting them. If we do not protect our emergency services workers,
what happens when they decide that they no longer want to attend work—that the risk is far too great
and that they are not being supported? What happens to us as local members of the community when
they say, ‘We no longer want to take these positions’? Who will we then call for when we require
those services?
I see when these cases have come to court numerous people found guilty of such offences have
received either non-custodial sentences or less than the statutory six months jail term. I would like to
also emphasise that word—that the government have previously stated that they do not like the word
‘mandatory’ and that is why the word ‘statutory’ is used in here. Of course there needs to be discretion
in this legislation. There needs to be discretion within courts. I do not discount that for one moment,
and I think every individual case needs to be determined on the facts that sit behind that offending.
However, I also see time and time again that when offenders assault emergency workers we then see
these mental health issues coming to the forefront of this offending. I would ultimately like to have a
better understanding of why these diagnoses have not been previously made or exposed until this
offending occurs.
So within the context of all that history and commentary I thank the current government and especially
the Attorney-General, Ms Hennessy, for the work that has gone into developing and now introducing
this new bill to Parliament. Through that work and the work in the background of the emergency
worker harm reference group they have now acknowledged the unmistakable imperative for changes
to again be made to these laws.
Mr Grimley, my colleague, does have some amendments, which we believe will be very important in
monitoring the legislation’s effectiveness in the future. I also cannot pretend that I am fully confident
that the bill addresses some other outstanding issues in this area of law, and that is a point to which I
will return shortly. However, it will clearly deliver an advance on the present legislation, and that is
eminently a good thing. The bill’s introduction is also something that should be welcomed by everyone
in the context of the appalling continuation of outrageous numbers of assaults on our emergency
workers. As a society it is very clear that we must find ways of eradicating or at the very least
dramatically reducing these assaults. They are simply unacceptable. Violence that is deliberately
committed against anyone simply doing their job is completely abhorrent. In the case of emergency
workers, whose work every day entails them putting their own wellbeing at risk in order to protect the
rest of us, it is especially repugnant.
I made a number of points about the frequency of these assaults in my speech on 16 October in
particular, so I will not go through those again today. However, I will restate that self-evidently violent
attacks on emergency workers remain far too persistent, commonplace and widespread across all
corners of the state. It was only last week in fact that we heard reports of yet another one on multiple
paramedics in my electorate in Shepparton. I would hasten to add of course that these problems are
not unique to Victoria and that other jurisdictions domestically and internationally are grappling with
a number of the same challenges as well. In this respect it is also worth noting that at an Australian
level the ACT last month became the latest to join the list of state and territory legislatures with formal
laws specifically dealing with attacks on emergency workers.
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To turn specifically to the content of the bill before us here today, it incorporates sensible changes in
a number of respects. These include the new requirements that all of these cases be heard in the County
Court and Supreme Court instead of the Magistrates Court and that the Office of Public Prosecutions
be responsible for prosecuting them. We also agree with a narrowing—albeit that it is necessarily an
extensive one—of the special reasons exemptions for impaired mental functioning. Principally these
new limitations focus on cases like the one that Mr O’Donohue mentioned involving James
Haberfield, where a combination of self-induced intoxication and an underlying mental illness were
said to have led to the offending.
Through the changes in this bill perpetrators of these assaults will no longer be able to avoid a
minimum custodial sentence where this combination of factors led to their offending, even if the most
significant cause was intoxication. The government’s decision to bolster the wording of
section 5(2GA) of the Sentencing Act 1991 also makes sense, albeit that we interpret that wording
only as providing greater certainty and clarification around the law as it already exists—that is, we
find it hard to completely agree with Ms Hennessy’s second-reading speech comment that it now
creates in its own right an additional layer of considerations for minimum sentences. It seems very
likely to us that the inclusion of this new wording is actually a direct response to paragraph 15 of
Justice Tinney’s sentencing remarks in the DPP v. Haberfield appeal.
Additionally, we like the new reverse onus of proof that is being placed on each of the offenders in a
group attack on an emergency worker or workers, meaning that for any one of them to avoid a
minimum sentence they must explicitly be able to prove that their individual role in the offending was
not significant. However, in Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party I regret to say that we still do feel some
disquiet at the wording and likely practical operation of some elements of these laws. In particular it
is hard to escape the conclusion that special reasons exemptions in section 10A of the Sentencing
Act 1991 as a whole still remain too broad. I say that particularly in the context of two factors that
should be very well known by all of us now when it comes to the subject of this bill—namely, that
attacks on emergency workers are fuelled very often by alcohol and/or drug use and that mental
impairment defences still remain too attractive to lawyers and their clients in these circumstances.
Similarly, there have seemingly been a growing number of cases in the Victorian courts in recent years
in which lawyers have sought to raise what they argue are the previously undiagnosed mental illnesses
of their clients, and that remains particularly problematic in this specific area of law. At the very least
as a means of addressing some of those concerns we would still like to see qualifications of, quote,
‘substantial and compelling circumstances that are exceptional and rare’ applied to more parts of
section 10A.
Just quickly, one further observation I make is that every time this area of law is the subject of change
in Parliament it seems that more and more layers and more and more complexity are being added to
it, when it is my feeling that the opposite should probably be occurring. Multiple acts, sections, notes,
clauses and cross-references already exist, and it is confusing and cumbersome, to say the least.
Through this bill that is occurring again, including from the addition of extra levels of emphasis to
various existing provisions. It is as though more and more extensions keep being made to a house that
is already looking a little disjointed and dishevelled, instead of reverting or at least renovating a way
back to a more simple design. After all, it is not like we do not already have a straightforward template
on which it could be based. The Western Australian regime has existed for far longer with more
effectiveness and less controversy. That is based on a simple design essentially inside one core section
of one act.
Anyway, I will not keep heading down that path—though there is far more that I would like to say—
given the time, principally because I do not want this speech to be interpreted as being deliberately
negative or discourteous to the government about what is clearly a well-intentioned and sensible bill
in the main. Their members have recognised the need for change and responded to it. Accordingly this
is legislation that is aimed at making worthwhile and important changes, and overall I sincerely
welcome those changes. I will conclude by saying in that same vein that I would also urge members
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to support Mr Grimley’s amendments, which should enable us to know more quickly and easily in the
future whether indeed the changes in this bill are proving to be effective. Like the government, we
absolutely hope of course that this will indeed be the case and that people are more suitably punished
and deterred for these despicable and cowardly assaults. In the meantime I thank the house.
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (21:43): I will be brief. The government is still trying to
introduce some kind of mandatory sentencing for attacks on emergency workers. This is the fourth
time the government has had a go at it. We are seeing yet another set of changes that feature all the
same problems and no new solutions. This repeated failure makes the government look incompetent,
but I suspect that just maybe the repeated visits to this legislation are intentional. Every couple of years
the government gets to announce it is cracking down on crazed ice users who beat up ambulance
workers. The longer the government can talk about doing that without actually doing it the more votes
they can squeeze out of the issue while avoiding doing something they do not really want to do. This
legislation as written does not work because it cannot work. Our legal system is designed to ensure
that judges can account for extenuating circumstances. Judges tend to value leniency for first-time
offenders, offenders who are less likely to reoffend, offenders who have mental disabilities and
offenders who are young. You will find that cases in the news about offenders getting off lightly tick
most if not all of those boxes—or are yet to be appealed.
Judges can also account for the fact that a victim is a paramedic who is trying to perform their duties.
Assaulting a paramedic was illegal well before this legislation existed.
Attempts at mandatory sentencing always play well in the tabloid media, but they are seldom a good
idea in real life. I have said before that there are three types of cases that come before the courts: the
mad, the bad and the sad. In an effective justice system we want the mentally ill to receive treatment,
the unfortunate to receive leniency and the genuinely bad to be locked up.
This bill wants to eat its cake and have it too. It wants to tell judges that it does not matter if the offender
was a kid who was suffering from a mental condition or someone who has not offended before and
will not offend again. It does not matter what is good for the community or what is good for the victim;
all that matters is that someone suffers. But the bill cannot go that far. Judges must be allowed to offer
leniency where there are extenuating circumstances. The government knows this, which is why they
repeatedly put up bills that will not do the job they claim they will. It could be done, but the reasonable
and rational amongst us do not really want it done. You cannot eat your cake and have it too. You
cannot bow to the mob and still call it justice.
On this issue, cooler heads will prevail. The Liberal Democrats support frontline emergency workers
because we admire their commitment to the preservation of life and the mending of harm. In that spirit,
we cannot support a bill that would do harm for the sake of doing harm. The Liberal Democrats reject
this bill.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (21:47): Thank you for the contributions this evening
to the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm) Bill 2020. There have been some good
contributions today. This bill will make important clarifications to the statutory minimum sentencing
laws applied to those who injure emergency workers on duty. I think the one thing that shone through
in all of the contributions this evening was this house’s recognition and admiration for those that work
in this field. And I think, more now than ever—during a pandemic, when other people have been able
to work from home and our hardworking emergency services workers have still been doing their job,
protecting us and putting themselves in greater risk than they ever have before—there is indisputable
support for those people, and therefore this bill has almost vast majority support in this house for I
think predominantly that reason: the admiration and support for those people.
I would acknowledge, and many people have pointed out tonight, that there has been debate since the
laws were passed as to whether the special reasons have operated in the way which was intended. For
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that reason they were significantly tightened once before in 2018. While several recent cases have seen
sentences of at least the statutory minimum imposed, showing the laws as tightened in 2018 are largely
working, more clarity in some areas will help reinforce the law’s intent to the courts.
There are five substantive changes in the bill. I do not need to go over them in detail—other speakers
have done that—but there is the uplift to the higher courts, the Parliament’s intent in the sentencing,
self-induced intoxication, the reverse onus at sentencing for involved offenders and the extension to
interstate workers, which is an important extension of the legislation.
I will touch on Mr Grimley’s amendment now; we will probably go over it briefly in committee. I do
commend Mr Grimley for his amendment. I know he has worked very constructively with the
Attorney-General’s office. We will be supporting Mr Grimley’s amendment to require a review, after
12 months of operation of the provisions, of the effectiveness of the amendments made by this bill and
a report to both houses on the outcome.
As I said, there have been a number of cases since 2018 where the laws have delivered sentences of at
least the statutory minimum, but there are have also been a number of cases where the offender has
established that special reasons exist due to mental impairment and the statutory minimum has not
been imposed. And it is certainly no surprise that those cases have attracted the most attention,
particularly by the media. If there has been any doubt about what the Parliament intended, this bill is
hoping to put that beyond doubt. Special reasons may exist in cases of genuine mental impairment,
but they should be rare. They must not be substantially due to drug use. Where they do genuinely exist,
a sentence of imprisonment must still be imposed in almost all cases, and that sentence may still be an
appropriate, lengthy one. The evidence is that in many cases the laws as amended by this government
in 2018 have been working. These changes will help ensure any exceptions are rare and appropriate.
The report required by Mr Grimley’s amendment will give us all of the opportunity to weigh the facts,
not just the media reports, and make up our own minds in 12 months time. So I do commend the bill
to the house. I think the amendments will improve the operation of the bill, including providing
important clarifications, and I would just point out the work of and thank the emergency worker harm
reference group, which has been involved in the drafting of this bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1 (21:51)
Mr O’DONOHUE: Minister, in May 2018 Premier Daniel Andrews, on the steps of Parliament
house, said without qualification and without equivocation:
… if you attack and injure an emergency services worker, jail will mean jail.

That was subsequently proven not to be the case. We have discussed it in the second-reading debate—
the Haberfield decision and others. How would you characterise the law if this bill passes this evening?
Because clearly that sort of absolute statement was wrong then and it still is. How would you describe
the legislation if this bill passes tonight?
Ms SYMES: I thank Mr O’Donohue for his question. The additional considerations in sentencing
where a special reason applies is one of the important clarifications that this legislation is seeking to
bring about. The bill will introduce an additional layer of considerations that will apply when a court
is considering the appropriate sentence to impose in circumstances where it has already found that a
special reason exists not to impose an applicable statutory minimum sentence. In such circumstances
the court will still be required to have regard to the fact that a sentence of at least the length of the
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statutory minimum sentence should ordinarily be imposed unless the cumulative impact of the
circumstances of the case justifies a departure from that sentence. So it makes clear that establishing a
special reason does not on its own displace the requirement to impose a sentence equivalent to at least
the statutory minimum. Rather, courts must consider whether a different sentence is necessary and
appropriate having regard to Parliament’s intent that offences against emergency workers be
considered as inherently more serious than a similar offending against victims who are not emergency
workers.
Ms MAXWELL: Minister, once this bill passes there is presumably going to have to be a transition
period in transferring cases and responsibilities, especially across courts and to the Office Of Public
Prosecutions (OPP). So are you able to give us a sense of how long the government considers this
process is likely to take and therefore roughly how long it would likely be before the changes in the
bill will actually become operational?
Ms SYMES: Thank you, Ms Maxwell. In March 2021 the OPP will take over.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. What was the date on which the 2018 legislative changes
in relation to injuring an emergency worker actually came into effect and/or the date of the first case
of an assault causing injury to an emergency worker to which the 2018 changes were actually
practically applied?
Ms SYMES: I will seek clarification on the bill. It might be a little bit difficult for me to get an
answer on the case because it is not necessarily part of the bill, but I will see what I can get. We can
certainly get you an answer to that. The legislation came into effect on 28 October 2018. And in
relation to your seeking some information on specific cases, although it is outside the scope of the bill,
I am sure we will be able find something to provide you.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you very much, Minister. From whom has the government sought formal
legal advice on this particular bill, and is it the same person or persons who provided the government
with formal legal advice on the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendment Bill 2018 that was
introduced in 2018 in relation to injuries caused by attacks on emergency workers?
Ms SYMES: Ms Maxwell, the Department of Justice and Community Safety provided advice in
preparing this bill, as they would have for the 2018 bill. I do not have information about the individuals,
nor would that be appropriate for me to divulge anyway, I think.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. In order to get the full context of some of the problems the
bill is aimed at addressing, my office has flagged with the Attorney-General’s office that I will
probably be asking a series of fairly specific questions around the statistics of recent assaults on
emergency workers, so I am hoping that the advisers in the box or possibly even you, Minister, might
be suitably armed with some of these answers and that we can therefore go through them relatively
quickly. The first is: since the 2018 legislation came into effect, on how many occasions have people
in Victoria caused injury, including serious injury, to all of the categories of emergency workers and
custodial officers listed in section 10AA of the Sentencing Act 1991?
Ms SYMES: Ms Maxwell, I do not have stats at hand so I am not sure how many of the questions
I will be able to answer. But we do envisage having better statistics with the uplift of these provisions,
so going forward we are hoping to have better statistics. You are welcome to put your questions to me
in committee, but when you are asking specific questions about statistics and stuff like that I would
actually probably recommend a question on notice process would be better because it is not necessarily
related to the bill itself—you are asking about specific court cases.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. I guess the reason that we spoke to the Attorney-General’s
office was to provide them with the knowledge and information that these questions were going to be
asked in the hope that those answers would be made available. I will move on. We will put those
questions forward in a question on notice.
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As we have heard during the debate, the changes in the bill would mean that the County Court and
Supreme Court now hear all of the cases to which minimum sentences for injuring an emergency
worker potentially apply. Minister, notwithstanding that those courts will likely recommence normal,
post-COVID operations in July, there are already very significant delays with cases that presumably
will still persist for a considerable time. Can you give me an understanding from the government’s
perspective for at least the remainder of 2020 of how long it will potentially typically take for these
cases to actually reach the trial stage?
Ms SYMES: Again, I apologise, Ms Maxwell. I can respond to matters that are in the bill, but with
me not being the Attorney-General I just do not have at hand the current delays in the courts and the
like. But I am sure that some information can be furnished to you in due course, particularly maybe
even from the courts, who manage their own schedules.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Ms SYMES: Pursuant to standing order 4.08, I declare the sitting to be extended by up to 1 hour.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. I think I am probably right in saying that the term
‘intoxication’ is not actually included in the definitions section of any one of the relevant acts covered
by this bill. If that is true—and given its importance, particularly in the context of special reasons—
what is the reason that the term is not specifically defined in any of these acts? And I am certainly
more than happy to be corrected on that.
Ms SYMES: My advice is that this is a term that is well understood in common law and not
necessary to be defined in the act.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. Could you explain, under the current legislation, on whom
the onus of proof rests in court to establish whether an accused’s intoxication was self-induced? Is it
the prosecution or the defence, and is it the government’s position that that will change in any way as
a result of this legislation?
Ms SYMES: Ms Maxwell, I am advised that the defendant would need to show that it is not selfinduced on the balance of probability.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister. Among the changes this bill will make to the Criminal
Procedure Act 2009, there is a new section 456 being added to the act. Can you outline for me, please,
why that is not a new section 455 instead, as I think there are only 454 sections in the current version
of the act? Is it that another bill before the Parliament adds a section 455?
Ms SYMES: Ms Maxwell, I am advised that that is how the Office of the Chief Parliamentary
Counsel have drafted it, and it does not alter any provision.
Ms MAXWELL: I am actually going to leave it there because I am concerned about being outside
the scope of the bill, so thank you, Minister, for answering my questions.
Mr GRIMLEY: I have just got one question. This bill was rightfully broadened to protect a
number of additional workers, including those contracted by the government to respond and/or provide
services in relation to a specific emergency situation. But despite this, from my understanding the bill
does not legislate any additional protections for teachers or educational staff. Why is this?
Ms SYMES: Thank you, Mr Grimley, and of course thank you for your question. This bill is
certainly about acknowledging the unique role of emergency workers in society and certainly is not
intended to diminish the role of many important roles in society, particularly those in the education
sector. It is limited to protecting emergency workers, custodial officers and youth justice custodial
workers when they are on duty. Emergency workers include police officers, paramedics, firefighters,
SES workers and volunteers and medical professionals providing emergency treatment in hospitals.
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As I have said and I think many of us have said tonight, these are people who keep us safe, perform
critical response duties on behalf of the Victorian community and also perform a unique role in the
supervision and management of offenders, who unfortunately pose a risk to the community in a highpressure, closed environment. The unique risk of occupational violence that confronts these people
has been highlighted by recent incidents involving attacks on police, paramedics and correctional staff.
Given this, it is the government’s view it is appropriate that our laws should adequately punish and
deter offending against these workers as they go about their duties. For other roles that do not involve
emergency response or management of people detained for the protection of Victorians, attacks on
workers whose roles do not involve these levels of risk will continue to be prosecuted under general
offences that apply to acts of violence on all people in the community.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr Grimley, I invite you to move your amendment 1, which is a
test for your remaining amendment.
Mr GRIMLEY: I move:
1.

Clause 1, line 7, after “others” insert “and to require a review of the amendments made by this Act to be
undertaken”.

I would just like to speak briefly to my amendments. My proposed amendments acknowledge the
importance of this bill and the way it broadens the circumstances in which those who assault
emergency services workers face a mandatory term of imprisonment. As I noted in my second-reading
speech, this amendment is very simple. It requires that the minister must cause a review to be
undertaken of the operation and effectiveness of the amendments made by the Sentencing Amendment
(Emergency Worker Harm) Act 2020 as soon as practicable after a period of 12 months from the day
on which the act comes into operation.
Given the history of this legislation, which has resulted in a second bill, it is my hope that any
deficiencies within the amended legislation will be identified and formally reported back to the
Parliament. I have purposely included in the sentence ‘as soon as practicable’ in order to give the
government a degree of flexibility in regard to the timing of the report in case in 12 months time this
legislation has not seen too many people charged. This is perfectly reasonable, and I urge all members
to support this amendment. From my initial discussions with everyone I believe that I may have the
full support of the whole crossbench, which is quite an achievement in itself. So thank you, crossbench,
and also thank you to the opposition and government.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude towards the government in supporting this amendment. I
and my office have been in frequent communication with the Attorney-General’s office, and they have
been very open-minded. It is no easy task for a minor party to propose an amendment to a government
bill and see it supported. But as Ms Patten noted yesterday, we are not here as crossbenchers to seek
power; we are elected with a mandate to pursue a handful of core policies not for the sake of power
but because we believe that it is important. I can assure you that protecting our emergency services
workers is a primary focus for those of us in Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party and, I am pleased to say,
for everybody else here in this chamber tonight. The swift inclusion of this amendment as part of the
broader bill is a great outcome for ensuring transparency about the way this legislation operates once
it is legislated.
Ms SYMES: Again I thank you, Mr Grimley, for your constructive work with the AttorneyGeneral and indeed your party’s focus on outcomes and what you believe in in the justice system, and
we are very pleased to be facilitating your amendment to our bill today.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 5 agreed to.
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New clause (22:10)
Mr GRIMLEY: I move:
2.

Insert the following New Clause to follow clause 5—
“5A New section 116A inserted
After section 116 of the Sentencing Act 1991 insert—
“116A Review of amendments made by Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker
Harm) Act 2020
(1) The Minister must cause a review to be undertaken of the operation and effectiveness of
the amendments made by the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Worker Harm)
Act 2020 as soon as practicable after the period of 12 months after the day on which that
Act came into operation.
(2) The Minister must cause a report on the outcome of the review to be laid before each
House of Parliament as soon as practicable after the review is completed.”.”.

New clause agreed to; clauses 6 to 20 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:11): I move:
That the report be now adopted.

Motion agreed to.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:12): I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

The PRESIDENT: The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:

Ayes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Barton, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr
Davis, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Finn, Mr

Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Kieu, Dr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr

Ondarchie, Mr
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Noes, 4
Hayes, Mr
Limbrick, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read third time.

Patten, Ms

Quilty, Mr
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The PRESIDENT: Pursuant to standing order 14.27, the bill will be returned to the Assembly with
a message informing them that the Council have agreed to the bill with amendments.
JUSTICE LEGISLATION MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS BILL 2019
Council’s amendments
The PRESIDENT (22:19): I have a message from the Assembly:
The Legislative Assembly informs the Legislative Council that, in relation to ‘A Bill for an Act to amend the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009, the Evidence Act 2008, the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1958, the Local Government Act 1989, the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the Oaths and Affirmations
Act 2018, the Professional Standards Act 2003, the Sentencing Act 1991 and the Supreme Court
Act 1986 and for other purposes’, the amendments made by the Council have been agreed to.

SAFE PATIENT CARE (NURSE TO PATIENT AND MIDWIFE TO PATIENT RATIOS)
AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Introduction and first reading
The PRESIDENT (22:21): I have a message from the Assembly:
The Legislative Assembly presents for the agreement of the Legislative Council ‘A Bill for an Act to amend
the Safe Patient Care (Nurse to Patient and Midwife to Patient Ratios) Act 2015 and the Child Wellbeing
and Safety Act 2005 and for other purposes’.

Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:21): I move:
That the bill be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ms SYMES: I move, by leave:
That the second reading be taken forthwith.

Motion agreed to.
Statement of compatibility
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:22): I lay on the table a statement of
compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Safe Patient Care (Nurse to Patient and Midwife to
Patient Ratios) Amendment Bill 2020 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Safe Patient Care (Nurse to Patient and Midwife to Patient Ratios)
Act 2015 (the SPC Act) to modify existing nurse to patient ratios and midwife to patient ratios with which
the operators of certain publicly funded health facilities must comply and to amend the Child Wellbeing and
Safety Act 2005 (the CWS Act) to require providers of certain maternal and child health services to employ
or engage nurses for those services only if the nurses have prescribed maternal and child health qualifications.
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Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to the Bill
The Bill promotes the following human rights protected by the Charter:
•

the right to life (section 9 of the Charter); and

•

the right to protection of families and children (section 17 of the Charter).

Right to life (section 9 of the Charter)
Section 9 of the Charter provides that every person has the right to life and has the right not to be arbitrarily
deprived of life.
Clauses 8–14 of the Bill provide for the amendment of staff ratios applicable under the SPC Act to require
the staffing of a nurse in charge or midwife in charge (as the case requires) for a number of shifts in several
types of wards, including general medical or surgical wards, birthing suites and postnatal wards.
The addition of a staff member in charge of a shift will allow nurses and midwives to devote more time to
directly caring for patients, ensuring safe and high-quality patient care, thereby promoting the right to life of
patients receiving care.
Protection of families and children (section 17 of the Charter)
Section 17(1) of the Charter recognises that the families are the fundamental group unit of society and that
families are entitled to be protected by society and the State. Section 17(2) of the Charter provides that every
child has the right, without discrimination, to protection as is in their best interests, in recognition of a child’s
special vulnerability because of their age.
Improved ratios in birthing suites, postnatal wards and special care nurseries under the amendments to the
SPC Act made by clauses 8–14 of the Bill will ensure that babies and mothers receive a high-quality care by
improving opportunities for dedicated patient care, thereby promoting the right to the protection of families
and children.
Clause 16 of the Bill amends the CWS Act to require operators of maternal and child health centres and statewide telephone advice services providing maternal and child health advice to employ or engage for the
purposes of providing maternal and child health nursing services or advice only nurses with specialist
maternal and child health nursing qualifications. These stipulations will provide a minimum standard of
professional nursing qualification required for the provision of specialist services or advice in relation to the
care and health of children, thereby promoting the right to the protection of families and children.
For the reasons outlined it is my view that the Bill is compatible with the Charter.
Jenny Mikakos MP
Minister for Health
Minister for Ambulance Services

Second reading
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:22): I move:
That the second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.

I take the opportunity to inform the house that the bill was amended in the Legislative Assembly, and
the following is a summary of those amendments. The amendments were added to the bill in the
Assembly following its introduction. The amendments fix a minor technical drafting issue to provide
that clause 1 and clause 2 come into operation on the day after the bill receives Royal Assent. The
amendments do the following:
1.

Clause 2, line 16, omit “Sections” and insert “Part 1 and sections”.

2.

Clause 2, line 23, after “other than” insert “Part 1 and”.

Motion agreed to.
Ms SYMES: I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.
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Incorporated speech as follows:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ensuring Victorians have access to high-quality and safe
health care. I am pleased to table the Safe Patient Care (Nurse to Patient and Midwife to Patient Ratios)
Amendment Bill 2020, which delivers this commitment through improving nursing and midwifery workforce
numbers in our public hospitals and ensuring our maternal and child health nurses are optimally trained to
deliver the best child, maternal and family-centred practice for the community.
The Safe Patient Care (Nurse to Patient and Midwife to Patient Ratios) Act 2015 was established in 2015 to
legislate minimum nurse and midwife staffing in public hospitals and to protect minimum workload
arrangements for our dedicated nurses and midwives. This significant achievement reflects this Government’s
commitment to uphold safety—for both patients and our workforce—in our public health system.
Evidence demonstrates that higher staffing numbers lead to a more engaged workforce and better patient
outcomes. Maintaining contemporary staffing and workload requirements, that reflect modern standards and
expectations of care, is therefore essential to keep pace with advances in our healthcare system.
The first phase of amendments to the Safe Patient Care Act, introduced in March 2019, represented the first
time that nurse and midwife to patient ratios had been meaningfully reviewed since their introduction in 2000.
These improvements responded to increasing patient complexity and the growing demand for health services.
Key enhancements to the Safe Patient Care Act at that time removed the outdated ‘rounding methodology’
on most shifts such that, in most circumstances, nurses and midwives were no longer required to carry a
workload that can at times be 50 per cent greater than the ratio set out in the Safe Patient Care Act. New ratios
were also established in key clinical settings.
It is now time to deliver on phase two of the Andrew Labor Government’s election commitment; to continue
the improvements to the Safe Patient Care Act and deliver further beneficial amendments for our nursing and
midwifery workforce and all Victorians.
This Bill will complete the removal of the rounding methodology across remaining shifts and settings to create
consistency in staffing workload determination throughout the Safe Patient Care Act.
Staffing numbers will also increase through provision of an ‘in-charge’ nurse or midwife across a range of
settings, particularly on night shift, to reduce clinical risk, improve patient safety and ensure patient and staff
wellbeing.
Further to this, a supernumerary After Hours Coordinator will be required in specified circumstances,
acknowledging the increasing complexity associated with the coordination of mixed services in small
hospitals.
The reclassification of Warrnambool Base Hospital from a Level 3 hospital to a Level 2 hospital from 1 July
2022 reflects the continued growth of this service and the anticipated demand, hospital capability and patient
complexity into the future. It is acknowledged that Warrnambool Base Hospital has significantly changed
since hospital levels were first established and now functions as a health service hub that provides leadership
for the local catchment area.
All these amendments aim to improve nursing and midwifery staffing for the safety of patients and create
safer and more satisfying working conditions for our dedicated and hard-working nurses and midwives.
Together, these amendments across Phase 1 and Phase 2 will see over 1,100 new employment opportunities
for nurses and midwives in Victoria’s public hospital sector.
The Bill also makes amendments to the Child Safety and Wellbeing Act 2005 to prescribe Maternal and Child
Health nurse qualifications into legislation. For over 100 years, the Maternal Child and Health Service has
played a key role in promoting health, wellbeing, safety, learning and developmental outcomes for all children
and their families.
The Maternal and Child Health Service Guidelines provide the integrated framework and approach to service
delivery in Victoria and outline the required qualifications for Maternal and Child Health nurses. The highlevel of education in this workforce ensures they are well-qualified to provide a broad scope of practice across
general, midwifery and maternal, child and family health nursing.
The amendment to the Child Safety and Wellbeing Act provides a legislative mandate for compliance with
this requirement, ensuring employment and engagement of only appropriately qualified nursing staff within
Maternal and Child Health Services.
Prescribing Maternal and Child Health nurse qualifications into legislation safeguards and upholds the
education and knowledge of the workforce—maintaining a focus on maternal health, as well as child health
and development—as key capabilities of Maternal and Child Health nurses. This Bill will strengthen the
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delivery of child, maternal and family centred practice and ensure the provision of high-quality and consistent
Maternal and Child Health services across Victoria.
Nurses and midwives underpin our health system; dedicating their lives to caring for others. In 2020, we
celebrate the International Year of the Nurse and Midwife—coinciding with the 200th anniversary of Florence
Nightingale’s birth.
This year is an opportunity to showcase the outstanding work and contribution these professionals make to
the health and wellbeing of the community—and we will forever remember this year as one where nurses
and midwives demonstrated extraordinary commitment through their care, compassion and capability during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
This Bill goes some way to recognising their dynamic roles within the health system, the changing structures
in which they practice and the evolving nature of care they provide to us as the community.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (22:23): I move:
That debate on this bill be adjourned for one week.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned for one week.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM AMENDMENT (REGULATION OF STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION) BILL 2020
Introduction and first reading
The PRESIDENT (22:23): I have another message:
The Legislative Assembly presents for the agreement of the Legislative Council ‘A Bill for an Act to amend
the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 to provide for the registration of premises at which
accommodation services are provided to students enrolled at or attending registered schools and to make
minor amendments to that Act and related consequential amendments to the Child Wellbeing and Safety
Act 2005 and for other purposes’.

Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:23): I move:
That the bill be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ms SYMES: I move, by leave:
That the second reading be taken forthwith.

Motion agreed to.
Statement of compatibility
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:24): I lay on the table a statement of
compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Education and Training Reform Amendment
(Regulation of Student Accommodation) Bill 2020 (Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights in the
Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill amends the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (ETR Act) to provide for the registration
of premises at which accommodation services are provided to students enrolled at or attending registered
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schools, to make minor amendments to the ETR Act, and to make related consequential amendments to the
Child Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005.
The Bill:
•

expands the powers of the Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority (Authority) to
regulate school boarding premises;

•

requires registration of school boarding premises with the Authority;

•

enables regulations to prescribe minimum standards for registration of school boarding premises;
and

•

provides a framework for review, compliance and enforcement to ensure the prescribed minimum
standards are satisfied.

Where appropriate and practicable, the provisions in the Bill for registration of school boarding premises align
with the existing provisions in the ETR Act that schools already comply with for the purposes of school
registration.
Human Rights Issues
The human rights in the Charter that are relevant to the Bill are:
•

the right to protection of children: section 17(2)

•

the right to privacy: section 13(a)

•

cultural rights: section 19

•

the rights to liberty and security of person: section 21(1)

•

the rights to recognition and equality before the law: section 8

•

the right to protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment: section 10.

Protection of children
Section 17(2) of the Charter provides that every child has the right, without discrimination, to such protection
as is in their best interests and is needed by them by reason of being a child. The right recognises the special
vulnerability of children and the need to protect children from harm, safeguard their enjoyment of their human
rights and promote their development. Children hold this right to special protection in addition to all other
Charter rights.
The Bill promotes the protection of children, and their enjoyment of their human rights, by expanding the
powers of the Authority to regulate school boarding premises, including to monitor providers of school
boarding services to ensure they comply with the Victorian Child Safe Standards made under the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005.
Clause 7 of the Bill inserts new Division 1A into the ETR Act which, among other things, requires the
registration of school boarding premises with the Authority and enables regulations to prescribe minimum
standards for registration. For a school boarding premises to be registered, the Authority must be satisfied that
the provider of the school boarding services (provider) complies with prescribed minimum standards for
registration, including standards relating to student welfare, governance and probity of the provider, managing
risk of anaphylaxis and managing the risk of child abuse.
Clause 13 of the Bill inserts transitional provisions into the ETR Act requiring all providers at existing school
boarding premises to provide a self-assessment of compliance with the prescribed minimum standards for
registration and statutory declaration relating to the self-assessment within three months. Providers seeking
to register new school boarding premises after commencement will need to submit evidence to demonstrate
compliance with the prescribed minimum standards when applying for registration.
New Division 1A also provides the Authority with powers and sets out procedures for reviewing, monitoring
and enforcing the compliance with the prescribed minimum standards. These include both general periodic
reviews of the operation of school boarding premises and specific reviews at any time where the Authority
believes on reasonable grounds that:
•

there are matters concerning student safety at the premises that require the provider to take urgent
action;

•

the provider at a non-government school boarding premises is financially unviable or may soon
become financially unviable; or

•

exceptional circumstances exist at the premises that justify a specific review.
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Where the Authority is satisfied that a provider or school boarding premises does not comply with a prescribed
minimum standard for registration, the Authority is empowered to take action if satisfied that it is in the
interests of the boarders at the premises or the public to do so, including:
•

imposing conditions or interim conditions on registration

•

prohibiting a school boarding premises from accepting new boarders

•

requiring providers to report non-compliance to parents of boarders

•

accepting enforceable undertakings from providers to remedy non-compliance; or suspending or
cancelling the registration of the premises.

Accordingly, these amendments will increase the protection of Victorian children in school boarding premises
by ensuring that the Child Safe Standards and other prescribed minimum standards for registration are
satisfied at such premises. The Bill is intended to enable the Victorian Government to acquit recommendation
13.3 of the Royal Commission into the Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse (Royal Commission),
which is that school registration authorities should place particular emphasis on monitoring government and
non-government boarding schools to ensure they meet the Child Safe Standards.
Additionally, by enforcing minimum standards for a child safe environment in school boarding facilities, the
Bill will promote boarders’ other rights in the Charter, including the rights to equality (section 8), privacy
(section 13), cultural rights (section 19) liberty and security of person (section 21) and the protection from
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (section 10). A child safe environment encompasses matters relevant
to these rights such as protection from child abuse (including from any acts of physical violence, serious
emotional or psychological harm, and serious neglect) and making reasonable efforts to accommodate the
diversity of all children.
Right to privacy
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with. This right extends to privacy of information, including the right of an individual to participate
in society without having their personal information collected. The right also includes a protection from
interference in an individual’s home, their personal development and their social sphere, which encompasses
interferences with a person’s education or place of residence. An interference with privacy is compatible with
the Charter if it is clearly provided for by law and is not arbitrary, in the sense that the interference is reasonable
and proportionate to a legitimate aim sought.
While the expansion of the Authority’s powers to regulate, monitor and enforce prescribed minimum
standards in relation to school boarding premises is directed at safeguarding the safety and welfare of children,
it may interfere with the privacy rights of people providing such services (although the provider will always
be a body corporate which does not possess human rights). In my opinion, any such interferences, as discussed
below, will be lawful and not arbitrary and so will be compatible with the Charter. The overall aim of these
provisions is to safeguard the safety and welfare of boarders, which the Royal Commission found were at a
heightened risk of abuse without adequate monitoring.
Provision of information
New section 4.3.8I empowers the Authority to require the provider, or any person involved in the
management of the provider or the premises, to provide information about the management or operation of
the provider or the premises, including producing records, as part of a review under new section 4.3.8G or
4.3.8H. This may include personal information to which the right to privacy attaches, for example,
information about boarders at the premises. The Bill restricts the extent of this potential interference by
requiring the Authority to give the provider or person written notice of the information it requires, which must
be relevant to one or more of the prescribed minimum standards for registration.
New section 4.3.8T requires a provider to notify parents of boarders at a school boarding premises if the
provider receives a notice of a determination of the Authority to suspend or cancel the registration of the
premises or impose a condition on the registration of the premises. New section 4.3.8U provides the Authority
may notify parents of these matters if the provider fails to do so. The reason for suspension, cancellation or
imposition of a condition may relate to personal information to which the right to privacy attaches, for
example, information about boarders at the premises.
I consider the provision of such information under new section 4.3.8I is necessary to facilitate the proper
monitoring and enforcement of the minimum standards for registration. I consider that it is unlikely that the
Authority will need to provide such information in a notice of determination or in a notice to parents. Further,
any use or disclosure of such information by the Authority will be subject to the requirement to give proper
consideration to the right to privacy under the Charter, as well as adhering to the Information Privacy
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Principles in the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (for example, by de-identifying the personal
information where the Authority does need to use that information).
Monitoring financial capability of providers at non-government school boarding premises
New section 4.3.8D provides that it is a condition of registration that any person involved in the management
of the provider at a non-government school boarding premises or the operation of the premises must comply
with requirements of the Authority for the purposes of monitoring or assessing the provider’s financial
capabilities. New section 4.3.8E provides that if the Authority determines that a provider is, or is at risk of
becoming, financially unviable, the Authority may report on this to the parents of boarders. While such
monitoring and assessment powers are more likely to concern the financial affairs of entities which are not
persons, it may interfere with the privacy rights of a person involved in the management of a provider or
operation of a premises. However, any such interference will be reasonable and proportionate. The role of
managing or operating a school boarding service attracts special responsibilities and duties, due to the fact
that it involves the care of children who are likely to depend on the provider and staff for their needs to be
met. Financial viability may affect the standard of the services or premises, and may pose a risk to the safety
or welfare of boarders. Accordingly, a person electing to undertake the role of provider appropriately assumes
an obligation to submit to monitoring and assessment of their financial capability, to ensure that the provider
is financially viable and thus able to discharge their responsibilities for the care, safety and welfare of boarders
at the premises.
Enforcement action
The Authority may take a range of compliance and enforcement actions in relation to a non-compliant school
boarding premises, including prohibiting the provider from accepting new boarders and suspending or
cancelling its registration. Such restrictions may disrupt the education or care arrangements of current or
prospective boarders so as to interfere with their privacy, for example if a school boarding premises ceases to
operate as a consequence of such action and boarders are required to vacate the premises.
However, in my view, such interference will not be arbitrary, as any such action can only be taken following
a review and determination of the Authority that the provider or premises does not comply with the prescribed
minimum standards for registration in accordance with the Bill, which includes providing procedural fairness
to the provider of any proposed action. Further, before taking compliance or enforcement action, the Authority
must be satisfied that such action is in the best interests of boarders or in the public interest. Finally, the
Authority as a public authority under the Charter, when determining to take compliance or enforcement action
against a provider, will have to give proper consideration to any potential limits on human rights, including
that there are no less restrictive actions reasonably available to in the circumstances. Accordingly, in my
opinion, any resulting compliance or enforcement action that may affect the privacy rights of boarders will
be compatible with the right to privacy in the Charter.
Right of entry of authorised officers
Clause 11 of the Bill expands the existing powers of authorised officers under the ETR Act to apply to school
boarding premises. Authorised officers may enter a boarding school premises between 7 am and 9 pm and
may make inquiries, inspect or examine the attendance register, boarder location records and documents
relating to the prescribed minimum standards for registration, and take copies or extracts from documents.
While a power of entry to school boarding premises may be relevant to the right to privacy of boarders and
staff, including privacy of the home, in my view, any interference will not be arbitrary.
The nature and extent of any interference will be low. Boarders and staff at the premises already have an
expectation of reduced privacy because they are subject to the supervision of the provider and share the
premises with each other, and the presence of an authorised officer at the premises is not likely to contribute
materially to this. Further, the powers of authorised officers extend only to making inquiries and inspecting
documents, and do not include powers to conduct a search of the premises or persons, or seize items. The
inspection powers are necessary to monitor the compliance of a provider or premises with the prescribed
minimum standards, which are directed at safeguarding the safety and welfare of students. In my view,
effective monitoring is not possible without a power of entry and inspection. Accordingly, I am satisfied that
this expanded power of authorised officers is compatible with the right to privacy.
The Hon. Gayle Tierney MP
Minister for Training and Skills
Minister for Higher Education
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Second reading
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:24:): I move:
That the second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.

Motion agreed to.
Ms SYMES: I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Objectives
This Bill amends the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (the Education and Training Reform Act) to
address issues identified by the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse (the
Royal Commission) by:
•

establishing a framework for registration and regulation of school boarding premises consistent
with the framework for registration and regulation of schools in the Education and Training Reform
Act; and

•

clarifying the powers of the Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority (Authority) to
regulate compliance with the Victorian Child Safe Standards, made under Part 6 of the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 (CWS Act), in school boarding premises.

The Bill will clarify the powers of the Authority to regulate school boarding premises, to:
•

increase the protection of Victorian children in school boarding premises by ensuring that the Child
Safe Standards and other prescribed minimum standards for registration are satisfied in such
premises; and

•

enable the Victorian Government to acquit recommendation 13.3 of the Royal Commission, which
recommended that school registration authorities should place particular emphasis on monitoring
government and non-government boarding schools to ensure they meet the Child Safe Standards.

The Royal Commission’s final report (Final Report) was released on 15 December 2017, following a fiveyear inquiry. The Final Report identified a key risk area where children in boarding schools were overrepresented in reports to the Royal Commission about sexual abuse. The proportion of people who informed
the Commission about sexual abuse at a boarding school “was relatively large, given that only a small
proportion of school children go to boarding school”.
The Royal Commission identified a number of situational factors placing boarders at higher risk of abuse,
such as:
•

the closed nature of boarding schools;

•

the power imbalance between adults and children created by the dependence on adults of the
children to meet their needs;

•

the unsupervised contact with, and level of authority over the children; and

•

the prioritisation of reputation over the risk of child sexual abuse.

The Authority’s legislative power to regulate school boarding facilities, including for compliance with the
Child Safe Standards, is currently unclear. The lack of clarity is due to school boarding facilities not strictly
fitting within the definition of “school” as currently defined in the Education and Training Reform Act.
While the Authority is a “relevant authority” for entities that operate residential facilities for boarding schools
(as “relevant entities” for the purposes of the CWS Act) the Authority does not have explicit regulatory powers
with respect to school boarding premises in the Education and Training Reform Act. Therefore the Authority
does not currently regulate school boarding premises.
It is necessary to clarify the power of the Authority to regulate these premises to enable the Victorian
Government to acquit recommendation 13.3 of the Royal Commission. The purpose of the proposed
amendments is to ensure that school boarding premises, which have a primary purpose of enabling boarders
to enrol at or attend school, are registered and regulated under the Education and Training Reform Act.
The proposed amendments are not expected to impose significant additional costs on schools or providers of
school boarding services.
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The identified affected schools have indicated their support for the proposed changes during initial
consultation conducted during the development of the Bill.
Summary of Bill
The Bill establishes a framework for registration and regulation of school boarding premises consistent with
the framework for registration and regulation of schools in the Education and Training Reform Act. The Bill
will clarify and expand the powers of the Authority to regulate compliance with prescribed minimum
standards for registration of school boarding premises, including with the Victorian Child Safe Standards (in
accordance with a Ministerial Order for managing the risk of child abuse under the Education and Training
Reform Act 2006).
Where appropriate and practicable, the Bill aligns with the existing requirements and review processes that
schools already comply with for the purposes of school registration. It is intended that aligning with the existing
provisions for schools will minimise any additional regulatory burden on schools with boarding premises.
The Bill applies to “school boarding premises”, which is defined to mean premises at which school boarding
services are provided or intended to be provided for a fee or reward. The definition excludes private
residences, students staying with family members, camps, hospital schools, respite care, homestay
arrangements, and facilities that are already regulated for compliance with the Child Safe Standards. The Bill
defines “school boarding services” as accommodation services provided for the primary purpose of enabling
or facilitating a person to enrol at or attend a registered school.
The Bill contains prescribed minimum standards for registration and other registration requirements for
providers of school boarding services that, where appropriate and practicable, are consistent with the existing
standards and requirements for schools. Existing providers of school boarding services will be registered on
commencement of the registration provisions in the Bill, and will remain registered provided they submit to
the Authority a self-assessment and statutory declaration of compliance with the prescribed minimum
standards within three months of commencement.
The Bill establishes an offence for a person to carry on or conduct an unregistered school boarding premises,
with a maximum penalty of 10 penalty units. This aligns with the existing offence and maximum penalty in
the Education and Training Reform Act for a person to carry on or conduct an unregistered school.
The prescribed minimum standards for registration of school boarding premises will generally be prescribed
in the regulations. The Bill also contains prescribed minimum standards relating to discipline of boarders,
managing the risk of anaphylaxis, and managing the risk of child abuse. The Bill refers to the prescribed
minimum standards for registration which will be prescribed by the regulations, which will include standards
relating to:
•

acceptance policies;

•

welfare of boarders;

•

governance of the provider;

•

probity of the provider and any person responsible for managing the premises; and

•

processes for the review and evaluation of the premises and the school boarding services to be
provided at the premises.

The Bill provides that the Authority may impose reasonable conditions on the registration of the school
boarding premises to take effect for the whole or any part of the period of registration.
The Bill provides that it is a condition of registration of a non-government school boarding premises that the
provider and any person involved in the management of the provider or the operation of the premises must
comply with any requirements of the Authority for the purposes of monitoring or assessing the provider’s
financial capabilities. The Bill also provides the Authority with powers to assess the financial capability of such
a provider, including to take action where an assessment raises serious concerns about financial viability.
The Bill provides the Authority with power to undertake a general review or a specific review of compliance
with the minimum standards for registration, aligning with existing arrangements for school reviews.
A general review may be conducted to determine whether:
•

having regard to the prescribed minimum standards for registration, the provider of school boarding
services has attained and continues to attain the standards; and

•

the provider has complied with any condition of registration imposed by the Authority.

It is anticipated that general reviews will occur at the same time as associated registered schools are reviewed,
which currently occurs on a five-year cyclical basis.
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A specific review may be conducted to determine whether the provider of school boarding services has
attained, and continues to attain, a prescribed minimum standard for registration if the Authority believes on
reasonable grounds that:
•

there are matters concerning the safety of students at the school boarding premises which require
urgent action to be taken by the school boarding premises;

•

in the case of non-government provider of school boarding services, whether it is financially
unviable, or may soon become financially unviable; or

•

exceptional circumstances exist at the school boarding premises which justify a specific review.
Exceptional circumstances include, but are not limited to:
•

serious non-compliance with a prescribed minimum standard for registration; and

•

repeated non-compliance with a prescribed minimum standard for registration by the
provider of school boarding services.

The Authority may satisfy itself whether or not the provider of school boarding services complies with the
prescribed minimum standards for registration on the basis of:
•

the conduct of a review and evaluation by the Authority; or

•

a report from a person who provides school boarding services at the school boarding premises or,
in the case of school boarding premises conducted by a registered Government school, from the
Secretary to the Department of Education and Training; or

•

a report of the conduct of a review and evaluation by a person or body approved by the Authority
to review a school boarding premises or group of school boarding premises.

The Authority may require a person providing school boarding services at the school boarding premises (in
writing) that is subject to a review or evaluation, or any person involved in the management or operation of
the school boarding premises, to:
•

provide to the Authority any information about the management of the provider or operation of the
school boarding services relevant to one or more of the prescribed minimum standards for
registration specified in the notice; or

•

to produce to the Authority any records relevant to those matters that are specified in the notice and
permit examination of the records and the making of copies of those records.

The Bill expands the powers of the Authority to respond to non-compliance with the minimum standards for
registration, including:
•

placing interim or longer term conditions on the registration of a school boarding premises;

•

accepting undertaking from providers to address compliance issues;

•

suspending or cancelling the registration of the premises; and

•

notifying parents of boarders of a condition of registration, or suspension or cancellation of
registration, if the provider fails to comply with an obligation to inform parents.

The Bill requires the Authority to give a provider an opportunity to make submissions about why a proposed
condition, suspension or cancellation should not be imposed before the Authority takes any of these actions.
The Bill requires providers to provide reports to the Authority, containing information required by the
regulations, in accordance with regulations. The regulations will require equivalent matters to the existing
matters that schools are required to report on in accordance with regulation 71 of the Education and Training
Reform Regulations 2017, namely information to show that, and enable the Authority to assess whether, the
provider, premises and services continue to comply with:
•

the prescribed minimum standards; and

•

other requirements of the Education and Training Reform Act and regulations.

The Bill establishes an offence for wilfully providing false or misleading information in such a report, with a
maximum penalty of 5 penalty units.
The Bill establishes an offence for a provider failing to ensure that a record is kept at a registered school
boarding premises of the location of every boarder at the premises, with a maximum penalty of 5 penalty units.
The Bill requires the Authority to maintain a record of registered school boarding premises in a division of
the State Register.
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The Bill enables the Authority to issue guidelines in relation to the prescribed minimum standards for
registration and conditions of registration, and assessing financial capability of providers of school boarding
services at registered non-government school boarding premises.
The Bill allows a person to make a complaint to the Authority alleging that a provider of school boarding
services has failed to comply with the Education and Training Reform Act, the regulations, a Ministerial
Order or a condition of registration.
The Bill provides additional powers of entry for authorised officers in respect of school boarding premises,
to enable authorised officers to obtain information relevant to the prescribed minimum standards for
registration of a school boarding premises. The additional powers permit entry to registered school boarding
premises between 7am and 9pm to enable authorised officers to:
•

make inquiries;

•

inspect the attendance register or location records; or

•

inspect or copy documents relating to the prescribed minimum standards for registration.

The Bill also makes some minor and technical amendments the Education and Training Reform Act and the
CWS Act, including amendments identified as part of the development of the Children’s Services
Regulations 2020.
Proposed regulations which will prescribe the minimum standards for the registration of school boarding
premises will be the subject of a regulatory impact statement which will be released for public consultation
in mid to late 2020.
Conclusion
The proposed amendments are aimed at improving the protection of Victorian children in boarding premises
by ensuring that the Child Safe Standards and other prescribed minimum standards for registration are
satisfied in all school boarding services in Victoria.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (22:24): On behalf of Mr Rich-Phillips, I move:
That the debate be adjourned for one week.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned for one week.
JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (DRUG COURT AND OTHER MATTERS)
BILL 2020
Introduction and first reading
The PRESIDENT (22:24): I have a message from the Assembly:
The Legislative Assembly presents for the agreement of the Legislative Council ‘A Bill for an Act to amend
the County Court Act 1958 to establish a Drug Court Division of the County Court and to make
consequential and related amendments to certain other Acts, to amend the Limitation of Actions Act 1958
in relation to previously barred causes of action relating to child abuse, to make miscellaneous amendments
to the Charities Act 1978 and the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 and to amend
the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 in relation to chairpersons and alternate chairpersons of the
Youth Parole Board and for other purposes’.

Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:25): I move:
That the bill be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Ms SYMES: I move, by leave:
That the second reading be taken forthwith.

Motion agreed to.
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Statement of compatibility
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:25): I lay on the table a statement of
compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Justice Legislation Amendment (Drug Court and
Other Matters) Bill 2020 (Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill amends the County Court Act 1958 (County Court Act) and Sentencing Act 1991 (Sentencing Act)
to establish a pilot Drug Court Division in the County Court of Victoria.
The Bill also amends:
•

the Charities Act 1978 (Charities Act) to provide the Attorney-General with an express power of
delegation, in respect of powers or functions under that Act and its regulations;

•

the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 (LAA) to allow certain settlement agreements entered into
between 1 July 2015 and 1 July 2018 to be set aside;

•

the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 (VCAT Act) to include a confidentiality
provision relating to proceedings under the Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017 (VAD Act); and

•

the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (CYFA) to allow for an appointment of an additional,
alternate chairperson to the Youth Parole Board, and expand eligibility for chair and alternate chair
positions.

Human Rights Issues
Part 2—County Court Drug Court Pilot
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to Part 2 of the Bill are:
•

the right to a fair hearing (section 24)

•

the right to recognition and equality before the law (section 8)

•

rights in criminal proceedings (section 25)

•

the right to freedom of movement (section 12)

•

the right to privacy (section 13)

The right to a fair hearing (section 24)
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged with a criminal offence has the right to have the
charge decided by a competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing.
Section 24(1) of the Charter is relevant to Part 2 of the Bill to the extent that it establishes a new, specialised
Division in the County Court that will operate alongside the mainstream criminal court. The Bill promotes
the right to a fair hearing by providing a specialised court that is targeted to the complex needs of offenders
with a drug or alcohol dependency. This cohort of offenders is disadvantaged in the mainstream justice system
because they have a higher risk of recidivist and escalating criminal behaviour linked to their dependency,
which can result offenders becoming entrenched in the criminal justice system.
The right to recognition and equality before the law (s 8(3))
Section 8(3) of the Charter provides that every person is equal before the law, is entitled to the equal protection
of the law without discrimination and has the right to equal and effective protection against discrimination.
The Bill empowers the County Court Drug Court to make a therapeutic Drug and Alcohol Treatment Order
(DATO) (currently called a Drug Treatment Order) in respect of an offender who is dependent on drugs or
alcohol, as an alternative to mainstream sentencing options. Section 8(3) of the Charter is thus relevant to the
extent that the Bill may permit offenders to be treated differently based on the presence or absence of a
disability (drug or alcohol dependence).
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The Bill does not limit section 8(3) of the Charter because:
•

individuals will not be compelled to participate in the County Court Drug Court. A DATO can
only be made in respect of an offender if the offender agrees in writing to the court making the
DATO.

•

measures taken for the purpose of assisting or advancing persons or groups of persons
disadvantaged because of discrimination do not constitute discrimination under section 8(4). The
Bill promotes equality before the law by addressing the disadvantage experienced by this cohort of
offenders in the mainstream justice system.

Other rights relevant to Part 2 of the Bill—ss 12, 13 and 25 of the Charter
The following rights are also relevant to the County Court Drug Court model as provided for in Part 2 of the
Bill:
•

the right to freedom of movement (section 12)—the Drug Court will have power to impose
conditions affecting freedom of movement as part of a DATO. For example, a DATO may require
an offender to attend the Drug Court or periodically report to specified corrections agencies during
the period of the DATO, or restrict the offender from leaving Victoria without permission while
subject to a DATO.

•

the right to privacy and reputation (section 13)—the Drug Court will have power to impose
conditions as part of a DATO that require an offender to provide certain medical or personal
information (e.g. undertake drug or alcohol tests) in the course of treatment and supervision.

•

the right to a presumption of innocence (section 25(1))—Only offenders who choose to plead
guilty are eligible for a DATO. This reflects that a key part of the Drug Court model is that the
accused person voluntarily elects to take responsibility for their offending, and commits to carry
out a DATO as an alternative mode of sentencing. However, participation in the County Court
Drug Court is voluntary. All offenders retain the right to plead not guilty and be tried in the
mainstream County Court.

To the extent that any of these rights may be limited by the Bill, I consider that all those limitations are
necessary, justified and proportionate to achieve the purposes of DATOs. As set out in section 18X of the
Sentencing Act, the purposes of DATOs are to:
•

facilitate the rehabilitation of the offender by providing a judicially-supervised, therapeuticallyoriented, integrated drug or alcohol treatment and supervision regime;

•

take account of an offender’s drug or alcohol dependency;

•

reduce the level of criminal activity associated with drug or alcohol dependency; and

•

reduce the offender’s health risks associated with drug or alcohol dependency.

The eligibility criteria for a DATO, and the Drug Court’s power to set conditions as part of a DATO, are
necessary features of the Drug Court model. Without those features, the County Court Drug Court could not
effectively fulfil the purposes set out in section 18X of the Sentencing Act. Any limitation on Charter rights
imposed by Part 2 of the Bill extend only so far as is necessary and justified to achieve the purposes of the
Sentencing Act, and deliver better justice outcomes for a disadvantaged cohort of offenders while also
protecting community safety. The County Court Drug Court model is broadly consistent with the model of
the existing Magistrates’ Court Drug Court, which has been operating successfully since 2002.
For these reasons, I consider that Part 2 of the Bill is consistent with the Charter.
Part 3—Amendment of Charities Act 1978
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to Part 3 of the Bill are:
•

the right to property (section 20)

•

the right to privacy (section 13).

Right to property (s 20)
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of their property other than in
accordance with law. The right requires that powers which authorise the deprivation of property are conferred
by legislation or common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear, are accessible to the public,
and are formulated precisely. The right to property may be relevant to the Bill’s amendment to the Charities
Act 1978, which will allow the Attorney-General to delegate any of her powers or functions under that Act
and the regulations, except for the power of delegation.
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The Attorney-General will be able to delegate the power to approve an application for a cy près scheme
whereby the terms of a charitable trust can be amended in certain circumstances (such as where its original
purposes cannot be fulfilled), to prevent the trust from failing. While trust property may be distributed in a
different way from that originally envisaged, I do not consider that this limits the right to property as this will
be in accordance with the legislative regime established by the Charities Act 1978.
Right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with; and not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked.
The right to privacy may also be relevant to the Bill’s amendment to the Charities Act 1978.
The Attorney-General will be able to delegate the power to appoint an inspector to inquire into the
administration or management of any charity or charitable estate. Any interference with privacy that may
result to individuals through an inquiry will be in accordance with law, and not arbitrary. The power to appoint
an inspector ensures the Attorney-General can investigate the administration or management of any charity
or charitable estate.
Part 4—Amendment of Limitation of Actions Act 1958
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to Part 4 of the Bill are:
•

the right to protection of children (section 17);

•

the right to property (section 20);

•

the right to privacy (section 13);

•

the right to a fair hearing (section 24);

•

the right to recognition and equality before the law (section 8(3));

•

the right to freedom of religion (section 14);

•

the right not to be tried or punished more than once (section 26);

•

protection from retrospective criminal laws (section 27).

Protection of children (s 17(2))
Section 17(2) of the Charter provides that every child has the right, without discrimination, to such protection
as is in his or her best interests and is needed by him or her by reason of being a child.
The Bill promotes the right of a child to protection by ensuring more victims of institutional child abuse have
a basis for seeking to overturn settlements, if it is just and reasonable to do so. The Bill recognises the
difficulties child abuse plaintiffs faced due to barriers to seeking compensation in the courts, and that in some
cases this led to child abuse survivors accepting inadequate compensation. The Bill acknowledges the harmful
effects of abuse on a child’s physical and psychological well-being, and promotes their ‘best interests’ by
assisting them to pursue adequate compensation if it is just and reasonable to do so.
The right to property (s 20)
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of their property other than in
accordance with law. This right requires that powers which authorise the deprivation of property are conferred
by legislation or common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear, are accessible to the public
and are formulated precisely.
Like all rights conferred under the Charter, section 20 only applies to individuals. The Bill allows for courts
to set aside settlements entered into between 1 July 2015 and 1 July 2018, relating to child abuse, if it is just
and reasonable to do so. The right to property only applies to human beings, and not entities such as nongovernment organisations, corporations or corporate trustees. To the extent that the property of an individual
is affected by the Bill, the deprivation would be authorised by an accessible and precisely formulated law and
would not be arbitrary.
Before a settlement agreement is set aside, the court must determine that it is just and reasonable to do so.
Further, any deprivation of property would only be triggered by an order of a court of competent jurisdiction
made in a proceeding. The Bill does not alter the legal principles that a court will apply when, having set aside
a settlement, it then determines the claim and any associated liability. As in any other case, a plaintiff who
has a settled cause of action set aside and pursues a new civil claim will still have to prove that the defendant
is liable for the abuse. The Bill will simply deal with barriers which led to survivors accepting inadequate
settlements and releasing the institution from future liability. For these reasons, the Bill does not constitute an
arbitrary deprivation of property.
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The right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with; and not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked.
Nothing in Part 4 will limit the right to privacy and reputation. There is no mechanism to compel disclosure
of personal information for the purpose of the proceedings. The Bill will not enable unlawful attacks on a
person’s reputation. Where a court finds it is just and reasonable to set aside a settled cause of action, any
subsequent allegations of child abuse made against a person in the context of proceedings will still need to
satisfy the ordinary legal requirements of any claim founded on or arising from child abuse.
The right to a fair hearing (s 24)
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a party to a civil proceeding has the right to have the proceeding
decided by a competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing.
The Bill is consistent with the right to a fair hearing. Firstly, proper safeguards have been put in place to
ensure that a past settlement can only be set aside where a court finds that it is reasonable and just to do so.
Secondly, the Bill does not place any obstacles in the way of a defendant having the right to be heard and to
respond to any allegations made in a proceeding. This will include the defendant’s right to seek a summary
dismissal or permanent stay of proceedings where the lapse of time has a burdensome effect on the defendant
that is so serious that a fair trial is not possible.
The right to recognition and equality before the law (s 8(3)) and freedom of religion (s 14)
Section 8(3) of the Charter provides that every person is equal before the law, is entitled to the equal protection
of the law without discrimination and has the right to equal and effective protection against discrimination.
Section 14 of the Charter provides that every person has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion
and belief.
The Bill is consistent with the rights in both section 8(3) and section 14. Nothing in the Bill could be
characterised as distinguishing between people or groups based on an attribute set out in section 6 of the Equal
Opportunity Act 1995, including religious belief or activity. The problem faced by child abuse plaintiffs in
bringing proceedings identified by the Royal Commission and Betrayal of Trust was the result of a complex
and confusing array of legal barriers to child abuse claims, which discouraged victims from bringing their
claims in court, and reduced their bargaining position in settlement negotiations. The Bill rectifies this
injustice, without targeting any particular organisation. The Bill therefore does not discriminate—instead it
focuses on ensuring that child abuse victims are able to pursue appropriate compensation. Furthermore, there
is no clause in the Bill which would interfere with or restrain the right of people to have or adopt a religion or
belief in worship, observance, practice or teaching.
The right not to be tried or punished more than once (s 26) and protection from retrospective criminal
laws (s 27)
Section 26 of the Charter provides that a person must not be tried or punished more than once for an offence
in respect of which they have already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law.
Section 27 of the Charter provides that a person must not be found guilty of a criminal offence because of
conduct that was not a criminal offence when it was engaged in.
The Bill is consistent with the rights in both section 26 and 27. Like all rights conferred under the Charter,
sections 26 and 27 only apply to individuals, and not entities such as non-government organisations,
corporations or corporate trustees. Additionally, sections 26 and 27 do not extend to civil trials that result in
civil liability, including negligence or breach of duty of care in the failing of an institution to protect a child
from abuse. The Bill allows for courts to set aside certain settlements relating to child abuse, if it is just and
reasonable to do so. Any subsequent allegations of child abuse made against a person in the context of
proceedings will still need to satisfy the ordinary legal requirements of any claim founded on or arising from
child abuse. The Bill will apply to historical settlements, insofar as they were entered into between 1 July
2015 and 1 July 2018. These reforms under the Bill do not form part of the penalty or punishments of an
offender, or to changes in procedural law, for example, shifts in trial practice or changes to the rules of
evidence.
Part 5—Amendment of Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to Part 5 of the Bill are:
•

the right to privacy (section 13);

•

the right to a fair hearing (section 24).
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The right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with and not to have their reputation unfairly attacked. The VAD Act allows the VCAT to review
a decision of an assessing medical practitioner that a person does, or does not, have decision-making capacity
for the purposes of accessing voluntary assisted dying. The VCAT Act does not currently provide for the
confidentiality of those proceedings.
Proceedings under the VAD Act are by their nature highly sensitive and personal, and parties to these
proceedings should be able to expect their privacy to be protected at all stages of the legal process. The Bill
promotes the right to privacy, by ensuring that no publication or broadcast of VCAT proceedings about VAD
Act matters may occur, where such publication or broadcast could lead to the identification of a party—unless
VCAT is satisfied that it is in the public interest, and so orders.
The right to a fair hearing (s 24)
Section 24 of the Charter guarantees the right to a fair and public hearing. Judgments and hearings must be
open to the public unless other laws provide otherwise, which gives effect to the principle of open justice.
Sections 24(2) and (3) allow for specific limitations, including where another law permits the court or tribunal
to order that the proceeding be closed or otherwise restricts public access to a hearing or judgment.
The Bill engages section 24, by regulating the way in which the media may report on VAD Act proceedings
in VCAT. However, this is justified, given the highly confidential nature of VAD Act proceedings, and the
potential for an applicant’s privacy to be infringed by the publication of identifying material. Further, the
Open Courts Act 2013 already allows VCAT to make suppression orders in certain circumstances, including
where the order is necessary to avoid the publication of confidential information. The Bill’s confidentiality
provision will remove the need for VCAT to make suppression orders in relation to VAD Act proceedings.
Part 6—Amendment of the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (CYFA)
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to Part 6 of the Bill are:
•

taking part in public life (s 18)

Taking part in public life (s 18)
Section 18 of the Charter provides that every person in Victoria has the right, and is to have the opportunity,
without discrimination, to participate in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen
representatives. This right is relevant to Part 6 of the Bill which amends the CYFA to allow for an appointment
of an additional, alternate chairperson to the Youth Parole Board, and expand eligibility for chair and alternate
chair positions to current and former County Court judges and Magistrates and Australian lawyers of at least
10 years’ standing. I do not consider that these amendments limit this right, given that they expand the class
of persons eligible for appointment.
The Hon Gayle Tierney MP
Minister for Training and Skills
Minister for Higher Education

Second reading
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:25): I move:
That the second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.

I take the opportunity to inform the house that the bill was amended in the Legislative Assembly. The
amendments have the effect that they delay the commencement date of the bill from 17 March 2021
to 26 April 2021 to avoid duplication of provisions in the COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency Measures)
Act 2020 relating to appointments to the Youth Parole Board, which expire on 25 April 2021. As there
is an overlap with the emergency COVID-19 legislation, the house amendments prevent the period of
overlap by delaying the commencement of the bill until after the COVID act sunsets. They also have
the effect of making minor changes to the wording of sections relating to the parties who must be
notified before certain hearings are held in the Drug Court.
Motion agreed to.
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Ms SYMES: I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Justice Legislation Amendment (Drug Court and Other Matters) Bill 2020 will establish a pilot Drug
Court in the County Court of Victoria. This significant initiative will build on the success of the Magistrates’
Court Drug Court by expanding the availability of specialised drug courts to a wider cohort of offenders. Drug
Courts facilitate a therapeutic approach to sentencing of offenders with complex needs associated with drug
and alcohol dependency. The Drug Court model is designed to ensure that this cohort are subject to the
structured conditions, and receive the treatment that they need, to assist them to break the destructive cycle of
addiction and recidivism. This approach has demonstrated success in reducing recidivism and promoting
community safety.
The Bill will also:
•

amend the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 to protect the confidentiality of
applicants under the Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017;

•

amend the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 to allow people who entered into settlement agreements
between 1 July 2015 and 1 July 2018, when the Ellis defence was effectively abolished, to apply
to the court to have the agreements set aside;

•

amend the Charities Act 1978 to allow the Attorney-General to delegate any of her powers or
functions under that Act and the regulations; and

•

amend the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (CYFA) to allow for an appointment of an
additional, alternate chairperson, and expand eligibility for chair and alternate chair positions.

County Court Drug Court Pilot
The Bill will establish a pilot Drug Court in the County Court of Victoria.
Drug courts are specialised courts that provide a therapeutic approach to addressing the complex needs of
offenders with drug and alcohol dependency. Traditional sentencing options can fail to adequately address
the needs of drug offenders. By contrast, the Drug Court model seeks to address underlying causes of
offending by providing intensive drug treatment services to offenders. Addressing these underlying causes
will ultimately enhance the wellbeing and community connectedness of participants by improving their
relationships, housing stability and life skills, and reducing reoffending.
The government is deeply committed to improving justice outcomes for vulnerable groups and exploring new
ways to better address the complex needs of offenders, while also promoting community safety.
In Victoria, the Magistrates’ Court Drug Court has operated successfully since 2002. Evaluations in 2005 and
2014 demonstrated the superior effectiveness of the Drug Court approach compared with conventional
sanctions such as imprisonment. In particular, the evaluations showed significant reductions in reoffending
and a reduction in the seriousness of offences committed by reoffenders. Similarly, data from other
jurisdictions demonstrates that drug courts reduce recidivism and the probability of re-arrest, have better
retention rates than other types of treatment offered and increase the likelihood of employment post-program.
Given the success of the Magistrates’ Court Drug Court, it is timely to expand the Drug Court scheme to the
County Court. The County Court Drug Court pilot will capture a wider group of offenders who stand to
benefit from the therapeutic model and deliver benefits to the community in terms of reduced recidivism and
stronger community engagement. In particular, it will address the needs of entrenched, high-level drug users
who are at increased risk of engaging in recidivist and escalating criminal behaviour linked to their addiction
and are therefore more likely to receive custodial sentences. The Bill will ensure that more offenders can
access effective intervention and expand the individual and societal benefits of the therapeutic court model.
Overview of the County Court Drug Court
The Bill will amend the County Court Act 1958 and the Sentencing Act 1991 to establish a Drug Court
Division within the County Court of Victoria. The pilot Drug Court Division will run for three years and will
be independently evaluated after two years.
The new Division will utilise existing Magistrates’ Court infrastructure including judicial chambers, interview
rooms and urine testing facilities. Drug Court teams will consist of a range of specialists including a case
manager, defence lawyer, police prosecutor and clinician, and specialist community corrections officers.
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While the County Court Drug Court will broadly align with the Magistrates’ Court model, the operational
framework will differ in some ways due to differences between jurisdictions, and differences in the cohort of
offenders who will participate in each Court.
The key difference between the two Courts is that the Magistrates’ Court program is only open to offenders
who plead guilty to an offence with a sentence of up to two years, whereas the County Court program will be
open to offenders who are liable for a maximum sentence of up to four years. This is necessary to reflect the
different nature of the offending heard in the County Court, and the maximum penalties for those offences.
As in the Magistrates’ Court model, offenders wishing to participate in the County Court Drug Court program
will need to satisfy certain eligibility criteria. For example, they will need to reside within the gazetted
catchment area (to provide a safeguard against resources being overstretched and care compromised if uptake
should be greater than expected) and plead guilty to the offence. In addition, the offender will need to satisfy
the court on the balance of probabilities that they are dependent on drugs and/or alcohol and that dependency
contributed to the commission of the offence.
Consistent with the approach in the Magistrates’ Court, offenders convicted of sexual offences and offences
involving the infliction of actual bodily harm will not be eligible to participate in the County Court Drug
Court program. Offenders convicted of aggravated home invasion and aggravated carjacking will also be
excluded from the program.
How Drug and Alcohol Treatment Orders in the pilot program will operate
In the County Court Drug Court, eligible offenders will be able to consent to be sentenced to a Drug and
Alcohol Treatment Order (DATO) (currently called a Drug Treatment Order) of up to four years, as an
alternative to conventional sentencing options.
DATOs consist of two parts. Firstly, there is a treatment and supervision part, which aims to address the
offender’s drug or alcohol dependency via treatment in the community. Consistent with the Magistrates’
Court model, the treatment and supervision part will operate for two years, reflecting the amount of time
required to effectively treat problems stemming from drug or alcohol addiction.
The second part of the DATO is the custodial part. The custodial part will be a term of imprisonment of up to
four years which is “inactive” while the offender undergoes treatment in the community. The custodial part
can be activated if the offender fails to comply with the conditions of the DATO. That is, if an offender
reoffends or otherwise does not comply with the conditions of the DATO, they can be sent to prison to serve
their custodial sentence.
Offenders will be required to comply with a range of “core” and “program” conditions as part of the DATO.
These conditions will require the offender to engage intensively in treatment and rehabilitation. “Core”
conditions are baseline conditions (such as requirements to report regularly to a corrections centre or undergo
specified treatment) which continue for the full duration of the DATO. By contrast, “program” conditions
only operate during the two-year treatment and supervision part of the order. Program conditions may include
submitting to drug and alcohol testing and attending vocational or educational programs.
If an offender successfully completes the two-year treatment and supervision part of the order, the program
conditions will cease. The offender will be allowed to remain in the community, subject to the core conditions,
until the inactive custodial part ends. During this time the offender will still be considered to be under
sentence, and this will be taken into account in the event of subsequent reoffending.
Conclusion
Expanding the drug courts in Victoria will provide eligible offenders with an opportunity to address
underlying causes of their offending and an opportunity to change their future. Not only could an offender’s
participation in the program break the cycle of addiction and recidivism, thereby enhancing community
safety, but it could improve their relationships, life skills and their ability to find stable employment and
housing.
This reform also supports broader reforms to address mental health needs and is expected to reduce pressure
on our prisons, both in terms of prison bed demand and specialist prison-based rehabilitation services. Given
the success of the Magistrates’ Court Drug Court, the government is confident that the County Court Drug
Court will have a positive impact on the lives of offenders, their families and the broader community.
I thank the Chief Judge, and his Court, for their ongoing engagement and assistance with these reforms. I
would also like to thank the Magistrate’s Court for their work in demonstrating the success and benefits of
the drug court model.
Amendment to Schedule 1 of the VCAT Act
The Bill makes an important amendment to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 (VCAT
Act) to protect the privacy of parties to Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017 (VAD Act) proceedings. An
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applicant under the VAD Act may apply to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) for a
review of certain decisions. Despite the highly personal and sensitive nature of such proceedings, the VCAT
Act does not currently provide for the confidentiality of those proceedings. Schedule 1 of the Act does,
however, contain confidentiality clauses in relation to other highly sensitive proceedings, including those
under the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016, Powers of Attorney Act 2014, and the
Guardianship and Administration Act 1986.
The Bill will ensure that no publication or broadcast of VCAT proceedings relating to VAD Act matters may
occur, where such publication or broadcast could lead to the identification of a party, unless VCAT is satisfied
that it is in the public interest. The new clause mirrors other Schedule 1 confidentiality clauses, and brings the
treatment of VAD Act proceedings into alignment with other proceedings of a similarly sensitive nature.
Amendment to Limitations of Actions Act 1958
On 18 September 2019, the Children Legislation Amendment Act 2019 became law. That Act contained
landmark Victorian Government reforms enabling survivors of institutional child abuse to apply to the courts
to overturn unfair historical compensation agreements entered into before 1 July 2015. Since this time, the
Government has listened to victim survivors, who raised concerns that these reforms did not apply to those
who entered into agreements due to the existence of the Ellis Defence, which was abolished on 1 July 2018.
The reforms in this Bill will give those survivors the same access to justice. These reforms ensure that
survivors of institutional child abuse are not left worse off as a result of their participation in internal redress
schemes established by the Catholic Church and other institutions. This is not limited to sexual abuse, but
includes other forms of child abuse where a deed of release has been signed.
Amendment to the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005
The Bill will amend the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 to alleviate workload pressure on the Youth
Parole Board by allowing for an appointment of an additional, alternate chair person, and expanding eligibility
for chair and alternate chair positions to include current and former County Court judges, magistrates and
Australian lawyers of at least 10 years’ standing. This will better support the Board undertake its vital function
in relation to managing the youth parole system.
Amendment to the Charities Act 1978
Finally, the Bill will amend the Charities Act 1978 to allow the Attorney-General to delegate any of her
powers or functions under that Act and the regulations, except the power of delegation. This will enable the
efficient exercise of these powers.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (22:26): I move, on behalf of my colleague
Mr O’Donohue:
That debate be adjourned for one week.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned for one week.
Adjournment
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:27): I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY TRAFALGAR AND WESTBURY BRIGADES
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (22:27): Thank you, newly elected President. I am really pleased to
see you in the chair. It will be absolutely delightful to have you there.
I raise a matter for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the Honourable Lisa Neville in
the other place. It relates particularly to two CFA volunteer brigades in my electorate of Eastern
Victoria Region, and those would be Westbury and Trafalgar. Trafalgar brigade would like to raise
their concerns in relation to impending changes to their emergency service call and response boundary
soon to be introduced in Parliament. For 93 years Trafalgar has been an amazing volunteer brigade
and has proudly served its community, averaging at present between 120 and 140 call-outs per year,
and Trafalgar meets all of its service delivery standard, SDS, response times 100 per cent of the time.
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Sitting above Moe in a lovely rural setting, Westbury fire brigade receives approximately 45 call-outs
per year and also meets 100 per cent of its response times.
Both brigades are highly concerned that their current area of operation and response footprint will be
diminished and compromised with the expansion of the Latrobe West footprint, to be endorsed,
supposedly, by this Parliament some time in August. Both brigade captains have communicated with
me via email, and other members from Eastern Victoria Region have as well. Also I have had a
conversation with both of the captains this evening, and I thank them for their time and explaining the
situation. Both feel that service delivery will be compromised. Both feel that this is a pre-emptive
strike, with a lack of proper communication. They feel that when the Latrobe West temporary brigade
changes, the footprint again could change, and they are just concerned that there has been a lack of
consultation and there has been a lack of consideration of the impacts on not just their brigades but the
people in their area, their community and their towns. They feel that there could be a loss of
knowledge, a loss of capability and a loss of understanding of landmarks and relationships through
this change, and they feel quite frustrated that there has not been an appropriate level of consultation.
So my action for the minister for emergency services is that she actually meets with Westbury and
Trafalgar fire station captains and associated members, has a proper communication with them so that
they can explain this situation, and puts the brakes on in terms of this expansion to make sure that their
concerns and issues are addressed.
LIVE MUSIC VENUES
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (22:30): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Creative Industries, and the action I seek is for him to approve the Save Our Scene proposal to rescue
live music by providing a fund to support the relaunching of the industry when COVID-19 restrictions
are lifted. The proposal is simple: it is to implement a live music support package, which would include
a needs-based financial assistance program to support small- to medium-size enterprise music venues
until they are able to trade sustainably and to put in place a clear and balanced road map to reopen at
full capacity. Now, I know, President, you love music; I have heard you sing. And I do as well—not
me singing, of course. But our live music in Victoria is worth $1.4 billion. There was some—
Mr Bourman interjected.
Ms PATTEN: Yes, I promise I will not sing in verse, Mr Bourman. But live music is worth
$1.4 billion to our Victorian economy. Every Saturday night over 100 000 Victorians attend live music
venues—or, to use the state’s correct unit of measurement, one MCG’s worth. But with COVID
restrictions, mass gatherings cannot happen; it will be many months before live music venues can
open. But while the gigs have stopped, the rest has not: the mortgage repayments, the rent, the
insurance, the licensee fees. The debts are mounting, and many venues are struggling to survive. If
these venues close, Victoria’s night-time economy will shut down. We will lose tourists from here and
overseas. We will lose our status as the most important cultural destination—one of the most important
cultural destinations—in the world.
Mr Davis: No, the most important.
Ms PATTEN: All right, let us leave it at ‘the most important cultural destination’. The
government’s stimulus spending has been enormous, and live music is only asking for a small amount.
We are looking at around $20 million, and that is to ensure that a $1.4 billion industry stays alive, so I
urge the minister to approve the Save Our Scene proposal.
PASCOE VALE TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (22:33): My adjournment matter is for the Minister
for Roads, and it concerns the traffic lights at Reynolds Parade, Bell Street and York Street in Pascoe
Vale. The minister might be aware that last year I conducted a traffic survey into the suburb of Pascoe
Vale and was inundated with responses. I later made the feelings of those constituents known in this
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house. I have again been contacted by those constituents who are frustrated with the traffic flow of this
intersection. Residents have told me that it is a nightmare to get home and get to work. As the
population of Melbourne’s north grows, this will only get more and more difficult to navigate. The
action I seek from the minister, by way of directing the Department of Transport, is to investigate the
light sequencing at the intersection of Reynolds Parade, Bell Street and York Street in Pascoe Vale to
increase the traffic flow and to provide a much safer passage for the residents of Pascoe Vale.
NUMBERPLATES
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (22:34): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads.
We have seen a lot of revisionist history and cancel culture going on at the moment, but what I saw
during the week was probably the most ridiculous. There was a car with the numberplate ‘WEPN’
which was a hotted-up Torana. Someone made a complaint about that car and the numberplate, and
VicRoads has cancelled the plate because it was offensive. I think it needs to be reviewed when these
sorts of things are being actually actioned upon when the numberplate concerned has completely got
nothing to do with weapons or guns or knives. So I ask the minister to look into this particular issue
and also just make sure that it is not just getting silly with some of the stuff they are doing and just to
remain a little bit impartial.
SHEPPARTON BYPASS
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (22:35): My adjournment matter is to the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure and is regarding the Goulburn Valley Highway Shepparton bypass. The action that I
seek from the minister is for her to inform the Shepparton community when the business case will
finally be completed and for the minister to provide a commitment that the state government’s share
of the funding towards stage 1 of the Shepparton bypass project will be included in the 2020–21 state
budget.
The Shepparton bypass is a vital infrastructure project for the entire Goulburn Valley that the local
community have been advocating for for decades. With the Goulburn Valley Highway being a major
transport route in the national highway system, running right through the heart of Shepparton, the
bypass will be a game changer for traffic movements throughout the region. Stage 1 of the Shepparton
bypass project will see the construction of 10 kilometres of road from the Midland Highway west of
the Mooroopna township to the Echuca–Mooroopna road and then crossing the river to connect with
Wanganui Road and the Goulburn Valley Highway on the north side of Shepparton. This will improve
freight movements to domestic and export markets, improve safety by removing heavy vehicles
through Shepparton and deliver a much-needed second river crossing for motorists travelling between
Shepparton and Mooroopna.
For many years I have advocated in this place for the state government to commit their share of the
funding to complete stage 1 of the Shepparton bypass project. The cost of completing stage 1 has been
estimated at $260 million, with the federal government having already committed $208 million
towards the project over 12 months ago. The Andrews Labor government on the other hand have
provided one excuse after another for not contributing funding towards stage 1 of the project. The state
government’s latest excuse for its lack of investment is a delayed business case, which should have
been completed over 12 months ago.
The minister keeps dragging her feet on the entire project, blaming the business case delay even though
she herself has the control to get the business case completed and released. The people of Shepparton
have waited long enough, and it is time the Andrews Labor government supported the project. The
action that I seek from the minister is for her to inform the Shepparton community when the business
case will finally be completed and for the minister to provide a commitment that the state
government’s share of the funding towards stage 1 of the Shepparton bypass project will be included
in the 2020–21 budget.
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POLICE CONDUCT
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (22:37): As you are all aware, earlier this year my
colleague Mr Quilty put forward a motion that would increase police oversight. The motion passed,
yet for all the talk of support, when it comes to action the passion seems to fade. Earlier this week I
listened to an incredibly disturbing report. No, I am not talking about the corruption that was exposed
by 60 Minutes on Sunday, nor am I talking about the disturbing testimony heard at the Legal and
Social Issues Committee last night. The report that turned my stomach was aired on ABC Melbourne
radio. It told the story of Michelle and her relationship with a serving Victoria Police member, John.
These are not their real names, of course, as they were changed to protect the victim’s identity. Over
the course of their relationship John became verbally, emotionally and physically abusive. One of the
abhorrent attacks saw Michelle strangled until she lost consciousness and control of her bodily
functions in front of her own children. When Michelle called Victoria Police for assistance one of
John’s friends and colleagues answered the call and attended the scene. After these colleagues located
John and he received an assessment at hospital, she received a call stating that, and I quote, there was
‘nothing wrong with him’ and that ‘he was just blowing off steam’.
Later, Michelle wrote to a detective sergeant at a Melbourne police station telling her she planned to
flee to Sydney to escape her former partner. Police documents show that this information was shared
with John’s manager, and Michelle was later told by an inspector that there was a rumour circulating
that she planned to blindside her former partner. This is a blatant breach of privacy which could have
cost Michelle her life. In comments published on the ABC after the story aired Victoria Police assistant
commissioner Dean McWhirter said, and I quote:
We will not shy away from holding police members to account and will not only look at criminal proceedings,
but internal disciplinary action too.

He also stated:
We hold our officers more accountable than other members of the community.

It is hardly surprising that people experiencing domestic abuse perpetrated by Victorian police officers
do not really trust these reassurances. We need a better system of accountability and oversight. In
relation to implementing the recommendations of the previous Parliament’s inquiry into the external
oversight of police corruption and misconduct, a spokeswoman for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services stated the report remained under consideration.
The royal commission into the Lawyer X scandal is due to table its report soon, so I would think the
time for consideration has run out. My request, again, to the Attorney-General is to implement the
recommendations of the 2018 Parliament of Victoria IBAC Committee inquiry into the external
oversight of police corruption and misconduct in Victoria.
CARDINAL GEORGE PELL
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (22:40): My adjournment matter this evening is for the attention
of the Attorney-General. It has been said that a justice system that does not enjoy the confidence of
the community is not a justice system at all. And I refer tonight to a case where an innocent man was
wrongly charged, was wrongly prosecuted, was wrongly convicted, was wrongly jailed and his appeal
was wrongly dismissed. I am of course referring to the case of what I describe as the persecution of
Cardinal George Pell. What we need is an independent inquiry into exactly what happened in this case.
Now, in this inquiry we need to cover the areas of the role of the then Chief Commissioner of Police,
the complicity of the ABC and most certainly the so-called journalists within that organisation, how
we can avoid trial by media in future, how did the Court of Appeal get it so very wrong and how could
an innocent man in this day and age in Victoria be jailed in the way that Cardinal Pell was.
My view and the view of a lot of people around Victoria and indeed around Australia is that the
integrity of the justice system in this state is very much on trial. There are major questions that are
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desperately in need of answers. Given the major concerns expressed by so many people over recent
months and particularly given the 7-nil decision of the High Court of Australia to overturn Cardinal
Pell’s conviction, it is my view that we can only lay these questions to rest with an independent inquiry.
When I say an independent inquiry—and I am not sure how we are going to do this in Victoria—I
would like to see an inquiry that is at arm’s length from Victoria Police, arm’s length from the judiciary
and arm’s length from the government. We need to get this right. If we are going to lend credibility
once again to our justice system and to our judiciary, we need to answer these questions. And an
independent inquiry, I believe, will in many ways be able to answer some of the very big questions
that are now unanswered. So I ask the minister to put in train this particular inquiry in the hope that
we will never again in this state see the miscarriage of justice that we have seen in the situation with
Cardinal Pell.
ILLEGAL TOBACCO
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (22:43): Thank you, President. Before we start, can I just
personally say congratulations to you on your new appointment. I certainly look forward to working
with you in this chamber, so congratulations.
My matter is for the Minister for Health and is about the general lack of success and enthusiasm of
Victorian health officials to curtail illegal tobacco retailing. Overall the problems associated with this
illicit trade have been worsening for some time, generally because the repeated increases in excises,
other taxes and regulations on cigarette companies have made tobacco one of Australia’s highest taxed
commodities. As a pointer to that, in its most recent annual report on this activity across Australia
KPMG said that 2.1 million kilograms of illicit tobacco—that is, more than 14 per cent of the country’s
entire tobacco market—were consumed in 2018. It has therefore become an item of choice not only
for buyers but also for many serious criminals, with huge profits to be made, especially from tax
evasion and further organised crime. Typically chop-chop and foreign cigarettes can also frequently
be sold at grossly reduced prices, with law-abiding businesses drastically undercut in the process.
There are some stories of successful raids on it in Victoria; however, almost all of them are led by
federal authorities and very few occur at the point of sale itself.
In fact there is a common belief amongst retailers that the sale of illegal tobacco is going so badly
unchecked, often in plain sight, that the black market retailers now even outnumber the legal ones in
many locations. That is obviously particularly disappointing at a state level given the confirmation
provided by Australian Border Force assistant commissioner Sharon Huey at a 2019 Senate inquiry
that:
… state and territory health and policing authorities do have responsibility for … compliance action …
regarding the sale of illicit tobacco by retailers.

In turn, as a local council employee also confirmed to the Warrnambool Standard in July 2019, council
officers under guidance from the Department of Health and Human Services are advised not to
undertake investigations of illicit tobacco complaints without first seeking assistance from DHHS.
Given that so much attention and effort has historically been invested into reducing smoking, it is
actually puzzling that so little is apparently being done comparatively to curtail the prolific sale of
illicit tobacco products.
Principally on behalf of numerous hardworking small business constituents who are being financially
ruined by the rampant, seemingly unchecked spread of illegal tobacco the action I therefore seek is an
explanation of what actions the Andrews government is currently taking in relation to this illicit trade.
In addition we would like to know what the government will specifically do to tackle this problem
throughout the remainder of this term of Parliament as well.
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LIVE MUSIC VENUES
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (22:46): My matter for the
adjournment is for the attention of the Minister for Creative Industries. Others in the chamber have
raised the matters that I want to raise tonight, and that is the situation of the live music industry, which
is facing terrible times at the moment. The COVID-19 crisis has impacted on so many businesses and
indeed on the pubs and clubs and venues that are very much part of live music. So if you cannot hold
the outings, these venues are in strife and the artists are in strife and all of the connected industry—the
roadies, the sound people, the whole lot—are in real trouble.
In Victoria they are in worse trouble. Not only is it very important for our state economically, as others
have pointed out in this chamber and in the other chamber indeed in recent days, but the COVID
restrictions have been removed much more slowly here without proper finesse and without proper
scientific basis behind it. We have been seeking—I know Ms Crozier and I have been seeking—the
information from the chief health officer and the Minister for Health as to the scientific basis for many
of the decisions that are being made, because in Victoria tougher decisions have been made that have
made it much more difficult for many of our venues to open, and that is having an enormous effect in
the country, in the city and right across the whole state. The knock-on to our live music industry sector
has been enormous.
In our document Our Plan to get Victoria Back to Work and Back in Business we have called for the
establishment of an additional $50 million fund, a creative industries restoration fund. That is on top
of announced funding by the state government. We think that fund can be used to target and support
many of the small and medium enterprises that are being hit very hard by the COVID crisis. I also
point very much to the need to support the live music industry. They have come forward with
suggestions and packages that can be picked up by government. The support that could be put in place
is significant and would make a significant difference.
I have said this publicly and I have said this in articles in the sector, but what needs to happen is the
state government needs to provide the evidence for the basis of its close-and-lockdown approach and
needs to move in line with other states more quickly in many of these areas than it is currently doing.
And it needs to put some more money on the table. It needs to put money in line with our expectations
of a $50 million creative industries restoration fund, a significant component of which could support
the live music sector.
COVID-19
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (22:49): I am wanting to raise a matter this evening for
the Minister for Health. I was wanting to actually ask this question in question time because I wanted
to get an answer from her, but unfortunately there is so much going on this week with all the issues
that are plaguing the government and there were so many of my colleagues that had lots of questions
for ministers in relation to the administration of the current government that I did not get an opportunity
to, so I am raising it in this forum. It is around the very serious issue of infection rates for COVID-19
within quarantine hotels. I note from an article just a few days ago—and I have been speaking to many
people within the hotels who are in quarantine, and many of them understand exactly why they are
there: coming back from overseas and needing to quarantine to protect our community from
COVID-19—there has been an outbreak in clusters, and we have had a number of clusters in this state.
The Cedar Meats cluster obviously is the biggest cluster in Victoria, and that has been handled very
badly, I believe, by the government in not tracking the first case, and you have heard me speak about
that on a number of occasions, and the links to the second case, which were denied by the government
and the minister especially. So what we have got is this group of clusters. As Mr Davis has just said,
he has been talking about the impacts on the live music industry, but if you look at restaurants and if
you look at businesses right across this state, they are struggling significantly at the moment, and we
need to ensure that they can get back on their feet and get back operating again.
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I hear today that there is a caution about easing the restrictions, and of course we do not want to be in
a situation where we have got huge numbers of COVID cases, but we have had a third protester today
test positive for COVID-19. As I said, we had these issues in the quarantine hotels, particularly around
the security guards. Now, there was a cluster of 16 cases connected with contractors hired as part of
the state government’s quarantine, and their own workers are saying that they were not provided with
enough projection. In fact they were not provided the equipment that they needed—the PPE—or the
training, and I want to ask the minister about this because I think this is a very serious issue. If these
people who are in these hotels are not provided with the appropriate equipment or training to prevent
the spread of this disease, then we are in real trouble. The chief health officer himself has said the
department had issued a full review of health protocols at all quarantine hotels in response to the
outbreak. We are now in June. This should have been in place months ago in preparation. So the action
I seek is for the minister to provide us with a full explanation as to why this situation has led to the
current state that we are in.
GAMING LICENCES
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (22:52): I will not take too much time. My matter is for
the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation. The City of Banyule has written
to me and no doubt to other local members of Parliament, and maybe even to you, President, in respect
of gaming venues and the need for some of the community clubs in particular to perhaps have access
to support packages as part of the COVID recovery. The Banyule council has taken up the position of
some of the anti-gambling lobby, suggesting that community clubs, as part of their rethink of their
business models and what they are offering their members going forward, may well want to surrender
their poker machines. The point that I raise with the minister for gaming on behalf of Banyule, and it
is one that I do support, is for him to consider making available a refund on licences that have been
paid. We are aware that under actions by this government not so long ago the licence periods were
extended and significant revenue accumulated as part of that extension process. But I ask if the
government could consider offering a refund of those licences and look at any other options in terms
of supporting those clubs in the community that wish to surrender their poker machine licences and
leave gaming. We are all aware of the damage that it does in the community, the harm it causes, and
this is an opportunity to actually address some of that.
RESPONSES
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:54): Members have raised matters for
11 ministers this evening, and I will pass them on for response. I have a written response for an
adjournment debate matter raised by Mr Ondarchie on 17 March 2020.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (22:55): President, I wish to raise with you a matter of an
adjournment that has not been answered. The adjournment matter was raised on 18 March and it was
relating to a WorkSafe issue for Kathleen Humphries, a constituent of mine. I raised this matter with
the Attorney-General in her capacity as the Minister for Workplace Safety. I am asking that you
request that the minister respond to the adjournment debate, please.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (22:55): Similar to the way that my office was able
to help facilitate an answer to Mr Ondarchie’s adjournment matter, I will personally ensure that my
office follows that up for you on behalf of the Attorney-General’s office.
The PRESIDENT: The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.56 pm until Tuesday, 4 August.
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Written adjournment responses
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Thursday, 18 June 2020
NORTHERN COMMUNITY CAREWORKS
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (17 March 2020)
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers):
The Victorian Government recognises the significant contribution that volunteers and not-for-profit
community organisations make to the life of Victorians, through a diverse range of activities from community
services and social welfare to education, arts, sport and recreational activities and many more. Many
organisations are providing vital support and services to their communities as we respond to the pandemic.
I commend CareWorks for the wonderful work they do in providing support and strengthening the local
community in Preston.
This issue was first raised with me by the Member for Northcote. I can confirm that funding of $20,000 has
been approved in September 2019 by the Treasurer to support the Northern Community Careworks as an
interim solution. I understand Northern Community Careworks is exploring other sustainable funding options
for the future.
Many community organisations are looking at ways to attract alternative funding sources and diversify their
income base. There are a range of options for CareWorks to consider, including the Australian Communities
Foundation, which can direct organisations to a community foundation in its local area, or banks, which often
have community grants, or establishing a workplace giving arrangement through The Australian Charities
Fund.
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Answers to constituency questions
Responses have been incorporated in the form provided to Hansard and received in the period
shown.

5 June to 18 June 2020
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (18 February 2020)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19):
I am advised that:
Safer Care Victoria (SCV) is our quality and safety agency which works closely with health consumers and
health services to ensure all care is outstanding and that where it is not patient concerns are listened to and
acted upon.
SCV has worked closely with Monash Health and Mr Chinnock since he first contacted the agency in
September 2018.
I am advised SCV and Monash Health have worked hard to listen to and address Mr Chinnock’s concerns.
All responses to him have acknowledged that the care of his wife and subsequent communication and
responsiveness to his concerns were not outstanding. Monash Health has learned from this incident and
implemented a range of improvements as a result.
I am informed that several members of staff at Monash have met with Mr Chinnock on separate occasions to
acknowledge his concerns and apologise. Senior Monash Health clinicians and the Chief Executive have also
written to Mr Chinnock.
I recognise Mr Chinnock remains dissatisfied with the responses he has received but I am advised by SCV
that his concerns have been heard.
SCV has informed Mr Chinnock that it continues to work closely with the Department of Health and Human
Services to monitor the performance and the implementation of the improvement strategies Monash Health
identified following the reviews of the concerns he raised.
Providing the community with high quality health care is a priority for the Andrews Labor Government, this
is why we took action with a $200 million flu package so that our hardworking doctors and nurses could
continue to treat a record number of patients. This is on top of a record $12.2 Billion for operational funding
in 2019-20, an increase of 6.1 per cent year-on-year and a 38.1 per cent increase since 2014-15.
With the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have again responded swiftly and strongly to invest in
our health system and ensure our hospitals are prepared for any surge of Coronavirus cases.
In March, the government announced two funding packages worth a combined $537 million as part of our
initial coronavirus response. This has included more beds, ICU equipment and PPE to keep our dedicated
health care workers safe.
In addition, a further $1.9 billion investment was also announced on 1 April, to establish an extra 4,000 ICU
beds as we respond to the coronavirus pandemic and protect Victorian lives.

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (3 March 2020)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19):
I am informed that:
Professor Wijeratne and his team are, like many of our amazing researchers, doing great work. This is even
more evident in the current environment. There have been no cuts to the health system.
I would encourage Professor Wijeratne to explore the many opportunities for research funding support at both
a state and federal level.
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The Andrews Labor Government has invested over $500 million in health and medical research since
releasing Healthier lives, stronger economy: Victoria’s Health and Medical Research Strategy 2016-2020.
This includes an investment of over $34 million per annum in critical research infrastructure that has resulted
in Victorian researchers attracting over 40 per cent of national Health and Medical Research funding, as well
as more than $20 million in the field of neuroscience of which Victoria is a world leader.
In February I announced applications open for the latest round of funding for evolving fields of medical
research.
Researchers in the early stage of their projects with an aim of translating their work into positive health and
economic outcomes for Victoria are invited to apply.
Now in its fourth year, the $3 million fund leverages matched support from philanthropic, industry and
international sources.
In addition, the Victorian Government announced $19 billion to support the states response to COVID-19.
This includes more than $14 million into COVID-19 research.

EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (17 March 2020)
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier):
Thank you for your question about the impact of COVID-19 on commercial passenger vehicle drivers.
The COVID-19 pandemic poses an unprecedented public health emergency around the world. The Victorian
Government’s current focus is on containment, identifying any possible cases and isolating those who are
infectious, as well as their close contacts. This is vital to maintaining the capacity of our health system.
I acknowledge that some commercial passenger vehicle drivers might be anxious about providing services in
the current environment. Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria (CPVV) has implemented a range of
measures to assist the industry to support the health and safety of commercial passenger vehicle drivers and
passengers at this time.
CPVV has contacted booking service providers, vehicle owners and drivers directly to share advice provided
by the Victorian Chief Health Officer, and continues to use social media channels and its dedicated
COVID-19 webpage at cpv.vic.gov.au to provide regular updates.
Domestic passengers using a commercial passenger vehicle should sit in the back seat, and hand sanitisers
should be available for passengers and drivers to use and the air conditioner/heating setting should be set to
external airflow. Furthermore, the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services advises passengers
travelling to places of self-isolation to wherever possible use a personal mode of transport to minimise
exposure to others.
CPVV has advised drivers that all international passengers arriving at the airport are now transferred securely
to hotels by Skybus, during this period of mandatory quarantine for arriving passengers.
The Government is committed to doing everything it can to keep businesses operating and people in jobs,
announcing a $1.7 billion economic survival package. Businesses can call the Business Victoria hotline on
13 22 15 to find out what support is available to them. The Commonwealth Government has also announced
a range of income support measures.

EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (17 March 2020)
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier):
The Victorian Government has established ·a range of urgent measures to help Victorians survive the
economic impacts of COVID-19, complementing the Commonwealth’s support measures. As part of the
Government’s $1.7 billion Economic Survival Package, the Victorian Government is:
•

providing full payroll tax relief for the 2019-20 financial year to businesses with a payroll of less
than $3 million. These businesses can also defer any payroll tax for the first three months of the
2020/21 financial year;

•

deferring 2020 land tax payments for eligible small businesses.
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The Government recognises that event and hospitality businesses such as the Premiere Function Centre have
been particularly impacted by COVID-19 and is providing further immediate and targeted support. This
includes:
•

a $500 million Business Support Fund, to provide support for businesses in the hardest hit sectors,
including hospitality;

•

a $500 million Working for Victoria Fund to assist people who have lost their jobs at this difficult
time, by providing opportunities for paid work in areas of need to contribute to Victoria’s
management and response to this crisis;

•

$420 million in land tax incentives to landlords to negotiate reduced rents with tenants who have
seen a loss of revenue due to coronavirus with a turnover of less than $50 million; and;

•

waiving liquor licensing fees for 2020 for affected venues and small businesses.

The Victorian Government has also announced the $2.7 billion Building Works package, which will get
shovel-ready projects—big and small—underway to get thousands of people back to work. At the centre of
the Building Works package is a $1.18 billion investment in education infrastructure projects that will create
space for more than 21,000 extra students in Victoria’s education system and create more than 1,600 local
construction jobs.
The government will continue to work closely with industry, unions and the Commonwealth Government to
provide support to Victorians.

WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (18 March 2020)
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers):
I thank Mr Grimley from Western Victoria for his question about what the Victorian Government is doing to
promote foster care and to increase the number of foster carers in Victoria, noting that the statistics cited refer
to the total number of children in out of home care Australia-wide.
The Victorian Government recognises and values the role of foster carers in caring for some of Victoria’s
most vulnerable children and young people. This includes providing additional financial support to carers to
help cover some of the extra costs of caring due to COVID-19.
To promote foster care to the broader community, the government has invested in Fostering Connections, a
foster carer attraction and recruitment campaign to increase community awareness of foster care and attract a
greater number and diversity of carers. Fostering Connections also provides a central point to assist with
enquiries about becoming a foster carer in Victoria and can connect enquirers with a local foster care agency.
The government also funds community service organisations and Aboriginal Community Controlled
Organisations to recruit, assess, accredit and provide ongoing support to Victorian foster carers. Foster carers
can also access a number of financial supports through the government, such as the care allowance and
flexible funding to assist in their caring role.
The Victorian Government also recently launched the first ever carer strategy for home based carers, Strong
Carers: Strong Children, a strategy developed by carers for carers, acknowledging the complex challenges
carers face every day, and identifying work to be done to give them the support they need. The strategy will
guide and inform the future direction of home-based care in Victoria, giving carers better support to provide
a safe and nurturing home for Victoria’s most vulnerable children. Foster and kinship carers can also access
Carer Kafe: Kinship and Foster care education, an initiative providing education and training so carers can
better meet the needs of children and young people in care.

NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (18 March 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
The Victorian Bushfire Reconstruction and Recovery Authority rebuilt assets and infrastructure following the
2009 bushfires. Much of the rebuilding was facilitated through grants to local councils, other agencies and
community associations. These grants supported initial rebuild and reconstruction, however ongoing
maintenance is the responsibility of the facility owner. However, I encourage the council or community group
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to apply for other grants that are available for upgrades to the netball courts. A full list of grants available are
at ‘Grants and programs’ website which lists all Victorian Government grants and programs.
Bushfire Recovery Victoria (BRV) was established in January 2020 as a permanent agency to work directly
with communities impacted by the bushfires, initially focussed on those impacted over the 2019-20 summer
season. BRV recognises that decisions on recovery expenditure, particularly those relating to infrastructure
projects, can have far reaching implications for communities and councils into the future in terms of their
ongoing operational and maintenance costs. BRV is committed to supporting community-led priority setting
and decision-making which takes into account future funding requirements and sustainable solutions.

NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (23 April 2020)
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers):
As previously advised, the Department of Health and Human Services is working closely and cooperatively
with Greater Shepparton City Council and the Goulburn North Eastern Association of Community Centres
Neighbourhood House Network to ensure the Murchison Neighbourhood House continues to provide its
services to support the local community. This, of course, includes consideration of the building.
The Victorian government provides more than $36 million every year for the Neighbourhood House
Coordination Program. This program provides funding for 401 neighbourhood houses to employ coordinators
to manage their activities and operations, as well as supporting Victoria’s 16 neighbourhood house networks
and the peak body, Neighbourhood Houses Victoria.
With respect to the liquidation of Murchison Community Care, it is yet another reminder that the
Commonwealth needs to urgently address the financial sustainability of rural and regional aged care services.

EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (23 April 2020)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19):
I appreciate that this has been a difficult time for people at the end of their lives and their loved ones.
In February, almost overnight, health services had to change the way they work. Under enormous pressure,
they continued to support patients and families with the goal of keeping them and our community safe. This
has meant restrictions that have been painful for everyone, including our dedicated workforce.
Directions issued by Victoria’s Chief Health Officer regarding visitors to care facilities and hospitals have
been put in place to minimise the risk of spreading coronavirus among patients, residents and staff. These
directions include exemptions for people providing support to patients and residents at the end of their life.
Guided by the advice of our Chief Health Officer, the extraordinary response of our community has flattened
the coronavirus curve. This has allowed us to begin a controlled relaxation of some restrictions.
I am pleased to advise that improving circumstances have allowed Wantirna Health to update visitation
restrictions, and that from 1 May 2020, families have been able to be with their loved ones, when their
condition is deteriorating, in the Supportive and Palliative Care Ward during the last weeks of their lives.

EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (3 June 2020)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
I am advised that this question falls within the portfolio responsibilities of the Hon Richard Wynne MP,
Minister for Planning. The Member will need to raise this matter with Minister Wynne.
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NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (4 June 2020)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
This matter does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities. The Member may wish to direct her question to
the Minister for Transport Infrastructure, the Hon Jacinta Allan MP.

SOUTH EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (4 June 2020)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19):
I am advised that:
Victorian public health officials have begun using the new COVIDSafe app to help find close contacts of
people who have tested positive.
With only a small number of cases in Victoria, there have been few opportunities to use the App so far—and
we hope this continues.
Victoria has signed an agreement on access to information and our public health officials have been trained
on how to access and use the close contact information.
Access is strictly limited to trained public health officers carrying out contact tracing functions. Victoria has
legislated privacy obligations when handling citizens’ private data or health data and these obligations will be
adhered to.
The Victorian Government urges Victorians to download the App to augment our contact tracing tools to stop
the spread of the virus. This will be increasingly important as restrictions are eased and people are more
mobile.
The COVIDSafe app works on mobile telephones of certain ages or newer. For Android devices, the app
requires Android 6.0 or higher; for Apple devices, it requires iOS10 or higher (iPhone 5S or higher). The
Australian Government notes that COVIDSafe works on as broad a range of phones as possible. There are
limits, however, due to security and Bluetooth capability.
Responsibility for the design and operation of the app is a matter for the Federal Government.

SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (4 June 2020)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure, Minister for
Priority Precincts, Minister for the Coordination of Transport: COVID-19):
The Government will outline all costs in relation to the construction of the Metro Tunnel.
The Member for Southern Metropolitan’s concerns need to be understood alongside the fact he made an
election commitment to renegotiate the Metro Tunnel contract to increase costs and delay the project.
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Written responses to questions without notice
Responses have been incorporated in the form provided to Hansard and received in the period
shown.

5 June to 18 June 2020
FIREARM AND AMMUNITION SALES
In reply to Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (3 June 2020)
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher Education)
Substantive Question:
In March 2020, Victoria Police observed an increase in firearms Permit to Acquire (PTA) applications
received. In the week beginning 4 March 2020, 1,190 PTAs were received. In the week beginning 18 March
2020, 2,383 PTAs were received (a 100.3 per cent increase from 4 March 2020). The number of PTAs
received in March 2020 was 7,591 or 48 per cent greater than the 5,123 PTAs received in March 2019, and
the highest level recorded for the period in the last five years. This data is consistent with data previously
provided to your office.
With many Victoria Police resources allocated elsewhere, any increased numbers of firearms in the
community would have placed strain on the need for more essential storage inspections. The temporary
variation to firearm dealers, along with other benefits, allowed Victoria Police to focus their efforts on more
urgent duties.
A demonstration of this risk is where Victoria Police received intelligence regarding large purchases of
ammunition by an individual licence holder. A storage inspection was conducted and upon entry to the licence
holder’s home, an unsecured longarm firearm was found, along with ammunition that was also unsecured.
Victoria Police evaluated the easing of restrictions as other relaxation measures were announced to ensure
consistency with these relaxation measures. The temporary variation of the condition was revoked at 11:59pm
Tuesday 12 May.
Supplementary Question:
The Government and Victoria Police have been vocal about the risk of family violence during this public
health emergency. Increased strain and stress on those already at risk is magnified by the effect of the
pandemic on the community.
Neither the government, nor Victoria Police have suggested that licensed firearm owners or dealers are more
likely to commit family violence. The presence of firearms and weapons in family violence situations is a
known risk factor assessed by police. Firearms and weapons are used to intimidate victims and while most
perpetrators do not have access to firearms and weapons, a proportion do.
The measures undertaken to reduce the numbers of firearms and ammunition being introduced into the
community was just one of the approaches aimed at reducing risk during this time and was not a reflection
on licensed firearm owners or dealers.
In response to your question whether this data will be made publicly available, I now consider it part of the
public record by virtue of my reply.

FOOTSCRAY PSYCHIATRIC CENTRE
In reply to Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (4 June 2020)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources)
The Minister for Planning advises that the Heritage Council is an independent expert statutory authority that
has determined to include the Footscray Psychiatric Centre in the Victorian Heritage Register. The Heritage
Council has made this determination following a statutory process which invited public submissions and after
a hearing. There is no right of review of a decision of the Heritage Council and the Minister has no power to
intervene.
The Heritage Council acknowledged in its decision that psychiatric facilities may retain negative
connotations, especially for the many patients who were treated within them and many staff who worked
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within them. This would also be true for numerous other asylums, prisons, orphanages and institutions across
Victoria which are now included in the Heritage Register. It is also apparent that the community, at this point
of time are divided on the importance of concrete Brutalist buildings. While these places may not have
universal appeal, this does not necessarily diminish their historical or architectural significance to Victoria.
The Minister for Planning also advises that the inclusion of a place in the Victorian Heritage Register does
not prohibit the future development of the building or the land. There is no requirement to ‘restore’ such
places. Permit applications may be made for redevelopment and also retrofitting heritage buildings to meet
modern standards.
Under the Heritage Act 2017, any permit application must balance the heritage impacts of works with the
reasonable or economic use of the place. It is also a requirement to consider community submissions, along
with the ability of public authorities to carry out their statutory functions. Many heritage buildings contain
asbestos and hazardous materials and can be, and are, successfully remediated.
The Minister for Planning supports the creative, adaptive reuse of heritage buildings. This can also have
significant environmental benefits through reducing waste and conserving building resources.

NATIONAL REDRESS SCHEME
In reply to Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (16 June 2020)
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher Education)
Response to Substantive Question
Of those 49 institutions, 42 institutions have not yet joined (based on the latest information received from the
National Redress Scheme on 2 June and 12 June 2020). Of these 42 institutions:
•

11 receive Victorian Government funding and have since committed to join the Scheme and are
currently completing the onboarding documentation

•

4 receive Victorian Government funding and have not committed to join

•

7 do not receive Victorian Government funding and have since committed to join and are currently
completing the onboarding documentation

•

11 do not receive Victorian Government funding and have not committed to join

•

9 require further work to accurately identify the institution and for the Scheme to make initial
contact with the institution.

Of the remaining seven institutions, three have since joined the Scheme and four institutions no longer have
applications pending.
Response to Supplementary Question
In 2019, the Attorney-General ordered a Review of Victorian Government funding to institutions named in
redress applications. Following this Review, it was decided that eligibility for funding will be contingent on
named institutions meeting their redress obligations. This sends a powerful message to those institutions who
have a potential liability for redress.
Changes are being made to Victorian funding instruments and guidelines to reflect this. The Attorney-General
has written to institutions that have not committed to join the Scheme and put them on notice that if they do
not sign up to the Scheme, they risk losing government funding and will be deemed ineligible for future
government funding.
In addition, institutions who do not give a commitment to sign up to the Scheme by 30 June 2020 will be
publicly named by the Commonwealth and it will then be open to the Commonwealth, state and territory
governments to apply other sanctions including changes to funding arrangements and charitable status.
Our position is very clear—every institution named in a redress application with the capacity to join the
Scheme must do so immediately. Survivors of institutional abuse have suffered long enough.
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POPULATION GROWTH
In reply to Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (16 June 2020)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources)
While projections for the future do change when new information becomes available, the broad story of a
large and strong Melbourne is unlikely to change.
Short‐term growth patterns may vary due to unforeseen events, but Plan Melbourne is a robust document
designed to provide for a growing Melbourne with links throughout Victoria and can cope with fluctuations
in the balance over time.
Strategic planning involves monitoring change over time and considering all the implications of changes to
population, the economy and other factors. This is a time of uncertainty and as new information is coming to
hand we are analysing information to assess both the short and long term implications of population change.

